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PREFATORY NOTE,

The materials for a biography of Sterne are by no means

abundant. Of the earlier years of his life, the only

existing record is that preserved in the brief autobio-

graphical memoir which, a few months before his death,

he composed, in the usual quaint staccato style of his

familiar correspondence, for the benefit of his daughter.

Of his childhood ; of his school days ; of his life at Cam-

bridge, and in his Yorkshire Vicarage; of his whole

history in fact, up to the age of forty-six, we know nothing

more than he has there jotted down. He attained that

age in the year 1759 ; and at this date begins that series

of his Letters, from which, for those who have the

patience to sort them out of the chronological confusion

in which his daughter and editress involved them, there

is no doubt a good deal to be learnt. These letters,

however, which extend down to 1768, the year of the

writer's death, contain pretty nearly all the contemporary

material that we have to depend on. Freely as Sterne

mixed in the best literary society, there is singularly little

to be gathered about him, even in the way of chance allu-

sion and anecdote, from the memoirs and ana of his time.

Of the many friends who would have been competent to

write his biography while the facts were yet fresh, but

one, John "Wilkes, ever entertained—if he did seriously

entertain—the idea of performing this pious work ; and
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he, in spite of the entreaties of Sterne's widow and

daughter, then in straitened circumstances, left unre-

deemed his promise to do so. The brief memoir by Sir

Walter Scott, which is prefixed to many popular editions

of Tristram Shandy and the Sentimental Journey, sets

out the so-called autobiography in full, but for the rest

is mainly critical ; Thackeray's well-known lecture-essay

is almost wholly so ; and nothing, worthy to be dignified

by the name of a Life of Sterne, seems ever to have been

published, until the appearance of Mr. Percy Fitzgerald's

two stout volumes, under this title, some eighteen years

ago. Of this work it is hardly too much to say, that it

contains (no doubt with the admixture of a good deal of

superfluous matter) nearly all the information as to the

facts of Sterne's life that is now ever likely to be re-

covered. The evidence for certain of its statements of

fact is not as thoroughly sifted as it might have been

;

and with some of its criticism I at least am unable

to agree. But no one interested in the subject of this

memoir can be insensible of his obligations to Mr. Fitz-

gerald, for the fruitful diligence with which he has

laboured in a too long neglected field.

H. D. T.

Bickley, May, 1882.
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STEENE.

CHAPTER I.

BIRTH, PARENTAGE, AND EARLY YEARS.

(1713—1724.)

Towards the close of the month of November, 1713, one

of the last of the English regiments which had been de-

tained in Flanders to supervise the execution of the treaty

of Utrecht, arrived at Clonmel from Dunkirk. The day-

after its arrival the regiment was disbanded ; and yet a

few days later, on the 24th of the month, the wife of one

of its subalterns gave birth to a son. The child who thus

early displayed the perversity of his humour by so in-

opportune an appearance was Laurence Sterne. " My
birthday," he says in the slipshod, loosely-strung notes by

which he has been somewhat grandiloquently said to havo
" anticipated the labours " of the biographer—" my birth-

day was ominous to my poor father, who was the day after

our arrival, with many other brave officers, broke and

sent adrift into the wide world with a wife and two

children."

Roger Sterne, however, now late ensign of the 34th or

Chudleigh's regiment of foot, was after all in less evil

B
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case than were many probably of his comrades. He had

kinsmen to whom he could look for at any rate temporary

assistance, and his mother was a wealthy widow. The

Sternes, originally of a Suffolk stock, had passed from

that county to Nottinghamshire, and thence into York-

shire, and were at this time a family of position and sub-

stance in the last-named county. Roger's grandfather had

been Archbishop of York, and a man of more note, if only

through the accident of the times upon which he fell, than

most of the incumbents of that see. He had played an

exceptionally energetic part even for a Cavalier prelate in

the great political struggle of the seventeenth century, and

had suffered with fortitude and dignity in the royal cause.

He had, moreover, a further claim to distinction in having

been treated with common gratitude at the Restoration

by the son of the monarch whom he had served. As

Master of Jesus College, Cambridge, he had " been active

in sending the University plate to his Majesty," and for

this offence he was seized by Cromwell and carried in

military custody to London, whence, after undergoing im-

prisonment in various gaols, and experiencing other forms

of hardship, he was at length permitted to retire to an

obscure retreat in the country, there to commune with

himself until that tyranny should be overpast. On the

return of the exiled Stuarts Dr. Sterne was made Bishop

of Carlisle, and a few years later was translated to the see

of York. He lived to the age of eighty-six, and so far

justified Burnet's accusation against him of "minding

chiefly enriching himself," that he seems to have divided

no fewer than four landed estates among his children.

One of these, Simon Sterne, a younger son of the arch-

bishop, himself married an heiress, the daughter of Sir

Eoger Jaques of Elvington ; and Roger, the father of
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Laurence Sterne, was the seventh and youngest of the

issue of this marriage. At the time when the double mis-

fortune above recorded befell him at the hands of Lucina

and the War Office, his father had been some years dead
;

but Simon Sterne's widow was still mistress of the pro-

perty which she had brought with her at her marriage,

and to Elvington accordingly, " as soon," writes Sterne,

" as I was able to be carried," the compulsorily retired

ensign betook himself with his wife and his two children.

He was not, however, compelled to remain long dependent

on his mother. The ways of the military authorities were

as inscrutable to the army of that day as they are in our day

to our own. Before a year had passed the regiment was

ordered to be re-established, and " our household decamped

with bag and baggage for Dublin." This was in the

autumn of 1714, and from that time onward for some

eleven years the movements and fortunes of the Sterne

family, as detailed in the narrative of its most famous

member, form a history in which the ludicrous struggles

strangely with the pathetic.

A husband, condemned to be the Ulysses-like plaything

of adverse gods at the War Office ; an indefatigably pro-

lific wife ; a succession of weak and ailing children ; mis-

fortune in the seasons of journeying ; misfortune in the

moods of the weather by sea and land—under all this

combination of hostile chances and conditions was the

struggle to be carried on. The little household was per-

petually " on the move "—a little household which was

always becoming and never remaining bigger—continually

increased by births, only to be again reduced by deaths

—

until the contest between the deadly hardships of travel

and the fatal fecundity of Mrs. Sterne was brought by

events to a natural close. Almost might the unfortunate

b 2
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lady have exclaimed, Quae regio in terns nostri non plena

laboris ? She passes from Ireland to England, and from

England to Ireland, from inland garrison to sea-port town

and back again, incessantly bearing and incessantly burying

children—until even her son in his narrative begins to speak

of losing one infant at this place, and " leaving another

behind " on that journey, almost as if they were so many

overlooked or misdirected articles of luggage. The tragic

side of the history, however, overshadows the grotesque.

When we think how hard a business was travel even

under the most favourable conditions in those days, and

how serious even in our own times, when travel is easy,

are the discomforts of the women and children of a regi-

ment on the march—we may well pity these unresting

followers of the drum. As to Mrs. Sterne herself, she

seems to have been a woman of a pretty tough fibre, and

she came moreover of a campaigning stock. Her father

was a " noted suttler " of the name of Nuttle, and her first

husband—for she was a widow when Roger Sterne married

her—had been a soldier also. She had, therefore, served

some years apprenticeship to the military life before these

wanderings began ; and she herself was destined to live

to a good old age. But somehow or other she failed to

endow her offspring with her own robust constitution and

powers of endurance. "My father's children were," as

Laurence Sterne grimly puts it, " not made to last long
;"

but one cannot help suspecting that it was the hardships of

those early years which carried them off in their infancy

with such painful regularity and despatch, and that it was

to the same cause that their surviving brother owed the

beginnings of that fatal malady by which his own life was

cut short.

The diary of their travels—for the early part of
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Sterne's memoirs amounts to scarcely more—is the more

effective for its very brevity and abruptness. Save for

one interval of somewhat longer sojourn than usual at

Dublin, the reader has throughout it all the feeling of

the traveller who never finds time to unpack his port-

manteau. On the re-enrolment of the regiment in 1714,

" our household," says the narrative, " decamped from

York with bag and baggage for Dublin. Within a month

my father left us, being ordered to Exeter ; where, in a

sad winter, my mother and her two children followed

him, travelling from Liverpool, by land, to Plymouth."

At Plymouth, Mrs. Sterne gave birth to a son, christened

Joram ; and, " in twelve months' time we were all sent

back to Dublin. My mother," with her three children,

"took ship at Bristol for Ireland, and had a narrow

escape from being cast away by a leak springing up in

the vessel. At length, after many perils and struggles,

we got to Dublin." Here intervenes the short breathing-

space, of which mention has been made—an interval

employed by Eoger Sterne in " spending a great deal of

money " on a " large house," which he hired and fur-

nished ; and then " in the year one thousand seven hundred

and nineteen, all unhinged again." The regiment had

been ordered off to the Isle of Wight, thence to embark

for Spain, on "the Vigo Expedition," and "we," who
accompanied it, "were driven into Milford Haven, but

afterwards landed at Bristol, and thence by land to

Plymouth again, and to the Isle of Wight ;
" losing on

this expedition " poor Joram, a pretty boy, who died of

the small-pox." In the Isle of Wight, Mrs. Sterne and

her family remained, till the Vigo Expedition returned

home ; and during her stay there " poor Joram's loss was

supplied by the birth of a girl, Anne," a " pretty blossom,"
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but destined to fall " at the age of three years." On the

return of the regiment to Wicklow, Eoger Sterne again

sent to collect his family round him. " We embarked for

Dublin, and had all been cast away by a most violent

storm ; but, through the intercession of my mother, the

captain was prevailed upon to turn back into Wales, where

we stayed a month, and at length got into Dublin, and

travelled by land to Wicklow, where my father had, for

some weeks, given us over for lost." Here a year passed,

and another child, Devijeher—so called after the Colonel

of the regiment—was born. " From thence we decamped

to stay half a year with Mr. Fetherston, a clergyman,

about seven miles from Wicklow, who, being a relative

of my mother's, invited us to his parsonage at Animo. 1

From thence, again, " we followed the regiment to Dublin,"

where again "we lay in the barracks a year." In 1722

the regiment was ordered to Carrickfergus. " We all

decamped, but got no further than Drogheda ; thence

ordered to Mullingar, forty miles west, where, by Provi-

dence, we stumbled upon a kind relation, a collateral

1 " It was in this parish," says Sterne, " that I had that won-
derful escape in falling through a mill race while the mill wa3
going, and being taken up unhurt ; the story is incredible, but
known to all that part of Ireland where hundreds of the common
people nocked to see me." More incredible still does it seem that

Thoresby should relate the occurrence of an accident of precisely

the same kind to Sterne's great-grandfather the Archbishop.
* Playing near a mill, he fell within a claw ; there was but one
board or bucket wanting in the whole wheel, but a gracious Pro-

vidence so ordered it that the void place came down at that moment,
else he had been crushed to death ; but was reserved to be a grand
benefactor afterwards." (Thoresby, ii. 15.) But what will pro-

bably strike the reader as more extraordinary even than this

coincidence is that Sterne should have been either unaware of

it, or should have omitted mention of it in the above passage.
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descendant from Archbishop Sterne, who took us all to

his castle, and kindly entertained us for a year." Thence,

by " a most rueful journey " to Carrickfergus, where " we
arrived in six or seven days." Here, at the age of three,

little Devijeher obtained a happy release from his name

;

and " another child, Susan, was sent to fill his place, who
also left us behind in this weary journey." In the

"autumn of this year, or the spring of the next"

—

Sterne's memory failing in exactitude at the very point

where we should have expected it to be most precise

—

" my father obtained permission of his colonel to fix me
at school ;" and henceforth the boy's share in the family

wanderings was at an end. But his father had yet to be

ordered from Carrickfergus to Londonderry, where at last

a permanent child, Catherine, was born ; and thence to

Gibraltar, to take part in the Defence of that famous

Eock, where the much-enduring campaigner was run

through the body in a duel, " about a goose " (a thoroughly

Shandian catastrophe) ; and thence to Jamaica, where,

" with a constitution impaired " by the sword-thrust,

earned in his anserine quarrel, he was defeated in a more

deadly duel with the " country fever," and died. " His

malady," writes his son, with a touch of feeling struggling

through his dislocated grammar, " took away his senses

first, and made a child of him ; and then in a month

or two walking about continually without complaining,

till the moment he sat down in an arm-chair and breathed

his last."

There is, as has been observed, a certain mixture of the

comic and the pathetic in the life-history of this obscure

father of a famous son. His life was clearly not a

fortunate one, so far as external circumstances go ; but its

misfortunes had no sort of consoling dignity about them.
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Eoger Sterne's lot in the world was not so much an

unhappy as an uncomfortable one ; and discomfort earns

little sympathy, and absolutely no admiration, for its

sufferers. He somehow reminds us of one of those Irish

heroes—good-natured, peppery, debt-loaded, light-hearted,

shiftless—whose fortunes we follow with mirthful and

half-contemptuous sympathy in the pages of Thackeray.

He was obviously a typical specimen of that class of men

who are destitute alike of the virtues and failings of the

"respectable" and successful; whom many people love

and no one respects; whom everybody pities in their

struggles and difficulties, but whom few pity without a

smile.

It is evident, however, that he succeeded in winning the

affection of one who had not too much affection of the

deeper kind to spare for any one. The figure of Eoger

Sterne alone stands out with any clearness by the side of

the ceaselessly flitting mother and phantasmal children of

Laurence Sterne's Memoir; and it is touched in with

strokes so vivid and characteristic that critics have been

tempted to find in it the original of the most famous

portrait in the Shandy gallery. " My father," says

Sterne, " was a little smart man, active to the last degree

in all exercises, most patient of fatigue and disappoint-

ments, of which it pleased God to give him full measure.

He was, in his temper, somewhat rapid and hasty, but of

a kindly sweet disposition, void of all design, and so

innocent in his own intentions, that he suspected no one
;

so that you might have cheated him ten times a day, if

nine had not been sufficient for your purpose." This is a

captivating little picture ; and it no doubt presents traits

which may have impressed themselves early and deeply

on the imagination which was afterwards to give birth to
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"My Uncle Toby." The simplicity of nature and the

"kindly sweet disposition" are common to both the

ensign of real life and to the immortal Captain Shandy

of fiction ; but the criticism which professes to find traces

of Eoger Sterne's " rapid and hasty temper " in my Uncle

Toby, is compelled to strain itself considerably. And,

on the whole, there seems no reason to believe that Sterne

borrowed more from the character of his father than any

writer must necessarily, and perhaps unconsciously, borrow

from his observation of the moral and mental qualities of

those with whom he has come into most frequent con-

tact.

That Laurence Sterne passed the first eleven years of

his life with such an exemplar of these simple virtues of

kindliness, guilelessness and courage ever before him, is

perhaps the best that can be said for the lot in which his

early days were cast. In almost all other respects there

could hardly have been—for a quick-witted, precocious,

imitative boy—a worse bringing-up. No one, I should

imagine, ever more needed discipline in his youth than

Sterne; and the camp is a place of discipline for the

soldier only. To all others whom necessity attaches to

it, and to the young especially, it is rather a school of

licence and irregularity. It is fair to remember these

disadvantages of Sterne's early training, in judging of the

many defects as a man, and laxities as a writer, which

marked his later life : though, on the other hand, there is

no denying the reality and value of some of the counter-

vailing advantages which came to him from his boyish

surroundings. The conception of my Uncle Toby need

not have been taken whole from Eoger Sterne, or from

any one actual captain of a marching regiment ; but the

constant sight of, and converse with, many captains and
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many corporals may undoubtedly have contributed much

to the vigour and vitality of Toby Shandy and Corporal

Trim. So far as the externals of portraiture were con-

cerned, there can be no doubt that his art benefited much

from his early military life. His soldiers have the true

stamp of the soldier about them in air and language ; and

when his captain and corporal fight their Flemish battles

over again, we are thoroughly conscious that we are

listening, under the dramatic form, to one who must

himself have heard many a chapter of the same splendid

story from the lips of the very men who had helped to

break the pride of the Grand Monarque under Marlborough

and Eugene.



CHAPTER II.

SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY—HALIFAX AND CAMBRIDGE.

(1723—1738.)

It was not—as we have seen from the Memoir—till the

autumn of 1723, " or the spring of the following year,"

that Roger Sterne obtained leave of his colonel to "fix "

his son at school ; and this would bring Laurence to

the tolerably advanced age of ten, before beginning his

education in any systematic way. He records, under date

of 1721, that "in this year I learned to write, &c. ;" but

it is not probable that the " &c."—that indolent symbol

of which Sterne makes such irritating use in all his

familiar writing—covers, in this case, any wide extent of

educational advance. The boy, most likely, could just read

and write, and no more, at the time when he was fixed at

school, " near Halifax, with an able master :" a judicious

selection, no doubt, both of place as well as teacher.

Mr. Fitzgerald, to whose researches we owe as much light

as is ever likely to be thrown upon this obscure and

probably not very interesting period of Sterne's life, has

pointed out that Richard Sterne, eldest son of the late

Simon Sterne, and uncle, therefore, of Laurence, was one

of the governors of Halifax Grammar School, and that he

may have used his interest to obtain his nephew's

admission to the foundation as the grandson of a Halifax
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man, and so, constructively, a child of the parish. But

be this as it may, it is more than probable that from the

time when he was sent to Halifax School, the whole care

and cost of the boy's education was borne by his York-

shire relatives. The memoir says that, " by God's care of

me, my cousin Sterne, of Elvington, became a father to

me, and sent me to the University, &c. &c. :" and it is

to be inferred from this that the benevolent guardian-

ship of Sterne's uncle Eichard (who died in 1732, the

year before Laurence was admitted of Jesus College,

Cambridge,) must have been taken up by his son. Of

his school course—though it lasted for over seven years,

the autobiographer has little to say ; nothing, indeed,

except that he " cannot omit mentioning " that anecdote

with which everybody, I suppose, who has ever come

across the briefest notice of Sterne's life, is familiar.

The schoolmaster "had the ceiling of the schoolroom

new-whitewashed, and the ladder remained there. I, one

unlucky day, mounted it, and wrote with a brush in large

capital letters, LAU. STERNE, for which the usher

severely whipped me. My master was very much hurt at

this, and said before me that never should that name be

effaced, for I was a boy of genius, and he was sure I

should come to preferment. This expression made me
forget the blows I had received." It is hardly to be

supposed, of course, that this story is pure romance ; but

it is difficult, on the other hand, to believe that the

incident has been related by Sterne exactly as it hap-

pened. That the recorded prediction may have been

made in jest—or even in earnest (for penetrating teachers

have these prophetic moments sometimes)—is, of course,

possible ; but that Sterne's master was " very much hurt

"

at the boy's having been justly punished for an act of
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wanton mischief, or that he recognized it as the natural

privilege of nascent genius to deface newly whitewashed

ceilings must have been a delusion of the humourist's

later years. The extreme fatuity which it would compel

us to attribute to the schoolmaster seems inconsistent

with the power of detecting intellectual capacity in any

one else. On the whole, one inclines to suspect that the

remark belonged to that order of half sardonic, half

kindly jest which a certain sort of pedagogue sometimes

throws off, for the consolation of a recently-caned boy;

and that Sterne's vanity, either then or afterwards (for

it remained juvenile all his life), translated it into a serious

prophecy. In itself, however, the urchin's freak was only

too unhappily characteristic of the man. The trick of

befouling what was clean (and because it was clean)

clung to him most tenaciously all his days ; and many a

fair white surface—of humour, of fancy, or of sentiment

—was to be disfigured by him in after-years with stains

and splotches in which we can all too plainly decipher

the literary signature of Laurence Sterne.

At Halifax School the boy, as has been said, remained

for about eight years : that is, until he was nearly nineteen,

and for some months after his father's death at Port

Antonio, which occurred in March, 1731. "In the

year '32," says the memoir, " my cousin sent me to the

University, where I stayed some time." In the course of

his first year he read for and obtained a sizarship, to

which the college records show that he was duly ad-

mitted on the 6th of July, 1733. The selection of Jesus

College was a natural one : Sterne's great-grandfather,

the afterwards Archbishop, had been its Master, and had

founded scholarships there, to one of which the young

sizar was, a year after his admission, elected. No in-
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ference can, of course, be drawn from this as to Sterne's

proficiency, or even industry, in his academical studies

:

it is scarcely more than a testimony to the fact of decent

and regular behaviour. He was bene natus, in the sense

of being related to the right man, the Founder ; and in

those days he need be only very modice doctus indeed, in

order to qualify himself for admission to the enjoyment

of his kinsman's benefactions. Still he must have been

orderly and well-conducted in his ways : and this he

would also seem to have been, from the fact of his

having passed through his University course without any

apparent break or hitch, and having been admitted to his

Bachelor's degree after no more than the normal period

of residence. The only remark which, in the Memoir, he

vouchsafes to bestow upon his academical career, is, that

"'twas there that I commenced a friendship with Mr.

H , which has been lasting on both sides : " and it

may perhaps be said that this was, from one point of

view, the most important event of his Cambridge life.

For Mr. H was John Hall, afterwards John Hall

Stevenson, the "Eugenius" of Tristram Shandy; the

master of Skelton Castle, at which Sterne was, throughout

life, to be a frequent and most familiar visitor ; and,

unfortunately, also a person whose later reputation, both

as a man and a writer, became such as seriously to com-

promise the not very robust respectability of his clerical

comrade. Sterne and Hall were distant cousins and it

may have been the tie of consanguinity which first drew

them together. But there was evidently a thorough con-

geniality of the most unlucky sort between them; and

from their first meeting as undergraduates at Jesus, until

the premature death of the elder, they continued to sup-

ply each other's minds with precisely that sort of occupation
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and stimulus of which each by the grace of nature stood

least in need. That their close intimacy was ill-calculated

to raise Sterne's reputation in later years may be inferred

from the fact that Hall Stevenson afterwards obtained

literary notoriety by the publication of Crazy Tales, a

collection of comic but extremely broad ballads in which

his clerical friend was quite unjustly suspected of having

had a hand. Mr. Hall was also reported, whether truly or

falsely, to have been a member of Wilkes's famous confra-

ternity of Medmenham Abbey ; and from this it was an

easy step for gossip to advance to the assertion that the

Bev. Mr. Sterne had himself been admitted to that unholy

order.

Among acquaintances which the young sizar of Jesus

might have more profitably made at Cambridge, but did

not, was that of a student destined, like himself, to leave

behind him a name famous in English letters. Gray,

born three years later than Sterne, had entered a year

after him at Cambridge as a pensioner of Peterhouse, and

the two students went through their terms together,

though the poet at the time took no degree. There was

probably little enough in common between the shy,

fastidious, slightly effeminate pensioner of Peterhouse, and

a scholar of Jesus, whose chief friend and comrade was a

man like Hall ; and no close intimacy between the two

men, if they had come across each other, would have been

very likely to arise. But it does not appear that they

could have ever met or heard of each other, for Gray

writes of Sterne, after Tristram Shandy had made him
famous, in terms which clearly show that he did not

recall his fellow-undergraduate.

In January, 1736, Sterne took his B.A. degree, and

quitted Cambridge for York, where another of his father's
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brothers now makes his appearance as his patron. Dr.

Jacques Sterne was the second son of Simon Sterne, of

Elvington, and a man apparently of more marked and

vigorous character than any of his brothers. What
induced him now to take notice of the nephew, whom in

boyhood and early youth he had left to the unshared

guardianship of his brother, and brother's son, does not

appear ; but the personal history of this energetic pluralist

—Prebendary of Durham, Archdeacon of Cleveland,

Canon Eesidentiary, Precentor, Prebendary, and Arch-

deacon of York, Eector of Rise, and Rector of Hornsey-

cum-Riston—suggests the surmise that he detected

qualities in the young Cambridge graduate which would

make him useful. Por Dr. Sterne was a typical specimen

of the Churchman-politician, in days when both com-

ponents of the compound word meant a good deal more

than they do now. The Archdeacon was a devoted Whig,

a Hanoverian to the backbone ; and he held it his duty

to support the Protestant succession, not only by the

spiritual but by the secular arm. He was a great

electioneerer, as befitted times when the claims of two

rival dynasties virtually met upon the hustings, and he

took a prominent part in the great Yorkshire contest

of the year 1734. His most vigorous display of energy,

however, was made, as was natural, in "the '4:5." The

Whig Archdeacon, not then Archdeacon of the East

Riding, nor as yet quite buried under the mass of prefer-

ments which he afterwards accumulated, seems to have

thought that this indeed was the crisis of his fortunes, and

that unless he was prepared to die a mere prebendary,

canon, and rector of one or two benefices, now was the

time to strike a blow for his advancement in the Church.

His bustling activity at this trying time was indeed
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portentous, and at last took the form of arresting the

unfortunate Dr. Burton (the original of Dr. Slop) on

suspicion of holding communication with the invading

army of the Pretender, then on its march southward from

Edinburgh. The suspect, who was wholly innocent, was

taken to London and kept in custody for nearly a year

before being discharged, after which, by way of a slight

redress, a letter of reprimand for his trop de zele was sent

by direction of Lord Carteret to the militant dignitary.

But the desired end was nevertheless attained, and Dr.

Sterne succeeded in crowning the edifice of his ecclesiastical

honours. 1

There can be little doubt that patronage extended by

such an uncle to such a nephew, received its full equivalent

in some way or other, and indeed the Memoir gives us a

clue to the mode in which payment was made. "My
uncle/' writes Sterne, describing their subsequent rupture,

" quarrelled with me because I would not write paragraphs

in the newspapers ; though he was a party-man, I was

not, and detested such dirty work, thinking it beneath

me. From that time he became my bitterest enemy."

The date of this quarrel cannot be precisely fixed; but

we gather from an autograph letter (now in the British

1 A once-familiar piece of humorous verse describes the upset

of a coach containing a clerical pluralist,

—

When struggling on the ground was seen

A Eector, Vicar, Canon, Dean

;

You might have thought the coach was full,

But no ! 'twas only Dr. Bull.

Dr. Jacques Sterne, however, might have been thrown out of one

of the more capacious vehicles of the London General Omnibus

Company, with almost the same misleading effect upon those who
only heard of the mishap.

C
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Museum) from Sterne to Archdeacon Blackburne that by

the year 1750 the two men had for some time ceased to

be on friendly terms. Probably, however, the breach

occurred subsequently to the rebellion of '45, and it may
be that it arose out of the excess of partisan zeal which

Dr. Sterne developed in that year, and which his nephew

very likely did not in his opinion sufficiently share. But

this is quite consistent with the younger man's having

up to that time assisted the elder in his party polemics. He
certainly speaks in his " Letters " of his having " employed

his brains for an ungrateful person," and the remark is

made in a way and in a connexion which seems to imply

that the services rendered to his uncle were mainly

literary. If so his declaration that he " would not write

paragraphs in the newspapers/' can only mean that hewould

not go on writing them. Be this as it may, however, it is

certain that the Archdeacon for some time found his

account in maintaining friendly relations with his

nephew, and that during that period he undoubtedly did

a good deal for his advancement. Sterne was ordained

deacon by the Bishop of Lincoln in March, 1736, only

three months after taking his B.A. degree, and took priest's

orders in August, 1738, whereupon his uncle immediately

obtained for him the living of Sutton-on-the-Forest, into

which he was inducted a few days afterwards. Other

preferments followed, to be noted hereafter, and it must be

admitted that until the quarrel occurred about the w party

paragraphs" the Archdeacon did his duty by his

nephew after the peculiar fashion of that time. When
that quarrel came, however, it seems to have snapped

more ties than one, for in the Memoir Sterne speaks of

his youngest sister Catherine as " still living, but most

unhappily estranged from me by my uncle's wickedness
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and her own folly." Of his elder sister Mary, who was

born at Lille a year before himself, he records that "she

married one Weemans in Dublin, who used her most

unmercifully, spent his substance, became a bankrupt,

and left my poor sister to shift for herself, which she was

able to do but for a few months, for she went to a friend's

house in the country and died of a broken heart." Truly

an unlucky family. 2 Only three to survive the hardships

among which the years of their infancy were passed, and

this to be the history of two out of the three survivors !

2 The mother, Mrs. Sterne, makes her appearance once more

for a moment in or about the year 1758. Horace Walpole, and

after him Byron, accused Sterne of having M preferred whining over

a dead ass to relieving a living mother/' and the former went so

far as to declare " on indubitable authority " that Mrs. Sterne,

" who kept a school (in Ireland), having run in debt on account of

an extravagant daughter, would have rotted in a gaol if the parents

of her scholars had not raised a subscription for her." Even " the

indubitable authority," however, does not positively assert—what-

ever may be meant to be insinuated—that Sterne himself did no-

thing to assist his mother, and Mr. Fitzgerald justly points out

that to pay the whole debts of a bankrupt school might well have

been beyond a Yorkshire clergyman's means. Anyhow there is

evidence that Sterne at a later date than this was actively concern-

ing himself about his mother's interests. She afterwards came to

York, whither he went to meet her ; and he then writes to a friend,

' * I trust my poor mother's affair is by this time ended to our

comfort and hers."

o 2



CHAPTER III.

LIFE AT SUTTON—MARRIAGE—THE PARISH PRIEST.

(1738—1759.)

Great writers who spring late and suddenly from obscurity

into fame and yet die early, must always form more or less

perplexing subjects of literary biography. The processes

of their intellectual and artistic growth lie hidden in

nameless years : their genius is not revealed to the world

until it has reached its full maturity, and many aspects of

it which perhaps would have easily explained themselves

if the gradual development had gone on before men's eyes,

remain often unexplained to the last. By few, if any, of

the more celebrated English men of letters is this observa-

tion so forcibly illustrated as it is in the case of Sterne

:

the obscure period of his life so greatly exceeded in dura-

tion the brief season of his fame, and its obscurity was

so exceptionally profound. He was forty-seven years of

age when, at a bound, he achieved celebrity ; he was not

five-and-fifty when he died. And though it might be too

much to say that the artist sprang, like the reputation,

full-grown into being, it is nevertheless true that there are

no marks of positive immaturity to be detected even in

the earliest public displays of his art. His work grows

indeed most marvellously in vividness and symmetry as

he proceeds, but there are no visible signs of growth in the
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workman's skill. Even when the highest point of finish

is attained, we cannot say that the hand is any more

cunning than it was from the first. As well might we say

that the last light touches of the sculptor's chisel upon the

perfected statue are more skilful, than its first vigorous

strokes upon the shapeless block.

It is certain, however, that Sterne must have been

storing up his material of observation, secreting his reflec-

tions on life and character, and consciously or unconsciously

maturing his powers of expression during the whole of

those silent twenty years which have now to be passed

under brief review. With one exception, to be noted

presently, the only known writings of his which belong

to this period are sermons, and these—a mere * scratch
"

collection of pulpit discourses which as soon as he had

gained the public ear, he hastened in characteristic fashion

to rummage from his desk and carry to the book-market

—

throw no light upon the problem before us. There are

sermons of Sterne which alike in manner and matter dis-

close the author of Tristram Shandy ; but they are not

among those which he preached or wrote before that work

was given to the world. They are not its ancestors but

its descendants. They belong to the post-Shandian period,

and are in obvious imitation of the Shandian style ; while

in none of the earlier ones—not even in that famous

homily on a Good Conscience, which did not succeed till

Corporal Trim preached it before the brothers Shandy and

Dr. Slop—can we trace either the trick of style or the

turn of thought that give piquancy to the novel. Yet

the peculiar qualities of mind, and the special faculty of

workmanship of which this turn of thought and trick of

style were the product, must of course have been poten-

tially present from the beginning. Men do not blossom
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forth as wits, humourists, masterly delineators of character,

and skilful performers on a highly-strung and carefully-

tuned sentimental instrument all at once, after entering

their "forties;" and the only wonder is that a posses-

sor of these powers—some of them of the kind which,

as a rule and in most men, seeks almost as irresistibly

for exercise as even the poetic instinct itself—should

have been held so long unemployed.

There is, however, one very common stimulus to literary

exertions which in Sterne's case was undoubtedly want-

ing—a superabundance of unoccupied time. We have

little reason, it is true, to suppose that this light-minded

and valetudinarian Yorkshire parson was at any period of

his life an industrious " parish-priest;" but it is probable

nevertheless that time never hung very heavily upon his

hands. In addition to the favourite amusements which

he enumerates in the Memoir, he was all his days addicted

to one which is perhaps the most absorbing of all

—

flirtation. Philandering, and especially philandering of

the Platonic and ultra-sentimental order, is almost the

one human pastime of which its votaries never seem to

tire ; and its constant ministrations to human vanity may

serve perhaps to account for their unwearied absorption in

its pursuit. Sterne's first love-affair—an affair of which

unfortunately the consequences were more lasting than the

passion—took place immediately upon his leaving Cam-

bridge. To relate it as he relates it to his daughter :
" At

York I became acquainted with your mother, and courted

her for two years. She owned she liked me, but thought

herself not rich enough or me too poor to be joined to-

gether. She went to her sister's in Staffordshire], and I

wrote to her often. I believe then she was partly deter-

mined to have me, but would not say so. At her return
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she fell into a consumption, and one evening that I was

sitting by her with an almost broken heart to see her so

ill, she said :
' My dear Laury, I never can be yours, for

I verily believe I have not long to live ! but I have left

you every shilling of my fortune/ Upon that she showed

me her will. This generosity overpowered me. It pleased

God that she recovered, and we were married in 1741."

The name of this lady was Elizabeth Lumley, and it was

to her that Sterne addressed those earliest letters which

his daughter included in the collection published by her

some eight years after her father's death. They were added,

the preface tells us, " injustice to Mr. Sterne's delicate feel-

ings f and in our modern usage of the word " delicate,"

as equivalent to infirm of health and probably short of

life, they no doubt do full justice to the passion which

they are supposed to express. It would be unfair of

course to judge any love-letters of that period by the

standard of sincerity applied in our own less artificial age.

All such compositions seem frigid and formal enough to

us of to-day
;
yet in most cases of genuine attachment we

usually find at least a sentence here and there in which the

natural accents of the heart make themselves heard above

the affected modulations of the style. But the letters of

Sterne's courtship maintain the pseudo-poetic, shepherd -

and-shepherdess strain throughout ; or if the lover ever

abandons it, it is only to make somewhat maudlin record

of those " tears " which flowed a little too easily at all times

throughout his life. These letters, however, have a cer-

tain critical interest in their bearing upon those sensi-

bilities which Sterne afterwards learned to cultivate in

a forcing-frame, with a view to the application of their

produce to the purposes of an art of pathetic writing

which simulates nature with such admirable fidelity at
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its best, and descends to such singular bathos at its

worst.

The marriage preluded by this courtship did not take

place till Sterne had already been three years vicar of

Sutton-on-the-Forest, the benefice which had been pro-

cured for him by his uncle the archdeacon; through

whose interest also he was appointed successively to

two prebends—preferments which were less valuable to

him for their emolument than for the ecclesiastical

status which they conferred upon him, for the excuse

which they gave him for periodical visits to the cathe-

dral city to fulfil the residential conditions of his offices,

and for the opportunity thus afforded him of mixing in

and studying the society of the Close. Upon his

union with Miss Lumley, and, in a somewhat curious

fashion, by her means, he obtained in addition the living

of Stillington. " A friend of hers in the south had pro-

mised her that if she married a clergyman in Yorkshire,

when the living became vacant he would make her a

compliment of it
;
" and made accordingly this singular

" compliment " was. At Sutton Sterne remained nearly

twenty years doing duty at both places, during which

time " books, painting, fiddling, and shooting were," he

says, "my chief amusements." With what success he

shot, and with what skill he fiddled, we know not. His

writings contain not a few musical metaphors and allusions

to music, which seem to indicate a competent acquain-

tance with its technicalities ; but the specimen of his powers

as an artist, which Mr. Fitzgerald has reproduced from

his illustrations of a volume of poems by Mr. Woodhull,

does not dispose one to rate highly his proficiency in this

accomplishment. We may expect that after all it was the

first-mentioned of his amusements in which he took the
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greatest delight, and that neither the brush, the bow, nor

the fowling-piece was nearly so often in his hand as the

book. Within a few miles of Sutton, at Skelton Castle,

an almost unique Eoman stronghold since modernized by

Gothic hands, dwelt his college-friend John Hall Steven-

son, whose well-stocked library contained a choice but

heterogeneous collection of books—old French " ana," and

the learning of mediaeval doctors—books intentionally and

books unintentionally comic, the former of which Sterne

read with an only too retentive a memory for their jests,

and the latter with an acutely humorous appreciation of

their solemn trifling. Later on it will be time to note the

extent to which he utilized these results of his widely dis-

cursive reading, and to examine the legitimacy of the

mode in which he used them : here it is enough to say

generally that the materials for many a burlesque chapter

of Tristram Shandy must have been unconsciously storing

themselves in his mind in many an amused hour passed

by Sterne in the library of Skelton Castle.

But before finally quitting this part of my subject it

may be as well perhaps to deal somewhat at length with

a matter which will doubtless have to be many times

incidentally referred to in the course of this study, but

which I now hope to relieve myself from the necessity of

doing more than touch upon hereafter. I refer of course

to Sterne's perpetually recurring flirtations. This is a

matter almost as impossible to omit from any biography

of Sterne, as it would be to omit it from any biography

of Goethe. The English humourist did not, it is true,

engage in the pastime in the serious, not to say scientific

spirit of the German philosopher-poet; it was not de-

liberately made by the former as by the latter to

contribute to his artistic development ; but it is neverthe-
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less hardly open to doubt that Sterne's philandering

propensities did exercise an influence upon his literary

character and work in more ways than one. That his

marriage was an ill-assorted and unhappy union was

hardly so much the cause of his inconstancy as its effect.

It may well be, of course, that the " dear L." whose

moral and mental graces her lover had celebrated in such

superfine sentimental fashion, was a commonplace person

enough. That she was really a woman of the exquisite

stolidity of Mrs. Shandy, and that her exasperating feats

as an assentatrix did, as has been suggested, supply the

model for the irresistibly ludicrous colloquies between

the philosopher and his wife, there is no sufficient warrant

for believing. But it is quite possible that the daily

companion of one of the most indefatigable jesters that

ever lived may have been unable to see a joke ; that she

regarded her husband's wilder drolleries as mere horse-

collar grimacing, and that the point of his subtler humour

escaped her altogether. But even if it were so, it is, to

say the least of it, doubtful whether Sterne suffered at all

on this ground from the wounded feelings of the mari

incompris, while it is next to certain that it does not need

the sting of any such disappointment to account for his

alienation. He must have had plenty of time and oppor-

tunity to discover Miss Lumley's intellectual limitations

during the two years of his courtship; and it is not

likely that even if they were as well marked as Mrs.

Shandy's own, they would have done much of themselves

to estrange the couple. Sympathy is not the necessity to

the humourist which the poet finds, or imagines, it to be

to himself : the humourist indeed will sometimes contrive

to extract from the very absence of sympathy in those

about him a keener relish for his reflections. With
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sentiment, indeed, and still more with sentimentalism,

the case would of course be different ; but as for Mr.

Sterne's demands for sympathy in that department of his

life and art, one may say without the least hesitation that

they would have been beyond the power of any one

woman, however distinguished a disciple of the " Laura

Matilda" school, to satisfy. "I must ever," he frankly

says in one of the "Yorick to Eliza" letters, "I must

ever have some Dulcinea in my head : it harmonizes the

soul;" and he might have added that he found it

impossible to sustain the harmony without frequently

changing the Dulcinea. One may suspect that Mrs.

Sterne soon had cause for jealousy, and it is at least

certain that several years before Sterne's emergence into

notoriety their estrangement was complete. One daughter

was born to them in 1745, but lived scarcely more than

long enough to be rescued from the limbus infantium by

the prompt rites of the Church. The child was christened

Lydia, and died on the following day. Its place was filled

in 1747 by a second daughter, also christened Lydia, who
lived to become the wife of M. de Medalle, and the

not very judicious editress of the posthumous " Letters."

For her as she grew up Sterne conceived a genuine and

truly fatherly affection, and it is in writing to her and of

her that we see him at his best ; or rather one might say

it is almost only then that we can distinguish the true

notes of the heart through that habitual falsetto of

sentimentalism, which distinguishes most of Sterne's com-

munications with the other sex. There was no subsequent

issue of the marriage, and from one of the letters most

indiscreetly included in Mdme. de Medalle's collection,

it is to be ascertained that some four years or so after

Lydia's birth the relations between Sterne and Mrs. Sterne
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ceased to be conjugal, and never again resumed that cha-

racter.

It is, however, probable upon the husband's own con-

fessions, that he had given his wife earlier cause for

jealousy, and certainly from the time when he begins to

reveal himself in correspondence there seems to be hardly

a moment when some such cause was not in existence

—

in the person of this, that, or the other lackadaisical

damsel or coquettish matron. From Miss Fourmantelle,

the "dear, dear Kitty," to whom Sterne was making

violent love in 1759, the year of the York publication of

Tristram Shandy, down to Mrs. Draper, the heroine of

the famous Cl Yorick to Eliza " letters, the list of ladies

who seem to have kindled flames in that susceptible

breast is almost as long and more real than the roll of

mistresses immortalized by Horace. How Mrs. Sterne

at first bore herself under her husband's ostentatious

neglect, there is no direct evidence to show. That she

ultimately took refuge in indifference we can perceive,

but it is to be feared that she was not always able to

maintain the attitude of contemptuous composure. So at

least we may suspect from the evidence of that Frenchman

who met " le bon et agreable Tristram," and his wife, at

Montpellier, and who, characteristically sympathizing with

the inconstant husband, declared that his wife's incessant

pursuit of him made him pass " d'assez mauvais moments,"

which he bore " with the patience of an angel." But on

the whole Mrs. Sterne's conduct seems by her husband's

own admissions to have been not wanting in dignity.

As to the nature of Sterne's love-affairs I have come,

though not without hesitation, to the conclusion that they

were most, if not all of them, what is called, somewhat

absurdly, Platonic. In. saying this, however, I am by no
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means prepared to assert that they would all of them have

passed muster before a prosaic and uusentimental British

jury as mere indiscretions, and nothing worse. Sterne's

relations with Miss Fourmantelle, for instance, assumed

at last a profoundly compromising character, and it is far

from improbable that the worst construction would have

been put upon them by one of the plain-dealing tribunals

aforesaid. Certainly a young woman who leaves her

mother at York, and comes up to London to reside alone

in lodgings where she is constantly being visited by a

lover who is himself living en garqon in the metropolis,

can hardly complain if her imprudence is fatal to her re-

putation : neither can he if his own suffers in the same

way. But as I am not of those who hold that the con-

ventionally " innocent " is the equivalent of the morally

harmless in this matter, I cannot regard the question as

worth any very minute investigation. I am not sure that

the habitual male flirt, who neglects his wife to sit con-

tinually languishing at the feet of some other woman,

gives much less pain and scandal to others, or does much

less mischief to himself and the objects of his adoration,

than the thorough-going profligate ; and I even feel

tempted to risk the apparent paradox, that from the ar-

tistic point of view, Sterne lost rather than gained by the

generally Platonic character of his amours. For, as it

was, the restraint of one instinct of his nature implied

the over-indulgence of another which stood in at least as

much need of chastenment. If his love-affairs stopped

short of the gratification of the senses, they involved a

perpetual fondling and caressing of those effeminate sen-

sibilities of his into that condition of hyper-sesthesia

which, though Sterne regarded it as the strength, was in

reality the weakness, of his art.
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Injurious, however, as was the effect which Sterne's

philanderings exercised upon his personal and literary

character, it is not likely that, at least at this period of his

life at Sutton, they had in any degree compromised his

reputation. For this he had provided in other ways, and

principally by his exceedingly injudicious choice of

associates. " As to the squire of the parish," he remarks

in the memoir, " I cannot say we were on a very friendly

footing, but at Stillington the family of the C[roft]s

showed us every kindness : 'twas most agreeable to be

within a mile and a half of an amiable family who were

ever cordial friends ;" and who, it may be added, appear

to have been Sterne's only reputable acquaintances. For

the satisfaction of all other social needs he seems to have

resorted to a companionship which it was hardly possible

for a clergyman to frequent without scandal—that, namely,

of John Hall Stevenson and the kindred spirits whom he

delighted to collect round him at Skelton—familiarly

known as " Crazy" Castle. The club of the " Demoniacs,"

of which Sterne makes mention in his letters, may have

had nothing very diabolical about it except the name

;

but, headed as it was by the suspected ex-comrade of

Wilkes and his brother monks of Medmenham, and

recruited by gay militaires like Colonels Hall and Lee,

and "fast" parsons like the Eev. "Panty" Lascelles

(mock godson of Pantagruel) it was certainly a society in

which the Vicar of Sutton could not expect to enroll him-

self without offence. We may fairly suppose therefore that

it was to his association with these somewhat too " jolly

companions" that Sterne owed that disfavour among

decorous country circles, of which he shows resentful con-

sciousness in the earlier chapters of Tristram Shandy.

But before we finally cross the line which separates the

life of the obscure country parson from the life of the
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famous author, a word or two must be said of that piece

of writing which was alluded to a few pages back as the

only known exception to the generally " professional
n
cha-

racter of all Sterne's compositions of the Pre-Shandian era.

This was a piece in the allegoric-satirical style, which,

though not very remarkable in itself, may not improbably

have helped to determine its author's thoughts in the

direction of more elaborate literary efforts. In the year

1758 a dispute had arisen between a certain Dr. Topham,

an ecclesiastical lawyer in large local practice, and Dr.

Fountayne, the then Dean of York. This dispute had

originated in an attempt on the part of the learned

civilian, who appears to have been a pluralist of an

exceptionally insatiable order, to obtain the reversion of

one of his numerous offices for his son, alleging a promise

made to him on that behalf by the Archbishop. This

promise, which had in fact been given, was legally

impossible of performance, and upon the failure of his

attempt the disappointed Topham turned upon the Dean,

and maintained that by him at any rate he had been

promised another place of the value of five guineas per

annum, and appropriately known as the " Commissaryship

of Pickering and Pocklington." This the Dean denied,

and thereupon Dr. Topham fired off a pamphlet setting

forth the circumstances of the alleged promise, and

protesting against the wrong inflicted upon him by its

non-performance. At this point Sterne came to Dr.

Fountayne's assistance with a sarcastic apologue entitled

the " History of agood warm Watchcoat," which had " hung

up many years in the parish vestry," and showing how

this garment had so excited the cupidity of Trim, the sexton,

that " nothing would serve him but he must take it home,

to have it converted into a warm under petticoat for his

wife and a jerkin for himself against the winter." The
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symbolization of Dr. Topham's snug "patent place,"

which he wished to make hereditary, under the image of

the good warm watchcoat is of course plain enough ; and

there is some humour in the way in which the parson

(the Archbishop) discovers that his incautious assent to

Trim's request had been given ultra vires. Looking

through the parish register, at the request of a labourer

who wished to ascertain his age, the parson finds express

words of bequest leaving the watchcoat "for the sole use of

the sextons of the church for ever, to be worn by them

respectively on winterly cold nights," and at the moment

when he is exclaiming, " Just Heaven ! what an escape

have I had ! Give this for a petticoat to Trim's wife ! " he

is interrupted by Trim himself entering the vestry with

" the coat actually ript and cut out " ready for conversion

into a petticoat for his wife. And we get a foretaste of

the familiar Shandian impertinence in the remark which

follows, that " there are many good similes subsisting in

the world, but which I have neither time to recollect nor

look for, which would give you an idea of the parson's

astonishment at Trim's impudence." The emoluments of

" Pickering and Pocklington " appear under the figure of a

"pair of black velvet plush breeches" which ultimately "got

into the possession of one Lorry Slim (Sterne himself, of

course), an unlucky wight by whom they are still worn : in

truth, as you will guess, they are very thin by this time."

The whole thing is the very slightest of " skits," and

the quarrel having been accommodated before it could be

published, it was not given to the world until after its

author's death. But it is interesting as his first known
attempt in this line of composition, and the grasping

sexton deserves remembrance if only as having handed

down his name to a far more famous descendant.



CHAPTER IV.

TRISTRAM SHANDY. VOLS. I. AND II.

(1759_1760.)

Hitherto we have had to construct our conception of

Sterne out of materials of more or less plausible conjec-

ture. "We are now at last approaching the region of

positive evidence, and henceforward, down almost to

the last scene of all, Sterne's doings will be chronicled,

and his character revealed, by one who happens, in this

case, to be the best of all possible biographers—the man
himself. Not that such records are by any means always

the most trustworthy of evidence. There are some men
whose real character is never more effectually concealed

than in their correspondence. But it is not so with Sterne.

The careless, slipshod letters which Mdme. de Medalle

" pitchforked " into the book-market, rather than edited,

are highly valuable as pieces of autobiography. They are

easy, naive, and natural, rich in simple self-disclosure in

almost every page, and if they have more to tell us about

the man than the writer, they are yet not wanting in

instructive hints as to Sterne's methods of composition and

his theories of art.

It was in the year 1759 that the Vicar of Sutton and

Prebendary of York, already, no doubt, a stone of

stumbling and a rock of offence to many worthy people in

D
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the county, conceived the idea of astonishing and scan-

dalizing them still further after a new and original fashion.

His impulses to literary production were probably various,

and not all of them, or perhaps the strongest of them, of the

artistic order. The first and most urgent was, it may be sus-

pected, the simplest and most common of all such motive

forces. Sterne, in all likelihood, was in want of money.

He was not, perhaps, under the actual instruction of that

magister artium whom the Roman satirist has celebrated ;

for he declared, indeed, afterwards, that " he wrote not to

be fed, but to be famous." But the context of the pas-

sage shows that he only meant to deny any absolute com-

pulsion to write for mere subsistence. Between this sort

of constraint and that gentler form of pressure which

arises from the wish to increase an income sufficient for

one's needs, but inadequate to one's desires, there is a con-

siderable difference ; and to repudiate the one is not to

disclaim the other. It is, at any rate, certain that Sterne

engaged at one time of his life in a rather speculative

sort of farming, and we have it from himself in a passage

in one of his letters, which may be jest, but reads more like

earnest, that it was his losses in this business that first

turned his attention to literature.
1 His thoughts once set

in that direction, his peculiar choice of subject and method

of treatment are easily comprehensible. Pantagruelic

burlesque came to him, if not naturally, at any rate by
" second nature." He had a strong and sedulously culti-

vated taste for Rabelaisian humour ; his head was crammed

1 "I was once such a puppy myself," he writes to a certain baronet

whom he is attempting to discourage from speculative farming of

this sort, " and had my labour for my pains and two hundred

pounds out of pocket. Curse on farming! (I said). Let us see if

the pen will not succeed better than the spade."
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with all sorts of out-of-the-way learning constantly tickling

his comic sense by its very uselessness ; he relished more

keenly than any man the solemn futilities of mediaeval

doctors, and the pedantic indecencies of casuist fathers

;

and along with all these temptations to an enterprise of

the kind upon which he entered, he had been experiencing

a steady relaxation of deterrent restraints. He had fallen

out with his uncle some years since,
2 and the quarrel had

freed him from at least one influence making for clerical

propriety of behaviour. His incorrigible levities had pro-

bably lost him the countenance of most of his more serious

acquaintances ; his satirical humour had as probably gained

him personal enemies not a few, and it may be that he

had gradually contracted something of that "naughty-

boy " temper, as we may call it, for which the deliberate and

ostentatious repetition of offences has an inexplicable charm.

It seems clear, too, that, growth for growth with this

spirit of bravado, there had sprung up—in somewhat incon-

gruous companionship, perhaps—a certain sense of wrong.

Along with the impulse to give an additional shock to

the prejudices he had already offended, Sterne felt

impelled to vindicate what he considered the genuine

moral worth underlying the indiscretions of the offender.

What, then, could better suit him than to compose a novel

in which he might give full play to his simious humour,

startle more hideously than ever his straiter-iaced neigh-

bours, defiantly defend his own character, and caricature

2 He himself indeed makes a particular point of this in explain-

ing his literary venture. " Now for your desire," he writes to a

correspondent in 1759, " of knowing the reason of my turning

author ? why truly I am tired of employing my brains for other

people's advantage. 'Tis a foolish sacrifice I have made for some

years for an ungrateful person."

—

Letters, i. 82.

D 2
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whatever eccentric figure in the society around him might

offer the most tempting butt for ridicule ?

All the world knows how far he ultimately advanced

beyond the simplicity of the conception, and into what

far higher regions of art its execution led him. But I find

no convincing reason for believing that Tristram Shandy

had at the outset any more seriously artistic purpose than

this ; and much indirect evidence that this, in fact, it

was.

The humorous figure of Mr. Shandy is, of course, the

Cervantic centre of the whole; and it was out of him

and his crotchets that Sterne no doubt intended from the

first to draw the materials of that often unsavoury fun

which was to amuse the light-minded and scandalize the

demure. But it can hardly escape notice that the two

most elaborate portraits in Yol. I.—the admirable but

very flatteringly idealized sketch of the author himself in

Yorick, and the Gilrayesque caricature of Dr. Slop—are

drawn with a distinctly polemical purpose, defensive in

the former case and offensive in the latter. On the other

hand, with the disappearance of Dr. Slop, caricature of

living persons disappears also; while after the famous

description of Yorick's death-bed, we meet with no more

attempts at self-vindication. It seems probable, there-

fore, that long before the first two volumes were com-

pleted Sterne had discovered the artistic possibilities of

" My Uncle Toby" and " Corporal Trim," and had realized

the full potentialities of humour contained in the contrast

between the two brothers Shandy. The very work of

sharpening and deepening the outlines of this humorous

antithesis, while it made the crack-brained philosopher

more and more of a burlesque unreality, continually added

new touches of life and nature to the lineaments of the
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simple-minded soldier; and it was by this curious and

half-accidental process that there came to be added to the

gallery of English fiction one of the most perfect and

delightful portraits that it possesses.

We know from internal evidence that Tristram

Shandy was begun in the early days of 1759 ; and the

first two volumes were probably completed by about the

middle of the year. "In the year 1760," writes Sterne,

" I went up to London to publish my two first volumes

of Shandy" And it is stated in a note to this passage,

as cited in Scott's memoir, that the first edition was

published " the year before " in York. There is, how-

ever, no direct proof that it was in the hands of the

public before the beginning of 1760, though it is possible

that the date of its publication may just have fallen

within the year. But, at all events, on the 1st of January,

1760, an advertisement in the Public Advertiser informed

the world that "this day" was "published, printed on

superfine writing-paper, &c, The Life and Opinions of

Tristram Shandy. York. Printed for and sold by John

Hinxham, Bookseller in Stonegate." The great London

publisher, Dodsley, to whom the book had been offered,

and who had declined the venture, figures in the

advertisement as the principal London bookseller from

whom it was to be obtained. It seems that only a few

copies were in the first instance sent up to the London

market; but they fell into good hands, for there is

evidence that Tristram Shandy had attracted the

notice of at least one competent critic in the capital

before the month of January was out. But though the

metropolitan success of the book was destined to be

delayed for still a month or two, in York it had already

created a furore in more senses than one. For, in fact,
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and no wonder, it had in many quarters given the

deepest offence. Its Rabelaisian licence of incident and

allusion was calculated to offend the proprieties—the

provincial proprieties especially—even in that free-spoken

age; and there was that in the book, moreover, which

a provincial society may be counted on to abominate,

with a keener if less disinterested abhorrence than any

sins against decency. It contained, or was supposed to

contain, a broadly ludicrous caricature of one well-known

local physician ; and an allusion, brief indeed and covert,

but highly scandalous, to a certain " droll foible " attri-

buted to another personage of much wider celebrity in

the scientific world. The victim in the latter case was no

longer living ; and this circumstance brought upon Sterne

a remonstrance from a correspondent, to which he replied

in a letter so characteristic in many respects as to be

worth quoting. His correspondent was a Dr. * * # * *,

(asterisks for which it is now impossible to substitute

letters) ; and the burden of what seem to have been several

communications in speech and writing on the subject was

the maxim, " de mortuis nil nisi bonum." With such

seriousness and severity had his correspondent dwelt upon

this adage, that " at length," writes Sterne, " you have

made me as serious and as severe as yourself ; but, that

the humours you have stirred up might not work too

potently within me, I have waited four days to cool

myself before I could set pen to paper to answer you."

And thus he sets forth the results of his four days'

deliberation :

—

" De mortuis nil nisi bonum." I declare I have considered

the wisdom and foundation of it over and over again as dispas-

sionately and charitably as a good Christian can, and after

all I can find nothing in it, or make more of it than a non-
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sensical lullaby of some nurse, put into Latin by some pedant,

to be chanted by some hypocrite to the end of the world for the

consolation of departing lechers. 'Tis, I own, Latin, and I think

that is all the weight it has, for, in plain English, 'tis a loose

and futile position below a dispute. " You are not to speak

anything of the dead but what is good.'' Why so ? Who sajs

so? Neither reason nor Scripture. Inspired authors have

done otherwise, and reason and common sense tell me that, if

the characters of past ages and men are to be drawn at all, they

are to be drawn like themselves, that is, with their excellencies

and their foibles ; and it as much a piece of justice to the world,

and to virtue, too, to do the one as the other. The ruling

passion, et les egarements du cceur, aue the very things which

mark and distinguish a man's character, in which I would as

soon leave out a man's head as his hobby-horse. However, if,

like the poor devil of a painter, we must conform to the pious

canon, " de mortuis, &c.," which I own has a spice of piety in

the sound of it, and be obliged to paint both our angels and our

devils out of the same pot, I then infer that our Sydenhams and

our Sangrados, our Lucretias and our Messalinas, our Somersets

and our Bolingbrokes, are alike enticed to statues, and all the

historians or satirists who have said otherwise since they

departed this life, from Sallust to S e, are guilty of the

crimes you charge ne with, " cowardice and injustice." But

why cowardice ? " Because 'tis not courage to attack a dead

man who can't defend himself." But why do you doctors attack

such a one with your incision knife P Oh ! for the good of the

living. 'Tis my plea.

And, having given this humorous twist to his argument,

lie glides off into extenuatory matter. He had not even,

lie protests, made as much as a surgical incision into his

victim (Dr. Eichard Mead, the friend of Bentley and of

Newton, and a physician and physiologist of high repute

in his day) ; he had but just scratched him, and that

scarce skin-deep. As to the " droll foible " of Dr. Mead,
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which he had made merry with, " it was not first reported

(even to the few who can understand the hint) by me,

but known before by every chambermaid and footman

within the bills of mortality"—a somewhat daring

assertion, one would imagine, considering what the droll

foible was ; and Dr. Mead, continues Sterne, great man
as he was, had, after all, not fared worse than " a man

of twice his wisdom,"—to wit Solomon, of whom the

same remark had been made, that "they were both great

men, and like all mortal men had each their ruling

passion."

The mixture of banter and sound reasoning in this

reply is, no doubt, very skilful. But unfortunately neither

the reasoning nor the banter happens to meet the case of

this particular defiance of the " De mortuis " maxim, and

as a serious defence against a serious charge (which was

what the occasion required) Sterne's answer is altogether

futile. For the plea of " the good of the living,'Lupon

which, after all, the whole defence, considered seriously,

rests, was quite inapplicable as an excuse for the incri-

minated passage. The only living persons who could pos-

sibly be affected by it, for good or evil, were those

surviving friends of the dead man, to whom Sterne's

allusion to what he called Dr. Mead's " droll foible " was

calculated to cause the deepest pain and shame.

The other matter of offence to Sterne's Yorkshire

readers was of a much more elaborate kind. In the person

of Dr. Slop, the grotesque man-midwife, who was to have

assisted, but missed assisting at Tristram's entry into the

world, the good people of York were not slow to recognize

the physical peculiarities and professional antecedents of

Dr. Burton, the local accoucheur, whom Archdeacon

Sterne had arrested as a Jacobite. That the portrait was
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faithful to anything but the external traits of the original,

or was intended to reproduce anything more than these,

Sterne afterwards denied ; and we have certainly no

ground for thinking that Burton had invited ridicule on

any other than the somewhat unworthy ground of the

curious ugliness of his face and figure. It is most unlikely

that his success as a practitioner in a branch of the me-

dical art in which imposture is the most easily detected,

could have been earned by mere quackery ; and he seems,

moreover, to have been a man of learning in more kinds

than one. The probability is that the worst that could

be alleged against him was a tendency to scientific

pedantry in his published writings, which was pretty sure

to tickle the fancy of Mr. Sterne. Unscrupulously, however,

as he was caricatured, the sensation which appears to have

been excited in the county by the burlesque portrait could

hardly have been due to any strong public sympathy with

the involuntary sitter. Dr. Burton seems, as a suspected

Jacobite, to have been no special favourite with the York-

shire squirearchy in general, but rather the reverse thereof.

Ucalegon, however, does not need to be popular to arouse

his neighbour's interest in his misfortunes ; and the cari-

cature of Burton was doubtless resented on the proximus

ardet principle by many who feared that their turn was

coming next.

To all the complaints and protests which reached him

on the subject, Sterne would in any case probably

have been indifferent ; but he was soon to receive encou-

ragement which would have more than repaid a man of

his temper for twice the number of rebukes. For London

cared nothing for Yorkshire susceptibilities and Yorkshire

fears. Provincial notables might be libelled, and their

friends might go in fear of similar treatment, but all that
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was nothing to " the town/' and Tristram Shandy had

taken the town by storm. "We gather from a passage in

the letter above quoted that as early as January 30 the

book had " gained the very favourable opinion " of Mr. Gar-

rick, afterwards to become the author's intimate friend ; and

it is certain that by the time of Sterne's arrival in London,

in March, 1760, Tristram Shandy had become the rage.

To say of this extraordinary work that it defies analysis

would be the merest inadequacy of commonplace. It was

meant to defy analysis ; it is of the very essence of its

scheme and purpose that it should do so ; and the mere

attempt to subject it systematically to any such process

would argue an altogether mistaken conception of the

author's intent. Its full " official " style and title is The

Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent, and it is

difficult to say which it contains the less about—the

opinions of Tristram Shandy or the events of his life. As

a matter of fact, its proper description would be "The
Opinions of Tristram Shandy's Father, with Some Passages

from the Life of his Uncle." Its claim to be regarded as

a biography of its nominal hero is best illustrated by the

fact that Tristram is not born till the third volume, and

not breeched till the sixth ; that it is not till the seventh

that he begins to play any active part in the narrative,

appearing then only as a completely colourless and unin-

dividualized figure, a mere vehicle for the conveyance of

Sterne's own Continental impressions de voyage ; and that

in the last two volumes, which are entirely taken up with

the incident of his uncle's courtship, he disappears from

the story altogether. It is to be presumed, perhaps, though

not very confidently, that the reader would have seen more

of him if the tale had been continued ; but how much or

how little is quite uncertain. The real hero of the book
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is at the outset Mr. Shandy, senior, who is, later on, suc-

ceeded in this place of dignity by my uncle Toby. It not

only served Sterne's purpose to confine himself mainly to

these two characters, as the best whereon to display his

powers, but it was part of his studied eccentricitjr to do

so. It was a " point " to give as little as possible about

Tristram Shandy in a life of Tristram Shandy
;
just as it

was a point to keep the reader waiting throughout the year

1760 for their hero to be so much as born. In the first

volume, therefore, the author does literally everything but

make the slightest progress with his story. Starting off

abruptly with a mock physiologic disquisition upon the

importance of a proper ordering of their mental states on

the part of the intending progenitors of children, he phi-

losophizes gravely on this theme for two or three chapters
;

and then wanders away into an account of the local mid-

wife, upon whose sole services Mrs. Shandy, in opposition

to her husband, was inclined to rely. From the midwife

it is an easy transition to her patron and protector, the

incumbent of the parish, and this, in its turn, suggests a

long excursus on the character, habits, appearance, home,

friends, enemies, and finally death, burial, and epitaph of

the Eev. Mr. Yorick. Thence we return to Mr. and Mrs.

Shandy, and are made acquainted, in absurdly minute

detail, with an agreement entered into between them with

reference to the place of sojourn to be selected for the

lady's accouchement, the burlesque deed which records

this compact being actually set out at full length. Thence,

again, we are beckoned away by the jester to join him in

elaborate and not very edifying ridicule of the Catholic

doctrine of ante-natal baptism ; and thence—but it would

be useless to follow further the windings and doublings

of this literary hare.
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Yet, though the book as one thus summarizes it, may-

appear a mere farrago of digressions, it nevertheless, after

its peculiar fashion, advances. Such definite purpose as

underlies the tricks and grimaces of its author is by

degrees accomplished ; and before we reach the end of

the first volume, the highly humorous if extravagantly

idealized figure of Mr. Shandy takes bodily shape and

consistency before our eyes. It is a mistake, I think, of

Sir Walter Scott's to regard the portrait of this eccentric

philosopher as intended for a satire upon perverted and

deranged erudition—as the study of a man "whom too

much and too miscellaneous learning had brought within

a step or two of madness." Sterne's conception seems to

me a little more subtle and less commonplace than that.

Mr. Shandy, I imagine, is designed to personify not

" crack-brained learning" so much as "theory run mad."

He is possessed by a sort of Demon of the Deductive,

ever impelling him to push his premises to new conclu-

sions without ever allowing him time to compare them

with the facts. ISTo doubt we are meant to regard him as

a learned man ; but his son gives us to understand dis-

tinctly and very early in the book that his crotchets were

by no means " those of a weak receptive mind, overladen

with more knowledge than it could digest, but rather

those of an over-active intelligence, far more deeply and

constantly concerned with its own processes than with the

thoughts of others. Tristram, indeed, dwells pointedly

on the fact that his father's dialectical skill was not the

result of training, and that he owed nothing to the logic

of the schools. " He was certainly," says his son,

" irresistible both in his orations and disputations," but

that was because " he was born an orator " (©eoSi'SoiKTos).

Persuasion hung upon his lips, and the elements of logic
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and rhetoric were so blended in him, and withal he had

so shrewd a guess at the weaknesses and passions of his

respondent that nature might have stood up and said,

"This man is eloquent. And yet," continues the filial

panegyric,—

He had never read Cicero nor ^Quintilian de Oratore, nor

Aristotle nor Longinus among the ancients, nor Vossius, nor

Skioppius, nor Ramus nor Farnaby among the moderns : and

what is more astonishing he had never in his whole life the least

light or spark of subtilty struck into his mind by one single

lecture upon Crackenthorpe or Burgersdicius or any Dutch com-

mentator : he knew not so much as in what the difference of an

argument ad ignorantiam and an argument ad hominem con-

sisted ; and when he went up along with me to enter my name

at Jesus College, in * * * *, it was a matter of just wonder

with my worthy tutor and two or three fellows of that learned

society that a man who knew not so much as the names of his

tools should be able to work after that fashion with them.

Surely we all know men of this kind, and the con-

sternation—comparable only to that of M. Jourdain under

the impromptu carte-and-tierce of his servant-maid—-

which their sturdy if informal dialectic will often spread

among many kinds of " learned societies." But such men

are certainly not of the class which Scott supposed to

have been ridiculed in the character of Walter Shandy.

Among the crotchets of this born dialectician was a

theory as to the importance of Christian names in

determining the future behaviour and destiny of the

children to whom they are given ; and whatever

admixture of jest there might have been in some of his

other fancies, in this his son affirms he was absolutely

serious. He solemnly maintained the opinion " that there

was a strange kind of magic bias which good or bad
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names, as he called them, irresistibly impressed upon

our character and conduct." How many Caesars and

Pompeys, he would say, by mere inspiration of their

names have been rendered worthy of them. And how
many, he would add, are there who might have done

exceeding well in the world had not their characters and

spirits been totally depressed and Mcodemus'd into

nothing'? He was astonished at parents failing to per-

ceive that "when once a vile name was wrongfully or

injudiciously given, 'twas not like a case of a man's

character, which when wronged might afterwards be

cleared ; and possibly some time or other, if not in the

man's life, at least after his death, be somehow or other

set to rights with the world." This name-giving injury,

he would say, " could never be undone ; nay, he doubted

whether an Act of Parliament could reach it ; he knew, as

well as you, that the Legislature assumed a power over

surnames ; but for very strong reasons, which he could

give, it had never yet adventured, he would say, to go a

step further."

With all this extravagance, however, there was com-

bined an admirable affectation of sobriety. Mr. Shandy

would have us believe that he was no blind slave to his

theory. He was quite willing to admit the existence of

names, which could not affect the character either for

good or evil—Jack, Dick, and Tom, for instance; and

such the philosopher styled " neutral names," affirming of

them " without a satire, that there had been as many

knaves and fools at least as wise and good men since the

world began, who had indifferently borne them, so that

like equal forces acting against each other in contrary

directions, he thought they mutually destroyed each

others effects ; for which reason he would often declare
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he would not give a cherrystone to choose among them.

Bob, which was my brother's name, was another of these

neutral kinds of Christian names which operated very

little either way; and as my father happened to be at

Epsom when it was given him, he would ofttimes thank

heaven it was no worse." Forewarned of this peculiarity

of Mr. Shandy's, the reader is, of course, prepared to hear

that of all the names in the universe the philosopher

had the most unconquerable aversion for Tristram, " the

lowest and most contemptible opinion of it of anything in

the world." He would break off in the midst of one of

his frequent disputes on the subject of names, and " in a

spirited epiphonema, or rather erotesis," demand of his

antagonist " whether he would take upon him to say he

had ever remembered, whether he had ever read, or whether

he had ever heard tell of a man called Tristram perform-

ing anything great or worth recording. No, he would

say. Tristram ! the thing is impossible." It only

remained that he should have published a book in defence

of the belief, and sure enough " in the year sixteen," two

years before the birth of his second son, " he was at the

pains of writing an express dissertation simply upon the

word Tristram, showing the world with great candour and

modesty the grounds of his great abhorrence to the name."

And with this idea Sterne continues to amuse himself at

intervals till the end of the chapter.

That he does not so persistently amuse the reader it is,

of course, scarcely necessary to say. The jest has not

substance enough—few of Sterne's jests have—to stand

the process of continual attrition to which he subjects

it. But the mere historic gravity with which the

various turns of this monomania are recorded—to say

nothing of the seldom failing charm of the easy gossiping
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style—prevent the thing from ever becoming utterly

tiresome. On the whole, however, one begins to grow

impatient for more of the same sort as the three admirable

chapters on the Kev. Mr. Yorick, and are not sorry to get

to the opening of the second volume with its half-tender,

half-humorous, and wholly delightful account of Uncle

Toby's difficulties in describing the siege operations before

Namur, and of the happy chance by which these difficulties

made him ultimately the fortunate possessor of a "hobby."

Throughout this volume there are manifest signs of

Sterne's unceasing interest in his own creations, and of

his increasing consciousness of creative power. Captain

Toby Shandy is but just lightly sketched-in in the first

volume, while Corporal Trim has not made his appearance

on the scene at all ; but before the end of the second we
know both of them thoroughly within and without.

Indeed, one might almost say that in the first half-dozen

chapters which so excellently recount the origin of

the corporal's fortification scheme, and the wounded

officer's delighted acceptance of it, every trait in the

simple characters—alike yet so different in their sim-

plicity—of master and of man becomes definitely fixed in

the reader's mind. And the total difference between the

second and the first volume in point of fulness, variety,

and colour is most marked. The artist, the inventor, the

master of dialogue, the comic dramatist in fact as

distinct from the humorous essayist, would almost seem

to have started into being as we pass from the one volume

to the other. There is nothing in the drolleries of the

first volume—in the broad jests upon Mr. Shandy's

crotchets, or even in the subtler humour of the intellectual

collision between these crotchets and his brother's plain

sense—to indicate the kind of power displayed in that
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remarkable colloquy a quatre, which begins with the

arrival of Dr. Slop and ends with Corporal Trim's recital

of the Sermon on Conscience. Wit, humour, irony,

quaint learning, shrewd judgment of men and things, of

these Sterne had displayed abundance already ; but it is

not in the earlier but in the later half of the first instal-

ment of Tristram Shandy that we first become conscious

that he is something more than the possessor of all

these things : that he is gifted with the genius of

creation and has sent forth new beings into that world

of immortal shadows which to many of us is more real

than our own.

E



CHAPTER Y.

LONDON TRIUMPHS FIRST SET OF SERMONS TRISTRAM

SHANDY, VOLS. III. AND IV.—COXWOLD—VOLS. V. AND VI.

—FIRST VISIT TO THE CONTINENT PARIS TOULOUSE.

(1760—1762.)

Sterne alighted from the York mail just as Byron
" awoke one morning," to " find himself famous." Seldom

indeed has any lion so suddenly discovered been pursued

so eagerly and by such a distinguished crowd of hunters.

The chase was remarkable enough to have left a lasting

impression on the spectators; for it was several years

after (in 1773) that Dr. Johnson, by way of fortifying his

very just remark that " any man who has a name or who

has the power of pleasing will be generally invited in

London," observed gruffly that " the man Sterne," he was

told, " had had engagements for three months." And truly

it wrould appear from abundant evidence that " the man
Sterne " gained such a social triumph as might well have

turned a stronger head than his. Within twenty-four

hours after his arrival, his lodgings in Pall Mall were

besieged by a crowd of fashionable visitors ; and in a few

weeks he had probably made the acquaintance of " every-

body who was anybody " in the London society of that

day.

How thoroughly he relished the delights of celebrity is
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revealed, with a simple vanity which almost disarms

criticism, in many a passage of his correspondence. In

one of his earliest letters to Miss Fourmantelle, we find

him proudly relating to her how already he " was engaged

to ten noblemen and men of fashion." Of Grarrick, who

had warmly welcomed the humourist whose merits he had

been the first to discover, Sterne says that he had
" promised him at dinner to numbers of great people."

Among these great people who sought him out for them-

selves was that discerning patron of ability in every

shape, Lord Eockingham. In one of the many letters

which Madame de Medalle flung dateless upon the world,

but which from internal evidence we can assign to the

early months of 1760, Sterne writes that he is about to

" set off with a grand retinue of Lord Eockingham's

(in whose suite I move) for Windsor " to witness, it

should seem, an installation of a Knight of the Garter.

It is in his letters to Miss Fourmantelle, however, that

his almost boyish exultation at his London triumph

discloses itself most frankly. " My rooms," he writes,

" are filling every hour with great people of the first rank,

who strive who shall most honour me." Never, he

believes, hacL such homage been rendered to any man by

devotees so distinguished. "The honours paid me were

the greatest that were ever known from the great."

The self-painted portrait is not, it must be confessed,

altogether an attractive one. It is somewhat wanting in

dignity, and its air of over-inflated complacency is at

times slightly ridiculous. But we must not judge Sterne

in this matter by too severe a standard. He was by nature

neither a dignified nor a self-contained man : he had a

head particularly unfitted to stand sudden elevation ; and

it must be allowed that few men's power of resisting

e 2
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giddiness at previously unexplored altitudes was ever so

severely tried. It was not only " the great " in the sense

of the high in rank and social distinction by whom he

was courted ; he was welcomed also by the eminent in

genius and learning : and it would be no very difficult

task for him to flatter himself that it was the latter form

of recognition which he really valued most. Much, at

any rate, in the way of undue elation may be forgiven to

a country clergyman who suddenly found himself the

centre of a court, which was regularly attended by

statesmen, wits, and leaders of fashion, and with which

even bishops condescended to open gracious diplomatic

communication. " Even all the bishops," he writes,

"have sent their compliments ;
" and though this can

hardly have been true of the whole episcopal bench,

it is certain that Sterne received something more than a

compliment from one bishop, who was a host in himself.

He was introduced by Garrick to Warburton, and re-

ceived high encouragement from that formidable prelate.
1

The year 1760, however, was to bring to Sterne more

solid gains than that of mere celebrity, or even than the

somewhat precarious money profits which depend on

literary vogue. Only a few weeks after his arrival in

town he was presented by Lord Falconberg with the

curacy of Coxwold, " a sweet retirement," as he describes

it, " in comparison of Sutton,"—at which he was in future

to pass most of the time spent by him in Yorkshire.

What obtained him this piece of preferment is unknown.

1 It is admitted, moreover, in the correspondence with Miss

Fourmantelle that Sterne received something more substantial

from the Bishop in the shape of a purse of gold ; and this strange

present gave rise to a scandal on which something will be said

hereafter.
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It may be that Tristram Shandy drew the Yorkshire

peer's attention to the fact that there was a Yorkshireman

of genius living within a few miles of a then vacant

benefice in his lordship's gift ; and that this was enough

for him. But Sterne himself says—in writing a year or

so afterwards to a lady of his acquaintance—" I hope I

have been of some service to his lordship, and he has

sufficiently requited me :" and in the face of this plain

assertion, confirmed as it is by the fact that Lord Falcon-

berg was on terms of friendly intimacy with the Vicar

of Coxwold at a much later date than this, we may
dismiss idle tales about Sterne's having " black-mailed

"

the patron out of a presentation to a benefice worth no

more, after all, than some 707. a year net.

There is somewhat more substance, however, in the

scandal which got abroad with reference to a certain alleged

transaction between Sterne and Warburton. Before Sterne

had been many days in London, and while yet his person

and doings were the natural subjects of the newest gossip,

a story found its way into currency to the effect that the

new-made Bishop of Gloucester had found it advisable to

protect himself against the satiric humour of the author

of the Tristram Shandy by a substantial present of

money. Coming to Garrick's ears, it was repeated by

him—whether seriously or in jest—to Sterne, from whom
it evoked a curious letter which in Madame de Medalle's

collection has been studiously hidden away among the

correspondence of seven years later. " 'Twas for all the

world," he began, "like a cut across my finger with a

sharp pen-knife. I saw the blood—gave it a suck, wrapt

it up, and thought no more about it The story

you told me of Tristram's pretended tutor this morning "

—

(the scandal was, that Warburton had been threatened
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with caricature in the next volume of the novel, under

the guise of the hero's tutor)—"this vile story, I say,

though I then saw both how and where it wounded, I

felt little from it at first, or, to speak more honestly

(though it ruins my simile), I felt a great deal of pain

from it, but affected an air, usual in such accidents, of

feeling less than I had." And he goes on to repudiate,

it will be observed, not so much the moral offence

of corruption, in receiving money to spare Warburton, as

the intellectual solecism of selecting him for ridicule.

" What the devil
!

" he exclaims, " is there no one

learned blockhead throughput the schools of misapplied

science in the Christian world to make a tutor of for

my Tristram—are we so run out of stock that there is

no one lumber-headed, muddle-headed, mortar-headed,

pudding-head chap among our doctors ? . . . . but I must

disable my judgment by choosing a Warburton." Later

on, in a letter to his friend, Mr. Croft, at Stillington,

whom the scandal had reached through a " society journal
"

of the time, he asks whether people would suppose he

would be " such a fool as to fall foul of Dr. Warburton,

my best friend, -by representing him so weak a man \ or

by telling such a lie of him as his giving me a purse to

buy off the tutorship of Tristram—or that I should be

fool enough to own that I had taken a purse for that

purpose." It will be remarked that Sterne does not here

deny having received a purse from Warburton, but only

his having received it by way of black-mail : and the most

mysterious part of the affair is that Sterne did actually

receive the strange present of a " purse of gold " from

Warburton (whom at that time he did not know nor had

ever seen) \ and that he admits as much in one of -his

letters to Miss Fourmantelle. " I had a purse of guineas
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given me yesterday by a bishop," he writes triumphantly,

but without volunteering any explanation of this extra-

ordinary gift. Sterne's letter to Grarrick was forwarded,

it would seem, to Warburton ; and the Bishop thanks

Garrick for having procured for him " the confutation of an

impertinent story the first moment I heard of it." This,

however, can hardly count for much. If Warburton had

really wished Sterne to abstain from caricaturing him, he

would be as anxious—and for much the same reasons—to

conceal the fact as to suppress the caricature. He would

naturally have the disclosure of it reported to Sterne for

formal contradiction, as in fulfilment of a virtual term

in the bargain between them. The epithet of "irre-

vocable scoundrel " which he afterwards applied to

Sterne, is of less importance, as proceeding from War-

burton, than it would have been had it come from

any one not habitually employing Warburton's peculiar

vocabulary ; but it at least argues no very cordial feeling

on the Bishop's side. And, on the whole, one regrets to

feel, as I must honestly confess that I do feel, far less con-

fident of the groundlessness of this rather unpleasant story

than could be wished. It is impossible to forget, how-

ever, that while the ethics of this matter were undoubtedly

less strict in those days than they are—or, at any rate, are

recognized as being—in our own, there is nothing in

Sterne's character to make us suppose him to have been

at all in advance of the morality of his time.

The incumbent-designate did not go down at once to

take possession of his temporalities. His London triumph

had not yet run its course. The first edition of Yols. I.

and II. of Tristram Shandy was exhausted in some three

months. In April, Dodsley brought out a second ; and,

concurrently with the advertisement of its issue, there
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appeared—in somewhat incongruous companionship—the

announcement, " Speedily will be published, The Ser-

mons of Mr. Yorick." The judicious Dodsley, or possibly

the judicious Sterne himself (acute enough in matters of

this kind) had perceived that now was the time to publish

a series of sermons by the very unclerical lion of the day.

There would—they no doubt thought—be an undeniable

piquancy, a distinct flavour of semi-scandalous incongruity

in listening to the "Word of Life from the lips of this

loose-tongued droll ; and the more staid and serious the

sermon, the more effective the contrast. There need

not have been much trouble in finding the kind of article

required : and we may be tolerably sure that, even if

Sterne did not perceive that fact for himself, his publisher

hastened to inform him that " anything would do."

Two of his pulpit discourses, the Assize Sermon and the

Charity Sermon, had already been thought worthy of

publication by their author in a separate form ; and the

latter of these found a place in the series ; while the

rest seem to have been simply the chance sweepings of

the parson's sermon-drawer. The critics who find wit,

eccentricity, flashes of Shandyism, and what not else of the

same sort in these discourses, must be able—or so it seems

to me—to discover these phenomena anywhere. To the

best of my own judgment, the Sermons are—with but few

and partial exceptions—of the most commonplace character;

platitudinous with the platitudes of a thousand pulpits,

and insipid with the crambe repetita of a hundred thou-

sand homilies. A single extract will fully suffice for a

specimen of Sterne's pre-Shandian homiletic style ; his

post-Shandian manner was very different, as we shall see.

The preacher is discoursing upon the well-worn subject of

the inconsistencies of human character :

—
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If such a contrast was only observable in the different stages

of a man's life, it would cease to be either a matter of wonder

or of just reproach. Age, experience, and much reflection may
naturally enough be supposed to alter a man's sense of things,

and so entirely to transform him that, not only in outward

appearance but in the very cast and turn of his mind, he may
be as unlike and different from the man he was twenty or thirty

years ago as he ever was from anything of his own species.

This, I say, is naturally to be accounted for, and in some cases

might be praiseworthy too ; but the observation is to be made
of men in the same period of their lives that in the same day,

sometimes on the very same action, they are utterly inconsistent

and irreconcilable with themselves. Look at the man in one

light and he shall seem wise, penetrating, discreet, and brave :

behold him in another point of view, and you see a creature all

over folly and indiscretion, weak and timorous as cowardice

and indiscretion can make him. A man shall appear gentle,

courteous, and benevolent to all mankind ; follow him into his

own house, maybe you see a tyrant morose and savage to all

whose happiness depends upon his kindness. A third, in his

general behaviour, is found to be generous, disinterested,

humane, and friendly. Hear but the sad story of the friendless

orphans too credulously trusting all their whole substance into

his hands, and he shall appear more sordid, more pitiless and
unjust than the injured themselve have bitterness to paint him.

Another shall be charitable to the poor, uncharitable in his cen-

sures and opinions of all the rest of the world besides : temperate

in his appetites, intemperate in his tongue ; shall have too much
conscience and religion to cheat the man who trusts him, and
perhaps as far as the business of debtor and creditor extends

shall be just and scrupulous to the uttermost mite; yet in

matters of full or great concern, where he is to have the handling

of the party's reputation and good name, the dearest, the ten-

derest property the man has, he will do him irreparable damage,

and rob him there without measure or pity.—Sermon XI.

—

On
JSvil Speaking.

There is clearly nothing particularly striking in all
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that, even conveyed as it is in Sterne's effective, if loose

and careless, style ; and it is no unfair sample of the

whole. The calculation, however, of the author and his

shrewd publisher was that, whatever the intrinsic merits

or demerits of these sermons, they would " take " on

the strength of the author's name; nor, it would seem,

was their calculation disappointed. The edition of this

series of sermons now lying before me is numbered the

sixth, and its date is 1764; which represents a demand

for a new edition every nine months or so, over a space

of four years. They may, perhaps, have succeeded, too,

in partially reconciling a certain serious-minded portion

of the public to the author. Sterne evidently hoped

that they might ; for we find him sending a copy to

Warburton, in the month of June, immediately after the

publication of the book, and receiving in return a letter

of courteous thanks, and full of excellent advice as to

the expediency of avoiding scandal by too hazardous a

style of writing in future. Sterne, in reply, protests

that he would "willingly give no offence to mortal by

anything which could look like the least violation of

either decency or good manners ;
" but—and it is an

important " but "—he cannot promise to " mutilate every-

thing " in Tristram " down to the prudish humour of

every particular " (individual), though he will do his best

;

but, in any case, " laugh, my Lord, I will, and as loudly

as I can." And laugh he did, and in such Eabelaisian

fashion that the Bishop (somewhat inconsistently for a

critic who had welcomed Sterne on the appearance of the

first two volumes expressly as the " English Eabelais ")

remarked of him afterwards with characteristic vigour

in a letter to a friend that he fears the fellow is an

" irrevocable scoundrel."
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The volumes, however, which earned " the fellow " this

Episcopal benediction were not given to the world till the

next year. At the end of May or beginning of June, 1760,

Sterne went to his new home at Coxwold, and his letters

soon begin to show him to us at work upon further records

of Mr. Shandy's philosophical theory-spinning and the

simpler pursuits of his excellent brother. It is probable

that this year, 1760, was on the whole the happiest year

of Sterne's life. His health, though always feeble, had

not yet finally given way ; and though the " vile cough "

which was to bring him more than once to death's door,

and at last to force it open, was already troubling him, he

had that within him which made it easy to bear up

against all such physical ills. His spirits, in fact, were at

their highest. His worldly affairs were going at least as

smoothly as they ever went. He was basking in that

sunshine of fame which was so delightful to a tempera-

ment differing from that of the average Englishman, as

does the physique of the Southern races from that of the

hardier children of the North ; and lastly, he was exulting

in a new-born sense of creative power which no doubt

made the composition of the earlier volumes of Tristram a

veritable labour of love.

But the witty division of literary spinners into silk-

worms and spiders—those who spin because they are full,

and those who do so because they are empty—is not

exhaustive. There are human silk-worms who become

gradually transformed into spiders—men who begin writ-

ing in order to unburden a full imagination, and who,

long after that process has been completely performed,

continue writing in order to fill an empty belly; and

though Sterne did not live long enough to " write himself

out," there are certain indications that he would not have
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left off writing if and when he felt that this stage of

exhaustion had arrived. His artistic impulses were

curiously combined with a distinct admixture of the

" pot-boiler " spirit; and it was with something of the

complacency of an annuitant that he looked forward to

giving the public a couple of volumes of Tristram

Shandy every year as long as they would stand it. In

these early days, however, there was no necessity even to

discuss the probable period either of the writer's inspira-

tion or of the reader's appetite. At present, the public

were as eager to consume more Shandyism as Sterne was

ready to produce it : the demand was as active as the

supply was easy. By the end of the year Vols. III. and

IV. were in the press, and on January 27, 1761, they

made their appearance. They had been disposed of in

advance to Dodsley for 380Z.—no bad terms of remu-

neration in those days ; but it is still likely enough that

the publisher made a profitable bargain. The new volumes

sold freely, and the public laughed at them as heartily as

their two predecessors. Their author's vogue in London,

whither he went in December, 1760, to superintend pub-

lication, was as great during the next spring as it had

been in the last. The tide of visitors again set in in all

its former force and volume towards the " genteel lodg-

ings." His dinner list was once more full, and he was

feasted and flattered by wits, beaux, courtiers, politicians,

and titled-lady lion-hunters as sedulously as ever. His

letters, especially those to his friends the Crofts, of

Stillington, abound, as before, in touches of the same

amusing vanity. With how delicious a sense of self-

importance must he have written these words, " You made

me and my friends very merry with the accounts current

at York of my being forbad the Court, but they do not
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consider what a considerable person they make of me
when they suppose either my going or not going there

is a point that ever enters the K.'s head ; and for those

about him, I have the honour either to stand so per-

sonally well-known to them, or to be so well repre-

sented by those of the first rank as to fear no accident

of the kind." Amusing, too, is it to note the familiarity,

as of an old habitue of Ministerial antechambers, with

which this country parson discusses the political changes

of that interesting year ; though scarcely more amusing per-

haps than the solemnity with which his daughter disguises

the identity of the new Premier under the title B e
;

and by a similar use of initials attempts to conceal the

momentous state secret that the D. of R had been removed

from the place of Groom of the Chambers, and that Sir F.

D. had succeeded T. as Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Occasionally, however, the interest of his letters changes

from personal to public, and we get a glimpse of scenes

and personages that have become historical. He was

present in the House of Commons at the first grand

debate on the German war after the Great Commoner's

retirement from office
—"the pitched battle," as Sterne

calls it, " wherein Mr. P. was to have entered and thrown

down the gauntlet" in defence of his military policy.

Thus he describes it :

—

There never was so full a house—the gallery full to the top

—I was there all the day ; when lo ! a political fit of the gout

seized the great combatant—he entered not the lists. Beckford

got up and begged the House, as he saw not his right honourable

friend there, to put off the debate—it could not be done : so

Beckford rose up and made a most long, passionate, incoherent

speech in defence of the German war, but very severe upon the

unfrugal manner it was carried on, in which he addressed him-
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self principally to the C[hancellor] of the Exchequer], and laid

him on terribly Legge answered Beckford very rationally

and coolly. Lord N. spoke long. Sir F. D [ashwood] main-

tained the German war was most pernicious Lord

B[arrington] at last got up and spoke half an hour with great

plainness and temper, explained many hidden things relating to

these accounts in favour of the late K., and told two or three

conversations which had passed between the K. and himself

relative to these expenses, which cast great honour upon the K.'s

character. This was with regard to the money the K. had

secretly furnished out of his own pocket to lessen the account

of the Hanover-score brought us to discharge. Beckford and

Barrington abused all who fought for peace and joined in the

cry for it, and Beckford added that the reasons of wishing a peace

now were the same as at the peace of Utrecht—that the people

behind the curtain could not both maintain the war and their

places too, so were for making another sacrifice of the nation to

their own interests. After all, the cry for a peace is so general

that it will certainly end in one.

And then the letter, recurring to personal matters

towards the close, records the success of Yols. III. and

IY. " One half of the town abuse my book as bitterly as

the other half cry it up to the skies—the best is they'

abuse and buy it, and at such a rate that we are going

on with a second edition as fast as possible." This was

written only in the first week of March, so that the

edition must have been exhausted in little more than a

month. It was, indeed, another triumph ; and all through

this spring up to midsummer did Sterne remain in Lon-

don to enjoy it. But with three distinct flocks awaiting

a renewal of his pastoral ministrations in Yorkshire it

would scarcely have done for him, even in those easy-going

days of the Establishment, to take up his permanent abode

at the capital ; and early in July he returned to Coxwold.
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From the middle of this year, 1761, the scene "begins

to darken, and from the beginning of the next year

onward Sterne's life was little better than a truceless

struggle with the disease to which he was destined, pre-

maturely, to succumb. The wretched constitution, which

in common with his short-lived brothers and sisters, he had

inherited probably from his father, already began to show

signs of breaking up. Invalid from the first, it had doubt-

less been weakened by the hardships of Sterne's early years,

and yet further, perhaps, by the excitements and dissipa-

tions of his London life ; nor was the change from the

gaieties of the capital to hard literary labour in a country

parsonage calculated to benefit him as much as it might

others. Shandy Hall, as he christened his pretty

parsonage at Coxwold, and as the house, still standing, is

called to this day, soon became irksome to him. The

very reaction begotten of unwonted quietude acted on

his temperament with a dispiriting rather than a soothing

effect. The change from his full and stimulating life in

London to the dull round of clerical duties in a Yorkshire

village, might well have been depressing to a mind better

balanced and ballasted than his. To him, with his light

pleasure-loving nature, it was as the return of the school-

boy from pantomimes and pony-riding to the more sober

delights of Dr. Swishtail's; and, in a letter to Hall

Stevenson, Sterne reveals his feelings with all the juvenile

frankness of one of the doctor's pupils.

I rejoice you are in London, rest you there in peace ; here 'tis

the devil. You was a good prophet. I wish myself back again,

as you told me I should, but not because a thin, death-doing,

pestiferous north-east wind blows in a line directly from Crazy

Castle turret fresh upon me in this cuckoldly retreat (for I

value the north-east wind and all its powers not a straw), but
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the transition from rapid motion to absolute rest was too violent.

I should have walked about the streets of York ten days, as a

proper medium to have passed through before I entered upon

my rest ; I stayed but a moment, and I have been here but a few,

to satisfy me. I have not managed my miseries like a wise

man, and if God for my consolation had not poured forth the

spirit of Shandyism unto me, which will not suffer me to

think two moments upon any grave subject, I would else just

now lay down and die.

It is true, he adds, in the next sentence, that in half

an hour's time " I'll lay a guinea I shall be as merry as a

monkey, and forget it all," but such sudden revulsions of

high spirits can hardly be allowed to count for much
against the prevailing tone of discontented ennui which

pervades this letter.

Apart moreover from Sterne's regrets of London, his

country home was becoming from other causes a less

pleasant place of abode. His relations with his wife were

getting less and less cordial every year. With a perversity

sometimes noticeable in the wives of distinguished men,

Mrs. Sterne had failed to accept with enthusiasm the role

of distant and humbly admiring spectator of her brilliant

husband's triumphs. Accept it of course she did, being

unable, indeed, to help herself ; but it is clear that when

Sterne returned home after one of his six months' revels

in the gaieties of London, his wife, who had been vege-

tating the while in the retirement of Yorkshire, was not

in the habit of welcoming him with effusion. Perceiving

so clearly that her husband preferred the world's society

to hers, she naturally, perhaps, refused to disguise her

preference of her own society to his. Their estrangement,

in short, had grown apace, and had already brought them

to that stage of mutual indifference which is at once so
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comfortable and so hopeless—secure alike against the risk

of "scenes" and the hope of reconciliation, shut fast in

its exemption from amantium tree against all possibility

of redintegratio amoris. To such perfection indeed had

the feeling been cultivated on both sides, that Sterne in

the letter above quoted can write of his conjugal relations

in this philosophic strain :

—

As to matrimony I should be a beast to rail at it, for my wife

is easy, but the world is not, and had I stayed from her a second

longer it would have been a burning shame—else she declares

herself happier without me. But not in anger is this decla-

ration made [the most fatal point, of course, about it], but in

pure, sober, good sense, built on sound experience. She hopes

you will be able to strike a bargain for me before this twelve-

month to lead a bear round Europe, and from this hope from

you I verily believe it is that you are so high in her favour at

present. She swears you are a fellow of wit, though humorous

;

2

a funny, jolly soul, though somewhat splenetic, and (bating

the love of women) as honest as gold. How do you like the

simile ?

There is, perhaps, a touch of affected cynicism in the

suggestion that Mrs. Sterne's liking for one of her

husband's friends was wholly based upon the expecta-

tion that he would rid her of her husband ; but mutual

indifference must, it is clear, have reached a pretty

advanced stage before such a remark could, even half in

jest, be possible. And with one more longing lingering

look at the scenes which he had quitted for a lot like that

2 It is curious to note as a point in the chronology of language

how exclusive is Sterne's employment of the words " humour,"
" humourist," in their older sense of u whimsicality," " an eccen-

tric." The later change in its meaning gives to the word M though

"

in the above passage an almost comic effect.

F
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of the Duke of Buckingham's dog, upon whom his master

pronounced the maledictory wish that " he were married

and lived in the country," this characteristic letter

concludes :

—

Oh, Lord ! now are you going to Ranelagh to-night, and I

am sitting sorrowful as the prophet was when the voice cried

out to him and said, " What do'st thou here, Elijah ? " 'Tis well

that the spirit does not make the same at Coxwold, for unless

for the few sheep left me to take care of in the wilderness, I

might as well, nay better, be at Mecca. When we find we can,

by a shifting of places, run away from ourselves, what think you

of a jaunt there before we finally pay a visit to the Vale of

Jehoshaphat. As ill a fame as we have, I trust I shall one day

or other see you face to face, so tell the two colonels if they love

good company to live righteously and soberly as you do, and

then they will have no doubts or dangers within or without

them. Present my best and warmest wishes to them, and advise

the eldest to prop up his spirits, and get a rich dowager before

the conclusion of the peace. Why will not the advice suit

both, par nobilefratrum ?

In conclusion, he tells his friend that the next morning,

if Heaven permit, he begins the fifth volume of Shandy,

and adds defiantly that he " cares not a curse for the

critics," but " will load my vehicle with what goods He
sends me, and they may take 'em off my hands or let 'em

alone."

The allusions to foreign travel in this letter were made

with something more than a jesting intent. Sterne had

already begun to be seriously alarmed, and not without

reason, about the condition of his health. He shrank

from facing another English winter, and meditated a

southward flight so soon as he should have finished his

fifth and sixth volumes, and seen them safe in the printer's
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hands. His publisher he had changed, for what reason is

not known, and the firm of Becket and De Hondt had

taken the place of Dodsley. Sterne hoped by the end

of the year to be free to depart from England, and already

he had made all arrangements with his ecclesiastical

superiors for the necessary leave of absence. He seems to

have been treated with all consideration in the matter.

His archbishop, on being applied to, at once excused him

from parochial work for a year, and promised, if it

should be necessary, to double that term. Fortified with

this permission, Sterne bade farewell to his wife and

daughter, and betook himself to London with his now

completed volumes, at the setting in of the winter. On
the 21st of December they made their appearance, and in

about three weeks from that date their author left England

with the intention of wintering in the South of France.

There were difficulties, however, of more kinds than one

which had first to be faced— a pecuniary difficulty which

Garrick met by a loan of 20Z., and a political difficulty for

the removal of which Sterne had to employ the good

offices of new acquaintance later on. He reached Paris

about the 17th of January, 1762, and there met with a

reception which interposed, as might have been expected,

the most effectual of obstacles to his further progress

southward. He was received in Paris with open arms,

and stepped at once within the charmed circle of the

philosophic salons. Again was the old intoxicating cup

presented to his lips—this time, too, with more dexterous

than English hands—and again did he drink deeply of it.

"My head is turned," he writes to Garrick, " with what

I see, and the unexpected honour I have met with here.

Tristram was almost as much known here as in London,

at least among your men of condition and learning, and

p 2
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has got me introduced into so many circles ('tis comme a

Londres) I have just now a fortnight's dinners and

suppers on my hands." We may venture to doubt

whether French politeness had not been in one respect

taken somewhat too seriously by the nattered Englishman,

and whether it was much more than the name and general

reputation of Tristram, which was " almost as much

known " in Paris as in London. The dinners and suppers,

however, were at any rate no figures of speech, but very

liberal entertainments, at which Sterne appears to have

disported himself with all his usual unclerical abandon.

" I Shandy it away/' he writes in his boyish fashion to

Garrick, "fifty times more than I was ever wont, talk

more nonsense than ever you heard me talk in all your

days, and to all sorts of people. ' Qui le diable est cet

homme-laT said Choiseul, t'other day, 'ce Chevalier

Shandy ? '
" [We might be listening to one of Thackeray's

Irish heroes.] " You'll think me as vain as a devil was I

to tell you the rest of the dialogue." But there were dis-

tinguished Frenchmen who were ready to render to the

English author more important services than that of

offering him hospitality and flattery. Peace had not been

formally concluded between France and England, and the

passport with which Sterne had been graciously furnished

by Pitt was not of force enough to dispense him from

making special application to the French Government for

permission to remain in the country. In this request he

was influentially backed. " My application," he writes,

" to the Count de Choiseul goes on swimmingly, for not

only M. Pelletiere (who by-the-bye sends ten thousand

civilities to you and Mrs. G.) has undertaken my affair,

but the Count de Limbourg. The Baron d'Holbach has

offered any security for the inoffensiveness of my behaviour
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in France—'tis more, you rogue ! than you will do." And
then the orthodox, or professedly orthodox English divine,

goes on to describe the character and habits of his strange

new friend. " This Baron is one of the most learned

noblemen here, the great protector of wits and of the savans

who are no wits, keeps open house three days a week—his

house is now as yours was to me, my own—he lives at great

expense." Equally communicative is he as to his other great

acquaintances. Among these were theCount de Bissie, whom
by an " odd incident " (as it seemed to his unsuspecting

vanity) "I found reading Tristram when I was intro-

duced to him, which I was," he adds (without perceiving

the connexion between this fact and the " incident "),
" at

his desire ;" Mr. Fox and Mr. Macartney (afterwards

the Lord Macartney of Chinese celebrity) ; and the

Duke of Orleans (not yet Egalite) himself, "who has

suffered my portrait to be added to the number of some

odd men in his collection, and has had it taken most

expressively at full length by a gentleman who lives with

him." Nor was it only in the delights of society that

Sterne was now revelling. He was passionately fond of

the theatre, and his letters to Garrick are full of eager

criticism of the great French performers, intermingled

with flatteries, sometimes rather full-bodied than delicate,

of their famous English rival. Of Clairon, in Iphigenie, he

says " she is extremely great. Would to God you had one

or two like her. What a luxury to see you with one of such

power in the same interesting scene ! but 'tis too much."

Again he writes :
" The French comedy I seldom visit

;

they act scarce anything but tragedies ; and the Clairon is

great, and Mdlle. Dumesmil in some parts still greater

than her. Yet I cannot bear preaching—I fancy I got a

surfeit of it in my younger days." And in a later letter

:
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After a vile suspension of three weeks, we are beginning

with our comedies and operas. Yours I hear never flourished

more ; here the comic actors were never so low, the tragedians

held up their heads in all senses. I have known one little man
support the theatrical world like a David Atlas upon his

shoulders, but Preville can't do half as much here, though Mad.

Clairon stands by him and sets her back to his. She is very

great, however, and highly improved since you saw her. She

also supports her dignity at table, and has her public day

every Thursday, when she gives to eat (as they say here) to all

that are hungry and dry. You are much talked of here, and

much expected, as soon as the peace will let you. These two

last days you have happened to engross the whole conversation

at the great houses where I was at dinner. ?Tis the greatest

problem in nature in this meridian that one and the same man
should possess such tragic and comic powers, and in such an

equilibrio as to divide the world for which of the two nature

intended him.

And while on this subject of the stage, let us pause for

a moment to glance at an incident which connects Sterne

with one of the most famous of his French contempo-

raries :—He has been asked " by a lady of talent "—he

tells Garrick, " to read a tragedy, and conjecture if it would

do for you ? 'Tis from the plan of Diderot ; and possibly

half a translation of it : The Natural Son, or the Tri-

umph of Virtue, in five Acts. It has too much sentiment

in it (at least for me) ; the speeches too long, and savour

too much of preaching. This may be a second reason,

it is not to my taste
—

'tis all love, love, love, throughout,

without much separation in the characters. So I fear it

would not do for your stage, and perhaps for the very

reason which recommends it to a French one." It is

curious to see the " adaptator cerebrosuga " at work in

those days as in these ; though not, in this instance, as it
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seems, with as successful results. Tlie Natural Son, or

the Triumph of Virtue, is not known to have reached

either English readers or English theatrical audiences.

The French original, as we know, fared scarcely better.

"It was not until 1771," says Diderot's latest English

biographer, "that the directors of the French Comedy

could be induced to place Le Fits Naturel on the stage.

The actors detested their task, and, as we can well believe,

went sulkily through parts, which they had not taken the

trouble to master. The public felt as little interest in the

piece as the actors had done, and after one or two repre-

sentations, it was put aside."
3

Another, and it is to be guessed a too congenial ac-

quaintance, formed by Sterne in Paris, was that of

Crebillon ; and with him he concluded " a convention,"

unedifying enough whether in jest or earnest :
" As

soon as I get to Toulouse he has agreed to write me an

expostulatory letter upon the indecorums of T. Shandy,

which is to be answered by recrimination upon the

liberties in his own works. These are to be printed

together, Crebillon against Sterne, Sterne against Crebillon,

—the copy to be sold, and the money equally divided.

This is good Swiss-policy," he adds ; and the idea (which

was never carried out) had certainly the merit of ingenuity,

if no other.

The words " as soon as I get to Toulouse," in a letter

written from Paris on the 10th of April, might well have

reminded Sterne of the strange way in which he had

carried out his intention of " wintering in the south." He
insists, however, upon the curative effects of his winter of

gaiety in Paris. " I am recovered greatly," he says ;
" and

3 Morley :
" Diderot and the Encyclopaedists," ii. 305.
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if I could spend one whole winter at Toulouse, I should be

fortified in my inner man beyond all danger of relapsing."

There was another too for whom this change of climate

had become imperatively necessary. For three winters

past his daughter Lydia, now fourteen years old, had

been suffering severely from asthma, and needed to try

" the last remedy of a warmer and softer air." Her father

therefore was about to solicit passports for his wife and

daughter, with a view to their joining him at once in Paris,

whence, after a month's stay, they were to depart together

for the south. This application for passports he intended,

he said, to make " this week :" and it would seem that

the intention was carried out : but, for reasons explained

in a letter which Mr. Fitzgerald was the first to publish,

it was not till the middle of the next month that he was

able to make preparation for their joining him. From this

letter—written to his Archbishop, to request an extension

of his leave—we learn that while applying for the pass-

ports he was attacked with a fever, " which has ended

the worst way it could for me, in a defluxion (de) poitrine,

as the French physicians call it. It is generally fatal to

weak lungs, so that I have lost in ten days all I have

gained since I came here : and from a relaxation of my
lungs have lost my voice entirely, that 'twill be much if

I ever quite recover it. This evil sends me directly to

Toulouse, for which I set out from this place directly

my family arrives." Evidently there was no time to

be lost, and a week after the date of this letter we find

him in communication with Mrs. and Miss Sterne, and

making arrangements for what was, in those days, a some-

what formidable undertaking—the journey of two ladies

from the north of England to the centre of France. The

correspondence which ensued may be said to give us the
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last pleasant glimpse of Sterne's relations with his wife.

One can hardly help suspecting, of course, that it was his

solicitude for the safety and comfort of his much-loved

daughter that mainly inspired the affectionate anxiety

which pervades these letters to Mrs. Sterne ; but their

writer is, at the very least, entitled to credit for allowing

no difference of tone to reveal itself in the terms in which

he speaks of wife and child. And whichever of the two

he was mainly thinking of, there is something very en-

gaging in the thoughtful minuteness of his instructions to

the two women travellers, the earnestness of his attempts

to inspire them with courage for their enterprise, and the

sincere fervour of his many commendations of them to

the Divine keeping. The mixture of "canny" counsel

and pious invocation has frequently a droll effect : as

when the advice to " give the custom-house officers what I

told you, and at Calais more, if you have much Scotch

snuff f and " to drink small Ehenish to keep you cool,

that is if you like it," is rounded off by the ejaculation

" So God in Heaven prosper and go along with you !

"

Letter after letter did he send them, full of such re-

minders as that "they have bad pins and vile needles

here," that it would be advisable to bring with them a

strong bottle-screw, and a good stout copper-teakettle

;

till at last, in the final words of preparation, his language

assumes something of the solemnity of a general addressing

his army on the eve of a well-nigh desperate enterprise

:

" Pluck up your spirits,—trust in God, in me, and your-

selves ; with this, was you put to it, you would en-

counter all these difficulties ten times told. Write

instantly, and tell me you triumph over all fears—tell

me Lydia is better, and a help-mate to you. You say

she grows like me : let her show me she does so in her
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contempt of small dangers, and fighting against the appre-

hensions of them, which is better still."

At last this anxiously awaited journey was taken ; and,

on Thursday, July 7, Mrs. Sterne and her daughter

arrived in Paris. Their stay there was not long—not

much extended, probably, beyond the proposed week.

For Sterne's health had, some ten days before the arrival

of his family, again given him warning to depart quickly.

He had but a few weeks recovered from the fever of

which he spoke in his letter to the Archbishop, when

he again broke a blood-vessel in his lungs. It happened

in the night, and " finding in the morning that I was

likely to bleed to death, I sent immediately," he says, in a

sentence which quaintly brings out the paradox of con-

temporary medical treatment, " for a surgeon to bleed me
at both arms. This saved me,"—i.e. did not kill me,

—

" and, with lying speechless three days, I recovered upon

my back in bed : the breach healed, and in a week after

I got out." Eut the weakness which ensued, and the

subsequent " hurrying about," no doubt as cicerone of

Parisian sights to his wife and daughter, "made me think

it high time to haste to Toulouse." Accordingly, about

the 20th of the month, and " in the midst of such heats

that the oldest Frenchman never remembers the like,"

the party set off by way of Lyons and Montpellier for

their Pyrenean destination. Their journey seems to have

been a journey of many mischances, extraordinary dis-

comfort, and incredible length : and it is not till the

second week in August that we again take up the broken

thread of his correspondence. Writing to Mr. Foley, his

banker in Paris, on the 14th of that month, he speaks of

its having taken him three weeks to reach Toulouse ; and

adds, that " in our journey we suffered so much from the
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heats, it gives me pain to remember it. I never saw a

cloud from Paris to Nismes half as broad as atwenty-four sols

piece. Good God, we were toasted, roasted, grilled, stewed,

carbonaded, on one side or other, all the way : and being

all done through (assez cidts) in the day, we were eat up

at night by bugs and other unswept-out vermin, the legal

inhabitants, if length of possession give right, at every

inn on the way." A few miles from Beaucaire he broke

a hind wheel of his carriage, and was obliged in con-

sequence " to sit five hours on a gravelly road without

one drop of water, or possibility of getting any ;" and

here, to mend the matter, he was cursed with " two

dough-hearted fools " for postilions, who " fell a-crying

' nothing was to be done !' " and could only be recalled to

a worthier and more helpful mood by Sterne's " pulling

off his coat and waistcoat," and "threatening to thrash

them both within an inch of their lives."

The longest journey, however, must come to an end

:

and the party found much to console them at Toulouse

for the miseries of travel. They were fortunate enough

to secure one of those large old comfortable houses

which were, and, here and there, perhaps, still are

to be hired on the outskirts of provincial towns, at a

rent which would now be thought absurdly small

;

and Sterne writes in terms of high complacency of

his temporary abode. " Excellent," " well furnished,"

" elegant beyond anything I ever looked for," are some of

the expressions of praise which it draws from him : he

observes with pride that the " very great sdlle a compagnie

is as large as Baron d'Holbach's :" and he records with

great satisfaction, as well he might, that for the use of this

and of a country house two miles out of town, " besides

the enjoyment of gardens, which the landlord engaged to
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keep in order," he was to pay no more than thirty pounds

a year. "All things," he adds, " are cheap in proportion :

so we shall live here for very very little."

And this, no doubt, was to Sterne a matter of some

moment at this time. The expenses of his long and

tedious journey must have been heavy : and the gold-

yielding vein of literary popularity, which he had for

three years been working, had already begun to show

signs of exhaustion. Tristram Shandy had lost its first

vogue ; and the fifth and sixth volumes, the copyright

of which he does not seem to have disposed of, were

" going off" but slowly.
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LIFE IN THE SOUTH—RETURN TO ENGLAND—VOLS. VII. AND

VIII.—SECOND SET OF SERMONS.

(1762—1765.)

The diminished appetite of the public for the humours of

Mr. Shandy and his brother is not perhaps very difficult

to understand. Time was simply doing its usual whole-

some work in sifting the false from the true—in ridding

Sterne's audience of its contingent of sham admirers. This

is not to say, of course, that there might not have been

other and better grounds for a partial withdrawal of

popular favour. A writer who systematically employs

Sterne's peculiar methods must lay his account with

undeserved loss as well as with unmerited gain. The fifth

and sixth volumes deal quite largely enough in mere

eccentricity to justify the distaste of any reader upon whom
mere eccentricity had begun to pall. But if this were

the sole explanation of the book's declining popularity, we

should have to admit that the adverse judgment of the

public had been delayed too long for justice, and had passed

over the worst to light upon the less heinous offences.

For the third volume, though its earlier pages contain some

good touches, drifts away into mere dull, uncleanly equi-

voque in its concluding chapters ; and the fifth and sixth

volumes may at any rate quite safely challenge favourable
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comparison with the fourth—the poorest, I venture to think,

of the whole series. There is nothing in these two later

volumes to compare, for instance, with that most wearisome

exercise in double entendre, Slawkenbergius's Tale ; nothing

to match that painfully elaborated piece of low comedy, the

consultation of philosophers and its episode of Phutatorius's

mishap with the hot chestnut ; no such persistent resort,

in short, to those mechanical methods of mirth-making

upon which Sterne, throughout a great part of the fourth

volume, almost exclusively relies. The humour of the

fifth is, to a far larger extent, of the creative and dramatic

order ; the ever-delightful collision of intellectual incon-

gruities in the persons of the two brothers Shandy gives

animation to the volume almost from beginning to end.

The arrival of the news of Bobby Shandy's death, and the

contrast of its reception by the philosophic father and the

simple-minded uncle, form a scene of inimitable absurdity,

and the " Tristrapsedia," with its ingenious project for

opening up innumerable " tracks of inquiry " before the

mind of the pupil by sheer skill in the manipulation of

the auxiliary verbs, is in the author's happiest vein. The

sixth volume, again, which contains the irresistible dialogue

between Mr. and Mrs. Shandy on the great question of

the " Breeching of Tristram," and the much-admired, if

not wholly admirable, episode of Le Fevre's death, is fully

entitled to rank beside its predecessors. On the whole,

therefore, it must be said that the colder reception

accorded to this instalment of the novel, as compared with

the previous one, can hardly he justified on sound critical

grounds. But that literary shortcomings were not, in fact,

the cause of Tristram
y

s declining popularity may be con-

fidently inferred from the fact that the seventh volume,

with its admirably vivid and spirited scenes of Continental
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travel, and the eighth and ninth, with their charming

narrative of Captain Shandy's love affair, were but slightly

more successful. The readerswhom this, the third instalment

of the novel, had begun to repel, were mainly, I imagine,

those who had never felt any intelligent admiration for

the former ; who had been caught by the writer's eccen-

tricity, without appreciating his insight into character and

his graphic power, and who had seen no other aspects of

his humour than those buffooneries and puerilities which,

after first amusing, had begun in the natural course of

things, to weary them.

Meanwhile, however, and with spirits restored by the

southern warmth to that buoyancy which never long

deserted them, Sterne had begun to set to work upon a

new volume. His letters show that this was not the

seventh but the eighth; and Mr. Fitzgerald's conjecture,

that the materials ultimately given to the world in the

former volume were originally designed for another work,

appears exceedingly probable. But for some time after

his arrival at Toulouse he was unable, it would seem, to

resume his literary labours in any form. Ever liable,

through his weakly constitution, to whatever local maladies

might anywhere prevail, he had fallen ill, he writes to

Hall Stevenson, " of an epidemic vile fever which killed

hundreds about me. The physicians here," he adds, " are

the arrantest charlatans in Europe, or the most ignorant of

all pretending fools. I withdrew what was left of me out

of their hands, and recommended my affairs entirely to

Dame Nature. She (dear goddess) has saved me in

fifty different pinching bouts, and I begin to have a kind

of enthusiasm now in her favour and my own, so that one

or two more escapes will make me believe I shall leave you

all at last by translation, and not by fair death." Having
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now become, " stout and foolish again as a man can wish

to be, I am," he says, " busy playing the fool with my
Uncle Toby, whom I have got soused over head and

ears in love." Now, it is not till the eighth volume that

the Widow Wadman begins to weave her spells around

Captain Shandy's ingenuous heart; while the seventh

volume is mainly composed of that series of travel-pictures

inwhich Sterne has manifestlyrecorded his own impressions

of Northern France in the person of the youthful Tristram.

It is scarcely doubtful, therefore, that it is these sketches,

and the use which he then proposed to make of them, that

he refers to, when speaking in this letter of " hints and

projects for other works." Originally intended to form a

part of the volume afterwards published as the Sentimental

Journey, it was found necessary, under pressure, it is to be

supposed, of insufficient matter, to work them up instead

into an interpolated seventh volume of Tristram Shandy.

At the moment, however, he no doubt as little foresaw this

as he did the delay which was to take place before any

continuation of the novel appeared. He clearly contem-

plated no very long absence from England. " When I

have reaped the benefit of the winter at Toulouse, I cannot

see I have anything more to do with it. Therefore, after

having gone with my wife and girl to Bagneres, I shall

return from whence I came." Already, however, one can

perceive signs of his having too presumptuously marked

out his future. " My wife wants to stay another year, to

save money ; and this opposition of wishes, though it will

not be as sour as lemon, yet 'twill not be as sweet as

sugar." And, again, " if the snows will suffer me, I propose

to spend two or three months at Barege or Bagneres ; but

my dear wife is against all schemes of additional expense,

which wicked propensity (though not of despotic power)
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yet I cannot suffer—though, by-the-bye, laudable enough.

But she may talk ; I will go my own way, and she will

acquiesce without a word of debate on the subject. Who
can say so much in praise of his wife ? Few, I trow."

The tone of contemptuous amiability shows pretty clearly

that the relations between husband and wife had in nowise

improved. But wives do not always lose all their influ-

ence over husbands' wills along with the power over their

affections ; and it will be seen that Sterne did not make

his projected winter trip to Bagneres, and that he did

remain at Toulouse for a considerable part of the second

year for which Mrs. Sterne desired to prolong their stay.

The place, however, was not to his taste ; and he was not

the first traveller in France who, delighted with the gaiety

of Paris, has been disappointed at finding that French pro-

vincial towns can be as dull as dulness itself could require.

It is in the somewhat unjust mood which is commonly

begotten of disillusion that Sterne discovers the cause of his

ennui in "the eternal platitude of the French character,"

with its " little variety and no originality at all." " They are

very civil," he admits, " but civility itself so thus uniform

wearies and bodders me to death. If I do not mind I shall

grow most stupid and sententious." . "With such apprehen-

sions it is not surprising that he should have eagerly wel-

comed any distraction that chance might offer, and in Decem-

ber we find him joyfully informing his chief correspondent

of the period, Mr. Foley—who to his services as Sterne's

banker seems to have added those of a most helpful and

trusted friend—that "there are a company of English

strollers arrived here who are to act comedies all the Christ-

mas, and are now busy in making dresses and preparing some

of our best comedies." These so-called strollers were, in

fact, certainmembers of the English colony in Toulouse, and

Q
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their performances were among the first of those " amateur

theatrical " entertainments which now-a-days may be said

to rival the famous "morning drum-beat" of Daniel

Webster's oration, in marking the ubiquity of British

boredom, as the reveil does that of British power over all

the terrestrial globe. " The next week," writes Sterne,

" with a grand orchestra we play The Busybody, and the

Journey to London the week after; but I have some

thought of adapting it to our situation, and making it

the Journey to Toulouse, which, with the change of half-

a-dozen scenes, may be easily done. Thus, my dear

Foley, for want of something better we have recourse to

ourselves, and strike out the best amusements we can from

such materials." " Eecourse to ourselves," however, means,

in strict accuracy, " recourse to each other f and when the

amateur players had played themselves out, and exhausted

their powers of contributing to each others' amusement,

it is probable that " recourse to ourselves," in the exact

sense of the phrase, was found ineffective—in Sterne's

case, at any rate—to stave off ennui. To him, with his

copiously, if somewhat oddly furnished mind, and his

natural activity of imagination, one could hardly apply

the line of Persius,

" Tecum habita et noris quam sit tibi curta supellex
;"

but it is yet evident enough that Sterne's was one of that

numerous order of intellects which are the convivial

associates, rather than the fireside companions, of their

owners, and which when deprived of the stimulus of

external excitement are apt to become very dull company

indeed. Nor does he seem to have obtained much

diversion of mind from his literary work—a form of

intellectual enjoyment which, indeed, more often pre-
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supposes than begets good spirits in such temperaments

as his. He declares, it is true, that he " sports much with

my Uncle Toby" in the Volume which he is now
" fabricating for the laughing part of the world f but if so

he must have sported only after a very desultory and

dilatory fashion. On the whole one cannot escape a

very strong impression that Sterne was heartily bored

by his sojourn in Toulouse, and that he eagerly longed for

the day of his return to " the dalliance and the wit, the

flattery and the strife," which he had left behind him in

the two great capitals in which he had shone.

His stay, however, was destined to be very prolonged.

The winter of 1762 went by, and the succeeding year had

run nearly half its course before he changed his quarters.

"The first week in June," he writes in April to

Mr. Foley, " I decamp like a patriarch with all my house-

hold, to pitch our tents for three months at the foot of the

Pyrenaean hills at Bagneres, where I expect much health

and much amusement from all corners of the earth." He
talked too at this time of spending the winter at Florence,

and, after a visit to Leghorn, returning home the follow-

ing April by way of Paris ; " but this," he adds, " is a

sketch only," and it remained only a sketch. Toulouse,

however, he was in any case resolved to quit. He should

not, he said, be tempted to spend another winter there.

It did not suit his health, as he had hoped : he com-

plained that it was too moist, and that he could not

keep clear of ague. In June, 1763, he quitted it finally

for Bagneres ; whence after a short, and, as we sub-

sequently learn, a disappointed sojourn, he passed on to

Marseilles, and later to Aix, for both of which places he

expressed dislike ; and by October he had gone again into

winter quarters at Montpellier, where "my wife and

g 2
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daughter," he writes, " purpose to stay at least a year

behind me." His own intention was to set out in

February for England, " where my heart has been fled

these six months." Here again, however, there are traces

of that periodic, or rather, perhaps, that chronic conflict

of inclination between himself and Mrs. Sterne, of which

he speaks with such a tell-tale affectation of philosophy.

" My wife," he writes in January, " returns to Toulouse,

and proposes to spend the summer at Bagneres. I, on the

contrary, go to visit my wife the church in Yorkshire.

We all live the longer, at least the happier, for having

things our own way. This is my conjugal maxim. I

own 'tis not the best of maxims, but I maintain 'tis not

the worst." It was natural enough that Sterne at any

rate should wish to turn his back on Montpellier. Again

had the unlucky invalid been attacked by a dangerous

illness ; the " sharp air " of the place disagreed with him,

and his physicians, after having him under their hands

more than a month, informed him coolly that if he stayed

any longer in Montpellier it would be fatal to him. How
soon after that somewhat late warning he took his

departure there is no record to show; but it is not

till the middle of May that we find him writing from

Paris to his daughter. And since he there announces

his intention of leaving for England in a few days, it is

a probable conjecture that he had arrived at the French

capital some fortnight or so before.

His short stay in Paris was marked by two incidents,

—trifling in themselves, but too characteristic of the

man to be omitted. Lord Hertford, the British ambas-

sador, had just taken a magnificent hotel in Paris, and

Sterne was asked to preach the first sermon in its chapel.

The message was brought him, he writes, " when I was
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playing a sober game of whist with Mr. Thornhill ; and

whether I was called abruptly from my afternoon amuse-

ment to prepare myself for the business on the next day,

or from what other cause, I do not pretend to determine

;

but that unlucky kind of fit seized me which you know I

am never able to resist, and a very unlucky text did come

into my head." The text referred to was 2 Kings xx.

15—Hezekiah's admission of that ostentatious display of

the treasures of his palace to the ambassadors of Babylon

for which Isaiah rebuked him by prophesying the

Babylonian captivity of Judah. Nothing indeed, as

Sterne protests, could have been more innocent than the

discourse which he founded upon the mal-a-propos text

;

but still it was unquestionably a fair subject for " chaff,"

and the preacher was rallied upon it by no less a person

than David Hume. Gossip having magnified this into

a dispute between the parson and the philosopher, Sterne

disposes of the idle story in a passage deriving an. ad-

ditional interest from its tribute to that sweet disposition

which had an equal charm for two men so utterly unlike

as the author of Tristram Shandy and the author of the

Wealth of Nations. " I should," he writes, " be exceed-

ingly surprised to hear that David ever had an unpleasant

contention with any man ; and if I should ever be made

to believe that such an event had happened, nothing

would persuade me that his opponent was not in the

wrong, for in my life did I never meet with a being of

a more placid and gentle nature ; and it is this amiable

turn of his character which has given more consequence

and force to his scepticism than all the arguments

of his sophistry." The real truth of the matter was

that, meeting Sterne at Lord Hertford's table on the

day when he had preached at the Embassy Chapel,
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" David was disposed to make a little merry with the

parson, and in return the parson was equally disposed to

make a little merry with the infidel. We laughed at one

another, and the company laughed with us both." It

would be absurd, of course, to identify Sterne's latitu-

dinarian bonhomie with the higher order of tolerance;

but many a more confirmed and notorious Gallio than the

clerical humourist would have assumed prudish airs of

orthodoxy in such a presence, and the incident, if it does

not raise one's estimate of Sterne's dignity, displays him

to us as laudably free from hypocrisy.

But the long holiday of somewhat dull travel, with its

short last act of social gaiety, was drawing to a close. In

the third or fourth week of May Sterne quitted Paris
;

and after a stay of a few weeks in London, he returned to

the Yorkshire parsonage, from which he had been absent

some thirty months.

Unusually long as was the interval which had elapsed

since the publication of the last instalment of Tristram

Shandy, the new one was far from ready ; and even in

the " sweet retirement " of Coxwold he seems to have

made but slow progress with it. Indeed, the " sweet

retirement " itself became soon a little tedious to him.

The month of September found him already bored with

work and solitude ; and the fine autumn weather of

1764 set him longing for a few days' pleasure-making at

what was even then the fashionable Yorkshire watering-

place. " I do not think," he writes, with characteristic

incoherence, to Hall Stevenson, " I do not think a week

or ten days' playing the good fellow (at this very time) so

abominable a thing, but if a man could get there cleverly,

and every soul in his house in the mind to try what could

be done in furtherance thereof I have no one to consult in
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these affairs. Therefore, as a man may do worse things,

the plain English of all which is, that I am going to

leave a few poor sheep in the wilderness for fourteen

days, and from pride and naughtiness of heart to go see

what is doing at Scarborough, steadfully meaning after-

wards to lead a new life and strengthen my faith. Now
some folks say there is much company there, and some

say not ; and I believe there is neither the one nor the

other, but will be both if the world will have patience for

a month or so." Of his work he has not much to say :

"I go on not rapidly but well enough with my Uncle

Toby's amours. There is no sitting and cudgelling one's

brains whilst the sun shines bright. Twill be all over in

six or seven weeks; and there are dismal weeks enow

after to endure suffocation by a brimstone fireside." He
was anxious that his boon companion should join him at

Scarborough ; but that additional pleasure was denied

him, and he had to content himself with the usual gay

society of the place. Three weeks, it seems, were passed

by him in this most doubtfully judicious form of

bodily and mental relaxation—weeks which he spent, he

afterwards writes, in " drinking the waters, and receiving

from them marvellous strength, had I not debilitated it as

fast as I got it by playing the good fellow with Lord

Granby and Co. too much." By the end of the month

he was back again at Coxwold, " returned to my Philo-

sophical Hut to finish Tristram, which I calculate will be

ready for the world about Christmas, at which time I

decamp from hence and fix my head-quarters at London

for the winter, unless my cough pushes me forward to

your metropolis " (he is writing to Foley, in Paris), "or

that I can persuade some gros milord to make a trip to

you." Again, too, in this letter we get another glimpse
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at that thoroughly desentimentalized " domestic interior
"

which the sentimentalist's household had long presented

to the view. Writing to request a remittance of money

to Mrs. Sterne at Montauban—a duty which, to do him

justice, he seems to have very watchfully observed

—

Sterne adds his solicitation to Mr. Foley to "do some-

thing equally essential to rectify a mistake in the mind

of your correspondent there, who, it seems, gave her a

hint not long ago ' that she was separated from me for

life.' Now as this is not true in the first place, and may
fix a disadvantageous impression of her to those she

lives amongst, 'twould be unmerciful to let her or my
daughter suffer by it. So do be so good as to undeceive

him ; for in a year or two she purposes (and I expect it

with impatience from her) to rejoin me."

Early in November, the two new volumes of Shandy

began to approach completion ; for by this time Sterne had

already made up his mind to interpolate these notes of

his French travels, which now do duty as Yol. VII. " You
will read," he tells Foley, " as odd a tour through France

as was ever projected or executed by traveller or travel-

writer since the world began. 'Tis a laughing, good-

tempered satire upon travelling—as puppies travel." By
the 16th of the month he had " finished my two volumes

of Tristram" and looked to be in London at Christmas,

" whence I have some thoughts of going to Italy this year.

At least I shall not defer it above another." On the 26th

of January, 1765 the two new volumes were given to the

world.

Shorter in length than any of the preceding instal-

ments, and filled out as it was, even so, by a process of

what would now be called " book-making," this issue will

yet bear comparison, I think, with the best of its prede-
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cessors. Its sketches of travel, though destined to be

surpassed in vigour and freedom of draftsmanship, by the

Sentimental Journey, are yet excellent, and their very

obvious want of connexion with the story—if story it can

be called—is so little felt, that we almost resent the

head-and-ears introduction of Mr. Shandy and his brother,

and the corporal, in apparent concession to the popular

prejudice in favour of some sort of coherence between the

various parts of a narrative. The first seventeen chapters

are perhaps as freshly delightful reading as anything in

Sterne. They are literally filled and brimming over with

the exhilaration of travel : written, or at least prepared

for writing, we can clearly see, under the full intoxicant

effect which a bewildering succession of new sights and

sounds will produce, in a certain measure, upon the coolest

of us, and which would set a head like Sterne's in an

absolute whirl. The contagion of his high spirits is,

however, irresistible ; and putting aside all other and

more solid qualities in them, these chapters are, for mere

fun—for that kind of clever nonsense which only wins

by perfect spontaneity, and which so promptly makes

ashamed the moment spontaneity fails—unsurpassed by

anything of the same kind from the same hand. How
strange then that, with so keen an eye for the humorous, so

sound and true a judgment in the highest qualities of

humour, Sterne should think it possible for any one who
has outgrown what may be called the dirty stage of boy-

hood to smile at the story which begins a few chapters

afterwards—that of the Abbess and Novice of the Convent

of Andouillets. The adult male person is not so much
shocked at the coarseness of this story, as astounded at

the bathos of its introduction. It is as though some

matchless connoisseur in wine, after having a hundred
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times demonstrated the unerring discrimination of his

palate for the finest brands, should then produce some

vile and loaded compound, and invite us to drink it with

all the relish with which he seems to be swallowing it

himself. This story of the Abbess and Novice almost

impels us to turn back to certain earlier chapters, or former

volumes, and re-examine some of the subtler passages of

humour to be found there—in downright apprehension,

lest we should turn out to have read these " good things,"

not " in," but "into" our author. The bad wine is so

very bad, that we catch ourselves wondering whether the

finer brands were genuine, when we see the same palate

equally satisfied with both. But one should, of course,

add that it is only in respect of its supposed humour that

this story shakes its readers' faith in the gifts of the

narrator. As a mere piece of story-telling, and even as a

study in landscape and figure painting, it is quite per-

versely skilful. There is something almost irritating, as a

waste of powers on unworthy material, in the prettiness

of the picture which Sterne draws of the preparations for

the departure of the two religieuses—the stir in the simple

village, the co-operating labours of the gardener and the

tailor, the carpenter and the smith, and all those other

little details which bring the whole scene before the eye so

vividly that Sterne may perhaps, in all seriousness, and

not merely as a piece of his characteristic persiflage,

have thrown in the exclamation, " I declare I am
interested in this story, and wish I had been there."

Nothing again could be better done than the sketch of

the little good-natured " broad-set " gardener, who acted as

the ladies' muleteer, and the recital of the indiscretions

by which he was betrayed into temporary desertion of his

duties. The whole scene is Chaucerian in its sharpness
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of outline and translucency of atmosphere : though there,

unfortunately, the resemblance ends. Sterne's manner of

saying what we now leave unsaid, is as unlike Chaucer's,

and as unlike for the worse, as it can possibly be.

Still a certain amount of this element of the non nomi-

nandum must be compounded for, one regrets to say, in

nearly every chapter that Sterne ever wrote ; and there

is certainly less than the average amount of it in the

seventh volume. Then again this volume contains the

famous scene with the ass—the live and genuinely

touching, and not the dead and fictitiously pathetic,

animal ; and that perfect piece of comic dialogue—the

interview between the puzzled English traveller and the

French commissary of the posts. To have suggested this

scene is perhaps the sole claim of the absurd fiscal system

of the Ancien regime upon the grateful remembrance of

the world. A scheme of taxation which exacted posting-

charges from a traveller who proposed to continue his

journey by water, possesses a natural ingredient of

drollery infused into its mere vexatiousness ; but a whole

volume of satire could hardly put its essential absurdity

in a stronger light than is thrown upon it in the short

conversation between the astonished Tristram and the

officer of the fisc, who had just handed him a little bill for

six livres four sous :

—

" Upon what account? " said I.

"'Tis upon the part of the king," said the commissary,

heaving up his shoulders.

" My good friend," quoth I, " as sure as I am I, and you are

you-"
" And who are you ? " he said.

" Don't puzzle me," said I. " But it is an indubitable verity,"

I continued, addressing myself to the commissary, changing
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only the form of my asseveration, " that I owe the King of

France nothing but my good-will, for he is a very honest man,

and I wish him all the health and pastime in the world."

tl Pardonnez-moi," replied the commissary. " You are indebted

to him six livres four sous for the next post from hence to St.

Fons, on your route to Avignon, which being a post royal, you

pay double for the horses and postilion, otherwise 'twould have

amounted to no more than three livres two sous.''

" But I don't go by land," said I.

" You may, if you please/' replied the commissary.

M Your most obedient servant," said I, making him a low

bow.

The commissary, with all the sincerity of grave good breeding,

made me one as low again. I never was more disconcerted by

a bow in my life. "The devil take the serious character ofthese

people," said I, aside; "they understand no more of irony

than this." The comparison was standing close by with her

panniers, but something sealed up my lips. I could not pro-

nounce the name.
a Sir," said I, collecting myself, " it is not my intention to

take post."

" But you may," said he, persisting in his first reply. " You

may if you choose."

" And I may take salt to my pickled herring if I choose.1

But I do not choose."

" But you must pay for it, whether you do or no."

1 It is the penalty—I suppose the just penalty—paid by habi-

tually extravagant humourists, that, meaning not being always

expected of them, it is not always sought by their readers with

sufficient care. Anyhow it may be suspected that this retort of

Tristram's is too often passed over as a mere random absurdity

designed for his interlocutor's mystification, and that its extremely

felicitous pertinence to the question in dispute is thus overlooked.

The point of it, of course, is that the business in which the com-

missary was then engaged was precisely analogous to that of

exacting salt dues from perverse persons who were impoverishing

the revenue by possessing herrings already pickled.
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" Ay, for the salt/' said I, " I know."

" And ?>r the post, too," added he.

" Defend me ! " cried I. " I travel by water. I am going

down the Rhone this very afternoon ; my baggage is in the boat,

and I have actually paid nine livres for my passage.'*

" (Test tout egal
—

'tis all one," said he.

" Bon Dieu ! What ! pay for the way I go and for the way I

do not go ?
"

" (Test tout egal," replied the commissary.

" The devil it is ! " said I. " But I will go to ten thousand

Bastilles first. O, England ! England ! thou land of liberty

and climate of good-sense ! thou tenderest of mothers, and

gentlest of nurses !
" cried I, kneeling upon one knee as I was

beginning my apostrophe—when the director of Madame L.

Blanc's conscience coming in at that instant, and seeing a person

in black, with a face as pale as ashes, at his devotions, asked if

I stood in want of the aids of the church.

" I go by water," said I, " and here's another will be for

making me pay for going by oil."

The commissary of course remains obdurate, and Tris-

tram protests that the treatment to which he is being

.

subjected is " contrary to the law of nature, contrary to

reason, contrary to the Gospel."

" But not to this," said he, putting a printed paper into my
hand.

" ' De par le Roi.' 'Tis a pithy prolegomenon," quoth I, and
so read on " By all which it appears," quoth I, having

read it over a little too rapidly, " that if a man sets out in a

post-chaise for Paris, he must go on travelling in one all the days

of his life, or pay for it."

"Excuse me," said the commissary, "the spirit of the ordi-

nance is this, that if you set out with an intention of running

post from Paris to Avignon, &c, you shall not change that

intention or mode of travelling without first satisfying the
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fermiers for two posts further than the place you repent at ; and

'tis founded," continued he, " upon this, that the revenues are

not to fall short through your fickleness."

" O, hy heavens !
" cried I, " if fickleness is taxable in France,

we have nothing to do but to make the best peace we can."

And so the peace was made.

And the volume ends with the dance of villagers on " the

road between Nismes and Lunel, where is the best Muscatto

wine in all France "—that charming little idyll which won

the unwilling admiration of the least friendly of Sterne's

critics.
2

"With the close of this volume the shadowy Tristram dis-

appears altogether from the scene ; and even the clearly-

sketched figures of Mr. and Mrs. Shandy recede somewhat

into the background. The courtship of my uncle Toby

forms the whole motif, and indeed almost the entire

substance of the next volume. Of this famous episode in

the novel a great deal has been said and written, and much

of the praise bestowed upon it is certainly deserved. The

artful coquetries of the fascinating widow, and the gradual

capitulation of the captain, are studied with admirable

power of humorous insight, and described with infinite grace

and skill. But there is perhaps no episode in the novel

which brings out what may be called the perversity of

Sterne's animalism in a more exasperating way. It is not so

much the amount of this element, as the time, place, and

manner in which it makes its presence felt. The senses

must of course play their part in all love affairs, except

those of the angels—or the triangles ; and such writers as

Byron, for instance, are quite free from the charge of

over-spiritualizing their description of the passion. Yet

2 Thackeray : English Humourists, vol. x. p. 568, ed. 1879.
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one might safely say, that there is far less to repel a

healthy mind in the poet's account of the amour of Juan

and Haidee than is to be found in many a passage in

this volume. It is not merely that one is the poetry

and the other the prose of the sexual passion : the distinc-

tion goes deeper, and points to a fundamental difference of

attitude towards their subject in the two writers' minds.

The success of this instalment of Tristram Shandy

appears to have been slightly greater than that of the

preceding one. Writing from London, where he was

once more basking in the sunshine of social popularity,

to Garrick, then in Paris, he says (March 16, 1765),

"I have had a lucrative campaign here. Shandy sells

well," and " I am taxing the public with two more

volumes of sermons, which will more than double the

gains of Shandy. It goes into the world with a prancing

list de tonte la 7ioblesse, which will bring me in three hun-

dred pounds, exclusive of the sale of the copy." The

list was indeed extensive and distinguished enough to

justify the curious epithet which he applies to it ; but the

cavalcade of noble names continued to " prance " for some

considerable time without advancing. Yet he had good

reasons, according to his own account, for wishing to

push on their publication. His parsonage-house at Sutton

had just been burnt down through the carelessness of

one of his curate's household, with a loss to Sterne of

some 350Z. " As soon as I can," he says, " I must rebuild

it, but I lack the means at present." Nevertheless, the

new sermons continued to hang fire. Again, in April he

describes the subscription list as " the most splendid list

which ever pranced before a book since subscription

came into fashion
;
" but though the volumes which it

was to usher into the world were then spoken of as about
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to be printed " very soon," he has again in July to write

of them only as " forthcoming in September, though I

fear not in time to bring them with me " to Paris. And
as a matter of fact, they do not seem to have made
their appearance until after Sterne had quitted England

on his second and last Continental journey. The full

subscription list may have had the effect of relaxing his

energies ; but the subscribers had no reason to complain

when, in 1766, the volumes at last appeared.

The reception given to the first batch of sermons which

Sterne had published was quite favourable enough to

encourage a repetition of the experiment. He was shrewd

enough, however, to perceive that on this second occasion

a somewhat different sort of article would be required. In

the first flush of Tristram Shandy's success, and in the

first piquancy of the contrast between the grave profession

of the writer and the unbounded licence of the book, he

could safely reckon on as large and curious a public for any

sermons whatever from the pen of Mr. Yorick. There

was no need that the humourist in his pulpit should at all

resemble the humourist at his desk ; or, indeed, that he

should be in any way an impressive or commanding figure.

The great desire of the world was to know what he did

resemble in this new and incongruous position. Men
wished to see what the queer, sly face looked like over a

velvet cushion, in the assurance that the sight would be a

strange and interesting one at any rate. Five years after-

wards, however, the case was different. The public then

had already had one set of sermons, and had discovered

that the humorous Mr. Sterne was not a very different man
in the pulpit from the dullest and most decorous of his

brethren. Such discoveries as these are instructive to

make, but not attractive to dwell upon ; and Sterne was
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fully alive to the probability that there would be no

great demand for a volume of sermons which should only

illustrate for the second time the fact that he could be as

common-place as his neighbour. He saw that in future

the Eev. Mr. Yorick must a little more resemble the author

of Tristram Shandy and it is not improbable that from

1760 onwards he composed his parochial sermons with

especial attention to this mode of qualifying them for

republication. There is, at any rate, no slight critical

difficulty in believing that the bulk of the sermons of

1766 can be assigned to the same literary period as the

sermons of 1761. The one set seems as manifestly to

belong to the post-Shandian as the other does to the pre-

Shandian era ; and in some indeed of the apparently later

productions the daring quaintness of style and illustration

is carried so far that, except for the fact that Sterne had

no time to spare for the composition of sermons not

intended for professional use, one would have been dis-

posed to believe that they neither were nor were meant

to be delivered from the pulpit at all.
3 Throughout all

of them, however, Sterne's new-found literary power dis-

plays itself in a vigour of expression and vivacity of illus-

tration which at least serve to make the sermons of 1766

considerably more entertaining reading than those of 1761.

In the first of the later series, for instance—the sermon on

Shimei—a discourse in which there are no very noticeable

sallies of unclerical humour, the quality of liveliness is

very conspicuously present. The preacher's view of the

character of Shimei, and of his behaviour to David, is

hardly that, perhaps, of a competent historical critic, and in

3 Mr. Fitzgerald, indeed, asserts as a fact that some at least of

these sermons were actually composed in the capacity of litterateur

and not of divine,—for the press and not for the pulpit.

H
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treating of the Benjamite's insults to the King of Israel he

appears to take no account of the blood-feud between the

house of David and the clan to which the railer belonged

;

just as in commenting on Shimei's subsequent and most

abject submission to the victorious monarch, Sterne lays

altogether too much stress upon conduct which is indica-

tive, not so much of any exceptional meanness of disposi-

tion, as of the ordinary suppleness of the Oriental put iu

fear of his life. However, it makes a more piquant and

dramatic picture to represent Shimei as a type of the

wretch of insolence and servility compact, with a tongue

ever ready to be loosed against the unfortunate, and a

knee ever ready to be bent to the strong. And thus he

moralizes on his conception :

—

There is not a character in the world which has so bad an

influence upon it as this of Shimei. While power meets with

honest checks, and the evils of life with honest refuge, the world

will never be undone ; but thou, Shimei, hast sapped it at both

extremes : for thou corruptest prosperity, and 'tis thou who hast

broken the heart of poverty. And so long as worthless spirits

can be ambitious ones, 'tis a character we never shall want.

Oh ! it infests the court, the camp, the cabinet ; it infests the

church. Go where you will, in every quarter, in every profes-

sion, you see a Shimei following the wheels of the fortunate

through thick mire and clay. Haste, Shimei, haste ! or thou

wilt be undone for ever. Shimei girdeth up his loins, and

speedeth after him. Behold the hand which governs everything

takes the wheel from his chariot, so that he who driveth, driveth

on heavily. Shimei doubles his speed ; but 'tis the contrary

way : he flies like the wind over a sandy desert Stay

Shimei ! 'tis your patron, your friend, your benefactor, the man

who has saved you from the dunghill. Tis all one to Shimei.

Shimei is the barometer of every man's fortune ; marks the rise

and fall of it, with all the variations from scorching hot to
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freezing cold upon his countenance that the simile will admit

of.
4 Is a cloud upon thy affairs ? See, it hangs over Shimei's

brow ! Hast thou been spoken for to the king or the captain of

the host without success? Look not into the Court Calen-

dar, the vacancy is tilled in Shimei's face. Art thou in debt,

though not to Shimei ? No matter. The worst officer of the

law shall not be more insolent. What, then, Shimei, is the

fault of poverty so black ? is it of so general concern that

thou and all thy famity must rise up as one man to reproach

it ? "When it lost everything, did it lose the right to pity too ?

Or did he who maketh poor as well as maketh rich strip it

of its natural powers to mollify the heart and supple the

temper of your race ? Trust me you have much to answer

for. It is this treatment which it has ever met with from

spirits like yours, which has gradually taught the world to

look upon it as the greatest of evils, and shun it as the worst

disgrace. And what is it, I beseech you, what is it that

men will not do to keep clear of so sore an imputation and

punishment ? Is it not to fly from this that he rises early, late

takes rest, and eats the bread of carefulness ? that he plots,

contrives, swears, lies, shuffles, puts on all shapes, tries all gar-

ments, wears them with this or that side outward, just as it may

favour his escape ?

And though the sermon ends in orthodox fashion, with

an assurance that, in spite of the Shimeis by whom we

are surrounded, it is in our power to " lay the foundation

of our peace (where it ought to be) within our own

hearts," yet the preacher can, in the midst of his earlier

reflections, permit himself the quaintly pessimistic out-

burst :
" Shimei ! would to Heaven, when thou wast

slain, that all thy family had been slain with thee, and

not one of thy resemblance left ! But ye have multiplied

4 Which are not many in the case of a barometer.

H 2
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exceedingly, and replenished the earth ; and if I prophecy

rightly, ye will in the end subdue it.

Nowhere, however, does the man of the world reveal

himself with more strangely comical effect under the gown

of the divine, than in the sermon on " The Prodigal Son."

The repentant spendthrift has returned to his father's

house, and is about to confess his follies. But,

—

Alas ! How shall he tell his story ?

Ye who have trod this round, tell me in what words he shall

give in to his father the sad items of his extravagance and

folly: the feasts and banquets which he gave to whole cities

in the east ; the costs of Asiatic rarities, and of Asiatic cooks

to dress them ; the expenses of singing men and singing wo-

men ; the flute, the harp, the sackbut, and all kinds of music

;

the dress of the Persian Court how magnificent ! their slaves

how numerous ! their chariots, their homes, their pictures, their

furniture, what immense sums they had devoured ! what expec-

tations from strangers of condition ! what exactions ! How shall

the youth make his father comprehend that he was cheated at

Damascus by one of the best men in the world ; that he had lent

a part of his substance to a friend at Nineveh, who had fled off

with it to the Ganges ; that a whore of Babylon had swallowed

his best pearl, and anointed the whole city with his balm of

Gilead ; that he had been sold by a man of honour for twenty

shekels of silver to a worker in graven images ; that the images

he had purchased produced him nothing, that they could not be

transported across the wilderness, and had been burnt with fire

at Shusan ; that the apes and peacocks which he had sent for

from Tharsis lay dead upon his hands ; that the mummies had

not been dead long enough which he had brought from Egypt

;

that all had gone wrong from the day he forsook his father's

house ?

All this, it must be admitted, is pretty lively for a

sermon. But hear the reverend gentleman once more, in
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the same discourse, and observe the characteristic coolness

with which he touches, only to drop, what may be called

the " professional " moral of the parable, and glides off

into a train of interesting, but thoroughly mundane, reflec-

tions, suggested—or rather, supposed in courtesy to have

been suggested—by the text. " 1 know not," he says,

u whether it would be a subject of much edification to

convince you here, that our Saviour, by the Prodigal

Son, particularly pointed out those who were sinners of

the Gentiles, and were recovered by divine grace to

repentance; and that by the elder brother, he intended

manifestly the more froward of the Jews," &c. But

whether it would edify you or not, he goes on, in effect,

to say, I do not propose to provide you with edification in

that kind. " These uses have been so ably set forth in so

many good sermons upon the Prodigal Son that I shall

turn aside from them at present, and content myself with

some reflections upon that fatal passion which led him

—

and so many thousands after the example—to gather all

he had together and take his journey into a far country."

In other words, " I propose to make the parable a peg

whereon to hang a few observations on (what does the

reader suppose T) . the practice of sending young men

upon the Grand Tour, accompanied by a ' bear-leader/

and herein of the various kinds of bear-leaders, and the

services which they do, and do not, render to then?

charges ; with a few words on society in continental cities,

and a true view of ' letters of introduction.' " That is

literally the substance of the remainder of the sermon.

And thus pleasantly does the preacher play with his

curious subject :

—

But you will send an able pilot with your son—a scholar.
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If wisdom can speak in no other tongue but Greek or Latin, you

do well ; or if mathematics will make a man a gentleman, or

natural philosophy but teach him to make a bow, he may be of

some service in introducing your son into good societies, and

supporting him in them when he had done. But the upshot

will be generally this, that on the most pressing occasions of

addresses, if he is not a mere man of reading, the unhappy

youth will have the tutor to carry, and not the tutor to carry

him. But (let us say) you will avoid this extreme ; he shall be

escorted by one who knows the world, not only from books

but from his own experience : a man who has been employed on

such services, and thrice " made the tour of Europe with success
"

—that is, without breaking his own or his pupil's neck: for if he is

such as my eyes have seen, some broken Swiss valet de chamhre,

some general undertaker, who will perform the journey in so

many months, " if God permit," much knowledge will not

accrue. Some profit, at least : he will learn the amount to a

halfpenny of every stage from Calais to Borne ; he will be car-

ried to the best inns, instructed where there is the best wine, and

sup a livre cheaper than if the youth had been left to make the

tour and the bargain himself. Look at our governor, I beseech

you ! See he is an inch taller as he relates the advantages.

And here endeth his pride, his knowledge, and his use. But

when your son gets abroad, he will be taken out of his hand by

his society with men of rank and letters, with whom he will

pass the greatest part of his time.

So much for the bear-leader : and now a remark or two

on the young man's chances of getting into good foreign

society ; and then—the benediction :—

Let me observe in the first place, that company which is really

good is very rare and very shy. But you have surmounted this

difficulty, and procured him the best letters of recommendation to

the most eminent and respectable in every capital. And I

answer that he will obtain all by them which courtesy strictly

stands obliged to pay on such occasions, but no more. There is
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nothing in which we are so much deceived as in the advantages

proposed from our connexions and discourse with the literati, &c,
in foreign parts, especially if the experiment is made before we
are matured by years or study. Conversation is a traffic ; and if

you enter it without some stock of knowledge to balance the

account perpetually betwixt you, the trade drops at once ; and

this is the reason, however it may be boasted to the contrary,

why travellers have so little (especially good) conversation with

the natives, owing to their suspicion, or perhaps conviction,

that there is nothing to be extracted from the conversation of

young itinerants, worth the trouble of their bad language, or the

interruption of their visits.

Very true, no doubt, and excellently well put ; but we
seem to have got some distance, in spirit at any rate, from

Luke xv. 13 : and it is with somewhat too visible effect,

perhaps, that Sterne forces his way back into the orthodox

routes of pulpit disquisition. The youth, disappointed

with his reception by " the literati," &c, seeks " an easier

society; and as bad company is always ready, and ever

lying in wait, the career is soon finished, and the poor

prodigal returns—the same object of pity with the pro-

digal in the Gospel." Hardly a good enough "tag,"

perhaps, to reconcile the ear to the "And now to," &c, as

a fitting close to this pointed little essay in the style of

the Chesterfield Letters. There is much internal evidence

to show that this so-called sermon was written either after

Sterne's visit to, or during his stay in France ; and there

is strong reason, I think, to suppose that it was in reality

neither intended for a sermon, nor actually delivered from

the pulpit.

No other of his sermons has quite so much vivacity as

this. But in the famous discourse upon an unlucky text

—the sermon preached at the chapel of the English
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Embassy, in Paris—there are touches of unclerical raillery

not a few. Thus :
" What a noise," he exclaims, " among

the simulants of the various virtues. . . Behold Humility,

become so out of mere pride ; Chastity, never once in

harm's way ; and Courage, like a Spanish soldier upon an

Italian stage—a bladder full of wind. Hush ! the sound

of that trumpet ! Let not my soldier run ! 'tis some

good Christian giving alms. Pity, thou gentlest of

human passions ! soft and tender are thy notes, and ill

accord they with so loud an instrument."

Here again is a somewhat bold saying for a divine :

—

"But, to avoid all commonplace cant as much as I can on

this head, I will forbear to say, because I do not think,

that 'tis a breach of Christian charity to think or speak

ill of our neighbour. We cannot avoid it : our opinion

must follow the evidence," &c. And a little later on,

commenting on the insinuation conveyed in Satan's ques-

tion, "Does Job serve God for nought?" he says: "It

is a bad picture, and done by a terrible master ; and yet

we are always copying it. Does a man from real con-

viction of heart forsake his vices 1 The position is not

to be allowed. No ; his vices have forsaken him. Does

a pure virgin fear God, and say her prayers ! She is in

her climacteric? Does humility clothe and educate the

unknown orphan? Poverty, thou hast no genealogies.

See ! is he not the father of the child 1 " In another

sermon he launches out into quaintly contemptuous criti-

cism of a religious movement which he was certainly the

last person in the world to understand—to wit, Methodism.

He asks whether, " when a poor, disconsolated, drooping

creature is terrified from all enjoyment, prays without

ceasing till his imagination is heated, fasts and mortifies

and mopes till his body is in as bad a plight as his mind,
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it is a wonder that the mechanical disturbances and con-

flicts of an empty belly, interpreted by an empty head,

should be mistook for workings of a different kind from

what they are?" Other sermons reflect the singularly

bitter anti- Catholic feeling which was characteristic

even of indifferentism in those days—at any rate among
Whig divines. But in most of them one is liable to come
at any moment across one of those strange sallies to

which Gray alluded, when he said of the effect of Sterne's

sermons upon a reader, that " you often see him tottering

on the verge of laughter, and ready to throw his periwig

in the face of the audience."



CHAPTER VII.

FRANCE AND ITALY—MEETING WITH WIFE AND DAUGHTER

RETURN TO ENGLAND—TRISTRAM SHANDY, VOL. IX.

THE SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY.

(1765—1768.)

In the first week of October, 1765, or a few days later,

Sterne set out on what was afterwards to become famous

as the " Sentimental Journey through France and Italy."

Not, of course, that all the materials for that celebrated

piece of literary travel were collected on this occasion.

From London as far as Lyons, his way lay by a route

which he had already traversed three years before, and

there is reason to believe that at least some of the scenes

in the Sentimental Journey, were drawn from observation

made on his former visit. His stay in Paris was shorter

this year than it had been on the previous occasion. A
month after leaving England he was at Pont Beauvoisin,

and by the middle of November he had reached Turin.

From this city he writes, with his characteristic sim-

plicity, "lam very happy, and have found my way into

a dozen houses already. To-morrow I am to be presented

to the king, and when that ceremony is over I shall have

my hands full of engagements." From Turin he went on

by way of Milan, Parma, Piacenza, and Bologna, to Flo-

rence, where, after three days' stay, " to dine with our
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Plenipo." he continued his journey to Kome. Here, and

at Naples, he passed the winter of 1765—1766 :

l and pro-

longed his stay in Italy until the ensuing spring was well

advanced. In the month of May he was again on his

way home through France, and had had a meeting after

two years' separation from them, with his wife and

daughter. His account of it to Hall Stevenson is curious :

" Never man," he writes, "has been such a wild goose

chase after his wife as I have been. After having sought

her in five or six different towns, I found her at last in

Franche Comte. Poor woman !
" he adds, " she was very

cordial, &c." The &c. is charming. But her cordiality

had evidently no tendency to deepen into any more im-

passioned sentiment, for she " begged to stay another year

or so." As to " my Lydia," the real cause we must

suspect of Sterne's having turned out of his road, she,

he says, " pleases me much. I found her greatly improved

in everything I wished her." As to himself :
" I am most

unaccountably well, and most accountably nonsensical.

'Tis at least a proof of good spirits, which is a sign and

token, in these latter days, that I must take up my pen.

In faith, I think I shall die with it in my hand ; but I

shall live these ten years, my Antony, notwithstanding the

fears of my wife, whom I left most melancholy on that

account." The " fears " and the melancholy were, alas !

to be justified, rather than the "good spirits;" and the

shears of Atropos were to close, not in ten years, but in

1 It was on this tour that Sterne picked up the French valet

Lafleur, whom he introduced as a character into the Sentimental

Journey, but whose subsequently published recollections of the

tour (if iudeed the veritable Lafleur was the author of the notes

from which Scott quotes so freely) appear, as Mr. Fitzgerald has

pointed out, from internal evidence to be mostly fictitious.
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little more than twenty months, upon that fragile thread

of life.

By the end of June he was back again in his Yorkshire

home, and very soon after had settled down to work

upon the ninth and last volume of Tristram Shandy. He
was writing, however, as it should seem, under something

more than the usual distractions of a man with two

establishments. Mrs. Sterne was just then ill at Mar-

seilles, and her husband—who, to do him justice, was

always properly solicitous for her material comfort—was

busy making provision for her to change her quarters to

Chalons. He writes to M. Panchaud, at Paris, sending

fifty pounds, and begging him to make her all further

advances that might be necessary. " I have," he says,

" such entire confidence in my wife that she spends as

little as she can, though she is confined to no particular

sum .... and you may rely—in case she should draw

for fifty or a hundred pounds extraordinary—that it and

every demand shall be punctually paid, and with proper

thanks ; and for this the whole Shandian family are

ready to stand security." Later on, too, he writes, that

" a young nobleman is now inaugurating a jaunt with me
for six weeks, about Christmas, to the Faubourg St.

Germain f and he adds—in a tone, the sincerity of which

he would himself have probably found a difficulty in

gauging—" if my wife should grow worse (having had a

very poor account of her in my daughter's last), I cannot

think of her being without me ; and, however expensive

the journey would be, I would fly to Avignon to ad-

minister consolation to her and my poor girl."
2 The

2 There can be few admirers of Sterne's genius who would not

gladly incline, whenever they find it possible, to Mr. Fitzgerald's

very indulgent estimate of his disposition. But this is only one of
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necessity for this flight, however, did not arise. Better

accounts of Mrs. Sterne arrived a few weeks later, and the

husband's consolations were not required.

Meanwhile, the idyll of Captain Shandy's love-making

was gradually approaching completion : and there are

signs to be met with—in the author's correspondence, that

is to say, and not in the work itself—that he was some-

what impatient to be done with it, at any rate for the

time. " I shall publish," he says, " late in this year ; and

the next I shall begin a new work of four volumes, which

when finished, I shall continue Tristram, with fresh

spirit." The new work in four volumes (not destined to

get beyond one) was of course the Sentimental Journey,

His ninth volume of Tristram Shandy was finished by the

end of the year, and at Christmas he came up to London,

after his usual practice, to see to its publication and enjoy

the honours of its reception. The book passed duly

through the press, and in the last days of January was

issued the announcement of its immediate appearance.

Of the character of its welcome I can find no other

evidence than that of Sterne himself, in a letter addressed

to M. Panchaud some fortnight after the book appeared.

" 'Tis liked the best of all here f but, with whatever

accuracy this may have expressed the complimentary

opinion of friends, or even the well-considered judgment

of critics, one can hardly believe that it enjoyed anything

like the vogue of the former volumes. Sterne, however,

many instances in which the charity of the biographer appears to

me to be, if the expression may be permitted, unconscionable.

I can, at any rate, find no warrant whatever in the above passage

for the too kindly suggestion that " Sterne was actually nego-

tiating a journey to Paris as 'bear-leader' to a young nobleman
(an odious office to which he had special aversion), in order that

he might with economy fly over to Avignon."
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would be the less concerned for this, that his head was

at the moment full of his new venture. " I am going,"

he writes, " to publish A Sentimental Journey through

France and Italy. The undertaking is protected and

highly encouraged by all our noblesse. 'Tis subscribed

for at a great rate, 'twill be an original, in large quarto,

the subscription half a guinea. If you (Panchaud) can

procure me the honour of a few names of men of science,

or fashion, I shall thank you : they will appear in good

company, as all the nobility here have honoured me with

their names." As was usual with him, however, he post-

poned commencing it, until he should have returned to

Coxwold ; and, as was equally usual with him, he found

it difficult to tear himself away from the delights of

London. Moreover, there was in the present instance a

special difficulty, arising out of an affair upon which,

as it has relations with the history of Sterne's literary

work, it would be impossible, even in the most strictly

critical and least general of biographies, to observe com-

plete silence. I refer of course to the famous and furious

flirtation with Mrs. Draper—the Eliza of the Yorick and

Eliza Letters. Of the affair itself, but little need be said.

I have already stated my own views on the general sub-

ject of Sterne's love affairs ; and I feel no inducement to

discuss the question of their innocence or otherwise in

relation to this particular amourette. I will only say that

were it technically as innocent as you please, the mean

which must be found between Thackeray's somewhat too

harsh and Mr. Fitzgerald's considerably too indulgent

judgment on it, will lie, it seems to me, decidedly nearer

to the former than to the latter's extreme. This episode

of violently sentimental philandering with an Indian

"grass widow" was, in any case, an extremely unlovely

passage in Sterne's life. On the best and most charitable
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view of it, the flirtation, pursued in the way it was, and

to the lengths to which it was carried, must be held to

convict the elderly lover of the most deplorable levity,

vanity, indiscretion, and sickly sentimentalism. It was,

to say the least of it, most unbecoming in a man of

Sterne's age and profession; and when it is added that

Yorick's attentions to Eliza were paid in so open a fashion

as to be brought by gossip to the ears of his neglected

wife, then living many hundred miles away from him,

its highly reprehensible character seems manifest enough

in all ways.

"No sooner, however, had the fascinating widow set

sail, than the sentimental lover began to feel so strongly

the need of a female consoler that his head seems to

have softened, insensibly, even towards his wife. " I am
unhappy," he writes plaintively to Lydia Sterne. " Thy

mother and thyself at a distance from me—and what

can compensate for such a destitution ? Eor God's sake

persuade her to come and fix in England ! for life is too

short to waste in separation ; and while she lives in one

country and I in another, many people will suppose it

proceeds from choice,"— a supposition, he seems to imply,

which even my scrupulously discreet conduct in her

absence scarcely suffices to refute. " Besides,"—a word

in which there is here almost as much virtue as in an
" if,"

—" I want thee near me, thou child and darling of

my heart. I am in a melancholy mood, and my Lydia's

eyes will smart with weeping when I tell her the cause

that just now affects me." And then his sensibilities

brim over, and into his daughter's ear he pours forth his

lamentations over the loss of her mother's rival. " I am
apprehensive the dear friend I mentioned in my last

letter is going into a decline. I was with her two days

ago, and I never beheld a being so altered. She has a
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tender frame, and looks like a drooping lily, for the roses

are fled from her cheeks. I can never see or talk to this

incomparable woman without bursting into tears. I have

a thousand obligations to her, and I love her more than

her whole sex, if not all the world put together. She

has a delicacy," &c. &c. And after reciting a frigid

epitaph which he had written, " expressive of her modest

worth," he winds up with—" Say all that is kind of me
to thy mother ; and believe me, my Lydia, that I love

thee most truly." My excuse for quoting thus fully from

this most characteristic letter, and indeed for dwelling at

all upon these closing incidents of the Yorick and Eliza

episode, is, that in their striking illustration of the soft,

weak, spiritually self-indulgent nature of the man, they

assist us far more than many pages of criticism would

do, to understand one particular aspect of his literary

idiosyncrasy. The sentimentalist of real life explains the

sentimentalist in art.

In the early days of May Sterne managed at last to tear

himself away from London and its joys, and with painful

slowness, for he was now in a wretched state of health, to

make his way back to Yorkshire. " I have got conveyed,"

he says in a distressing letter from Newark, to Hall

Stevenson, " I have got conveyed thus far like a bale of

cadaverous goods consigned to Pluto and Company, lying

in the bottom of my chaise most of the route, upon a large

pillow which I had the prevoyance to purchase before I

set out. I am worn out, but pass on to Barnby Moor

to-night, and if possible to York the next. I know not

what is the matter with me ; but some derangement

presses hard upon this machine. Still, I think it will not

be overset this bout "—another of those utterances of a

cheerful courage under the prostration of pain which reveal
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to us the manliest side of Sterne's nature. On reaching

Coxwold his health appears to have temporarily mended,

and in June we find him giving a far better account of

himself to another of his friends. The fresh Yorkshire

air seems to have temporarily revived him, and to his

friend, Arthur Lee, a young American, he writes thus :

" I am as happy as a prince at Coxwold, and I wish you

could see in how princely a manner I live. 'Tis a land

of plenty. I sit down alone to dinner—fish and wild-

fowl, or a couple of fowls or ducks, with cream and all the

simple plenty which a rich valley under Hamilton Hills

can produce, with a clean cloth on my table, and a bottle

of wine on my right hand to drink your health. I have

a hundred hens and chickens about my yard ; and not a

parishioner catches a hare, a rabbit, or a trout, but he brings

it as an offering to me." Another of his correspondents

at this period was the Mrs. H. of his letters, whose identity

I have been unable to trace, but who is addressed in a

manner which seems to show Sterne's anxiety to expel

the old flame of Eliza's kindling by a new one. There is

little, indeed, of the sentimentalizing strain in which he

was wont to sigh at the feet of Mrs. Draper, but in its place

there is a freedom of a very prominent, and here and there

of a highly unpleasant kind. To his friends, Mr. and

Mrs. James, too, he writes frequently during this year,

chiefly to pour out his soul on the subject of Eliza ; and

Mrs. James, who is always addressed in company with her

husband, enjoys the almost unique distinction of being

the only woman outside his own family circle whom Sterne

never approaches in the language of artificial gallantry,

but always in that of simple friendship and respect.
3

3 To this period of Sterne's life, it may here be remarked, is to

be assigned the dog-Latin letter ("and very sad dog-Latin too")

I
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Meanwhile, however, the Sentimental Journey was ad-

vancing at a reasonable rate of speed towards completion.

In July he writes of himself as " now beginning to be

truly busy" on it, "the pain and sorrows of this life

having retarded its progress."

His wife and daughter were about to rejoin him in the

autumn, and he looked forward to settling them at a hired

house in York before going up to town to publish his new
volumes. On the 1st of October the two ladies arrived

at York, and the next day the reunited family went on to

Coxwold. The meeting with the daughter gave Sterne

one of the few quite innocent pleasures which he was

capable of feeling ; and he writes next day to Mr. and

Mrs. James in terms of high pride and satisfaction of his

recovered child. " My girl has returned," he writes in the

language of playful affection, " an elegant, accomplished

little slut. My wife—but I hate," he adds, with remark-

able presence of mind, " to praise my wife. 'Tis as much
as decency will allow to praise my daughter. I suppose,"

he concludes, " they will return next summer to France.

They leave me in a month to reside at York for the winter,

and I stay at Coxwold till the 1st of January." This

seems to indicate a little longer delay in the publication of

so justly animadverted upon by Thackeray, and containing a pas-

sage of which Mdme. DeMedalle, ifc is to be charitably hoped, had
no suspicion of the meaning. Mr. Fitzgerald, through an over-

sight in translation, and understanding Sterne to say that he him-

self, and not his correspondent, Hall Stevenson, was " quadra-

ginta et plus annos natus," has referred it to an earlier date.

The point, however, is of no great importance, as the untranslate-

able passage in the letter would be little less unseemly in 1754 or

1755 than in 1768, at the beginning of which year, since the

letter is addressed from London to Hall Stevenson, then in

Yorkshire, it must, in fact, have been written.
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the Sentimental Journey than he had at first intended ; for

it seems that the book was finished by the end of Novem-

ber. On the 28th of that month, he writes to the Earl of

(as his daughter's foolish mysteriousness has headed

the letter), to thank him for his letter of inquiry about

Yorick, and to say thatYorick "has worn out both his spirits

and body with the Sentimental Journey. 'Tis true that an

author must feel himself, or his reader will not " (how mis-

taken a devotion Sterne showed to this Horatian canon

will be noted hereafter), " but I have torn my whole

frame into pieces by my feelings. I believe the brain

stands as much in need of recruiting as the body ; therefore

I shall set out for town the 20th of next month, after

having recruited myself at York." Then he adds the

strange observation, " I might, indeed, solace myself

with my wife (who is come from France), but, in fact, I

have long been a sentimental being, whatever your Lord-

ship may think to the contrary. The world has imagined

because I wrote Tristram Shandy that I was myself more

Shandian than I really ever was. Tis a good-natured

world we live in, and we are often painted in divers

colours, according to the ideas each one frames in his

head." It would, perhaps, have been scarcely possible

for Sterne to state his essentially unhealthy philosophy

of life so concisely as in this naive passage. The con-

nubial affections are here, in all seriousness and good faith

apparently, opposed to the sentimental emotions—as

the lower to the higher. To indulge the former is to

be " Shandian," that is to say, coarse and carnal ; to

devote oneself to the latter, or, in other words, to spend

one's days in semi-erotic languishings over the whole female

sex indiscriminately, is to show spirituality and taste.

Meanwhile, however, that fragile abode of sentimen-

i 2
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talism—that frame which had just been ec torn to pieces
"

by the feelings, was becoming weaker than its owner

supposed. Much of the exhaustion which Sterne had

attributed to the violence of his literary emotions was no

doubt due to the rapid decline of bodily powers which,

unknown to him, were already within a few months of

their final collapse. He did not set out for London on

the 20th of December, as he had promised himself, for

on that day he was only just recovering from " an attack

of fever and bleeding at the lungs," which had confined

him to his room for nearly three weeks. "I am worn

down to a shadow," he writes on the 23rd, " but as my
fever has left me, I set off the latter end of next week

with my friend, Mr. Hall, for town.,, His home affairs

had already been settled. Early in December it had been

arranged that his wife and daughter should only remain

at York during the winter, and should return to the

Continent in the spring. " Mrs. Sterne's health," he

writes, "is insupportable in England. She must return

to France, and justice and humanity forbid me to

oppose it." But separation from his wife meant separa-

tion from his daughter ; it was this, of course, which was

the really painful parting, and it is to ffie credit of

Sterne's disinterestedness of affection for Lydia, that in

his then state of health he brought himself to consent to

her leaving him. But he recognized that it was for the

advantage of her prospect of settling herself in life that

she should go with her mother, who seemed " inclined to

establish her in France, where she has had many advan-

tageous offers." Nevertheless " his heart bled," as he wrote

to Lee, when he thought of parting with his child. " Twill

be like the separation of soul and body, and equal to

nothing but what passes at that tremendous moment ; and
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like it in one respect, for she will be in one kingdom

while I am in another." Thus was this matter settled, and

by the 1st of January Sterne had arrived in London for

the last time, with the first two volumes of the Sentimental

Journey. He took up his quarters at the lodgings in Bond

Street (No. 41), which he had occupied during his stay in

town the previous year, and entered at once upon the

arrangements for publication. These occupied two full

months, and on the 27th of February the last work, as it

was destined to be, of the Rev. Mr. Yorick was issued to

the world.

Its success would seem to have been immediate, and

was certainly great and lasting. In one sense, indeed, it

was far greater than had been, or than has since been,

attained by Tristram Shandy. The compliments which

courteous Frenchmen had paid the author upon his

former work, and which his simple vanity had swallowed

whole and unseasoned, without the much-needed grain of

salt, might, no doubt, have been repeated to him with far

greater sincerity as regards the Sentimental Journey, had

he lived to receive them. Had any Frenchman told him

a year or two afterwards that the latter work was "almost

as much known in Paris as in London, at least among men
of condition and learning," he would very likely have

been telling him no more than the truth. The Sentimental

Journey certainly acquired what Tristram Shandy never

did—a European reputation. It has been translated into

Italian, German, Dutch, and even Polish ; and into French

again and again. The French, indeed, have no doubt

whatever of its being Sterne's chef-d'oeuvre ; and one has

only to compare a French translation of it with a rendering

of Tristram Shandy into the same language to understand,

and from our neighbours' point of view even to admit,
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the justice of their preference. The charms of the

Journey, its grace, wit, and urbanity, are thoroughly con-

genial to that most graceful of languages, and reproduce

themselves readily enough therein ; while, on the other

hand, the fantastic digressions, the elaborate mystifications,

the farcical interludes of the earlier work, appear intolerably

awkward and bizarre in their French dress ; and what is

much more strange, even the point of the double entendres

is sometimes unaccountably lost. Were it not that the

genuine humour of Tristram Shandy in a great measure

evaporates in translation, one would be forced to admit that

the work which is the more catholic in its appeal to apprecia-

tion is the better of the two. But having regard to this

disappearance of genuine and unquestionable excellencies

in the process of translation, I see no good reason why
those Englishmen— the great majority, I imagine—who-

prefer Tristram Shandy to the Sentimental Journey should

feel any misgivings as to the soundness of their taste. The

humour which goes the deepest down beneath the surface

of things is the most likely to become inextricably inter-

woven with those deeper fibres of associations which lie

at the roots of a language ; and it may well happen, there-

fore, though from the cosmopolitan point of view it is a

melancholy reflection, that the merit of a book to those

who use the language in which it is written, bears a

direct ratio to the persistence of its refusal to yield up its

charm to men of another tongue.

The favour, however, with which the Sentimental

Journey was received abroad, and which it still enjoys

(the last French translation is very recent), is, as Mr.

Fitzgerald says, " worthily merited, if grace, nature, true

sentiment, and exquisite dramatic power be qualities that

are to find a welcome. And apart," he adds, " from these
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attractions it has a unique charm of its own, a flavour, so

to speak, a fragrance that belongs to that one book alone.

Never was there such a charming series of complete little

pictures, which for delicacy seem like the series of medal-

lions done on Sevres china which we sometimes see in old

French cabinets The figures stand out brightly,

and in what number and variety ! Old Calais, with its

old inn ; M. Dessein, the monk, one of the most artistic

figures on literary canvas ; the charming French lady

whom M. Dessein shut into the carriage with the traveller
;

the debonnaire French captain, and the English travellers

returning, touched in with only a couple of strokes ; La

Fleur, the valet; the pretty French glove-seller, whose

pulse the Sentimental one felt : her husband, who passed

through the shop and pulled off his hat to Monsieur for the

honour he was doing him ; the little maid in the book-

seller's shop, who put her little present a part ; the

charming Greuze 'grisset,' who sold him the ruffles; the

reduced chevalier selling pates ; the groups of beggars at

Montreuil ; the fade Count de Bissie, who read Shake-

speare; and the crowd of minor croquis— postillions

landlords, notaries, soldiers, abbes, pvecieuses, maids

—

merely touched, but touched with wonderful art, make
up a surprising collection of distinct and graphic

characters."



CHAPTER VIII.

LAST DAYS AND DEATH.

(1768.)

The end was now fast approaching. Months before,

Sterne had written doubtfully of his being able to stand

another winter in England, and his doubts were to be

fatally justified. One can easily see, however, how the

unhappy experiment came to be tried. It is possible

that he might have delayed the publication of his book

for a while, and taken refuge abroad from the rigours

of the two remaining winter months, had it not been

in the nature of his malady to conceal its deadly ap-

proaches. Consumption sported with its victim in the

cruel fashion that is its wont. " I continue to mend,"

Sterne writes from Bond Street on the first day of the

new year, " and doubt not but this with all other evils

and uncertainties of life will end for the best." And
for the best perhaps it did end, in the sense in which

the resigned Christian uses these pious words ; but this,

one fears, was not the sense intended by the dying man.

All through January and February he was occupied not

only with business, but as it would seem with a fair

amount, though less no doubt than his usual share, of

pleasure also. Vastly active was he, it seems, in the great

undertaking of obtaining tickets for one of Mrs. Cornely's
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entertainments (the "thing" to go to at that particular time)

for his friends the Jameses. He writes them on Monday that

he has not been a moment at rest since writing the previous

day about the Soho ticket. " I have been at a Secretary

of State to get one, have been upon one knee to my
friend Sir George Macartney, Mr. Lascelles, and Mr. Fitz-

maurice, without mentioning five more. I believe I could

as soon get you a place at Court, for everybody is going

;

but I will go out and try a new circle, and if you do not

hear from me by a quarter to three, you may conclude I

have been unfortunate in my supplications." Whether he

was or was not unfortunate, history does not record. A
week or two later the old round of dissipation had ap-

parently set in. "I am now tied down neck and heels by

engagements every night this week, or most joyfully would

have trod the old pleasing road from Bond to Gerrard

Street I am quite well, but exhausted with a

roomful of company every morning till dinner." A little

later, and this momentary flash of health had died out ; and

we find him writing what was his last letter to his daughter,

full evidently of uneasy forebodings as to his approaching

end. He speaks of " this vile influenza—be not alarmed.

I think I shall get the better of it, and shall be with you

both the 1st of May f though, he adds, " if I escape, 'twill

not be for a long period, my child—unless a quiet retreat

and peace of mind can restore me." But the occasion of

this letter was a curious one, and a little more must be

extracted from it. Lydia Sterne's letter to her father had

he said, astonished him. " She (Mrs. Sterne) could know
but little of my feelings to tell thee that under the sup-

position I should survive thy mother I should bequeath

thee as a legacy to Mrs. Draper. No, my Lydia, 'tis a

lady whose virtues I wish thee to imitate "—Mrs. James,
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in fact, whom he proceeds to praise with much and

probably well-deserved warmth. " But," he adds sadly,

" I think, my Lydia, thy mother will survive me ; do not

deject her spirit with thy apprehensions on my account. I

have sent you a necklace and buckles, and the same to

your mother. My girl cannot form a wish that is in the

power of her father, that he will not gratify her in ; and I

cannot in justice be less kind to thy mother. I am never

alone. The kindness of my friends is ever the same. I

wish though I had thee to nurse me, but I am denied that.

Write to me twice a week at least. God bless thee, my
child, and believe me ever, ever, thy affectionate father."

The despondent tone of this letter was to be only too soon

justified. The "vile influenza" proved to be or became

a pleurisy. On Thursday, March 10, he was bled three

times, and blistered on the day after. And on the

Tuesday following, in evident consciousness that his end

was near, he penned that cry "for pity and pardon," as

Thackeray calls it—the first as well as the last, and which

sounds almost as strange as it does piteous from those

mocking lips.

The physician says I am better God knows, for I feel

myself sadly wrong, and shall, if I recover, be a long while of

gaining strength. Before I have gone through half the letter,

I must stop to rest my weak hand a dozen times. Mr. James

was so good as to call upon me yesterday. I felt emotions not

to be described at the sight of him, and he overjoyed me by

talking a great deal of you. Do, dear Mrs. James, entreat him

to come to-morrow or next day, for perhaps I have not many
days or hours to live. I want to ask a favour of him, if I find

myself worse, that I shall beg of you if in this wrestling I come

off conqueror. My spirits are fled. It is a bad omen ; do net

weep, my dear lady. Your tears are too precious to be shed for me.
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Bottle them up, and may the cork never be drawn. Dearest,

kindest, gentlest, and best of women ! may health, peace, and

happiness prove your handmaids. If I die, cherish the remem-
brance of me, and forget the follies which you so often con-

demned, which my heart, not my head, betrayed me into. Should

my child, my Lydia, want a mother, may I hope you will (if she

is left parentless) take her to your bosom ? You are the only

woman on earth I can depend upon for such a benevolent action.

I wrote to her a fortnight ago, and told her what, I trust, she

will find in you. Mr. James will be a father to her

Commend me to him, as I now commend you to that Being

who takes under his care the good and kind part of the world.

Adieu, all grateful thanks to you and Mr. James.—From your

affectionate friend, L. Sterne.

This pathetic death-bed letter is superscribed " Tuesday."

It seems to have been written on Tuesday, the 15th of

March, and three days later the writer breathed his last.

But two persons, strangers both, were present at his death-

bed, and it is by a singularly fortunate chance therefore

that one of these—and he not belonging to the class of

people who usually leave behind them published records of

the events of their lives —should have preserved for us an

account of the closing scene. This, however, is to be found

in the Memoirs of John Macdonald, "a cadet of the house

of Keppoch," at that time footman to Mr. Crawford, a

fashionable friend of Sterne's. His master had taken a

house in Clifford Street in the spring of 1768 ; and " about

this time," he writes, " Mr. Sterne, the celebrated author,

was taken ill at the silk-bag shop in Old Bond Street.

He was sometimes called Tristram Shandy and sometimes

Yorick, a very great favourite of the gentlemen. One

day"—namely, on the aforesaid 18th of March—"my
master had company to dinner who were speaking about
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him, the Duke of Roxburghe, the Earl of March, the Earl

of Ossory, the Duke of Grafton, Mr. Garrick, Mr. Hume,
and a Mr. James." Many, if not most, of the party there-

fore were personal friends of the man who lay dying in

the street hard by, and naturally enough the conversation

turned on his condition. " l John/ said my master," the

narrative continues, " ' go and inquire how Mr. Sterne is to-

day.' " Macdonald did so ; and, in language which seems

to bear the stamp of truth upon it, he thus records the

grim story which he had to report to the assembled guests

on his return. " I went to Mr. Sterne's lodgings ; the

mistress opened the door. I inquired how he did ; she

told me to go up to the nurse. I went into the room, and

he was just a-dying. I waited ten minutes ; but in five

he said, ' Now it is come.' He put up his hand as if

to stop a blow, and died in a minute. The gentlemen

were all very sorry, and lamented him very much."

Thus, supported by a hired nurse, and under the curious

eyes of a stranger, Sterne breathed his last. His wife

and daughter were far away; the convivial associates "who
were all very sorry and lamented him very much," were for

the moment represented only by " John f and the shock-

ing tradition goes that the alien hands by which the

" dying eyes were closed," and the " decent limbs com-

posed, " remunerated themselves for the pious office by

abstracting the gold sleeve-links from the dead man's

wrists. One may hope indeed that this last circumstance

is to be rejected as sensational legend, but even without it

the story of Sterne's death seems sad enough, no doubt.

Yet it is, after all, only by contrast with the excited gaiety

of his daily life in London, that his end appears so forlorn.

From many a "set of residential chambers," from many

of the old and silent inns of the lawyers, departures as
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lonely, or lonelier, are being made around us in London

every year : the departures of men not necessarily kinless

or friendless, but living solitary lives, and dying before

their friends or kindred can be summoned to their bed-

sides. Such deaths no doubt are often contrasted in con-

ventional pathos with that of the husband and father

surrounded by a weeping wife and children ; but the

more sensible among us construct no tragedy out of a

mode of exit which must have many times entered as at

least a possibility into the previous contemplation of the

dying man. And except, as has been said, that Sterne

associates himself in our minds with the perpetual excite-

ments of lively companionship, there woul<J be nothing

particularly melancholy in his end. This is subject, of

course, to the assumption that the story of his landlady

having stolen the gold sleeve-links from his dead body may
be treated as mythical; and, rejecting this story, there

seems no good reason for making much ado about the man-

ner of his death. Of friends, as distinguished from mere

dinner-table acquaintances, he seems to have had but few

in London : with the exception of the Jameses, one knows

not with certainty of any ; and the Jameses do not appear

to have neglected him in the illness which neither they

nor he suspected to be his last. Mr. James had paid him

a visit but a day or two before the end came : and it may
very likely have been upon his report of his friend's con-

dition that the message of inquiry was sent from the

dinner-table at which he was a guest. No doubt Sterne's

flourish in Tristram Shandy about his preferring to die at

an inn, untroubled by the spectacle of " the concern of my
friends, and the last services of wiping my brows and

smoothing my pillow," was a mere piece of bravado : and

the more probably so because the reflection is appropriated
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almost bodily from Bishop Burnet, who quotes it as a fre-

quent observation of Archbishop Leighton. But consider-

ing that Sterne was in the habit of passing nearly half of

each year alone in London lodgings, the realization of his

wish does not strike me, I confess, as so dramatically im-

pressive a coincidence as it is sometimes represented.

According, however, to one strange story the dramatic

element gives place after Sterne's very burial to melodrama

of the darkest kind. The funeral, which pointed after

all a far sadder moral than the death, took place on Tues-

day, March 22, attended by only two mourners, one of

whom is said to have been his publisher Becket, and the

other probably Mr. James ; and thus duly neglected by

the whole crowd of boon companions, the remains of

Yorick were consigned to the " new burying-ground near

Tyburn " of the parish of St. George's, Hanover Square.

In that now squalid and long-decayed grave-yard, within

sight of the Marble Arch and over against the broad ex-

panse of Hyde Park, is still to be found a tombstone in-

scribed with some inferior lines to the memory of the

departed humourist, and with a statement, inaccurate by

eight months, of the date of his death, and a year out

as to his age. Dying, as has been seen, on the 18th of

March, 1768, at the age of fifty-four, he is declared on

this slab to have died on the 13th of November, aged fifty-

three years. There is more excuse, however, for this want

of veracity than sepulchral inscriptions can usually plead.

The stone was erected by the pious hands of " two brother

masons," many years, it is said, after the event which it

purports to record ; and from the wording of the epitaph

which commences, " Near this place lyes the body, &c,"

it obviously does not profess to indicate—what doubtless

there was no longer any means of tracing—the exact spot
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in which Sterne's remains were laid. But, wherever the

grave really was, the body interred in it, according to the

strange story to which I have referred, is no longer there.

That story goes : that two days after the burial, on the

night of the 24th of March, the corpse was stolen by

body-snatchers, and by them disposed of to M. Collignon,

Professor of Anatomy at Cambridge ; that the Professor

invited a few scientific friends to witness a demonstration,

and that among these was one who had been acquainted

with Sterne, and who fainted with horror on recognizing

in the already partially dissected " subject," the features

of his friend. So at least this very gruesome and Poe-

like legend runs : but it must be confessed that all the

evidence which Mr. Pitzgerald has been able to collect in

its favour is of the very loosest and vaguest description.

On the other hand, it is of course only fair to recollect

that, in days when respectable surgeons and grave scien-

tific Professors had to depend upon the assistance of

law-breakers for the prosecution of their studies and

teachings, every effort would naturally be made to hush

up any such unfortunate affair. There is, moreover,

independent evidence to the fact that similar desecrations

of this grave-yard had of late been very common ; and

that at least one previous attempt to check the operations

of the " resurrection-men " had been attended with pecu-

liarly infelicitous results. In the St. James's Chronicle

for November 26th, 1767, we find it recorded that "the

Burying Ground in Oxford Eoad, belonging to the Parish

of St. George's, Hanover Square, having been lately robbed

of several dead bodies, a Watcher was placed there,

attended by a large mastiff Dog ; notwithstanding which,

on Sunday night last, some Villains found means to steal

out another dead Body, and carried off the very Dog."
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Body-snatchers so adroit and determined as to contrive

to make additional profit out of the actual means taken to

prevent their depredations, would certainly not have been

deterred by any considerations of prudence from attempt-

ing the theft of Sterne's corpse. There was no such

ceremony about his funeral as would lead them to suppose

that the deceased was a person of any importance, or one

whose body could not be stolen without a risk of creating

undesirable excitement. On the whole, therefore, it is

impossible to reject the body-snatching story as certainly

fabulous, though its truth is far from being proved : and

though I can scarcely myself subscribe to Mr. Fitzgerald's

view, that there is a " grim and lurid Shandyism " about

the scene of dissection, yet if others discover an appeal

to their sense of humour in the idea of Sterne's body

being dissected after death, I see nothing to prevent them

from holding that hypothesis as a " pious opinion."



CHAPTER IX.

STERNE AS A WRITER—THE CHARGE OF PLAGIARISM

—

DR. FERRIAR's ILLUSTRATIONS.

Everyday experience suffices to show that the qualities

which win enduring fame for books and for their

authors are not always those to which they owe their

first popularity. It may with the utmost probability be

affirmed that this was the case with Tristram Shandy

and with Sterne. We cannot, it is true, altogether dis-

sociate the permanent attractions of the novel from those

characteristics of it which have long since ceased to

attract at all: the two are united in a greater or less

degree throughout the work ; and this being so, it is of

course impossible to prove to demonstration that it was

the latter qualities, and not the former, which procured it

its immediate vogue. But, as it happens, it is possible to

show that what may be called its spurious attractions, varied

directly, and its real merits inversely, as its popularity

with the public of its day. In the higher qualities of

humour, in dramatic vigour, in skilful and subtle delinea-

tion of character, the novel showed no deterioration, but

in some instances, a marked improvement as it proceeded

:

yet the second instalment was not more popular, and

most of the succeeding ones were distinctly less popular,

than the first. They had gained in many qualities,

K
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while they had lost in only the single one of novelty

:

and we may infer, therefore, with approximate certainty,

that what " took the town " in the first instance was,

that quality of the book which was strangest at its first

appearance. The mass of the public read, and enjoyed,

or thought they enjoyed, when they were really only

puzzled and perplexed. The wild digressions, the auda-

cious impertinences, the burlesque philosophizing, the

broad jests, the air of recondite learning, all combined to

make the book a nine- days' wonder : and a majority of

its readers would probably have been prepared to pro-

nounce Tristram Shandy a work as original in scheme

and conception as it was eccentric. Some there were, no

doubt, who perceived the influence of Eabelais in the

incessant digressions and the burlesque of philosophy;

others, it may be, found a reminder of Burton in the

parade of learning : and yet a few others, the scattered

students of French facetiae of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, may have read the oroad jests with a feeling

that they had-" seen something like it before." But no

single reader, no single critic of the time, appears to have

combined the knowledge necessary for tracing these three

characteristics of the novel to their respective sources

:

and none certainly had any suspicion of the extent to

which the books and authors from whom they were

imitated had been laid under contribution. No one sus-

pected that Sterne, not content with borrowing his trick

of rambling from Eabelais, and his airs of erudition from

Burton, and his fooleries from Bruscambille, had coolly

transferred whole passages from the second of these

writers, not only without acknowledgment, but with the

intention, obviously indicated by his mode of procedure,

of passing them off as his own. Nay, it was not till full
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fifty years afterwards that these daring robberies were

detected, or at any rate revealed to the world : and with

an irony which Sterne himself would have appreciated,

it was reserved for a sincere admirer of the humourist

to play the part of detective. In 1812 Dr. John Ferriar

published his Illustrations of Sterne, and the prefatory

sonnet, in which he solicits pardon for his too minute

investigations, is sufficient proof of the curiously reverent

spirit in which he set about his damaging task.

Sterne, for whose sake I plod through miry ways
Of antic wit, and quibbling mazes drear,

Let not thy shade malignant censure fear,

If aught of inward mirth my search betrays.

Long slept that mirth in dust of ancient days,

Erewhile to Guise or wanton Valois dear, &c.

Thus commences Dr. Ferriar's apology, which, however,

can hardly be held to cover his offence ; for, as a matter

of fact, Sterne's borrowings extend to a good deal besides

" mirth f and some of the most unscrupulous of these

forced loans are raised from passages of a perfectly serious

import in the originals from which they are taken.

Here, however, is the list of authors to whom Dr.

Ferriar holds Sterne to have been more or less indebted :

Eabelais, Beroalde de Yerville, Bouchet, Bruscambille,

Scarron, Swift, an author of the name or pseudonym of

" Gabriel John," Burton, Bacon, Blount, Montaigne, Bishop

Hall. The catalogue is a reasonably long one ; but it is

not, of course, to be supposed that Sterne helped himself

equally freely from every author named in it. His obli-

gations to some of them are, as Dr. Ferriar admits, but

slight. From Eabelais, besides his vagaries of narrative,

Sterne took, no doubt, the idea of the Tristra-pcedia (by

descent from the " education of Pantagruel," through

k 2
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u Martinus Scriblerus ") ; but though he has appropriated

bodily the passage in which Friar John attributes the

beauty of his nose to the pectoral conformation of his

nurse, he may be said to have constructively acknowledged

the debt in a reference to one of the characters in the

Rabelaisian dialogue. 1

Upon Beroalde, again, upon D'Aubigne, and upon

Bouchet he has made no direct and verbatim depre-

dations. From Bruscambille he seems to have taken

little or nothing but the not very valuable idea of the

tedious buffoonery of Vol. iii. c. 30, et sqq. : and to

Scarron he perhaps owed the incident of the dwarf at

the theatre in the Sentimental Journey, an incident which,

it must be owned, he vastly improved in the taking. All

this, however, does not amount to very much, and it is

only when we come to Dr. Ferriar's collations of Tristram

Shandy with the Anatomy of Melancholy, that we begin

to understand what feats Sterne was capable of as a

plagiarist. He must, to begin with, have relied with

cynical confidence on the conviction that famous writers

are talked about and not read ; for he sets to work with

the scissors upon Burton's first page. " Man, the most

excellent and noble creature of the world, the principal

1 " There is no cause but one/' said my uncle Toby, " why one

man's nose is longer than another, but because that God pleases

to have it so." " That is Grangousier's solution," said my father.

" 'Tis He," continued my uncle Toby, " who makes us all, and
frames and puts us together in such forms .... and for such
ends as is agreeable to his infinite wisdom."

—

Tristram Shandy,
vol. iii. c. 41. " Par ce, repondit Grangousier, qu'ainsi Dieu Ta
voulu, lequel nous fait en cette forme et cette fin selon divin

arbitre."—Rabelais, book i. c. 41. In another place, however
(vol. viii. c. 3), Sterne has borrowed a whole passage from this

French humourist without any acknowledgment at all.
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and mighty work of God ; wonder of nature, as Zoroaster

calls him; audacis naturce miraculum, the marvel of

marvels, as Plato; the abridgment and epitome of the

world, as Pliny," &c. Thus Burton : and, with a few

additions of his own, and the substitution of Aristotle

for Plato as the author of one of the descriptions,

thus Sterne : " Who made Man with powers which

dart him from heaven to earth in a moment,

—

that great, that most excellent and noble creature of

the world, the miracle of nature, as Zoroaster, in his

book 7T€/oi ^vcrccos, called him,—the Shekinah of the

Divine Presence, as Chrysostom,—the image of God, as

Moses,—the ray of Divinity, as Plato,—the marvel of

marvels, as Aristotle," &c. 2 And in the same chapter, in

the " Fragment upon Whiskers," Sterne relates how a

" decayed kinsman " of the Lady Baussiere " ran begging,

bareheaded, on one side of her palfrey, conjuring her by

the former bonds of friendship, alliance, consanguinity,

&c.—cousin, aunt, sister, mother—for virtue's sake, for

your own sake, for mine, for Christ's sake, remember me I

pity me ! " And again he tells how a " devout, venerable,

hoary-headed man " thus beseeched her :
"

' I beg for the

unfortunate. Good my lady, 'tis for a prison—for an

hospital ; 'tis for an old man—a poor man undone by

shipwreck, by suretyship, by fire. I call God and all His

angels to witness, 'tis to clothe the naked, to feed the

hungry,—'tis to comfort the sick and the broken-hearted.'

The Lady Baussiere rode on." 3

But now compare this passage from the Anatomy of

Melancholy

:

—
A poor decayed kinsman of his sets upon him by the way,

2 Tristram Shandy, vol. v. c. 1. s Ibid,
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in all his jollity, and runs begging, bareheaded, by him, con-

juring him by those former bonds offriendship, alliance, consan-

guinity, &c, " Uncle, cousin, brother, father, show some pity

for Christ's sake, pity a sick man, an old man," &c. ; he cares

not—ride on : pretend sickness, inevitable loss of limbs, plead

suretyship or shipwreck, fire, common calamities, show thy

wants and imperfections, take God and all his angels to wit-

ness .... put up a supplication to him in the name of a thou-

sand orphans, an hospital, a spittle, a prison, as he goes by ... .

ride on.

Hardly a casual coincidence this. But it is yet more

unpleasant to find that the mock philosophic reflections

l\dth which Mr. Shandy consoles himself on Bobby's

death, in those delightful chapters on that event, are not

taken, as they profess to be, direct from the sages of anti-

quity, but have been conveyed through, and " conveyed "

from, Burton.

" When Agrippina was told of her son's death," says

Sterne, "Tacitus informs us that, not being able to

moderate her passions, she abruptly broke off her work."

Tacitus does, it is true, inform us of this. But it was

undoubtedly Burton (Anat. Mel. 213) who informed Sterne

of it. So, too, when Mr. Shandy goes on to remark upon

death that u,Tis an inevitable chance—the first statute

in Magna Charta—it is an everlasting Act of Parliament,

my dear brother—all must die," the agreement of his

views with those of Burton, who had himself said of death,

"'Tis an inevitable chance—the first statute in Magna
Charta—an everlasting Act of Parliament—all must die," 5

is even textually exact.

In the next passage, however, the humourist gets the

better of the plagiarist, and we are ready to forgive the

theft for the happily comic turn which he gives to it.

4 Burton : Anat Mel, p. 269. 5 Ibid., p. 215.
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Burton :

—

Tully was much grieved for his daughter Tulliola's death at

first, until such time that he had confirmed his mind by philoso-

phical precepts ; then he began to triumph over fortune and

grief, and for her reception into heaven to be much more joyed

than before he was troubled for her loss.

Sterne :

—

When Tully was bereft of his daughter, at first he laid it to

his heart, he listened to the voice of nature, and modulated his

own unto it. O my Tullia ! my daughter ! my child !—Still,

still, still,
—

'twas O my Tullia, my Tullia ! Methinks I see my
Tullia, I hear my Tullia, I talk with my Tullia. But as soon

as he began to look into the stores of philosophy, and consider

how many excellent things might be said ujpon the occasion—
nobody on earth can conceive, says the great orator, how happy,

how joyful it made me.

" Kingdoms and provinces, cities and towns," continues

Burton, " have their periods, and are consumed." " King-

doms and provinces, and town and cities," exclaims Mr.

Shandy, throwing the sentence, like the " born orator " his

son considered him, into the rhetorical interrogative,

" have they not their periods ? " " Where," he proceeds,

" is Troy, and Mycenae, and Thebes, and Delos and Perse-

polis, and Agrigentum ? What is become, brother Toby, of

Nineveh and Babylon, of Cyzicum and Mytilene 1 The

fairest towns that ever the sun rose upon " (and all, with

the curious exception of Mytilene, enumerated by Burton)

"are now no more." And then the famous consolatory

letter from Servius Sulpicius to Cicero on the death of

Tullia is laid under contribution—Burton's rendering of

the Latin being followed almost word for word. " Beturn-

ing out of Asia," declaims Mr. Shandy, " when I sailed

from iEgina towards Megara " (when can this have been 1
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thought my Uncle Toby), " I began to view the country

round about. iEgina was behind me, Megara before," &c,

and so on, down to the final reflection of the philosopher.

" Remember that thou art but a man :" at which point

Sterne remarks coolly, "Now, my Uncle Toby knew not

that this last paragraph was an extract of Servius Sul-

picius's consolatory letter to Tully "—the thing to be

really known being that the paragraph was in fact Servius

Sulpicius filtered through Burton. Again, and still quoting

from the Anatomy of Melancholy, Mr. Shandy remarks

how "the Thracians wept when a child was born, and

feasted and made merry when a man went out of the

world ; and with reason." He then goes on to lay pre-

datory hands on that fine, sad passage in Lucian, which

Burton had quoted before him :
" Is it not better not to

hunger at all, than to eat ? not to thirst, than to take physic

to cure it ? " (why not " than to drink to satisfy thirst ?

"

as Lucian wrote, and Burton translated). " Is it not better

to be freed from cares and agues, love and melancholy, and

the other hot and cold fits of life, than, like a galled

traveller who comes weary to his inn, to be bound to begin

his journey afresh?" Then, closing his Burton, and

opening his Bacon at the Essay on Death, he adds,

" There is no terror, brother Toby, in its (death's) looks,

but what it borrows from groans and convulsions and "

(here parody forces its way in) " the blowing of noses, and

the wiping away of tears with the bottoms of curtains in

a sick man's bed-room f and with one more the*ft from

Burton, after Seneca :
" Consider, brother Toby, when we

are, death is not ; and when death is, we are not," this

extraordinary cento of plagiarisms concludes.

Not that this is Sterne's only raid upon the quaint old

writer of whom he has here made such free use. Several
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other instances of word for word appropriation might be

quoted from this and the succeeding volumes of Tristram

Shandy. The apostrophe to " blessed health " in c. xxxiii.

of Vol. V. is taken direct from theAnatomy of Melancholy ;

so is the phrase, " he has a gourd for his head and a pippin

for his heart," in c. ix. ; so is the jest about Franciscus

Kibera's computation of the amount of cubic space required

by the souls of the lost ; so is Hilarion the hermit's com-

parison of his body with its unruly passions to a kicking

ass. And there is a passage in the Sentimental Journey,

the " Fragment in the Abderitans," which shows, Dr.

Ferriar thinks, though it does not seem to me to show

conclusively, that Sterne was unaware that what he was

taking from Burton had been previously taken by Burton

from Lucian.

There is more excuse, in the opinion of the author of the

Illustrations for the literary thefts of the preacher,

than for those of the novelist ; since in sermons, Dr.

Ferriar observes drily, " the principal matter must consist

of repetitions." But it can hardly, I think, be admitted

that the kind of "repetitions" to which Sterne had

recourse in the pulpit—or, at any rate, in compositions

ostensibly prepared for the pulpit—are quite justifiable.

Professor Jebb has pointed out, in a recent volume of this

series, that the description of the tortures of the Inquisi-

tion, which so deeply moved Corporal Trim in the famous

Sermon on Conscience, was really the work of Bentley

;

but Sterne has pilfered more freely from a divine more

famous as a preacher than the great scholar whose words

he appropriated on that occasion. " Then shame and grief

go with her," he exclaims in his singular sermon on " The

Levite and his Concubine ;" " and wherever she seeks a

shelter, may the hand of justice shut the door against her
!

"
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an exclamation which is taken, as no doubt indeed was the

whole suggestion of the somewhat strange subject, from

the Contemplations of Bishop Hall. And so, again, we
find in Sterne's sermon the following :

—

Mercy well becomes the heart of all Thy creatures ! but most
of Thy servant, a Levite, who offers up so many daily sacrifices

to Thee for the transgressions of Thy people. But to little pur-

pose, he would add, have I served at Thy altar, where my busi-

ness was to sue for mercy, had I not learned to practise it.

And in Hall's Contemplations the following :

—

Mercy becomes well the heart of any man, but most of a

Levite. He that had helped to offer so many sacrifices to God
for the multitude of every Israelite's sins, saw how proportionable

it was that man should not hold one sin unpardonable. He
had served at the altar to no purpose, if he (whose trade was to

sue for mercy) had not at all learned to practise it.

Sterne's twelfth sermon, on the Forgiveness of Injuries,

is merely a diluted commentary on the conclusion of

Hall's "Contemplation of Joseph." In the sixteenth

sermon, the one on Shimei, we find :

—

There is no small degree of malicious craft in fixing upon a

season to give a mark of enmity and ill will : a word, a look,

which at one time would make no impression, at another time

wounds the heart, and, like a shaft flying with the wind, pierces

deep, which, with its own natural force, would scarce have

reached the object aimed at.

This, it is evident, is but slightly altered, and by no

means for the better, from the more terse and vigorous

language of the bishop :

—

There is no small cruelty in the picking out of a time

for mischief: that word would scarce gall at one season
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which at another killeth. The same shaft flying with the wind

pierces deep, which against it can hardly find strength to stick

upright.

But enough of these pieces de conviction. Indict-

ments for plagiarism are often too hastily laid : but there

can be no doubt, I should imagine, in the mind of any

reasonable being upon the evidence here cited, that the

offence in this case is clearly proved. Nor, I think, can

there be much question as to its moral complexion. For

the pilferings from Bishop Hall, at any rate, no shadow

of excuse can, so far as I can see, be alleged. Sterne could

not possibly plead any better justification for borrowing

Hairs thoughts and phrases and passing them off upon

his hearers or readers as original, than he could plead for

claiming the authorship of one of the bishop's benevolent

actions and representing himself to the world as the

doer of the good deed. In the actual as in the hypo-

thetical case there is a dishonest appropriation by one

man of the credit—in the former case the intellectual, in

the latter the moral credit—belonging to another : the

offence in the actual case being aggravated by the fact

that it involves a fraud upon the purchaser of the ser-

mon, who pays money for what he may already have in

his library. The plagiarisms from Burton stand upon a

slightly different, though not I think a much more de-

fensible footing. For in this case it has been urged, that

Sterne, being desirous of satirizing pedantry, was justified

in resorting to the actually existent writings of an antique

pedant of real life ; and that since Mr. Shandy could not

be made to talk more like himself than Burton talked

like him, it was artistically lawful to put Burton's exact

words into Mr. Shandy's mouth. It makes a difference,

it may be said, that Sterne is not here speaking in his
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own person, as he is in his Sermons, but in the person of

one of his characters. This casuistry, however, does not

seem to me to be sound. Even as regards the passages

from ancient authors, which, while quoting them from

Burton, he tacitly represents to his readers as taken from

his ' own stores of knowledge, the excuse is hardly

sufficient ; while as regards the original reflections of the

author of the Anatomy of Melancholy it obviously fails

to apply at all. And in any case there could be no

necessity for the omission to acknowledge the debt.

Even admitting that no more characteristic reflections

could have been composed for Mr. Shandy than were

actually to be found in Burton, art is not so exacting a

mistress as to compel the artist to plagiarize against his

will. A scrupulous writer, being also as ingenious as

Sterne, could have found some means of indicating the

source from which he was borrowing without destroying

the dramatic illusion of the scene.

But it seems clear enough that Sterne himself was

troubled by no conscientious qualms on this subject.

Perhaps the most extraordinary instance of literary

effrontery which was ever met with is the passage in

Vol. V. c. 1, which even that seasoned detective Dr.

Ferriar is startled into pronouncing " singular." Burton

had complained that writers were like apothecaries, who
" make new mixtures every day," by " pouring out of one

vessel into another." " We weave," he said, " the same

web still, twist the same rope again and again." And
Sterne incolumi gravitate asks :

" Shall we for ever make

new books as apothecaries make new mixtures,by pouring

only out of one vessel into another 1 Are we for ever

to be twisting and untwisting the same rope, for ever on

the same track, for ever at the same paoe 1 " And this he
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writes, with the scissors actually opened in his hand for

the almost bodily abstraction of the passage beginning,

"Man, the most excellent and noble creature of the

world !

n Surely this denunciation of plagiarism by a

plagiarist on the point of setting to work could only have

been written by a man who looked upon plagiarism as a

good joke.

Apart however from the moralities of the matter, it

must in fairness be admitted that in most cases Sterne

is no servile copyist. He appropriates other men's

thoughts and phrases, and with it of course the credit

for the wit, the truth, the vigour or the learning which

characterizes them ; but he is seldom found, in Tristram

Shandy at any rate, to have transferred them to his own
pages out of a mere indolent inclination to save himself

the trouble of composition. He takes them less as sub-

stitutes than as groundwork for his own invention,—as

so much material for his own inventive powers to work

upon ; and those powers do generally work upon them

with conspicuous skill of elaboration. The series of

cuttings, for instance, which he makes from Burton, on

the occasion of Bobby Shandy's death, are woven into

the main tissue of the dialogue with remarkable in-

genuity and naturalness ; and the bright strands of his

own unborrowed humour fly flashing across the fabric at

every transit of the shuttle. Or to change the metaphor,

we may say that in almost every instance the jewels that

so glitter in their stolen setting were cut and set by

Sterne himself. Let us allow that the most expert of

lapidaries is not justified in stealing his settings ; but let

us still not forget that the jewels are his, or permit our

disapproval of his laxity of principle to make us unjust

to his consummate skill.



CHAPTER X.

STYLE AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS—HUMOUR AND

SENTIMENT.

To talk of " the style " of Sterne is almost to play one

of those tricks with language of which he himself was so

fond. For there is hardly any definition of the word

which can make it possible to describe him as having any

style at all. It is not only that he manifestly recognized

no external canons whereto to conform the expression of

his thoughts, but he had apparently no inclination to

invent and observe, except indeed in the most negative

of senses, any style of his own. The " style of Sterne,"

in short, is as though one should say "the form of Proteus."

He was determined to be uniformly eccentric, regularly

irregular, and that was all. His digressions, his asides,

and his fooleries in general, would of course have in any

case necessitated a certain general jerkiness of manner

;

but this need hardly have extended itself habitually to

the structure of individual sentences, and as a matter of

fact he can at times write, as he does for the most part in

his Sermons, in a style which is not the less vigorous for

being fairly correct. P>ut as a rule his mode of expressing

himself is destitute of any pretensions to precision ; and

in many instances it is a perfect marvel of literary slip-

shod. Nor is there any ground for believing that the
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slovenliness was invariably intentional. Sterne's truly

hideous French—French at which even Stratford-atte-

Eowe would have stood aghast—is in itself sufficient

evidence of a natural insensibility to grammatical ac-

curacy. Here there can be no suspicion of designed

defiance of rules : and more than one solecism of rather a

serious kind in his use of English words and phrases

affords confirmatory testimony to the same point. His

punctuation is fearful and wonderful, even for an age in

which the rationale of punctuation was more imperfectly

understood than it is at present ; and this, though an

apparently slight matter, is not without value as an indi-

cation of ways of thought. But if we can hardly de-

scribe Sterne's style as being in the literary sense a style

at all, it has a very distinct colloquial character of its

own, and as such it is nearly as much deserving of praise

as from the literary point of view it is open to exception.

Chaotic as it is in the syntactical sense, it is a perfectly

clear vehicle for the conveyance of thought : we are as

rarely at a loss for the meaning of one of Sterne's sen-

tences, as we are, for very different reasons, for the

meaning of one of Macaulay's. And his language is so full

of life and colour, his tone so animated and vivacious,

that we forget we are reading and not listening, and we
are as little disposed to be exacting in respect to form as

though we were listeners in actual fact. Sterne's manner,

in short, may be that of a bad and careless writer, but it

is the manner of a first-rate talker ; and this of course

enhances rather than detracts from the unwearying charm

of his wit and humour.

To attempt a precise and final distinction between

these two last-named qualities in Sterne or any one else

would be no very hopeful task perhaps ; but those who
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have a keen peiception of either find no great difficulty in

discriminating, as a matter of feeling, between the two.

And what is true of the qualities themselves is true,

mutatis mutandis, of the men by whom they have been

most conspicuously displayed. Some wits have been

humourists also; nearly all humourists have been also wits;

yet the two fall on the whole into tolerably well-marked

classes, and the ordinary uncritical judgment would pro-

bably enable most men to state with sufficient certainty

the class to which each famous name in the world's

literature belongs. Aristophanes, Shakespeare, Cervantes,

Moliere, Swift, Fielding, Lamb, Richter, Carlyle

:

widely as these writers differ from each other in style and

genius, the least skilled reader would hardly need to be

told that the list which includes them all is a catalogue of

humourists. And Cicero, Lucian, Pascal,Voltaire, Congreve,

Pope, Sheridan, Courier, Sydney Smith—this, I suppose,

would be recognized at once as an enumeration of wits.

Some of these humourists, like Fielding, like Richter,

like Carlyle, are always, or almost always, humourists

alone. Some of these wits, like Pascal, like Pope, like

Courier, are wits with no or but slight admixture of

humour; and in the classification of these there is of

course no difficulty at all. But even with the wits who
very often give us humour also, and with the humourists

who as often delight us with their wit, we seldom find

ourselves in any doubt as to the real and more essential

affinities of each. It is not by the wit which he has

infused into his talk, so much as by the humour with

which he has delineated the character, that Shakespeare

has given his Falstaff an abiding place in our memories.

It is not the repartees of Benedick and Beatrice, but the

immortal fatuity of Dogberry that the name of Much
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Ado about Nothing recalls. None of the verbal quips of

Touchstone tickle us like his exquisite patronage of

William and the fascination which he exercises over the

melancholy Jacques. And it is the same throughout all

Shakespeare. It is of the humours of Bottom and Lance,

and Shallow, and Sly, and Aguecheek; it is of the

laughter that treads upon the heels of horror and pity

and awe, as we listen to the Porter in Macbeth, to the

Grave-digger in Hamlet, to the Fool in Lear—it is of

these that we think when we think of Shakespeare in

any other but his purely poetic mood. Whenever, that is

to say, we think of him as anything but a poet, we
think of him not as a wit, but as a humourist. So, too, it

is not the dagger-thrusts of the Drapier's Letters, but the

broad ridicule of the Voyage to Laputa, the savage irony

of the Voyage to the Houyhnhnms, that we associate with

the name of Swift. And conversely, it is the cold epi-

grammatic glitter of Congreve's dialogue, the fizz and

crackle of the fireworks which Sheridan serves out with

undiscriminating hand to the most insignificant of his

characters,—it is this which stamps the work of these

dramatists with characteristics far more marked than any

which belong to them in right of humorous portraiture

of human foibles or ingenious invention of comic

incident.

The place of Sterne is unmistakably among writers of

the former class. It is by his humour—his humour of

character, his dramatic as distinct from his critical de-

scriptive personal humour, though of course he possesses

this also as all humourists must, that he lives and will live.

In Tristram Shandy as in the Sermons there is a suffi-

ciency of wit, and considerably more than a sufficiency of

humorous reflection, inuendo and persiflage ; but it is the

L
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actors in his almost plotless drama who have established

their creator in his niche in the Temple of Fame. We
cannot indeed be sure that what has given him his hold

upon posterity is what gave him his popularity with his-

contemporaries. On the contrary, it is perhaps more pro-

bable that he owed his first success with the public of his

day to those eccentricities which are for us a little too

consciously eccentric—those artifices which fail a little too

conspicuously in the ars celandi artem. But however

these tricks may have pleased in days when such tricks

were new, they much more often weary than divert us.

now ; and I suspect that many a man whose delight in.

the Corporal and his master, in Bridget and her mistress,,

is as fresh as ever, declines to accompany their creator in

those perpetual digressions into nonsense or semi-

nonsense the fashion of which Sterne borrowed from

Kabelais without Babelais's excuse for adopting it. To-

us of this day the real charm and distinction of the book

is due to the marvellous combination of vigour and

subtlety in its portrayal of character, and in the purity

and delicacy of its humour. Those last two apparently

paradoxical substantives are chosen advisedly, and em-

ployed as the most convenient way of introducing that

disagreeable question which no commentator on Sterne

can possibly shirk, but which every admirer of Sterne

must approach with reluctance. There is of course

a sense in which Sterne's humour—if indeed we may
bestow that name on the form of jocularity to which

I refer—is the very reverse of pure and delicate : a sense

in which it is impure and indelicate in the highest

degree. On this it is necessary, however briefly, to

touch ; and to the weighty and many-counted indictment

which may be framed against Sterne on this head, there
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is of course but one possible plea—the plea of guilty.

Nay, the plea must go further than a mere admis-

sion of the offence ; it must include an admission of

the worst motive, the worst spirit as animating the

offender. It is not necessary to my purpose, nor doubt-

less congenial to the taste of the reader, that I should

enter upon any critical analysis of this quality in the

author's work, or compare him in this respect with the

two other great humourists who have been the worst

offenders in the same way. In one of those highly in-

teresting criticisms of English literature which, even when
they most conspicuously miss the mark, are so instructive

to Englishmen, M. Taine has instituted an elaborate com-

parison, very much, I need hardly say, to the advantage

of the latter, between the indecency of Swift and that of

Eabelais—that "good giant," as his countryman calls

him, "who rolls himself joyously about on his dunghill,

thinking no evil." And no doubt the world of literary

moralists will always be divided upon the question—one

mainly of national temperament—whether mere animal

spirits or serious satiric purpose is the best justification

for offences against cleanliness. It is of course only the

former theory, if either, which could possibly avail

Sterne, and it would need an unpleasantly minute

analysis of this characteristic in his writings to ascertain

how far M. Taine's eloquent defence of Eabelais could

be made applicable to his case. But the inquiry, one is

glad to think, is as unnecessary as it would be disagreeable

;

for, unfortunately for Sterne, he must be condemned on a

1 quantitative comparison of indecency, whatever may be

his fate when compared with these other two great writers

as regards the quality of their respective transgressions.

There can be no denying, I mean, that Sterne is of all

l 2
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writers the most permeated and penetrated with impurity

of thought and" suggestion ; that in no other writer is its

latent presence more constantly felt, even if there be any

in whom it is more often openly obtruded. The unclean

spirit pursues him everywhere, disfiguring his scenes of

humour, demoralizing his passages of serious reflection,

debasing even his sentimental interludes. His coarse-

ness is very often as great a blot on his art as on his

morality—a thing which can very rarely be said of either

Swift or Eabelais ; and it is sometimes so distinctly fatal

a blemish from the purely literary point of view, that

one is amazed at the critical faculty which could have

tolerated its presence.

But when all this has been said of Sterne's humour, it

still remains true that, in another sense of the words

" purity " and " delicacy " he possesses humour more pure

and delicate than perhaps any other writer in the world

can show. For if that humour is the purest and most

delicate which is the freest from any admixture of farce,

and produces its effects with the lightest touch, and the

least obligations to ridiculous incident, or what may be

called the " physical grotesque," in any shape—then one

can point to passages from Sterne's pen which, for fulfilment

of these conditions, it would be difficult to match elsewhere.

Strange as it may seem, to say this of the literary Gilray

who drew the portrait of Dr. Slop, and of tKe literary

Grimaldi who tormented Phutatorius with the hot chest-

nut, it is nevertheless the fact, that scene after scene

may be cited from Tristram Shandy, and those the most

delightful in the book, which are not only free from even

the momentary intrusion of either the clown or the

caricaturist, but even from the presence of " comic pro-

perties " (as actors would call them) of any kind : scenes
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of which the external setting is of the simplest possible

character, while the humour is of that deepest and most

penetrative kind which springs from the eternal incon-

gruities of human nature, the ever-recurring cross-purposes

of human lives.

Carlyle classes Sterne with Cervantes among the great

humourists of the world ; and from one, and that the

most important point of view, the praise is not extrava-

gant. By no other writer besides Sterne, perhaps, since

the days of the Spanish humourist, have the vast incon-

gruities of human character been set forth with so masterly

a hand. It is in virtue of the new insight which his

humour opens to us of the immensity and variety of man's

life that Cervantes makes us feel that he is great : not

delightful merely ; not even eternally delightful only, and

secure of immortality through the perennial human need

of joy—but great, but immortal in right of that which

makes Shakespeare and the Greek dramatists immortal,

namely, the power, not alone over the pleasure-loving

part of man's nature, but over that equally universal, but

more enduring element in it, his emotions of wonder and

of awe. It is to this greater power—this control over

a greater instinct than the human love of joy, that

Cervantes owes his greatness : and it will be found,

though it may seem at first a hard saying, that Sterne

shares this power with Cervantes. To pass from Quixote

and Sancho, to Walter and Toby Shandy involves of

course a startling change of dramatic key—a notable

lowering of dramatic tone. It is almost like passing from

poetry to prose : it is certainly passing from the poetic in

spirit and surroundings, to the profoundly prosaic in

fundamental conception and in every individual detail.

But those who do not allow accidental and external
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dissimilarities to obscure for them the inward and essential

resemblances of things, must often, I think, have expe-

rienced from one of the Shandy dialogues the same sort

of impression that they derive from some of the most

nobly humorous colloquies between the knight and his

squire, and must have been conscious through all outward

differences of key and tone of a common element in each.

It is of course a resemblance of relations, and not of

personalities : for though there is something of the Knight

of La Mancha in Mr. Shandy, there is nothing of Sancho

about his brother. But the serio-comic game of cross-

purposes is the same between both couples ; and what

one may call the irony of human intercourse, is equally

profound, and pointed with equal subtlety, in each. In

the Spanish romance of course it is not likely to be

missed. It is enough in itself that the deranged brain

which takes windmills for giants, and carriers for knights,

and Eosinante for a Bucephalus, has fixed upon Sancho

Panza—the crowning proof of its mania— as the fitting

squire of a knight errant ! To him—to this compound of

somnolence, shrewdness, and good nature—to this creature

with no more tincture of romantic idealism than a wine-

skin, the knight addresses, without misgiving, his lofty

dissertations on the glories and the duties of chivalry

—

the squire responding after his fashion. And thus these

two hold converse, contentedly incomprehensible to each

other, and with no suspicion that they are as incapable

of interchanging ideas as the inhabitants of two different

planets. "With what heart-stirring mirth, and yet with

what strangely deeper feeling of the infinite variety of

human nature, do we follow their converse throughout !

Yet Quixote and Sancho are not more life-like and

human, nor nearer together at one point, and farther
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^part at another, than are Walter Shandy and his brother.

The squat little Spanish peasant is not more gloriously

incapable of following the chivalric vagaries of his master

than the simple soldier is of grasping the philosophic

crotchets of his brother. Both couples are in sympathetic

contact absolute and complete at one point : at another

they are " poles asunder" both of them. And in both

contrasts there is that sense of futility and failure, of

^alienation and misunderstanding—that element of under-

lying pathos in short, which so strangely gives its keenest

salt to humour. In both alike there is the same sugges-

tion of the Infinite of disparity bounding the finite of

resemblance— of the Incommensurable in man and nature

beside which all minor uniformities sink into insig-

nificance.

The pathetic element which underlies and deepens the

humour is of course produced in the two cases in two

exactly opposite ways. In both cases it is a picture of

human simplicity—of a noble and artless nature out of

harmony with its surroundings, which moves us ; but

whereas in the Spanish romance the simplicity is that of

the incompris, in the English novel it is that of the man

with whom the incomjpris consorts. If there is pathos as

well as humour, and deepening the humour, in the figure

of the distraught knight-errant talking so hopelessly over

the head of his attached squire's morality, so too there

is pathos, giving depth to the humour of the eccentric

philosopher, shooting so hopelessly wide of the intellectual

appreciation of the most affectionate of brothers. One's

sympathy perhaps is even more strongly appealed to in the

latter than in the former case, because the effort of the

good Captain to understand is far greater than that of

the Don to make himself understood, and the concern of
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the former at his failure is proportionately more marked

than that of the latter at Ms. And the general rapport

between one of the two ill-assorted pairs is much closer

than that of the other. It is, indeed, the tantalizing

approach to a mutual understanding, which gives so much
more subtle a zest to the humour of the relations between

the two brothers Shandy than to that which arises out of

the relations between the philosopher and his wife. The
broad comedy of the dialogues between Mr. and Mrs.

Shandy is irresistible in its way : but it is broad comedy.

The philosopher knows that his wife does not comprehend

him : she knows that she never will ; and neither of

them much cares. The husband snubs her openly for

her mental defects ; and she with perfect placidity accepts

his rebukes. " Master," as he once complains, " of one

of the finest chains of reasoning in the world, he is unable

for the soul of him to get a single link of it into the head

of his wife;" but we never hear him lamenting in this

serio-comic fashion over his brother's inability to follow

his processes of reasoning. That is too serious a matter

with both of them ; their mutual desire to share each

other's ideas and tastes, is too strong : and each time that

the philosopher shows his impatience with the soldier's

fortification-hobby, or the soldier breaks his honest shins

over one of the philosopher's crotchets, the regret and

remorse on either side is equally acute and sincere. It

must be admitted, however, that Captain Shandy is the

one who the more frequently subjects himself to pangs of

this sort, and who is the more innocent sufferer of the

two.

From the broad and deep humour of this central

conception of contrast, flow as from a head-water innu-

merable rills of comedy, through many and many a
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page of dialogue; but not, of course, from this source

alone. Uncle Toby is ever delightful, even when his

brother is not near him as his foil : the faithful corporal

brings out another side of hi& character, upon which we
linger with equal pleasure of contemplation : the allure-

ments of the Widow Wadman reveal him to us in yet

another—but always in a captivating aspect. There is

too, one need hardly say, an abundance of humour, of a

high, though not the highest order, in the minor charac-

ters of the story—in Mrs. Shandy, in the fascinating

widow, and even, under the coarse lines of the physical

caricature, in the keen little Catholic, Slop himself. But

it is in Toby Shandy alone that humour reaches that

supreme level which it is only capable of attaining when

the collision of contrasted qualities in a human character

produce a corresponding conflict of the emotions of mirth

and tenderness in the minds of those who contemplate it.

This, however, belongs more rightfully to the considera-

tion of the creative and dramatic element in Sterne's

genius ; and an earlier place in the analysis is claimed by

that power over the emotion of pity upon which Sterne,

beyond question, prided himself more highly than upon

any other of his gifts. He preferred, we can plainly see,

to think of himself, not as the great humourist, but as the

great sentimentalist : and though the word " sentiment

"

had something even in Ms day of the depreciatory mean-

ing which distinguishes it nowadays from " pathos," there

can be little doubt that the thing appeared to Sterne to

be* on the whole, and both in life and literature, rather

admirable than the reverse.

What then were his notions of true " sentiment " in

literature ? We have seen elsewhere that he repeats,

it would appear unconsciously, and commends the canon
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which Horace propounds to the tragic poet, in the

words,

—

Si vis me flere, dolendum
Primum ipsi tibi : tunc tua me infortunia laedent.

And that canon is sound enough, no doubt, in the sense

in which it was meant, and in its relation to the person to

whom it was addressed. A tragic drama, peopled with

heroes who set forth their woes in frigid and unim-

passioned verse, will unquestionably leave its audience as

cold as itself. Nor is this true of drama alone. All poetry

indeed, whether dramatic or other, presupposes a sympa-

thetic unity of emotion between the poet and those whom
he addresses ; and to this extent it is obviously true that

he must feel before they can. Horace, who was (what

every literary critic is not) a man of the world and an

observer of human nature, did not of course mean that

this capacity for feeling was all, or even the chief part of

the poetic faculty. He must have seen many an "intense"

young Eoman make that pathetic error of the young in

all countries and of all periods—the error of mistaking the

capacity of emotion for the gift of expression. He did, how-

ever, undoubtedly mean that a poet's power of affecting

others presupposes passion in himself ; and as regards the

poet he was right. But his criticism takes no account

whatever of one form of appeal to the emotions which has

been brought by later art to a high pitch of perfection,

but with which the personal feeling of the artist has not

much more to do than the " passion's " of an auctioneer's

clerk have to do with the compilation of his inventory. A
poet himself, Horace wrote for poets : to him the pathetic

implied the ideal, the imaginative, the rhetorical ; he lived

before the age of Eealism and the Kealists, and would

scarcely have comprehended either the men or the method
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if he could have come across them. Had he done so, how-

ever, he would have been astonished to find his canon

reversed, and to have perceived that the primary condition

of the Bealist's success, and the distinctive note of those

writers who have pressed genius into the service of Eealism,

is that they do not share—that they are unalterably and

ostentatiously free from—the emotions to which they

appeal in their readers. A fortunate accident has enabled

us to compare the treatment which the world's greatest

tragic poet and its greatest master of realistic tragedy have

respectively applied to virtually the same subject ; and

the two methods are never likely to be again so impres-

sively contrasted as in King Lear and Le Pere Goriot

But, in truth, it must be impossible for any one who feels

Balzac's power not to feel also how it is heightened by

Balzac's absolute calm— a calm entirely different from that

stern composure which was merely a point of style and

not an attitude of the heart with the old Greek trage-

dians—a calm which, unlike theirs, insulates, so to speak,

and is intended to insulate the writer, to the end that his

individuality, of which only the electric current of sym-

pathy ever makes a reader conscious, may disappear, and

the characters of the drama stand forth the more life-like

from the complete concealment of the hand that moves

them.

Of this kind of art Horace, as has been said, knew
nothing, and his canon only applies to it by the rule

of contraries. Undoubtedly, and in spite of the marvels

which one great genius has wrought with it, it is a form

lower than the poetic—essentially a prosaic, and in many
or most hands an unimaginative form of art ; but for this

very reason, that it demands nothing of its average prac-

titioner but a keen eye for facts great and small, and
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a knack of graphically recording them, it has become a

far more commonly and successfully cultivated form of

art than any other. As to the question who are its

practitioners, it would, of course, be the merest dog-

matism to commit oneself to any attempt at rigid classi-

fication in such a matter. There are few if any writers

who can be described without qualification either as

Kealists or as Idealists. Nearly all of them, probably, are

Realists at one moment and in one mood, and Idealists

at other moments and in other moods. All that need be

insisted on is that the methods of the two forms of art

are essentially distinct, and that artistic failure must result

from any attempt to combine them; for, whereas the

primary condition of success in the one case is that the

reader should feel the sympathetic presence of the writer,

the primary condition of success in the other is that the

writer should efface-himself from the reader's consciousness

altogether. And it is, I think, the defiance of these con-

ditions which explains why so much of Sterne's deli-

berately pathetic writing is, from the artistic point of view,

a failure. It is this which makes one feel so much of it

to be strained and unnatural, and which brings it to pass

that some of his most ambitious efforts leave the reader

indifferent, or even now and then contemptuous. In

those passages of pathos in which the effect is distinctly

sought by realistic means, Sterne is perpetually ignoring

the " self-denying ordinance " of his adopted method

—

perpetually obtruding his own individuality, and begging

us, as it were, to turn from the picture to the artist, to

cease gazing for a moment at his touching creation, and

to admire the fine feeling, the exquisitely sympathetic

nature of the man who created it. No doubt, as we must

in fairness remember, it was part of his "humour"—in
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Ancient Pistol's sense of the word—to do this ; it is true,

no doubt (and a truth which Sterne's most famous critic

was too prone to ignore) that his sentiment is not always

meant for serious

;

1 nay, the very word " sentimental

"

itself, though in Sterne's day, of course, it had acquired

but a part of its present disparaging significance, is a suffi-

cient proof of that. But there are, nevertheless, plenty

of passages, both in Tristram Shandy and the Sentimental

Journey, where the intention is wholly and unmixedly

pathetic—where the smile is not for a moment meant

to compete with the tear, which are nevertheless, it must

be owned, complete failures, and failures traceable with

much certainty, or so it seems to me, to the artistic error

above-mentioned.

In one famous case, indeed, the failure can hardly be

described as other than ludicrous, The figure of the dis-

traught Maria of Moulines is tenderly drawn ; the acces-

sories of the picture—her goat, her dog, her pipe, her

song to the Virgin—though a little theatrical perhaps,

are skilfully touched in ; and so long as the Sentimental

Traveller keeps our attention fixed upon her and them

the scene prospers well enough. But after having

bidden us duly note how " the tears trickled down her

1 Surely it was not so meant, for instance, in the passage about

the desobligeante, which had been " standing so many months
unpitied in the corner of Monsieur Dessein's coach-yard. Much,
indeed, was not to be said for it, but something might ; and when
a few words will rescue Misery out of her distress, I hate the man
who can be a churl of them." " Does anybody," asks Thackeray
in strangely matter-of-fact fashion, " believe that this is a real

sentiment ? that this luxury of generosity, this gallant rescue of

Misery—out of an old cab—is genuine feeling ? " Nobody, we
should say. But, on the other hand, does anybody—or did any-

body before Thackeray—suggest that it was meant to pass for

genuine feeling ? Is it not an obvious piece of mock pathetic ?
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cheeks," the Traveller continues :
" I sat down close

by her, and Maria let me wipe them away as they

fell, with my handkerchief. I then steeped it in my
own—and then in hers—and then in mine—and then

I wiped hers again ; and as I did it, I felt such un-

describable emotions within me as I am sure could not

be accounted for from any combinations of matter and

motion." The reader of this may well ask himself in

wonderment whether he is really expected to make a

third in the lachrymose group. We look at the passage

again, and more carefully, to see if after all we may not

be intended to laugh, and not to cry at it ; but on finding,

as clearly appears, that we actually are intended to cry at

it, the temptation to laugh becomes almost irresistible.

We proceed, however, to the account of Maria's wanderings

to Eome and back, and we come to the pretty passage

which follows :

—

How she had borne it, and how she had got supported, she

could not tell ; but God tempers the winds, said Maria, to the

shorn lamb. Shorn indeed ! and to the quick, said I ; and

wast thou in my own land, where I have a cottage, I would take

thee to it, and shelter thee ; thou shouldst eat of my own bread

and drink of my own cup ; I would be kind to thy Sylvio ; in

all thy weaknesses and wanderings I would seek after thee, and

bring thee back. When the sun went down I would say my
prayers ; and when I had done thou shouldst play thy evening-

song upon thy pipe : nor would the incense of my sacrifice be

worse accepted for entering heaven along with that of a broken

heart."

But then follows more whimpering :

—

Nature melted within me [continues Sterne] as I said this

;

and Maria observing, as I took out my handkerchief, that it

was steeped too much already to be of use, would needs go wash
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it in the stream. And where will you dry it, Maria ? said I.

I'll dry it in my bosom, said she ; 'twill do me good. And is

your heart still so warm, Maria? said I. I touched upon the

string on which hung all her sorrows. She looked with wistful

disorder for some time in my face ; and then, without saying

anything, took her pipe and played her service to the Virgin.

Which are we meant to look at—the sorrows of Maria ?

or the sensibilities of the Sentimental Traveller ? or the con-

dition of the pocket-handkerchief? I think it doubtful

whether any writer of the first rank has ever perpetrated

so disastrous a literary failure as this scene ; but the main

cause of that failure appears to me not doubtful at all.

The artist has no business within the frame of the picture,

and his intrusion into it has spoilt it. The method adopted

from the commencement is ostentatiously objective : we
are taken straight into Maria's presence, and bidden to

look at and to pity the unhappy maiden as described by

the Traveller who met her. No attempt is made to place

us at the outset in sympathy with Mm ; he, until he thrusts

himself before us with his streaming eyes, and his drenched

pocket-handkerchief, is a mere reporter of the scene before

him, and he and his tears are as much out of place as if he

were the compositor who set up the type. It is not merely

that we don't want to know how the scene affected him,

and that we resent as an impertinence the elaborate

account of his tender emotions ; we don't wish to be

reminded of his presence at all. For as we can know
nothing (effectively) of Maria's sorrows except as given

in her appearance, the historical recital of them and their

cause being too curt and bald to be able to move us—the

best chance of moving our compassion for her is to make
the illusion of her presence as dramatically real as possible

;

a chance which is therefore completely destroyed when
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the au;hor of the illusion insists on thrusting himself

between ourselves and the scene.

But in truth this whole episode of Maria of Moulines

was, like more than one of Sterne's efforts after the

pathetic, condemned to failure from the very conditions

of its birth. These abortive efforts are no natural growth

of his artistic genius ; they proceed rather from certain

morbidly stimulated impulses of his moral nature which

he forced his artistic genius to subserve. He had true

pathetic power, simple yet subtle, at his command ; but

it visited him unsought, and by inspiration from without.

It came when he was in the dramatic and not in the

introspective mood ; when he was thinking honestly of

his characters and not of himself. But he was un-

fortunately too prone—and a long course of moral self-

indulgence had confirmed him in it—to the habit of

caressing his own sensibilities ; and the result of this

was always to set him upon one of those attempts to be

pathetic of malice prepense of which Maria of Moulines

is one example, and the too celebrated dead donkey of

Nampont another. "It is agreeably and skilfully done,

that dead jackass," writes Thackeray ;
" like M. de

Soubise's cook on the campaign, Sterne dresses it, and

serves it up quite tender, and with a very piquante sauce.

But tears, and fine feelings, and a white pocket-hand-

kerchief, and a funeral sermon, and horses and feathers,

and a procession of mutes, and a hearse with a dead

donkey inside. Psha ! Mountebank ! I'll not give thee

one penny-piece for that trick, donkey and all." That

is vigorous ridicule, and not wholly undeserved ; but

on the other hand, not entirely deserved. There is less

of artistic trick, it seems to me, and more of natural foible,

about Sterne's literary sentiment than Thackeray was
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ever willing to believe ; and I can find nothing worse,

though nothing better, in the dead ass of Nampont than in

Maria of Moulines. I do not think there is any con-

scious simulation of feeling in this Nampont scene : it

is that the feeling itself is overstrained—that Sterne,

hugging as usual his own sensibilities, mistook their

value in expression for the purposes of art. The Senti-

mental Traveller does not obtrude himself to the same

extent as in the scene at Moulines : but a little con-

sideration of the scene will show how much Sterne relied

on the mere presentment of the fact that here was an

unfortunate peasant who had lost his dumb companion,

and here a tender-hearted gentleman looking on and

pitying him. As for any attempts to bring out by

objective dramatic touches, either the grievousness of the

bereavement or the grief of the mourner, such attempts

as are made to do this are either commonplace, or " one

step in advance " of the sublime. Take this for instance :

u The mourner was sitting upon a stone bench at the

door, with his ass's pannel and its bridle on one side,

which he took up from time to time, then laid them

down, looked at them, and shook his head. He then

took the crust of bread out of his wallet again, as if

to eat it : held it some time in his hand, then laid it

upon the bit of his ass's bridle—looked wistfully at the

little arrangement he had made—and then gave a sigh.

The simplicity of his' grief drew numbers about him,"

&c. Simplicity indeed of a marvellous sort which could

show itself by so extraordinary a piece of acting as this !

Is there any critic who candidly thinks it natural—I do

not mean in the sense of mere everyday probability, but

of conformity to the laws of human character ? Is it true

that in any country, among any people however emotional,

M
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grief—real, unaffected, un-selfconscious grief—ever did or

ever could display itself by such a trick as that of laying

a piece of bread on the bit of a dead ass's bridle % Do
we not feel that if we had been on the point of offering

comfort or alms to the mourner, and saw him go through

this extraordinary piece of pantomime, we should have

buttoned up our hearts and our pockets forthwith 1

Sentiment again sails very near the wind of the ludicrous

in the reply to the traveller's remark that the mourner

had been a merciful master to the dead ass. " Alas ! " the

latter says, " I thought so when he was alive, but now that

he is dead I think otherwise. I fear the weight of myself

and my afflictions have been too much for him." And
the scene ends flatly enough with the scrap of morality.

" Shame on the world ! said I to myself. Did we love

each other as this poor soul loved his ass, 'twould be

something/'

The whole incident, in short, is one of those ex-

amples of the deliberate-pathetic with which Sterne's

highly natural art had least, and his highly artificial

nature most, to do. He is nevQr so unsuccessful as when,

after formally announcing as it were that he means to be

touching, he proceeds to select his subject, to marshal

his characters, to group his accessories, and with painful

and painfully apparent elaboration to work up his scene

to the weeping point. There is no obviousness of

suggestion, no spontaneity of treatment about this " Dead

Ass " episode : indeed, there is some reason to believe

that it was one of those most hopeless of efforts—the

attempt at the mechanical repetition of a former triumph.

It is by no means improbable at any rate that the dead

ass of Nampont owes its presence in the Sentimental

Journey to the reception met with by the live ass of
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Lyons in the seventh volume of Tristram Shandy. And
yet what an astonishing difference between the two

sketches !

'Twas a poor ass, who had just turned in with a couple of

large panniers upon his back, to collect eleemosynary turnip-tops

and cabbage-leaves, and stood dubious with his two fore-feet on

the inside of the threshold, and with his two hinder feet towards

the street, as not knowing very well whether he would go in or

no. Now, 'tis an animal (be in what hurry I may) I cannot

hear to strike. There is a patient endurance of sufferings

wrote so unaffectedly in his looks and carriage, which pleads so

mightily for him that it always disarms me, and to that degree

that I do not like to speak unkindly to him ; on the contrary,

meet him where I will, in town or country, in cart or under

panniers, whether in liberty or bondage, I have ever something

civil to say to him on my part; and as one word begets another

(if he has as little to do as I) I generally fall into conversatioa

with him ; and surely never is my imagination so busy as in

framing his responses from the etchings of his countenance—and

where those carry me not deep enough, in flying from my own
heart into his, and feeling what is natural for an ass to think,

as well as a man, upon the occasion Come, Honesty

!

said I, seeing it was impracticable to pass betwixt him and the

gate, art thou for coming in or going out ? The ass twisted his

head round, to look up the street. Well, replied I, we'll wait a

minute for thy driver. He turned his head thoughtfully about,

and looked wistfully the opposite way. I understand thee per-

fectly, answered I ; if thou takest a wrong step in this affair he

will cudgel thee to death. Well, a minute is but a minute, and

if it saves a fellow-creature a drubbing, it shall not be set down
as ill spent. He was eating the stem of an artichoke as this

discourse went on, and in the little peevish contentions of

nature betwixt hunger and unsavouriness, had dropped it out of

his mouth half a dozen times , and picked it up again. God help

thee, Jack ! said I, thou hast a bitter breakfast on't, and many
a bitter day's labour, and many a bitter blow, I fear, for it*

M 2
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wages
—

'tis all, all bitterness to thee, whatever life is to others.

And now thy mouth, if one knew the truth of it, is as bitter, I

dare say, as soot (for he had cast aside the stem), and thou hast

not a friend perhaps in all this world that will give thee a

macaroon. In saying this, I pulled out a paper of 'em, which I

had just purchased, and gave him one ; and, at this moment that

I am telling it, my heart smites me that there was more of

pleasantry in the conceit of seeing how an ass would eat a

macaroon, than of benevolence in giving him one, which presided

in the act. When the ass had eaten his macaroon, I pressed

him to come in. The poor beast was heavy loaded, his legs

seemed to tremble under him, he hung rather backwards, and

as I pulled at his halter it broke short in my hand. He looked

up pensive in my face. " Don't thrash me with it ; but, if you

will, you may." " If I do," said I, " I'll be d d."

Well might Thackeray say of this passage that, " the

critic who refuses to see in it wit, humour, pathos, a

kind nature speaking, and a real sentiment, must be hard

indeed to move and to please." It is, in truth, excellent ;

and its excellence is due to its possessing nearly every

one of those qualities, positive and negative, which the

two other scenes above quoted are without. The author

does not here obtrude himself, does not importune us to*

admire his exquisitely compassionate nature : on the

contrary, he at once amuses us and enlists our sympathies

by that subtly humorous piece of self-analysis, in which

he shows how large an admixture of curiosity was con-

tained in his benevolence. The incident, too, is well

chosen. No forced concurrence of circumstances brings it

about : it is such as any man might have met with

anywhere in his travels, and it is handled in a simple

and manly fashion. The reader is with the writer

throughout : and their common mood of half-humorous

pity is sustained, unforced, but unbroken from first to last.

One can hardly say as much for another of the much
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quoted pieces from the Sentimental Journey—the de

scription of the caged starling. The passage is in-

geniously worked into its context ; and if we were to

consider it as only intended to serve the purpose of a

sudden and dramatic discomfiture of the traveller's some-

what inconsiderate moralizings on captivity, it would he

well enough. But regarded as a substantive appeal to

one's emotions, it is open to the criticisms which apply to

most other of Sterne's too deliberate attempts at the

pathetic. The details of the picture are too much in-

sisted on, and there is too much of self-consciousness in

the artist. Even at the very close of the story of

Lefevre's death, finely told though, as a whole, it is, there

is a jarring note. Even while the dying man is breathing

his last, our sleeve is twitched as we stand at his bedside,

and our attention forcibly diverted from the departing

soldier to the literary ingenuities of the man who is

describing his end.

There was a frankness in my uncle Toby, not the effect ot
!

familiarity, but the cause of it, which let you at once into his

soul, and showed you the goodness of his nature. To this there

was something in his looks, and voice, and manner, superadded,

which eternally beckoned to the unfortunate to come and take

shelter under him ; so that, before my uncle Toby had half

finished the kind offers he wa.. making to the father, had the

son insensibly pressed up close to his knees, and had taken hold

of the breast of his coat, and was pulling it towards him. The

blood and spirits of Le Fevre, which were waxing cold and slow

within him, and were retreating to their last citadel, the heart,

rallied back ; the film forsook his eyes far a moment ; he looked

up wishfully in my uncle Toby's face, then cast a look upon his

b°y;—and that ligament, fine as it was, was never broken.

How excellent all that is ! and how perfectly would

the scene have ended had it closed with the tender and
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poetic image which thus describes the dying soldier's

commendation of his orphan boy to the care of his

brother-in-arms ! But what of this, which closes th&

scene in fact 1

Nature instantly ebbed again ; the film returned to its place ;

the pulse fluttered—stopped—went on—throbbed—stopped

again—moved, stopped. Shall I go on ? No.

Let those admire this who can. To me I confess it

seems to spoil a touching and simple death-bed scene by

a piece of theatrical trickery.

The sum in fact of the whole matter appears to be, that

the sentiment on which Sterne so prided himself—the

acute sensibilities which he regarded with such extra-

ordinary complacency, were, as has been before observed,

the weakness and not the strength of his pathetic style.

When Sterne the artist is uppermost, when he is survey-

ing his characters with that penetrating eye of his, and

above all when he is allowing his subtle and tender

humour to play upon them unrestrained, he can touch the

springs of compassionate emotion in us with a potent and

unerring hand. But when Sterne the man is uppermost

—when he is looking inward and not outward, contem-

plating his own feelings instead of those of his personages,

his cunning fails him altogether. He is at his best in

pathos, when he is most the humourist : or rather, we

may almost say his pathos is never good unless when it is

closely interwoven with his humour. In this of course

there is nothing at all surprising. The only marvel is,

that a man who was such a master of the humorous in its

highest and deepest sense, should seem to have so little

understood how near together lie the sources of tears and

laughter on the very way-side of man's mysterious life.



CHAPTER XL

CREATIVE AND DRAMATIC POWER—PLACE IN ENGLISH

LITERATURE.

Subtle as is Sterne's humour, and true as, in its proper

moods, is his pathos, it is not to these but to the parent

gift from which they sprang, and perhaps to only one

special display of that gift, that he owes his immortality.

We are accustomed to bestow so lightly this last hyper-

bolic honour— hyperbolic always, even when we are

speaking of a Homer or a Shakespeare, if only we project

the vision far enough forward through time—that the

comparative ease with which it is to be earned has itself

come to be exaggerated. There are so many " deathless

ones " about—if I may put the matter familiarly—in

conversation and in literature, that we get into the

way of thinking that they are really a considerable

body in actual fact, and that the works which have

triumphed over death are far more numerous still. The

real truth, however, is, that not only are " those who
reach posterity a very select company indeed f but most

of them have come much nearer missing their destiny

than is popularly supposed. Of the dozen or score of

writers in one century whom their own contemporaries

fondly decree immortal, one-half perhaps may be re-

membered in the next ; while of the creations which were

honoured with the diploma of immortality a very much
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smaller proportion as a rule survive. Only some fifty

per cent, of the prematurely laurel-crowned reach the

goal ; and often, even upon their brows there nutter but

a few stray leaves of the bay. A single poem, a solitary

drama—nay, perhaps one isolated figure, poetic or dra-

matic—avails, and but barely avails, to keep the immortal

from putting on mortality. Hence we need think it no

disparagement to Sterne to say that he lives not so much

in virtue of his creative power as of one great individual

creation. His imaginative insight into character in

general was no doubt considerable ; his draughtsmanship,

whether as exhibited in the rough sketch or in the

finished portrait, is unquestionably most vigorous : but an

artist may put a hundred striking figures upon his canvas

for one that will linger in the memory of those who have

gazed upon it ; and it is after all, I think, the one figure

of Captain Tobias Shandy which has graven itself in-

delibly on the memory of mankind. To have made this

single addition to the imperishable types of human cha-

racter embodied in the world's literature may seem, as has

been said, but a light matter to those who talk with light

exaggeration of the achievements of the literary artist

;

but if we exclude that one creative prodigy among men,

who has peopled a whole gallery with imaginary beings

more real than those of flesh and blood, we shall find that

very few archetypal creations have sprung from any

single hand. Now, My Uncle Toby is as much the

archetype of guileless good nature, of affectionate sim-

plicity, as Hamlet is of irresolution, or Iago of cunning, or

Shylock of race-hatred ; and he contrives to preserve all

the characteristics of an ideal type amid surroundings of

intensely prosaic realism, with which he himself, more-

over, considered as an individual character in a specific
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story, is in complete accord. If any one be disposed to

underrate the creative and dramatic power to which this

testifies, let him consider how it has commonly fared with

those writers of prose fiction who have, attempted to

personify a virtue in a man. Take the work of another

famous English humourist and sentimentalist, and com-

pare Uncle Toby's manly and dignified gentleness of

heart with the unreal " gush " of the Brothers Cheeryble,

or the fatuous benevolence of Mr. Pickwick. We do not

believe in the former, and we cannot but despise the

latter. But Captain Shandy is reality itself, within and

without; and though we smile at his naivete, and may
even laugh outright at his boyish enthusiasm for his

military hobby, we never cease to respect him for a

moment. There is no shirking or softening of the comic

aspects of his character ; there could not be, of course, for

Sterne needed him more, and used him more for his

purposes as a humourist than for his purposes as a senti-

mentalist. Nay, it is on the rare occasions when he

deliberately sentimentalizes with Captain Shandy, that

the Captain is the least delightful ; it is then that the

hand loses its cunning, and the stroke strays ; it is then,

and only then, that the benevolence of the good soldier

seems to verge, though ever so little, upon affectation. It

is a pity, for instance, that Sterne should, in illustration

of Captain Shandy's kindness of heart, have plagiarized

(as he is said to have done) the incident of the torment-

ing fly, caught and put out of the window with the

words " Get thee gone, poor devil ! Why should I harm

thee? The world is surely large enough for thee and

me." There is something too much of self-conscious

virtue in the apostrophe. This we feel is not the real

Uncle Toby of Sterne's objective mood ; it is the Uncle
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Toby of the subjectifying sentimentalist, surveying his

character through the false medium of his own hyper-

trophied sensibilities. These lapses, however, are fortu-

nately rare. As a rule we see the worthy Captain only

as he appeared to his creator's keen dramatic eye, and as

he is set before us in a thousand exquisite touches of dia-

logue—the man of simple mind and soul, profoundly

unimaginative and unphilosophical, but lacking not in a

certain shrewd common-sense ; exquisitely naif, and de-

lightfully mal-a-propos in his observations, but always

pardonably, never foolishly, so ; inexhaustibly amiable, but

with no weak amiability ; homely in his ways, but a

perfect gentleman withal ; in a word, the most winning

and lovable personality that is to be met with, surely, in

the whole range of fiction.

It is, in fact, with Sterne's general delineations of cha-

racter as it is, I have attempted to show, with his par-

ticular passages of sentiment. He is never at his best

and truest—as indeed no writer of fiction ever is or can

be—save when he is allowing his dramatic imagination to

play the most freely upon his characters, and thinking

least about himself. This is curiously illustrated in his

handling of what is perhaps the next most successful of

the uncaricatured portraits in the Shandy gallery—the

presentment of the Eev. Mr. Yorick. Nothing can be

more perfect in its way than the picture of the " lively,

witty, sensitive and heedless parson," in chapter x. of the

first volume of Tristram Shandy. We seem to see the

thin, melancholy figure on the rawboned horse—the ap-

parition which could "never present itself in the village but

it caught the attention of old and young," so that " labour

stood still as he passed, the bucket hung suspended in the

middle of the well, the spinning-wheel forgot its round

;
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even chuck-farthingand shuffle-cap themselves stood gaping

till he was out of sight." Throughout this chapter Sterne,

though describing himself, is projecting his personality

to a distance as it were, and contemplating it dramati-

cally; and the result is excellent. "When in the next

chapter he becomes " lyrical " so to speak ; when the

reflection upon his (largely imaginary) wrongs impels him

to look inward, the invariable consequence follows : and

though Yorick's much be-praised death-scene, with Euge-

nius at his bed-side, is redeemed from entire failure by an

admixture of the humorous with its attempted pathos,

we ask ourselves with some wonder what the unhappiness

—or the death itself, for that matter—is "all about."

The wrongs which were supposed to have broken Yorick's

heart are most imperfectly specified (a comic proof, by

the way, of Sterne's entire absorption in himself to the

confusion of his own personal knowledge with that of the

reader) and the first conditions of enlisting the reader's

sympathies are left unfulfilled.

But it is comparatively seldom that this foible of Sterne

obtrudes itself upon the strictly narrative and dramatic

parts of his work ; and next to the abiding charm and

interest of his principal figure, it is by the admirable life

and colour of his scenes that he exercises his strongest

powers of fascination over a reader. Perpetual as are

Sterne's affectations, and tiresome as is his eternal self-

consciousness when he is speaking in his own person, yet

when once the dramatic instinct fairly lays hold of him

there is no writer who ever makes us more completely

forget him in the presence of his characters—none who
can bring them and their surroundings, their looks and

words, before us with such convincing force of reality.

One wonders sometimes whether Sterne himself was
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aware of the high dramatic excellence of many of what

actors would call his "carpenter's scenes"—the mere

interludes introduced to amuse us wThile the stage is being

prepared for one of those more elaborate and deliberate

displays of pathos or humour, which do not always turn

out to be unmixed successes when they come. Sterne

prided himself vastly upon the incident of Lefevre's death
;

but I dare say that there is many a modern reader who
would rather have lost this highly-wrought piece of

domestic drama, than that other exquisite little scene in

the kitchen of the inn, when Corporal Trim toasts the

bread which the sick lieutenant's son is preparing for his

father's posset, while "Mr. Yorick's curate was smoking

a pipe by the fire, but said not a word good or bad to

comfort the youth." The whole scene is absolute life

;

and the dialogue between the corporal and the parson,

as related by the former to his master, with Captain

Shandy's comments thereon, is almost Shakespearean in

its excellence. Says the corporal :

—

When the lieutenant had taken his glass of sack and toast

lie felt himself a little revived, and sent down into the kitchen

to let me know that in about ten minutes he should be glad if

I would step upstairs. I believe, said the landlord, he is going

to say his prayers, for there was a book laid on the chair by the

bed-side, and as I shut the door I saw him take up a cushion.

I thought, said the curate, that you gentlemen of the army, Mr.

Trim, never said your prayers at all. I heard the poor gentle-

man say his prayers last night, said the landlady, very devoutly

and with my own ears, or I could not have believed it. Are you

sure of it ? replied the curate. A soldier, an' please your rever-

ence, said I, prays as often (of his own accord) as a parson ; and

when he is fighting for his king, and for his own life, and for

his honour too, he has the most reason to pray to God of any

one in the whole world. 'Twas well said of thee, Trim, said my
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uncle Toby. But when a soldier, said I, an' please your rever-

ence, has been standing for twelve hours together in the

trenches, up to his knees in cold water—or engaged, said I, for

months together in long and dangerous marches ; harassed,

perhaps, in his rear to-day ; harassing others to-morrow ; de-

tached here ; countermanded there ; resting this night out

upon his arms ; beat up in his shirt the next ; benumbed in his

joints ;
perhaps without straw in his tent to kneel on, [he] must

say his prayers how and when he can. I believe, said I—for I

was piqued, quoth the corporal, for the reputation of the army

—

I believe, an't please your reverence, said I, that when a

soldier gets time to pray, he prays as heartily as a parson

—

though not with all his fuss and hypocrisy. Thou shouldst

not have said that, Trim, said my uncle Toby ; for God only

knows who is a hypocrite, and who is not. At the great and

general review of us all, corporal, at the day of judgment (and

not till then) it will be seen who have done their duties in this

world, and who have not, and we shall be advanced, Trim, accord-

ingly. I hope we shall, said Trim. It is in the Scripture, said

my uncle Toby, and I will show it thee in the morning. In the

meantime, we may depend upon it, Trim, for our comfort, said

my uncle Toby ; that God Almighty is so good and just a

governor of the world, that if we have but done our duties in

it, it will never be inquired into whether we have done them in

a red coat or a black one. I hope not, said the corporal. But

go on, said my uncle Toby, with thy story.

We might almost fancy ourselves listening to that noble

prose colloquy between the disguised king and his soldiers

on the night before Agincourt, in Henry V. And though

Sterne does not, of course, often reach this level of

dramatic dignity, there are passages in abundance in

which his dialogue assumes, through sheer force of indi-

vidualized character, if not all the dignity, at any rate all

the impressive force and simplicity of the "grand style."

Taken altogether, however, his place in English letters
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is hard to fix, and his tenure in human memory hard to

determine. Hitherto he has held his own, with the great

writers of his era, but it has been in virtue, as I have

attempted to show, of a contribution to the literary-

possessions of mankind which is as uniquely limited in

amount as it is exceptionally perfect in quality. One

cannot but feel that, as regards the sum of his titles to

recollection, his name stands far below either of those

other two which in the course of the last century added

themselves to the highest rank among the classics of

English humour. Sterne has not the abounding life and

the varied human interest of Fielding : and to say nothing

of his vast intellectual inferiority to Swift, he never so

much as approaches those problems of everlasting con-

cernment to nlan which Swift handles with so terrible a

fascination. Certainly no enthusiastic Gibbon of the

future is ever likely to say of Sterne's " pictures of human

manners," that they will " outlive the palace of the Es-

curial and the Imperial Eagle of the House of Austria."

Assuredly no one will ever find in this so-called English

antitype of the Cure of Meudon, any of the deeper

qualities of that gloomy and commanding spirit which

has been finely compared to the " soul of Eabelais

habitarts in siccoT Nay, to descend even to minor apti-

tudes, Sterne cannot tell a story as Swift and Fielding

can tell one : and his work is not assured of life as Tom

Jones and Gulliver's Travels, considered as stories alone,

would be assured of it—even if the one were stripped of

its cheerful humour, and the other disarmed of its savage

allegory. And hence it might be rash to predict that

Sterne's days will be as long in the land of literary

memory as the two great writers aforesaid. Banked, as

he still is, among " English classics/' he undergoes, I
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suspect, even more than an English classic's ordinary

share of reverential neglect. Among those who talk

about him, he has, I should imagine, fewer readers than

Fielding, and very much fewer than Swift. Nor is he

likely to increase their number as time goes on, but

rather perhaps the contrary. Indeed the only question is

whether with the lapse of years he will not, like other

writers as famous in their day, become yet more of a mere

name. For there is still, of course, a further stage to

which he may decline. That object of so much empty
mouth-honour, the English classic of the last and earlier

centuries, presents himself for classification under three

distinct categories. There is the class who are still read

in a certain measure, though in a much smaller measure

than is pretended, by the great body of ordinarily well-

educated men. Of this class, the two authors whose
names I have already cited, Swift and Fielding, are

typical examples ; and it may be taken to include Gold-

smith also. Then comes the class of those whom the

ordinarily well-educated public, whatever they may pre-

tend, read really very little or not at all : and in this

class we may couple Sterne with Addison, with Smollett,

and, except of course as to Eobinson Crusoe—unless,

indeed, our blase boys have outgrown him among other

pleasures of boyhood—with Defoe. But below this there

is yet a third class of writers, who are not only read by
none but the critic, the connoisseur, or the historian of

literature, but are scarcely read even by them, except

from curiosity, or " in the way of business." The type of

this class is Richardson : and one cannot, I say, help

asking whether he will hereafter have Sterne as a compa-
nion of his dusty solitude. Are Tristram Shandy and the

Sentimental Journey destined to descend from the second
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class into the third—from the region of partial into that

of total neglect, and to have their portion with Clarissa

Harloive and Sir Charles Grandison ? The unbounded

vogue which they enjoyed in their time will not save

them : for sane and sober critics compared Eichardson in

his day to Shakespeare, and Diderot broke forth into

prophetic rhapsodies upon the immortality of his works

which to us in these days have become absolutely

pathetic in their felicity of falsified prediction. Seeing,

too, that a good three-fourths of the attractions which

won Sterne his contemporary popularity are now so much

dead weight of dead matter, and that the vital residuum

is in amount so small, the fate of Eichardson might seem

to be but too close behind him. Yet it is difficult to

believe that this fate will ever quite overtake him. His

sentiment may have mostly ceased— it probably has

ceased, to stir any emotion at all in these days ; but there

is an imperishable element in his humour. And though

the circle of his readers may have no tendency to increase,

one can hardly suppose that a charm, which those who

still feel it feel so keenly, will ever entirely cease to

captivate ; or that time can have any power over a perfume

which so wonderfully retains the pungent freshness of its

fragrance after the lapse of a hundred years.

THE END.
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PKEFATORY NOTE.

As a biographical study, this little volume differs in one

important respect from its predecessors in this series.

Expansion, instead of compression, has had to be my
method in treating the existing lives of Gray. Of these,

none have hitherto been published except in connexion

with some part of his works, and none has attempted to

go at all into detail. Mitford's, which is the fullest, would

occupy, in its purely biographical section, not more than

thirty of these pages.

The materials I have used are chiefly taken from the

following sources :

—

I. The Life and Letters of Gray, edited by Mason in

1775. This work consists of a very meagre thread of

biography connecting a collection of letters, which would

be more valuable, if Mason had not tampered with them,

altering, omitting, and re-dating at his own free will.

II. Mitford's Life of Thomas Gray, prefixed to the

1814 edition of the Poems. This is very valuable so far

as it goes. The Kev. John Mitford was a young clergyman

who was born ten years after the death of Gray, and

who made it the business of his life to collect from such

survivors as remembered Gray all the documents and

anecdotes that he could secure. This is the life which

was altered and enlarged, to be prefixed to the Eton Gray,

in 1845.
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III. Mitford's Edition of the Works of Gray, published

in 4 vols., in 1836. This contained the genuine text of

most of the letters printed by Mason, and a large number
which now saw the light for the first time, addressed to

Wharton, Chute, Nicholls, and others.

IV. Correspondence and Reminiscences of the Rev.

Norton Nicholls, edited by Mitford, in 1843.

V. The Correspondence of Gray and Mason, to which

are added other letters, not before printed, an exceedingly

valuable collection, not widely enough known, which was

published by Mitford in 1853.

VI. The Works of Gray, as edited in 2 vols., by Mathias,

in 1814; this is the only publication in which the Pem-

broke MSS. have hitherto been made use of.

VII. Souvenirs de C. V. de Bonstetten, 1832.

VIII. The Correspondence of Horace Walpole.

IX. Gray's and Stonehewer's MSS., as preserved in

Pembroke College, Cambridge.

X. MS. Notes and Letters by Gray, Cole, and others,

in the British Museum.

By far the best account of Gray, not written by a per-

sonal friend, is the brief summary of his character and

genius contributed by Mr. Matthew Arnold to " The

English Poets."

No really good or tolerably full edition of Gray's Works

is in existence. Neither his English nor his Latin Poems

have been edited in any collection which is even approxi-

mately complete ; and his Letters, although they are

better given by Mitford than by Mason, are very far from

being in a satisfactory condition. In many of them the

date is wrongly printed ; and some which bear no date,

are found, by internal evidence to be incorrectly attributed

by Mitford. No attempt has ever been made to collect
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Gray's writings into one single publication. I am sorry

to say that all my efforts to obtain a sight of Gray's

unpublished letters and facetious poems, many of which

were sold at Sotheby and Wilkinson's, on the 4th of

August, 1854, have failed. On the other hand, the

examination of the Pembroke MSS. has supplied me with

a considerable amount of very exact and important bio-

graphical information which has never seen the light until

now.

I have to express my warmest thanks to the Master

and Fellows of Pembroke College, Cambridge, who per-

mitted me to examine these invaluable MSS. ; to Mr. K.

A. Neil, of Pembroke, and Mr. J. W. Clark, of Trinity,

whose kindness in examining archives, and copying docu-

ments for me, has been great ; to the late Mr. E. S.

Turner, who has placed his Gray MSS. at my disposal
\

to Professor Sidney Colvin and Mr. Basil Champneys,

who have given me the benefit of their advice on those

points of art and architecture which are essential to a

study of Gray; and to Mr. Edward Scott, and Mr.

Eichard Garnett, for valuable assistance in the Library

of the British Museum. For much help in forming an

idea of the world in which Gray moved, I am indebted

to "Mr. Christopher Wordsworth's books on Cambridge

in the eighteenth century.

March 1882.

To the above statement I may briefly add that in

1884 I had the pleasure of editing for Messrs. Macmillan

and Co., the entire Works of Gray, in 4 volumes. In an

appendix to this volume I have given a few biographical

facts which have come to my knowledge since 1882.

Christmas 1886.
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GRAY.

CHAPTER I.

CHILDHOOD AND EARLY COLLEGE LIFE.

Thomas Gray was born at his father's house in Comhill,

on the 26th of December, 1716. Of his ancestry nothing is

known. Late in life, when he was a famous poet, Baron

Gray of Gray in Forfarshire claimed him as a relation, but

with characteristic serenity he put the suggestion from

him. " I know no pretence," he said to Beattie, "that I

have to the honour Lord Gray is pleased to do me ; but

if his Lordship chooses to own me, it certainly is not my
business /to deny it." The only proof of his connexion

with this ancient family is that he possessed a bloodstone

seal, which had belonged to his father, engraved with

Lord Gray's arms, gules a Lion rampant, within a bordure

engrailed argent. These have been accepted at Pem-

broke College as the poet's arms, but as a matter of

fact we may say that he sprang on both sides from

the lower-middle classes. His paternal grandfather had

been a successful merchant, and died leaving Philip,

apparently his only son, a fortune of 10,000Z. Through

various vicissitudes this money passed, at length almost
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reaching the poet's hands in no very much diminished

quantity, for Philip Gray seems to have been as clever

in business as he was extravagant. He was born

July 27, 1676. Towards his thirtieth year he married

Miss Dorothy Antrobus, a Buckinghamshire lady, about

twenty years of age, who, with her sister Mary, a young

woman three years her senior, kept a milliner's shop in

the city. They belonged, however, to a genteel family,

for the remaining sister, Anna, was the wife of a pros-

perous country lawyer, Mr. Jonathan Rogers, and the two

brothers, Eobert and Thomas Antrobus, were fellows of

Cambridge colleges, and afterwards tutors at Eton.

These five persons take a prominent place in the subse-

quent life of the poet, whereas he never mentions any of

the Grays. His father had certainly one sister, Mrs.

Oliffe, a woman of violent temper, who married a gentle-

man of Norfolk, and was well out of the way till after

the death of Gray's mother, when she began to haunt

him, and only died two or three months before he did.

She seems to have resembled Philip Gray in character,

for the poet, always singularly respectful and loyal to his

other elderly relations, calls her " the Spawn of Cerberus

upon the Dragon of Wantley."

Dorothy Gray was unfortunate in her married life;

her husband was violent, jealous, and probably mad.

Of her twelve children, Thomas was the only one

whom she reared, but Mason is doubtless wrong in

saying that the eleven who died were all suffocated

by infantile convulsions. Mrs. Gray speaks in her

"case" of the expense of providing "all manner of

apparel for her children." Thomas, however, certainly

would have died as an infant, but that his mother, finding

him in a fit, opened a vein with her scissors, by that
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means relieving the determination of blood to the brain.

His father neglected him, and he was brought up by his

mother and his aunt Mary. He also mentions with

touching affection, in speaking of the death of a Mrs.

Bonfoy in 1763, that "she taught me to pray." Home
life at Comhill was rendered miserable by the cruelties

of the father, and it seems that the boy's uncle, Robert

Antrobus, took him away to his own house at Burnham,

in Bucks. This gentleman was a fellow of Peterhouse,

as his younger brother Thomas was of King's College,

Cambridge. With Kobert the boy studied botany, and

became learned, according to Horace Walpole, in the

virtues of herbs and simples. Unfortunately this uncle

died on January 23, 1729, at the age of fifty; there still

exists a copy of Waller's Poems, in which Gray has

written his own name, with this date ; perhaps it- was an

heirloom of his uncle.

In one of Philip Gray's fits of extravagance he

seems to have had a full-length of his son painted,

about this time, by the fashionable portrait-painter of

the day, Jonathan Eichardson the elder. This picture

is now in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge. The

head is gpod in colour and modelling; a broad pale

brow, sharp nose and chin, large eyes, and a pert expres-

sion give a lively idea of the precocious and not very

healthy young gentleman of thirteen. He is dressed in a

blue satin coat, lined with pale shot silk, and crosses his

stockinged legs so as to display dapper slippers of russet

leather. His father, however, absolutely refused to edu-

cate him, and he was sent to Eton, about 1727, under the

auspices of his uncles, and at the expense of his mother.

On the 26th of April of the same year, a smart child of

ten with the airs of a little dancing-master, a child who
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was son of a prime minister, and had kissed the king's

hand, entered the same school ; and some intellectual im-

pulse brought them together directly in a friendship that

was to last, with a short interval, until the death of one of

them more than forty years afterwards.

It is not certain that Horace Walpole at once adopted that

attitude of frivolous worship which he preserved towards

Gray in later life. He was a brilliant little social meteor

at Eton, and Gray was probably attracted first to him.

Yet it was characteristic of the poet throughout life that

he had always to be sought, and even at Eton his talents

may have attracted Walpole's notice. At all events, they

became fast friends, and fostered in one another intel-

lectual pretensions of an alarming nature. Both were oppi-

dans and not collegers, and therefore it is difficult to trace

them minutely at Eton. But we know that they " never

made an expedition against bargemen, or won a match

at cricket," for this Walpole confesses ; but they wandered

through the playing-fields at Eton tending a visionary

flock, and " sighing out some pastoral name to the echo of

the cascade under the bridge " which spans Chalvey

Brook. An avenue of lime among the elms is still

named the " Poet's Walk," and is connected by tradi-

tion with Gray. They were a pair of weakly little

boys, and in these days of brisk athletic training

would hardly be allowed to exist. Another amiable and

gentle boy, still more ailing than themselves, was early

drawn to them by sympathy : this was Eichard West, a

few months younger than Gray and older than Walpole, a

son of the Eichard West who was made Lord Chancellor

of Ireland when he was only thirty-five, and who then

immediately died ; his mother's father, dead before young

Eichard's birth, had been the famous Bishop Gilbert Bur-
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net. A fourth friend was Thomas Ashton, who soon slips

out of our history, but who survived until 1775.

These four boys formed, a " quadruple alliance " of the

warmest friendship. West seemed the genius among them

;

he was a nervous and precocious lad, who made verses in

his sleep, cultivated not only a public Latin Muse, but also

a private English one, and dazzled his companions by the

ease and fluency of his pen. His poetical remains, to

which we shall presently return, since they are intimately

connected with the development of Gray's genius, are of

sufficient merit to permit us to believe that had he lived

he might have achieved a reputation among the minor

poets of his age. Neither Shenstone nor Beattie had

written anything so considerable when they reached the

age at which West died. His character was extremely

winning, and in his correspondence with Gray, as far as it

has been preserved, we find him at first the more serious

and the more affectionate friend. But the symptoms of

his illness, which seem to have closely resembled those of

Keats, destroyed the superficial sweetness of his nature,

and towards the end we find Gray the more sober and the

more manly of the two.

Besides the inner circle of Walpole, West, and Ashton,

there was an outer ring of Eton friends, whose names

have been preserved in connexion with Gray's. Among
these was George Montagu, grand-nephew of the great

Earl of Halifax ; Stonehewer, a very firm and loyal

friend, with whom Gray's intimacy deepened to the end

of his life ; -Clarke, afterwards a fashionable physician

at Epsom ; and Jacob Bryant, the antiquary, whose place

in class was next to Gray's through one term. With
these he doubtless shared those delights of swimming,

birds'-nesting, hoops and trap-ball, which he has described,
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in ornate eighteenth-century fashion, in the famous stanza

of his Eton Ode :
—

Say, Father Thames, for thou hast seen

Full many a sprightly race,

Disporting on thy margent green,

The paths of pleasure trace

;

Who foremost now delights to cleave,

With pliant arm, thy glassy wave,

The captive linnet which enthral ?

What idle progeny succeed

To chase the rolling circle's speed,

Or urge the flying ball ?

But we have every reason to believe that he was much

more amply occupied in helping " grateful Science " to

adore "her Henry's holy shade." Learning was still

preferred to athletics at our public schools, and Gray

was naturally drawn by temperament to study. It has

always been understood that he versified at Eton, but the

earliest lines of his which have hitherto been known are

as late as 1736, when he had been nearly two years at

Cambridge. I was, however, fortunate enough to

find among the MSS. in Pembroke College a "play

exercise at Eton," in the poet's handwriting, which had

never been printed, and which is valuable as showing us

the early ripeness of his scholarship. It is a theme, in

seventy-three hexameter verses, commencing with the

line

—

Pendet Homo incertus gemini ad confinia mundi.

The normal mood of man is described as one of hesi-

tation between the things of Heaven and the things of

Earth ; he assumes that all nature is made for his enjoy-

ment, but soon experience steps in and proves to him the

contrary ; he endeavours to fathom the laws of nature,
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but their scheme evades him, and he learns that his

effort is a futile one. The proper study of mankind is

man, and yet how narrow a theme ! Man yearns for

ever after superhuman power and accomplishment, only

to discover the narrow scope of his possibilities, and he

has at last to curb his ambition, and be contented with

what God and nature have ordained. The thoughts are

beyond a boy, though borrowed in the main from Horace

and Pope ; while the verse is still more remarkable, being

singularly pure and sonorous, though studded, in boyish

fashion, with numerous tags from Virgil. What is really

noticeable about this early effusion, is the curious way

in which it prefigures, its author's maturer moral and

elegiac manner ; we see the writer's bias and the mode

in which he will approach ethical questions, and we
detect in this little " play-exercise " a shadow of the

stately didactic reverie of the Odes. As this poem has

never been described, I may be permitted to quote a few

of the verses :

—

Plurimus (hie error, demensque libido lacessit)

In superos ccelumque ruit, sedesque relinquit,

Quas natura dedit proprias, jussitque tueri.

Humani sortem generis pars altera luget,

Invidet armento, et campi sibi vindicat herbam.

O quis me in pecoris felicia transferet arva,

In loca pastorum deserta, atque otia dia ?

Cur mihi non Lyncisne oculi, vel odora canum vis

Additur, aut gressus cursu glomerare potestas ?

Aspice ubi, teneres dum texit aranea casses,

Funditur in telam, et late per stamina vivit

!

Quid mihi non tactus eadem exquisita facultas

Taurorumve tori solidi, pennaeve volucrum.

In the face of such lines as these, and bearing in mind
Walpole's assertion that " Gray never was a boy," we may
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form a tolerably exact idea of the shy and studious lad,

already a scholar and a moralist, moving somewhat

gravely and precociously through the classes of that

venerable college which has since adopted him as her

typical child, and which now presents to each emerging

pupil a handsome selection from the works of the

Etonian par excellence, Thomas Gray.

In 1734, the quadruple alliance broke up. Gray, and

probably Ashton, proceeded to Cambridge, where the former

was for a short time a pensioner of Pembroke Hall, but

went over, on the 3rd of July, still as a pensioner,

to his uncle Antrobus' College, Peterhouse. 1 Walpole

went up to London for the winter, and did not make
his appearance at King's College, Cambridge, until March,

1735. West, meanwhile, had been isolated from his

friends by being sent to Oxford, where he entered Christ

Church much against his will. For a year the young

undergraduates are absolutely lost to sight. If they

wrote to one another, their letters are missing, and the

correspondence of Walpole and of Gray with West begins

in November 1735.

But in the early part of that year a very striking inci-

dent occurred in the Gray family, an incident that was

perfectly unknown until, in 1807, a friend of Hasle-

wood's happened to discover, in a volume of MS. law-

cases, a case submitted by Mrs. Dorothy Gray to the

eminent civilian John Audley, in February 1735. In

1 The Master of Peterhouse has kindly copied for me, from the

register of admissions at that college, this entry, hitherto in-

edited:—"Jul: 3 ti0> 1734. Thomas. Gray Middlesexiensis in

schola publica Etonensi institutus, annosque natus 18 (petente

Tutore suo) censetur admisus ad Mensam Pensionariorum sub

Tutore et Fidejussore Mro * Birkett, sed ea lege ut brevi se sistat

in collegio et examinatoribus se probet."
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this extraordinary document the poet's mother states

that for nearly thirty years, that is to say for the whole

of her married life, she has received no support from her

husband, but has depended entirely on the receipts of

the shop kept by herself and her sister, moreover " almost

providing everything for her son, whilst at Eton school,

and now he is at Peter-House in Cambridge."

Notwithstanding which, almost ever since he (her husband)

hath been married, he hath' used her in the most inhuman

manner, by beating, kicking, punching, and with the most vile

and abusive language, that she hath been in the utmost fear and

danger of her life, and hath been obliged this last year to quit

her bed, and lie with her sister. This she was resolved, if possi-

ble, to bear ; not to leave her shop of trade for the sake of her

son, to be able to assist in the maintainance of him at the

University, since his father won't.

Mrs. Gray goes on to state that her husband has an

insane jealousy of all the world, and even of her brother

Thomas Antrobus, and that he constantly threatens " to

ruin himself to undo her, and his only son," having now

gone so far as to give Mary Antrobus notice to quit the

shop in Comhill at Midsummer next. If he carries out

this threat, Mrs. Gray says that she must go with her

sister, to help her " in the said trade, for her own and

her son's support." She asks legal counsel which way

will be best " for her to conduct herself in this unhappy

circumstance." Mr. Audley writes sympathetically from

Doctor's Commons, but civilly and kindly tells her that

she can find no protection in the English law.

This strange and tantalising document, the genuineness

of which has never been disputed, is surrounded by

difficulties to a biographer. The known wealth and
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occasional extravagances of Philip Gray make it hard to

understand why he should be so rapacious of his wife's

little earnings, and at the same time so barbarous in his

neglect of her and of his son. That there is not one

word or hint of family troubles in Gray's copious corre-

spondence is what we might expect from so proud and

reticent a nature. But the gossipy Walpole must have

known all this, and Mason need not have been so ex-

cessively discreet, when all concerned had long been

dead. Perhaps Mrs. Gray exaggerated a little, and

perhaps also the vileness of her husband's behaviour in

1735 made her forget that in earlier years they had

lived' on gentler terms. At all events, the money-

scrivener is shown to have been miserly, violent, and, as

I have before conjectured, probably half-insane. The

interesting point in the whole story is Mrs. Gray's self-

sacrifice for her son, a devotion which he in his turn

repaid with passionate attachment, and remembered with

tender effusion to the day of his death. He inherited

from his mother his power of endurance, his quiet recti-

tude, his capacity for suffering in silence, and the singular

tenacity of his affections.

Gray, Ashton and Horace Walpole were at Cambridge

together as undergraduates from the spring of 1735 until

the winter of 1738. They associated very much with

one another, and Walpole shone rather less it would

appear than at any other part of his life. The following

extract of a letter from Walpole to West, dated Novem-

ber 9, 1735, is particularly valuable :

—

Tydeus rose and set at Eton. He is only known here to be a

scholar of King's. Orosmades and Almanzor are just the same ;

that is, I am almost the only person they are acquainted with,

and consequently the only person acquainted with their excel-
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lencies. Plato improves every day ; so does my friendship with

him. These three divide my whole time, though I believe you

will guess there is no quadruple alliance ; that is a happiness

which I only enjoyed when you was at Eton.

The nick-name which gives us least difficulty here is

that in which we are most interested. Orosmades was

West's name for Gray, because he was such a chilly

mortal, and worshipped the sun. West himself was

known as Favonius. Tydeus is very clearly Walpole

himself, and Almanzor is probably Ashton. I would

hazard the conjecture that Plato is Henry Coventry, a

young man then making some stir in the University with

certain semi-religious Dialogues. He was a friend of

Ashton's, and produced on Horace Walpole a very start-

ling impression, causing in that volatile creature for the

first and only time an access of fervent piety, during

which Horace actually went to read the Bible to the

prisoners in the Castle gaol. Very soon this wore off,

and Coventry himself became a free-thinker, but Ashton

remained serious, and taking orders very early, dropped

out of the circle of friends. In all this the name of

Gray is not mentioned, but one is justified in believing

that he did not join the reading-parties at the Castle.

Early in 1736 the three Cambridge undergraduates

appeared in print simultaneously and for the first time

in a folio collection of Latin Hymeneals on the marriage

of Frederic, Prince of Wales. Of these effusions, Gray's

copy of hexameters is by far the best, and was so re:

cognized from the first. Mason has thought it necessary

to make a curious apology for this poem, and says that

Gray " ought to have been above prostituting his powers "

in " adulatory verses of • this kind." But if he had

glanced through the lines again, of which he must have
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been speaking from memory, Mason would have seen

that they contain no more fulsome compliments than

were absolutely needful on the occasion. The young

poet is not thinking at all about their royal highnesses,

but a great deal about his own fine language, and is very

innocent of anything like adulation. The verses them-

selves do not show much progress; there is a fine

passage at the end, but it is almost a cento from Ovid.

One line, melancholy to relate, does not scan. In every

way superior to the Hymeneal is Luna HabztaMMs, a

poem in nearly one hundred verses, written by desire of

the College in 1737, and printed in the Musce ffionenses.

It is impossible to lay any stress on these official pro-

ductions, mere exercises on a given text. At Pembroke,

both in the library of the College, and in the Stonehewer

MSS. at the master's lodge, I have examined a number of

similar pieces, in prose and verse, copied in a round

youthful handwriting, and signed " Gray." Among them

a copy of elegiacs, on the 5th of November, struck me

as particularly clever, and it might be well, as the body

of Gray's works is so small, and his Latin verse so ad-

mirable, to include several of these in a complete edition

of his writings. They do not, however, greatly concern

us here.

As early as May 1736 it is curious to find the dulness

of Cambridge already lying with a leaden weight on the

nerves and energies of Gray, a youth scarcely in his

twentieth year. In his letters to West he strikes exactly

the same note that he harped upon ten years later to

Wharton, twenty years later to Mason, thirty years later

to Norton Nichols, and in his last months, with more

shrill insistence than ever, to Bonstetten. The cloud

sank early upon his spirits. He writes to West :
" when
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we meet it will be my greatest of pleasures to know what

you do, what you read, and how you spend your time,

and to tell you what I do not read, and how I do not,

&c., for almost all the employment of my hours may be best

explained by negatives ; take my word and experience

upon it, doing nothing is a most amusing business ; and

yet neither something nor nothing gives me any pleasure.

When you have seen one of my days, you have seen a

whole year of my life ; they go round and round like

the blind horse in the mill, only he has the satisfaction

of fancying he makes a progress and gets some ground

;

my eyes are open enough to see the same dull prospect,

and to know that having made four-and-twenty steps

more, I shall be just where I was." This is the real

Gray speaking to us for the first time, and after a few

more playful phrases, he turns again, and gives us another

phase of his character. " You need not doubt, therefore,

of having a first row in the front box of my little heart,

and I believe you are not in danger of being crowded

there; it is asking you to an old play, indeed, but you

will be candid enough to excuse the whole piece for the

sake of a few tolerable lines." Many clever and delicate

boys think-it effective to pose as victims to melancholy,

and the former of these passages would possess no im-

portance if it were not for its relation to the poet's later

expressions. He never henceforward habitually rose above

this deadly dulness of the spirits. His melancholy was

passive and under control, not acute and rebellious, like

, that of Cowper, but it was almost more enduring. It is

probable that with judicious medical treatment it might

have been removed, or so far relieved as to be harmless.

But it was not the habit of men in the first half of the

eighteenth century to take any rational care of their
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health. Men who lived in the country and did not hunt,

took no exercise at all. The constitution of the genera-

tion was suffering from the mad frolics of the preceding

age, and almost everybody had a touch of gout or scurvy.

Nothing was more frequent than for men, in apparently

robust health, to break down suddenly, at all points, in

early middle life. People were not in the least surprised

when men like Garth and Fenton died of mere indolence,

because they had become prematurely corpulent and could

not be persuaded to get out of bed. Gray, Thomson,

and Gray are illustrious examples of the neglect of all

hygienic precaution among quiet middle-class people in

the early decades of the century. Gray took no exereise

whatever ; Cole reports that he said at the end of his

life that he had never thrown his leg across the back of

a horse, and this was really a very extraordinary confes-

sion for a man to make in those days. But we shall

have to return to the subject of Gray's melancholy, and

we need not dwell upon it here, further than to note that

it began at least with his undergraduate days'. He was

considered effeminate at college, but the only proof of

this that is given to us is one with which the most robust

modern reader must sympathise, namely that he drank

tea for breakfast, while all the rest of the university,

except Horace Walpole, drank beer.

The letter from which we have just quoted goes on to

show that the idleness of his life existed only in his

imagination. He was, in fact, at this time wandering at

will along the less-trodden paths of Latin literature, and

rapidly laying the foundation of his unequalled acquaint-

ance with the classics. He is now reading Statius, he

tells West, and he encloses a translation of about one

hundred and ten lines from the sixth book of the Thebaid.
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This is the first example of his English verse which has

been preserved. It is very interesting, as showing already

the happy instinct which led Gray to reject the mode of

Pope in favour of the more massive and sonorous verse-

system of Dryden. He treats the heroic couplet with

great skill, but in close discipleship of the latter master in

his Fables. To a trained ear, after much study of minor

English verse written between 1720 and 1740, these

couplets have almost an archaic sound, so thoroughly are

they out of keeping with the glib, satiric poetry of the

period. Pope was a splendid artificer of verse, but there

was so much of pure intellect, and of personal tempera-

ment, in the conduct of his art, that he could not pass on

his secret to his pupils, and in the hands of his direct

imitators the heroic couplet lost every charm but that of

mere sparkling progress. The verse of such people as

Whitehead had become a simple voluntary upon knitting-

needles. Gray saw the necessity of bringing back

melody and volume to the heroic line, and very soon the

practice of the day disgusted him, as we shall see, with

the couplet altogether. For the present he was learning

the principles of his art at the feet of Dryden. West was

delighted -with the translation, and compared Gray con-

tending with Statius to Apollo wrestling with Hyacinth.

In a less hyperbolical spirit, he pointed out, very justly,

the excellent rendering of that peculiarly Statian phrase,

Summos aaro mansueverat ungues, by

And calm'd the terrors of his claws in gold.

We find from Walpole that Gray spent his vacations in

August, 1736, at his uncle's house at Burnham, in Buck-

inghamshire; and here he was close to the scene of so

many of his later experiences, the sylvan parish of Stoke-
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Pogis. For the present, however, all we hear is that he

is too lazy to go over to Eton, which the enthusiastic

Walpole and West consider to be perfectly unpardonable.

A year later he is again with his uncle at Burnham ; and it

is on this occasion that he discovers the since-famous

beeches. He is writing to Horace Walpole, and he

says :—

-

My Uncle is a great hunter in imagination ; his dogs take up

every chair in the house, so I am forced to stand at the present

writing ; and though the gout forbids him galloping after them in

the field, yet he continues still to regale his ears and nose with

their comfortable noise and stink. He holds me mighty cheap,

I perceive, for walking when I should ride, and reading when I

should hunt. My comfort amidst all this is, that I haVe at the

distance of half a mile, through a green lane, a forest (the vulgar

call it a common), all my own, at least, as good as so, for I spy

no human thing in it but myself. It is a little chaos of moun-

tains and precipices, mountains, it is true, that do not ascend

much above the clouds, nor are the declivities quite so amazing

as Dover Cliff; but just such hills as people who love their necks

as well as I do may venture to climb, and crags that give the

eye as much pleasure as if they were more dangerous. Both

vale and hill are covered with most venerable beeches, and other

very reverend vegetables, that, like most other ancient people,

are always dreaming out their old stories to the winds. At the

foot of one of these squats ME (il penseroso) and there I grow to

the trunk for a whole morning. The timorous hare and sportive

squirrel gambol around me like Adam in Paradise before he had

an Eve ; but I think he did not use to read Virgil, as I commonly

do.

This is the first expression, as far as I am aware, of the

modern feeling of the picturesque. We shall see that it

became more and more a characteristic impulse with Gray

as years went by. In this letter, too, we see that at the
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age of twenty-one he had already not a little of that

sprightly wit and variety of manner which make him one

of the most delightful letter-writers in any literature.

At Burnham, in 1737, he made the acquaintance of

a very interesting waif of the preceding century. Thomas

Southerne, the once famous author of Oroonoko and The

Fatal Marriage, the last survivor of the age of Dryden, was

visiting a gentleman in the neighbourhood of Burnham,

and was so much pleased with young Gray, that though

he was seventy-seven years of age he often came over to

the house of Mr. Antrobus to see him. Still oftener,

without doubt, the young poet went to see the veteran,

whose successes on the stage of the Eestoration took him

back fifty years to a society very different from that in

which he now vegetated on the ample fortune which his

tragedies still brought him in. Unhappily his memory

was almost entirely gone, though he lived nine years

more, and died of sheer old age on the borders of ninety
;

so that Gray's curiosity about Dryden and the other

poets his friends was more provoked than gratified.

However, Gray found him as agreeable an old man as

could be, and liked " to look at him and think of Isabella

and Oroonoko" those personages then still being typical

of romantic disappointment and picturesque sensibility.

About this time, moreover, we may just note in passing,

died Matthew Green, whose posthumous poem of the The

Spleen was to exercise a considerable influence over Gray,

and to be one of the few contemporary poems which he

was able fervidly to admire.

Lest, however, the boy should seem too serious and

precocious, if we know him only by the scholarly letters

to West, let us print here, for the first time, a note to his

tutor, the Rev. George Birkett, Fellow of Peterhouse, a
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note which throws an interesting light on his manners.

The postmark of this letter, which has lately been dis-

covered at Pembroke College, is October 8, the year, I

think, 1736 :—

Sr
,—As I shall stay only a fortnight longer in town, I'll beg

you to give yourself the trouble of writing out my Bills, and

sending 'em, that I may put myself out of your Debt, as soon as

1 come down : if Piazza should come to you, you'll be so good

as to satisfie him : I protest, I forget what I owe him, but he is

honest enough to tell you right. My Father and Mother desire

me to send their compliments, and I beg you'd believe me
Sr#

,
your most obed** humble Serv1 "

T. Gray.

The amusing point is that the tutor seems to have flown

into a rage at the pert tone of this epistle, and we have

the rough draft of two replies on the fly-sheet. The first

addresses him as " pretty Mr. Gray," and is a moral box

on the ear ; but this has been cancelled, as wrath gave

way to discretion, and the final answer is very friendly,

and states that the writer would do anything " for your

father and your uncle, Mr. Antrobus (Thos.)." Signor

Piazza was the Italian master to the University, and six

months later we find Gray, and apparently Horace Wal-

pole also, learning Italian " like any dragon." The course

of study habitual at the University was entirely out of

sympathy with Gray's instinctive movements after know-

ledge. He complains bitterly of having to endure lectures

daily and hourly, and of having to waste his time over

mathematics, where his teacher was the celebrated Pro-

fessor Nicholas Saunderson, whose masterly Elements of

Algebra, afterwards the text-books of the University, were

still known only by oral tradition. For such learning

Gray had neither taste nor patience. "It is very pos-
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sible," he writes to West, " that two and two make four,

but I would not give four farthings to demonstrate this

ever so clearly ; and if these be the profits of life, give

me the amusements of it." His account of the low con-

dition of classic learning at Cambridge we must take with

a grain of salt. As an undergraduate he would of course

see nothing of the great lights of the University, now
sinking beneath the horizon ; such a shy lad as he would

not be asked to share the conversation of Bentley, or

Snape, or the venerable Master of Jesus. What does

seem clear from his repeated denunciations of " that

pretty collection of desolate animals " called Cambridge, is

that classical taste was at a very low ebb among the junior

fellows and the elder undergraduates. The age of the great

Latinists had passed away ; the Greek revival, which

Gray did much to start, had not begun, and 1737 was

certainly a dull year at the University. It seems that

there were no Greek text-books for the use of schools

until 1741, and the method of pronouncing that language

was as depraved as possible. A few hackneyed extracts

from Homer and Hesiod were all that a youth was

required to have read in order to pass his examination.

Plato and Aristotle were almost unknown, and Gray him-

self seems to have been the only person at Cambridge who
attempted seriously to write Greek verse. It is not diffi-

cult to understand that when, with the third term of his

second year, his small opportunities of classical reading

were taken from him, and he saw himself descend into the

Cimmerian darkness of undiluted mathematics, the heart

of the young poet sank within him. In December 1736

there was an attempt at rebellion ; he declined to take

degrees, and announced his intention of quitting college,

but as we hear no more of this, and as he stayed two
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years longer at Cambridge, we may believe that this was

overruled.

Meanwhile the leaden rod seemed to rule the fate of

the quadruple alliance. West grew worse and worse,

hopelessly entangled in consumptive symptoms. Walpole

lost his mother in August of 1737, and after this was a

kind of waif and stray until he finally left England in

1739. Gray, whether in Cambridge or London, reverts

more and more constantly to his melancholy. " Low
spirits are my true and faithful companions ; they get up

with me, go to bed with me, make journeys and returns as

I do ; nay, and pay visits, and will even affect to be

jocose, and force a feeble laugh with me ; but most com-

monly we sit together, and are the prettiest insipid com-

pany in the world. However, when you come," he writes

to West, " I believe they must undergo the fate of all

humble companions, and be discarded. Would I could

turn them to the same use that you have done, and make

an Apollo of them. If they could write such verses with

me, not hartshorn, nor spirit of amber, nor all that fur-

nishes the closet of the apothecary's wisdom, should per-

suade me to part with them." For West had been writing

a touching eulogy ad amicos, in the manner of Tibullus,

inspired by real feeling and a sad presentiment of the

death that lay five years ahead. In reading these lines of

Gray's, we hardly know whether most to admire the mar-

vellous lightness and charm of the style, or to be concerned

at such confession of want of spirits in a lad of twenty-one.

His letters, however, when they could be wrung out of

his apathy, were precious to poor West at Oxford ; " I find

no physic comparable to your letters : prescribe to me,

dear Gray, as often and as much as you think proper,"

and the amiable young pedants proceed, as before, to the
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analysis of Poseidippos, and Lucretius, and such like frivo-

lous reading. One of West's letters contains a piece of

highly practical advice. "Indulge, amabo te, plusquam

soles, corporis exercitationibus," but bodily exercise was

just what Gray declined to indulge in to the end of his

life. He does not seem to have been even a walker ; in-

doors he was a bookworm, and out-of-doors a saunterer and

a dreamer ; nor was there ever, it would seem, a " good

friend Matthew " to urge the too-pensive student out into

the light of common life.

Certain interesting poetical exercises mark the close of

Gray's undergraduate career. A Latin ode in Sapphics

and a fragment in Alcaics were sent in June, 1738, to

West, who had just left Oxford for the Inner Temple.

The second of these, which is so brief that it may surely

be quoted here,

—

O lacrymarum fons, tenero sacros

Ducentium ortus ex animo ;
quater

Felix ! in imo qui seatentem

Pectore te, pia Nympha, sensit,

has called forth high eulogy from scholars of every suc-

ceeding generation. It is in such tiny seed-pearl of song

as this that we find the very quintessence of Gray's peculiar

grace and delicacy. To July 1737 belongs a version

into English heroics of a long passage from Propertius,

beginning

—

Now prostrate, Bacchus, at thy shrine I bend,

which I have not met with in print ; and another piece

from the same poet, beginning " Long as of youth,"

which occurs in all the editions of Gray, bears on the

original MS. at Pembroke the date Dec. 1738. It
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may be remarked that in the printed copies the two last

lines,

—

You whose young bosoms feel a nobler flame

Redeem what Crassus lost and vindicate his name,

have accidentally dropped out. In September 1738 Gray

left Cambridge, and took up his abode in his father's house

for six months, apparently with no definite plans regarding

his own future career ; but out of this sleepy condition of

mind he was suddenly waked by Horace Walpole's pro-

position that they should start together on the grand tour.

The offer was a generous one. Walpole was to pay all

Gray's expenses, but Gray was to be absolutely inde-

pendent : there was no talk of the poet's accompanying

his younger friend in any secondary capacity, and it is

only fair to Horace Walpole to state that he seems to have

acted in a thoroughly kind and gentlemanly spirit. What
was still more remarkable was, that without letting Gray

know, he made out his will before starting, and so arranged

that had he died while abroad, Gray would have been his

sole legatee. The frivolities of Horace Walpole have been

dissected with the most cruel frankness ; it is surely only

just to point out that in this instance he acted a very

gracious and affectionate part. On the 29th of March,

1739, the two friends started from Dover.



CHAPTEK II.

THE GRAND TOUR.

Gray was only out of his native country once, but that

single visit to the Continent lasted for nearly three years,

and produced a very deep impression upon his character.

It is difficult to realize what he would have become with-

out this stimulus to the animal and external part of his

nature. He was in danger of settling down in a species

of moral inertia, of becoming dull and torpid, of spoiling

a great poet to make a little pedant. The happy fri-

volities of France and Italy, though they were powerless

over the deep springs of his being, stirred the surface of

it, and made him bright and human. It is to be noticed

that we hear nothing of his " true and faithful companion,

melancholy" while he is away in the south ; he was cheer-

fully occupied, taken out of himself, and serene in the

gaiety of others. The two friends enjoyed a very rough

passage from Dover to Calais, and on landing Gray

anticipated Dr. Johnson by being surprised that the

inhabitants of the country could speak French so well.

He also discovered that they were all " Papishes," and

briskly adapted himself to the custom of the land by at-

tending high mass the next day, which happened to be

Easter Monday. In the afternoon the companions set out

through a snow-storm for Boulogne in a post-chaise, a con-
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veyance—not then imported into England—which filled

the young men with hilarious amazement. Walpole, sen-

sibly suggesting that there was no cause for hurry, refused to

be driven express to Paris ; and so they loitered very agree-

ably through Picardy, stopping at Montreuil, Abbeville, and

Amiens. From the latter city Gray wrote an amusing

account of his journey to his mother, containing a lively

description of French scenery. "The country we have

passed through hitherto has been flat, open, but agreeably

diversified with villages, fields well cultivated, and little

rivers. On every hillock is a windmill, a crucifix, or a

Virgin Mary dressed in flowers and a sarcenet robe ; one

sees not many people or carriages on the road. Now and

then indeed you meet a strolling friar, a countryman with

his great muff, or a woman riding astride on a little ass,

with short petticoats, and a great head-dress of blue wool."

On the 9th of April, rather late on a Saturday evening,

they rolled into Paris, and after a bewildering drive

drew up at last at the lodgings which had been prepared

for them, probably in or near the British Embassy, and

found themselves warmly welcomed by Walpole's cousins,

the Conways, and by Lord Holdernesse. These young

men were already in the thick of the gay Parisian tumult,

and introduced Walpole, and Gray also as his friend, to

the best society. The very day after their arrival they

dined at Lord Holdernesse's to meet the Abbe Prevot-

d'Exiles, author of that masterpiece of passion, Manon
Lescaut, and now in his forty-second year. It is very

much to be deplored that we do not possess in any form

Gray's impressions of the illustrious Frenchmen with whom
he came into habitual contact during the next two months.

He merely mentions the famous comic actress, Made-

moiselle Jeanne Quinault " la Cadette," who was even
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then, though in the flower of her years, coquettishly

threatening to leave the stage, and who did actually

retire, amid the regrets of a whole city, before Gray came

back to England. She reminded the young Englishman

of Mrs. Clive, the actress, but he says nothing of those

famous Sunday suppers at which she presided, and at

which all that was witty and brilliant in Paris was re-

hearsed or invented. These meetings, afterwards deve-

loped into the sessions of the Societe du Bout du Banc,

were then only in their infancy; yet there, from his

corner unobserved, the little English poet must have

keenly noted many celebrities of the hour, whose laurels

were destined to wither when his were only beginning to

sprout. There would be found the " most cruel of ama-

teurs," the Comte de Caylus ; Voisenon, still in the flush

of his reputation; Moncrif, the lover of cats, with his

strange dog-face ; and there or elsewhere we know that

Gray met and admired that prince of frivolous ingenuities,

the redoubtable Marivaux. But of all this his letters

tell us nothing, nothing even of the most curious of his

friendships, that with Crebillon fits, who, according to

Walpole, was their constant companion during their stay

in Paris. —

All the critics of Gray have found it necessary to

excuse or explain away that remarkable statement of his,

that " as the paradisaical pleasures of the Mahometans

consist in playing upon the flute, etc., be mine to read

eternal new romances of Marivaux and Crebillon." Mason

considered this very whimsical, and later editors have

hoped that it meant nothing at all. But Gray was not a

man to say what he did not mean, even in jest. Such a

reasonable and unprejudiced mind as his may be credited

with a meaning, however paradoxical the statement it
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makes. It is quite certain, from various remarks scat-

tered through his correspondence, that the literature of

the French regency, the boudoir poems and novels of the

alcove, gave him more pleasure than any other form of

contemporary literature. He uses language, in speaking

of Gresset, the author of Vert-Vert, which contrasts

curiously with his coldness towards Sterne and Collins.

But above all, he delighted in Crebillon ; hardly had he

arrived in Paris, than he sent West the Lettres de la

Marquise M*** au Comte de R* * *, which had been

published in 1732, but which the success of Tanzai et

Neardane had pushed into a new edition. The younger

Crebillon at this time was in his thirty-second year,

discreet, confidential, the friend of every one, the best com-

pany in Paris ; half his time spent in wandering over the

cheerful city that he loved so much, the other half given

to literature in the company of that strange colossus, his

father, the tragic poet, the writing-room of this odd

couple being shared with a menagerie of cats and dogs

and queer feathered folk. Always a serviceable creature,

and perhaps even already possessed with something of

that Anglomania which led him at last into a sort of

morganatic marriage with British aristocracy, Crebillon

evidently did all he could to make Walpole and Gray

happy in Paris ; no chaperon could be more fitting than

he to a young Englishman desirous of threading the

mazes of that rose-coloured Parisian Arcadia which had

survived the days of the Eegency, and had not yet ceased

to look on Louis XV. as the Celadon of its pastoral

valleys. It was a charming world of fancy and caprice
;

a world of milky clouds floating in an infinite azure, and

bearing a mundane Venus to her throne on a Frenchified

Cythera. And what strange figures were bound to the
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golden car
;
generals, and abbes, and elderly academicians,

laughing philosophers and weeping tragedians, a motley

crew united in the universal culte da Tendre, gliding

down a stream of elegance and cheerfulness and tolerance

that was by no means wholly ignoble.

All this, but especially the elegance and the tolerance,

made a deep impression upon the spirit of Gray. He came

from a Puritan country ; and was himself, like so many of

our greatest men, essentially a puritan at heart ; but he

was too acute not to observe where English practice was

unsatisfactory. Above all, he seems to have detected the

English deficiency in style and grace ; a deficiency then,

in 1739, far more marked than it had been half a century

earlier. He could not but contrast the young English

squire, that engaging and florid creature, with the bright,

sarcastic, sympathetic companion of his walks in Paris,

not without reflecting that the healthier English lad was

almost sure to develop into a terrible type of fox-hunting

stupidity in middle life. He, for one, then, and to the

end of his days, would cast in his lot with what was

refined and ingenious, and would temper the robustness

of his race with a little Gallic brightness. Moreover his

taste for theliovels of Marivaux and Crebillon, with their

ingenious analysis of emotion, their odour of musk and

ambergris, their affectation of artless innocence, and their

quick parry of wit, was not without excuse, in a man
framed as Gray was for the more brilliant exercises of

literature, and forced to feed, in his own country, if he

must read romances at all, on the coarse rubbish of Mrs.

Behn, or Mrs. Manley. Curiously enough at that very

moment, Samuel Kichardson was preparing for the press

that excellent narrative of Pamela which was destined

to found a great modern school of fiction in England, a
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school which was soon to sweep into contempt and

oblivion all the " crebillonage-amarivaude " which Gray

delighted in, a contempt so general that one stray reader

here or there can scarcely venture to confess that he still

finds the Hasard au coin du Feu very pleasant and

innocent reading. We shall have to refer once again to

this subject, when we reach the humorous poems in which

Gray introduced into English literature this rococo manner.

Gray became quite a little fop in Paris. He complains

that the French tailor has covered him with silk and

fringe, and has widened his figure with buckram, a yard

on either side. His waistcoat and breeches are so tight

that he can scarcely breathe ; he ties a vast solitaire

around his neck, wears ruffles at his fingers' ends, and

sticks his two arms into a muff. Thus made beautifully

genteel he and Walpole rolled in their coach to the

Comedy and the Opera, visited Versailles and the sights

of Paris, attended installations and spectacles, and saw

the best of all that was to be seen. Gray was absolutely

delighted with his new existence ; " I could entertain

myself this month," he wrote to West, " merely with the

common streets and the people in them f and Walpole,

who was good-nature itself during all this early part of the

tour, insisted on sending Gray out in his coach to see all

the collections of fine art, and other such sights as were

not congenial to himself, since Horace Walpole had not

yet learned to be a connoisseur. Gray occupied himself

no less with music, and his letters to West contain some

amusing criticisms of French opera. The performers, he

says, " come in and sing sentiment in lamentable strains,

neither air nor recitation ; only, to one's great joy, they

were every now and then interrupted by a dance, or, to

one's great sorrow, by a chorus that borders the stage from
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one end to the other, and screams, past all power of

simile to represent Imagine, I say, all this trans-

acted by cracked voices, trilling divisions upon two notes-

and-a-half, accompanied by an orchestra of humstrums,

and a whole house more attentive than if Farinelli sung,

and you will almost have formed a just idea of the thing."

And, again, later, he writes " des miaulemens et des

heurlemens effroyables, meles avec un tintamarre du dia-

ble,—voila la musique Francoise en abrege." At first

the weather was extremely bad, but in May they began

to enjoy the genial climate ; they took long excursions to

Versailles and Chantilly, happy " to walk by moonlight,

and hear the ladies and the nightingales sing."

On the 1st of June, in company with Henry Conway,

Walpole and Gray left Paris and settled at Eheims for

three exquisite summer months. I fancy that these were

among the happiest weeks in Gray's life, the most sunny

and unconcerned. As the three friends came with parti-

cular introductions from Lord Conway, who knew Eheims

well, they were welcomed with great cordiality into all

the best society of the town. Gray found the provincial

assemblies very stately and graceful, but without the easy

familiarity #f Parisian manners. The mode of entertain-

ment was uniform, beginning with cards, in the midst of

which every one rose to eat what was called the gouter, a

service of fruits, cream, sweetmeats, crawfish, and cheese.

People then sat down again to cards, until they had played

forty deals, when they broke up into little parties for a

promenade. That this formality was sometimes set aside

we may gather from a very pretty little vignette that Gray

slips into a letter to his mother :

—

The other evening we happened to be got together in a com-
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pany of eighteen people, men and women of the best fashion

here, at a garden in the town, to walk, when one of the ladies

bethought herself of asking, Why should we not sup here ?

Immediately the cloth was laid by the side of a fountain under

the trees, and a very elegant supper served up ; after which an-

other said, "Come, let us sing," and directly began herself.

From singing we insensibly fell to dancing, and singing in a

round ; when somebody mentioned the violins, and immediately

a company of them was ordered, minuets were begun in the open

air, and then came country dances, which held till four o'clock

next morning ; at which hour the gayest lady then proposed, that

such as were weary should get into their coaches, and the rest

of them should dance before them with the music in the van ;

and in this manner we paraded through all the principal streets

of the city, and waked everybody in it. Mr. Walpole had a

mind to make a custom of the thing, and would have given a

ball in the same manner next week ; but the women did not

come into it ; so I believe it will drop, and they will return to

their dull cards and usual formalities.

Walpole intended to spend the winter of 1739 in the

South of France, and was therefore not unwilling to loiter

by the way. They thought to stay a fortnight at Eheims,

but they received a vague intimation that Lord Conway

and that prince of idle companions, the ever-sparkling

George Selwyn, were coming, and they hung on for three

months in expectation of them. At last, on the 7th of

September, they left Eheims, and entered Dijon three

days later. The capital of Burgundy, with its rich archi-

tecture and treasuries of art, made Gray regret the frivo-

lous months they had spent at Eheims, while Walpole,

who was eager to set off, would only allow him three or

four days for exploration. On the 18th of September

they were at Lyons, and this town became their head-

quarters for the next six weeks. The junction of the
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rivers has provoked a multitude of conceits, but none

perhaps so pretty as this of Gray's :—-" The Rhone and

Saone are two people, who, though of tempers extremely

unlike, think fit to join hands here, and make a little

party to travel to the Mediterranean in company ; the

lady comes gliding along through the fruitful plains of

Burgundy, incredibili lenitate, ita ut oculis in utram

partem fluit judicari non possit ; the gentleman runs all

rough and roaring down from the mountains of Switzer-

land to meet her ; and with all her soft airs she likes him
never the worse ; she goes through the middle of the city

in state, and he passes incog, without the walls, but waits

for her a little below."

A fortnight later the friends set out on an excursion

across the mountains, that they might accompany Henry

Conway, who was now leaving them, as far as Geneva.

They took the longest road through Savoy, that they

might visit the Grande Chartreuse, which impressed

Gray very forcibly by the solitary grandeur of its

situation. It was, however, not on this occasion, but

two years later, that he wrote his famous Alcaic Ode in

the album of the monastery. The friends slept as the

guests of tha. fathers, and proceeded next day to Cham-

bery, which greatly disappointed them; and sleeping

one night at Aix-les-Bains, which they found deserted,

and another at Annecy, they arrived at last at Geneva.

They stayed there a week, partly to see Conway settled,

and partly because they found it very bright and hospit-

able, returning at last to Lyons through the spurs of the

Jura, and across the plains of La Bresse. They found

awaiting them a letter from Sir Robert Walpole, in which

he desired his son to go on to Italy, so they gladly

resigned their project of spending the winter in France
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and pushed on at once to the foot of the Alps ; armed

against the cold with " muffs, hoods, and masks of beaver,

fur boots, and bearskins." On the 6th of November
they descended into Italy, after a very severe and painful

journey of a week's duration, through two days of which
they were hardly less frightened than Addison had been

during his Alpine adventures a generation earlier. It

was on the sixth day of this journey that the incident

occurred which was so graphically described both by
Gray and Walpole, and which is often referred to. Wal-
pole had a fat little black spaniel, called Tory, which he

was very fond of; and as this pampered creature was

trotting beside the ascending chaise, enjoying his little

constitutional, a young wolf sprang out of the covert and

snatched the shrieking favourite away from amongst the

carriages and servants before any one had the presence of

mind to draw a pistol. Walpole screamed and wept, but

Tory had disappeared for ever. Mason regrets that Gray

did not write a mock-heroic poem on this incident, as a

companion to the ode on Walpole's cat, and it must be

admitted that the theme was an excellent one.

The name of Addison has just been mentioned, and Wal-

pole's remarks about the horrors of Alpine travelling do

indeed savour of the old-fashioned fear of what was sublime

in nature. But Gray's sentiments on the occasion were very

different, and his letter to his mother dilates on the beauty

of the crags and precipices in a way that shows him to have

been the first of the romantic lovers of nature, since even

Eousseau had then hardly developed his later and more

famous attitude, and Vernet had only just begun to con-

template the sea with ecstasy. On the 7th of November,

1739, the travellers had reached Turin, but among the

clean streets and formal avenues of that prosaic city, the
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thoughts of Gray were still continually in the wonders he

had left behind him. In a delightful letter to West,

written nine days later, he is still dreaming of the Alps.

" I own I have not, as yet, anywhere met with those

grand and simple works of art that are to amaze one, and

whose sight one is to be the better for ; but those of

nature have astonished me beyond expression. In our

little journey up to the Grande Chartreuse I do not

remember to have gone ten paces without an exclamation

that there was no restraining ; not a precipice, not a tor-

rent, not a cliff, hut is pregnant with religion and poetry.

There are certain scenes that would awe an atheist into

belief, without the help of other argument. One need

not have a very fantastic imagination to see spirits there

at noon-day. You have Death perpetually before your

eyes, only so far removed as to compose the mind without

frighting it. I am well persuaded St. Bruno was a man of

no common genius, to choose such a situation for his

retirement ; and perhaps I should have been a disciple of

his, had I been born in his time." It is hard to cease

quoting, all this letter being so new, and beautiful, and

suggestive ; but perhaps enough has been given to show

in what terms and on what occasion the picturesqueness of

Switzerland was first discovered. At the same time the

innovator concedes that Mont Cenis does perhaps abuse

its privilege of being frightful. Among the precipices

Gray read Livy, Nives ccelo prope immistce, but when the

chaise drove down into the sunlit plains of Italy, he laid

that severe historian aside, and plunged into the pages of

Silius Italicus.

On the 18th of November they passed on to Genoa,

which Gray particularly describes as " a vast semicircular

basin, full of fine blue sea, and vessels of all sorts and
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sizes, some sailing out, some coming in, and others at

anchor ; and all round it palaces, and churches peeping

over one another's heads, gardens, and marble terraces full

of orange and cypress trees, fountains and trellis-works

covered with vines, which altogether compose the grandest

of theatres." The music in Italy was a feast to him, and

from this time we may date that careful study of Italian

music which occupied a great part of the ensuing year.

Ten days at Genoa left them deeply in love with it, and

loth to depart ; but they wished to push on, and crossing

the mountains they found themselves within three days

at Piacenza, and so at Parma ; out of which city they

were locked on a cold winter's night, and were only able

to gain admittance by an ingenious stratagem which

amused them very much, but which they have neglected

to record. They greatly enjoyed the Correggios in this

place, for Horace Walpole was now learning to be a con-

noisseur, and then they proceeded to Bologna, where they

spent twelve days in seeing the sights. They found it

very irksome to be without introductions, especially after

the hospitality which they had enjoyed in France, and

as it was winter they could only see, in Gray's words, the

skeleton of Italy. He was at least able to observe " very

public and scandalous doings between the vine and the

elm-trees, and how the olive-trees are shocked there-upon."

It is also particularly pleasant to learn that he himself was

" grown as fat as a hog f he was, in fact, perfectly happy

and well, perhaps for the only time in his life.

They crossed the Apennines on the 15th of the month,

and descended through a winding-sheet of mist into the

streets of Florence, where Mr. Horace Mann's servant met

them at the gates, and conducted them to his house,

which, with a certain interval, was to be their home for
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fifteen months. Horace Mann was a dull letter-writer,

but he seems to have been a very engaging and unwearying

companion. Gray, a man not easily pleased, pronounced

him "the best and most obliging person in the world."

He was then resident, and afterwards envoy extraordinary

at the Court of Tuscany, and retains a place in history as

the correspondent of Horace Walpole through nearly half

a century of undivided friendship. Here again the travel-

stained youths had the pleasures of society offered to

them, and Gray could encase himself again in silk and

buckram, and wear ruffles at the tips of his fingers.

Moreover, his mind, the most actively acquisitive then

stirring in Europe, could engage once more in its en-

chanting exercises, and store up miscellaneous information

with unflagging zeal in a thousand nooks of brain and note-

book. Music, painting, and statuary occupied him chiefly,

and his unpublished catalogues, not less strikingly than

his copious printed notes, show the care and assiduity of

his research. His Criticisms on Architecture and Painting

in Italy, is not an amusing treatise, but it is without many
of the glaring faults of the aesthetic dissertations of the

age. The remarks about antique sculpture are often very

just and penetrative, as fine sometimes as those exquisite

notes by Shelley, which first saw the light in 1880. Some
of his views about modern masters, too, show the native

propriety of his taste, and his entire indifference to con-

temporary judgment. For Caravaggio, for instance, then

at the height of his vogue, he has no patience ; although,

in common with all critics of the eighteenth century, and

all human beings till about a generation ago, he finds Guido

inexpressibly brilliant and harmonious. It is, however,

chiefly interesting to us to notice that in these copious

notes on painting Gray distinguishes himself from other
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writers of his time by his simple and purely artistic mode of

considering what is presented to him, every other critic, as

far as I remember, down to Lessing and Winckelmann,

being chiefly occupied with rhetorical definitions of the

action upon the human mind of art in the abstract. Gray

scarcely mentions a single work, however, precedent to the

age of Eaphael ; and it will not do to insist too strongly

upon his independence of the prejudices of his time.

In music he seems to have been still better occupied.

He was astonished, during his stay in Florence, at the

beauty and originality of the new school of Italian com-

posers, at that time but little known in England. He
seems to have been particularly struck with Leonardo da

Vinci, who was then just dead, and with Bononcini and

the German Hasse, who were still alive. At Naples a few

months later he found Leonardo Leo, and was attracted

by his genius. But the full ardour of his admiration was

reserved for the works of G. B. Pergolesi, whose elevation

above the other musicians of his age Gray was the first to

observe and assert. Pergolesi, who had died four years

before, at the age of twenty-six, was entirely unknown out-

side Tuscany ; and to the English poet belongs the praise,

it is said, of being the first to bring a collection of his

pieces to London, and to obtain for this great master a

hearing in British concert-rooms. Gray was one of the

few poets who have possessed not merely an ear for music,

but considerable executive skill. Mason tells us that he

enjoyed, probably at this very time, instruction on the

harpsichord from the younger Scarlatti, but his main gift

was for vocal music. He had a small, but very clear and pure

voice, and was much admired for his singing in his youth,

but during later years was so shy that Walpole "never could

but once prevail on him to give a proof of it ; and then it
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was with so much pain to himself, that it gave Walpole no

manner of pleasure." In after-years he had a harpsichord

in his rooms at college, and continued to cultivate this

sentimental sort of company in his long periods of soli-

tude. Gray formed a valuable collection of MS. music

while he was in Italy ; it consisted of nine large volumes,

bound in vellum, and was enriched by a variety of notes

in Gray's handwriting.

It was at Florence, on the 12th of March, 1740, that

Gray took into his head to commence a correspondence

with his old schoolfellow, Dr. Thomas Wharton ("my
dear, dear Wharton, which is a ' dear ' more than I give any-

body else "), who afterwards became fellow of Pembroke

Hall, and one of Gray's staunchest and most sympathetic

friends. To the biographer of the poet, moreover, the

name of Wharton must be ever dear, since it was to him

that the least reserved and most personal of all Gray's early

letters were indited. This Dr. Wharton was a quiet, good

man, with no particular genius or taste, but dowered with

that delightful tact and sympathetic attraction which are

the lode-star of irritable and weary genius. He was by a

few months Gray's junior, and survived him three and

twenty years, indolently intending, it is said, to the last,

to collect his memories of his great friend, but dying in

his eightieth year so suddenly as to be incapable of any

preparation. In this his first letter to Wharton Gray

mentions the death of Pope Clement XII., which had oc-

curred about a month before, and states his intention to

be at Eome in time to see the coronation of his successor,

which however, as it happened, was delayed six months.

So little however were Walpole and Gray prepared for

this, that they set out in the middle of March 1740 in

great fear lest they should be too late, and entered Eome
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on the 31st of that month. They found the conclave of

cardinals sitting and like to sit ; and they prepared them-

selves to enjoy Kome in the meanwhile. The magnificence

of the ancient city infinitely surpassed Gray's expectation,

but he found modern Kome and its inhabitants very con-

temptible and disgusting. There was no society among

fche Eoman nobles, who pushed parsimony to an extreme,

and showed not the least hospitality. " In short, child,"

(Walpole says to West, on the 16th of April,) " after sunset

one passes one's time here very ill ; and if I did not wish for

you in the mornings, it would be no compliment to tell you

that I do in the evening." From Tivoli, a month later,

Gray writes West a very contemptuous description of the

artificial cascades and cliffs of the Duke of Modena's

palace-gardens there ; but a few days afterwards at Alba

and Frascati, he was inspired in a gentler mood with the

Alcaic Ode to Favonius, beginning " Mater rosarum." Of

the same date is a letter laughing at West, who had made

some extremely classical allusions in his correspondence,

and who is indulged with local colour to his heart's

content.

I am to-day just returned from Alba, a good deal fatigued, for

you know (from Statius) that the Appian is somewhat tiresome.

We dined at Pompey's ; he indeed was gone for a few days to

his Tusculan, but, by the care of his villicus, we made an ad-

mirable meal. We had the dugs of a pregnant sow, a peacock,

a dish of thrushes, a noble scarus just fresh from the Tyrrhene,

and some conchylia of the Lake, with garum sauce. For my part

I never ate better at Lucullus's table. We drank half-a-dozen

cyathi apiece of ancient Alban to Pholoe's health ; and, after

bathing, and playing an hour at ball, we mounted our essedum

again, and proceeded up the mount to the temple. The priests

there entertained us with an account of a wonderful shower of

birds' eggs, that had fallen two days before, which had no sooner
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touched the ground, but they were converted into gudgeons ; as

also that the night past, a dreadful voice had been heard out of

the Adytum, which spoke Greek during a full half-hour, but

nobody understood it. But quitting my Romanities, to your

great joy and mine, let me tell you in plain English that we
come from Albano.

Some entertainments Gray had at Rome. He mentions

one ball at which he performed the part of the mouse at

the party. The chief virtuosa of the hour, La Diamantina,

played on the violin, and Giovannino and Pasquelini sang.

All the secular grand monde of Rome was there, and

there Gray, from the corner where he sat regaling himself

with iced fruits, watched the object of his hearty disap-

proval, the English Pretender, " displaying his rueful

length of person." Gray's hatred of the Stuarts was one

of his few pronounced political sentiments, and while at

Rome he could not resist making a contemptuous jest of

them in a letter which he believed that James would open.

He says, indeed, that all letters sent or received by

English people in Rome were at that time read by the

Pretender. In June, as the cardinals could not make up
their minds, the young men decided to wait no longer,

and proceeded southwards to Terracina, Capua, and

Naples. On the 17th of June they visited the remains of

Herculaneum, then only just exposed and identified, and

before the end of the month they went back to Rome.

There, still finding that no Pope was elected, and weary

of the dreariness and formality of that great city, Walpole

determined to return to Florence. They had now been

absent from home and habitually thrown upon one another

for entertainment during nearly fifteen months, and their

friendship had hitherto shown no abatement. But they

had arrived at that point of familiarity when a very little
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disagreement is sufficient to produce a quarrel. No such

serious falling-out happened for nearly a year more, but we

find Gray, whose note-books were inexhaustible, a little

peevish at being forced to leave the treasures of Eome so

soon. However, Florence was very enjoyable. They took

up their abode once more in the house of Horace Mann,

where they looked down into the Arno from their bed-

room windows, and could resort at a moment's notice to

the marble bridge, to hear music, eat iced fruits, and sup

by moonlight. It is a place, Gray says, " excellent to

employ all one's animal sensations in, but utterly contrary

to one's rational powers. I have struck a medal upon my-

self ; the device is thus 0, and the motto Nihilissimo,

which I take in the most concise manner to contain a full

account of my person, sentiments, occupations, and late

glorious successes. We get up at twelve o'clock, break-

fast till three, dine till four, sleep till six, drink cooling

liquors till eight, go to the bridge till ten, sup till two,

and so sleep till twelve again."

In the midst of all this laziness, however, the business

of literature recurred to his thoughts. He wrote some

short things in Latin, then a fragment of sixty hexameter

verses on the Gaurus, and then set about a very ambitious

didactic epic De Principiis Cogitandi. It is a curious com-

mentary on the small bulk of Gray's poetical productions

to point out that this Latin poem, only two fragments of

which were ever written, is considerably the longest of his

writings in verse. As we now possess it, it was chiefly

written inFlorence duringthesummer of 1 740 ; some passages

were added at Stoke in 1742 ; but by that time Gray had de-

termined, like other learned Cambridge poets, Spenser and

Milton, to bend to the vulgar ear, and leave his Latin behind

him. The De Principiis Cogitandi is now entirely neg-
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lected, and at no time attracted much curiosity
;
yet it is a

notable production in its way. It was an attempt to crys-

tallize the philosophy of Locke, for which Gray entertained

the customary reverence of his age, inLucretian hexameters.

How the Soul begins to Know ; by what primary Notions

Mnemosyne opens her succession of thoughts, and her

slender chain of ideas ; how Keason contrives to augment

her slow empire in the natural breast of man ; and how
anger, sorrow, fear and anxious care are implanted there,

of these things he applies himself to sing ; and do not

thou disdain the singer, thou glory, thou unquestioned

second luminary of the English race, thou unnamed spirit

of John Locke. With the exception of one episode in

which he compares the human mind in reverie to a Hama-
dryad who wanders in the woodland, and is startled to

find herself mirrored in a pool, the plan of this poem left

no scope for fancy or fine imagery ; the theme is treated

with a certain rhetorical dignity, but the poet has been so

much occupied with the matter in hand, that his ideas

have suffered some congestion. Nevertheless he is himself,

and not Virgil or Ovid or Lucretius, and this alone is

no small praise for a writer of modern Latin verse.

If the De Principiis Cogitandi had been published when
it was written, it is probable that it would have won some

measure of instant celebrity for its author, but the undi-

luted conclusions of Locke were no longer interesting in a

second hand form in 1774, when they had already been

subjected to the expansions of Hume and the criticisms of

Leibnitz. Nor was Gray at all on the wave of philo-

sophical thought ; he seems no less indifferent to Berkeley's

Principles of Human Knowledge than he is unaware of

Hume's Treatise of Human Nature, which had been

printed in 1739, soon after Gray left England. This Latin
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epic was a distinct false start, but he did not totally

abandon the hope of completing it until 1746.

In August 1740 the friends went over to Bologna

for a week, and on their return had the mortification to

learn that a Pope, Benedict XIV., had been elected while

they were within four days' journey of Eome. They

began to think of home ; there were talks of taking a

felucca over "from Leghorn to Marseilles, or of crossing

through Germany by Venice and the Tyrol. Florence

they began to find, " one of the dullest cities in Italy,"

and there is no doubt that they began to be on very

strained and uncomfortable terms with one another. They

had the grace, however, absolutely to conceal it from

other people, and to the very last each of them wrote to

West without the least hint of want of confidence in the

other. On the 24th of April, 1741, Gray and Walpole

set off from Florence, and spent a few days in Bologna to

hear La Viscontina sing ; from Bologna they proceeded to

Eeggio, and there occurred the famous quarrel which has

perhaps been more often discussed than any other fact

in Gray's life. It has been said that he discovered Wal-

pole opening a letter addressed to Gray, or perhaps written

by him, to see if anything unpleasant about himself were

said in it, and that he broke away from him with scathing

anger and scorn, casting Walpole off for ever, and at

once continuing his journey to Venice alone. But this

is really little more than conjecture. Both the friends

were very careful to keep their counsel, and within three

years the breach was healed. One thing is certain, that

Walpole was the offender. When Gray was dead and

Mason was writing his life, Walpole insisted that this

fact should be stated, although he very reasonably de-

clined to go into particulars for the public. He wrote a
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little paragraph for Mason, taking the blame upon him-

self, but added for the biographer's private information a

longer and more intelligible account, saying that " while

one is living, it is not pleasant to read one's private

quarrels discussed in magazines and newspapers," but

desiring that Mason would preserve this particular

account, that it might be given to posterity. But Wal-

pole lived on until 1797, and by a singular coincidence

Mason, who was so much younger, only survived him a

few days. Accordingly there was a delay in giving this

passage to the world, and though it is known to students

of Horace Walpole's Correspondence, it has never taken

the authoritative place it deserves in Gray's life. It is

all we possess in the way of direct evidence, and it does

great credit no less to Walpole's candour than to his

experience of the human heart. He wrote to Mason
(March 2, 1773):—

I am conscious that in the beginning of the differences between

Gray and me the fault was mine. I was too young, too fond of

my own diversions, na}*, I do not doubt, too much intoxicated

by indulgence, vanity, and the insolence of my situation as Prime
Minister's son, not to have been inattentive and insensible to the

feelings of one "f thought below me ; of one, I blush to say it,

that I knew was obliged to me ; of one whom presumption and
folly, perhaps, made me deem not my superior then in parts,

though I have since felt my infinite inferiority to him. I treated

him insolently ; he loved me, and I did not think he did. I

reproached him with the difference between us, when he acted

from convictions of knowing he was my superior. I often dis-

regarded his wishes of seeing places, which I would not quit

other amusements to visit, though I offered to send him to

them without me. Forgive me, if I say that his temper was
not conciliating ; at the same time that I will confess to you
that he acted a more friendly part, had I had the sense to take
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advantage of it, he freely told me of my faults. I declared I did

not desire to hear them, nor would correct them. You will not

wonder that with the dignity of his spirit, and the obstinate

carelessness of mine, the breach must have grown wider till we

became incompatible.

This is the last word on the subject of the quarrel,

and after a statement so generous, frank and lucid, it

only remains to remind the reader that these were lads

of twenty-three and twenty-four respectively, that they

had been thrown far too exclusively and too long on one

another for entertainment, and that probably Walpole is

too hard upon himself in desiring to defend Gray.

There is not the slightest trace in his letters or in Gray's

of any rudeness on Walpole's part. The main point is

that the quarrel was made up in 1744, and that after

some coldness on Gray's side, they became as intimate

as ever for the remainder of their lives.

Walpole stayed at Eeggio, and Gray's heart would

have stirred with remorse had he known that his old

friend was even then sickening for a quinsy, of which

he might have died, if the excellent Joseph Spence,

Oxford professor of Poetry and the friend of Pope, had

not happened to be passing through Eeggio with Lord

Lincoln, and had not given up his whole time to nursing

him. Meanwhile the unconscious Gray, sore with pride,

passed on to Venice, where he spent two months, in the

company of a Mr. Whithead and a Mr. Chute; In July

he hired a courier, passed leisurely through the north of

Italy, visiting Padua and Verona, reached Turin on the

15th of August, and began to cross the Alps next day.

He stayed once more at the Grande Chartreuse, and in-

scribed in the Album of the Fathers his famous Alcaic

Ode, beginning " Oh Tu, severi Eeligio loci," which is
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the best known and practically the last of his Latin

poems. In this little piece of twenty lines we first re-

cognize that nicety of expression, that delicate lapidary

style, that touch of subdued romantic sentiment, which

distinguish the English poetry of Gray ; while it is

perhaps not fantastic to detect in its closing lines the

first dawn of those ideas which he afterwards expanded

into the Elegy in a Country Churchyard. The original

MS. in the album became an object of great interest to

visitors to the hospice after Gray's death, and was highly

prized by the fathers. It exists, however, no longer ; it

was destroyed by a rabble from Grenoble during the

French Eevolution. Gray reached Lyons on the 25th of

August, and returned to London on the 1st of Septem-

ber, 1741, after an absence from England of exactly two

years and five months. Walpole, being cured of his

complaint, arrived in England ten days later. To a

good-natured letter from Henry Conway, suggesting a

renewal of intimacy between the friends, Gray returned

an answer of the coldest civility, and Horace Walpole

now disappears from our narrative for three years.



CHAPTER III.

STOKE-POGIS—DEATH OF WEST—FIRST ENGLISH POEMS.

On his return from Italy Gray found his father lying very

ill, exhausted by successive attacks of gout, and unable

to rally from them. Two months later, on the 6th of

November, 1741, he died in a paroxysm of the disease.

His last act had been to squander his fortune, which

seems to have remained until that time almost unimpaired,

on building a country-house at Wanstead. Not only

had he not written to tell his son of this adventure, but

he had actually contrived to conceal it from his wife.

Mason is not correct in saying that it became necessary to

sell this house immediately after Philip Gray's death, or

that it fetched 2000Z. less than it had cost ; it remained

in the possession of Mrs. Gray. With the ruins of a

fortune Mrs. Gray and her sister, Mary Antrobus, seem to

have kept house for a year in Cornhill, till, at the death

of their brother-in-law, Mr. Jonathan Eogers, on the 21st

of October, 1742, they joined their widowed sister Anna

in her house at Stoke-Pogis, in Buckinghamshire. During

these months they wound up their private business in

Cornhill, and disposed of their shop on tolerably advan-

tageous terms ; and apparently Gray first imagined that

the family property would be enough to provide amply

for him also. Accordingly he began the study of the law,
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that being the profession for which he had been originally

intended. For six months or more he seems to have

stayed in London, applying himself rather languidly to

common law, and giving his real thoughts and sympathies

to those who demanded them most, his mother and his

unfortunate friend Eichard West. The latter, indeed, he

found in a miserable condition ; in June 1740 that young

man, having lived at the Temple till he was sick of it,

left chambers, finding that neither the prestige of his

grandfather, nor the reputation of his uncle, Sir Thomas

Burnet, advanced him at all in their profession. He was

without heart in his work, his talents were not drawn out

in the legal direction, and his affectionate and somewhat

feminine nature suffered from loneliness and want of con-

genial society. He had hoped that Walpole would be

able to find him a post in the diplomatic service, or in

the army, but this was not possible. Gray strongly dis-

approved of the step West took in leaving the Temple,

and wrote him from Florence a letter full of kindly and

cordial good sense ; but when he arrived in London he

found West in a far more broken condition of mind and

body than he had anticipated. In extreme agitation

West confided to his friend a terrible secret which

he had discovered, and which Gray preserved in silence

until the close of his life, when he told it to Norton

Nicholls. . It is a painful story which need not be

repeated here, but which involved the reputation of

West's mother with the name of his late father's secre-

tary, a Mr. Williams, whom she finally married when her

son was dead. West had not the power to rally from

this shock, and the comfort of Gray's society only slightly

delayed the end. In March 1742 he was obliged to

leave town, and went to stay with a friend at Popes,
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near Hatfield, Herts, where he lingered three months,

and died.

The winter which Gray and West spent together in

London was remarkable in the career of the former as

the beginning of his most prolific year of poetical compo-

sition, a vocal year to' be followed by six of obstinate

silence. The first original production in English verse

was the fragment of a tragedy of Agrippina, of which one

complete scene, and a few odd lines, have been preserved

in his works. In this attempt at the drama he was

inspired by Kacine, and neither Addison, nor Aaron Hill,

nor James Thomson, had contrived to be more cold or

academic a playwright. The subject, which had been

treated in tragedy more than a century earlier by May,

was well adapted for stately stage-effect, and the scheme

of Gray's play, so far as we know it, was not without

interest. But he was totally unfitted to write for the

boards, and even the beauty of versification in Agrippina

cannot conceal from us for a moment its ineptitude. All

that exists of the play is little else than a soliloquy in

which the Empress defies the rage of Nero, and shows

that she possesses

A heart that glows with the pure Julian fire,

by daring her son to the contest

:

Around thee call

The gilded swarm that wantons in the sunshine

Of thy full favour ; Seneca be there

In gorgeous phrase of laboured eloquence

To dress thy plea, and Burrhus strengthen it

With his plain soldier's oath, and honest seeming.

Against thee—liberty and Agrippina !

The world the prize ! and fair befall the victors

!
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As a study in blank verse Agrippina shows the result of

long apprenticeship to the ancients, and marches with a

sharp and dignified step that reminds the reader more of

Landor than of any other dramatist. In all other essen-

tials, however, the tragedy must be considered, like the

didactic epic, a false start ; but Gray was now very soon

to learn his real vocation.

The opening scene of the tragedy was sent down into

Hertfordshire to amuse West, who seemed at first to have

recovered his spirits, and who sat " purring by the fireside,

in his arm-chair, with no small satisfaction." He was

able to busy himself with literature, delighting in the

new book of the Dimciad, and reading Tacitus for the

first time. His cool reception of the latter roused Gray

to defend his favourite historian with great vigour.

" Pray do not imagine," he says, " that Tacitus, of all

authors in the world, can be tedious .... Yet what I

admire in him above all is his detestation of tyranny, and

the high spirit of liberty that every now and then breaks

out, as it were, whether he would or no." Poor West
on the 4th of April, racked by an " importunissima

tussis," declines to do battle against Tacitus, but attacks

Agrippina with a frankness and a critical sagacity which

slew that ill-starred tragedy on the spot. It is evident

that Gray had no idea of West's serious condition, for he

rallies him on being the first who ever made a muse of a

cough, and is confident that " those wicked remains of

your illness will soon give way to warm weather and

gentle exercise." It is in the same letter that Gray speaks

with some coldness of Joseph Andrews, and reverts with

the warmth on which we have already commented to the

much more congenial romances of Marivaux and Crebillon.

We may here confess that Gray certainly misses, in com-
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mon with most men of his time, the one great charm of

the literary character at its best, namely enthusiasm for

excellence in contemporaries. It is a sign of a dry age

when the principal authors of a country look askance on

one another. Some silly critics in our own days have

discovered with indignant horror the existence of " mutual

admiration societies." A little more acquaintance with

the history of literature might have shown them how

strong the sentiment of comradeship has been in every

age of real intellectual vitality. It is much to be deplored

that the chilly air of the eighteenth century pre-

vented the " mutual admiration" of such men as Gray

and Fielding.

This is perhaps an appropriate point at which to pause

and consider the condition of English poetry at the

moment at which we have now arrived. When Gray

began seriously to write, in 1742, the considerable poets

then alive in England might have been counted on the

fingers of two hands. Pope and Swift were nearing the

close of their careers of glory and suffering, the former

still vocal to the last, and now quite unrivalled by any

predecessor in personal prestige. As a matter of fact,

however, he was not destined to publish anything more

of any consequence. Three other names, Goldsmith,

Churchill, and Cowper, were those of children not to

appear in literature for many years to come. Gray's

actual competitors, therefore, were only four in number.

Of these the eldest, Young, was just beginning to publish,

at the age of fifty-eight, the only work by which he is

now much remembered, or which can still be read with

pleasure. The Night Thoughts was destined to make

his the most prominent poetical figure for the next ten

years. Thomson, on the other hand, a younger and far
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more vital spirit, had practically retreated already upon

his laurels, and was presently to die, without again

addressing the public except in the luckless tragedy of

Sophonisba, bequeathing, however, to posterity the trea-

sure of his Castle of Indolence. Samuel Johnson had

published London, a nine days' wonder, and had subsided

into temporary oblivion. Collins, just twenty-one years

of age, had brought out a pamphlet of Persian Eclogues

without attracting the smallest notice from anybody.

Among the lesser stars, Allan Eamsay and Ambrose

Philips were retired old men, now a long while silent,

who remembered the days of Addison ; Armstrong had

flashed into unenviable distinction with a poem more

clever than decorous; Dyer, one of the lazy men who

grew fat too soon, was buried in his own Fleece ; Shen-

stone and Akenside, much younger men, were beginning

to be talked about in the circle of their friends, but had

as yet done little. The stage, therefore, upon which

Gray proceeded very gingerly to step, was not a crowded

one, and before he actually ventured to appear in print,

it was stripped of its most notable adornments. Yet this

apparent advantage was in reality a great disadvantage

;

as Mr. Matthew Arnold admirably says, " born in the

same year with Milton, Gray would have been another

man ; born in the same year with Burns, he would have

been another man." As it was, his genius pined away

for want of movement in the atmosphere ; the wells of

poetry were stagnant, and there was no angel to strike

the waters.

The amiable dispute as to the merits of Agrippina

led the friends on to a wider theme, the peculiar qualities

of the style of Shakespeare. How low the standard of

eriticism had fallen in that generation, may be estimated
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when we consider that Theobald, himself the editor and

annotator of Shakespeare, in palming off his forgery of

The Double Falsehood, which contains such writing as

this,

—

Fond Echo, forego the light strain,

And needfully hear a lost Maid

;

Go tell the false ear of the Swain

How deeply his vows have betrayed,

as a genuine work by the author of Hamlet, had ventured

to appeal to the style as giving the best evidence of the

truth of his pretensions. Gray had a more delicate sense

of literary flavour than this, and his remarks about the

vigour and pictorial richness of Elizabethan drama, since

which " our language has greatly degenerated," are highly

interesting even to a modern reader. Through April and

May he kept up a brisk correspondence, chiefly on books,

with West at Popes, and on the 5th of the latter month

he received from his friend an Ode to May, beginning

Dear Gray, that always in my heart

Possessest still the better part,

which is decidedly the most finished of West's produc-

tions. Some of the stanzas of this ode possess much

suavity and grace :

—

Awake, in all thy glories dresfc,

Recall the zephyrs from the west

;

Restore the sun, revive the skies,

At mine and Nature's call, arise

!

Great Nature's self upbraids thy stay

And misses her accustomed May.

This is almost in the later style of Gray himself, and

the poem received from him commendation as being
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" light and genteel," a phrase that sounds curiously old-

fashioned nowadays. Gray meanwhile is busy translating

Propertius, and shows no sign of application to legal

studies. On the contrary, he has spent the month of

April in studying the Peloponnesian War, the greater

part of Pliny and Martial, Anacreon, Petrarch and

Aulus Gellius, a range of reading which must have

entirely excluded Coke upon Lyttelton. West's last

letter is dated May 11, 1742, and is very cheerfully

written, but closes with words that afterwards took a

solemn meaning, "Vale, et vive paulisper cum vivis."

On the 27th of the same month Gray wrote a very long

letter to West, in which he shows no consciousness what-

ever of his friend's desperate condition ; this epistle con-

tains an interesting reference to his own health :

—

Mine, you are to know, is a white Melancholy, or rather

Leucocholy, for the most part ; which, though it seldom laughs

or dances, nor ever amounts to what one calls Joy or Pleasure,

yet is a good easy sort of a state, and ga ne laisse que de s'amuser.

The only fault is its vapidity, which is apt now and then to give

a sort of Ennui, which makes one form certain little wishes that

signify nothing. But there is another sort, black indeed, which

I have now and then felt, that has somewhat in it like Tertul-

lian's rule of faith, Credo quia impossibile est; for it believes,

nay, is sure of everything that is unlikely, so it be but fright-

ful ; and on the other hand excludes and shuts its eyes to the

most possible hopes, and everything that is pleasurable ; from

this the Lord deliver us ! for none but He and sunshiny weather

can do it.

Grimly enough, while he was thus analysing his feel-

ings, his friend lay at the point of death. Five days

after this letter was written West breathed his last, on

the 1st of June, 1742, in the twenty-sixth year of his

age, and was buried in the chancel of Hatfield Church.
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Probably on the same day that West died, Gray went

down into Buckinghamshire to visit his uncle and aunt

Eogers at Stoke-Pogis, a village which his name has im-

mortalized, and of which it may now be convenient to

say a few words. The manor of Stoke Pogis or Poges is

first mentioned in a deed of 1291, and passed through the

hands of a variety of eminent personages down to the

great Earl of Huntingdon in the reign of Henry VIII.

The village, if such it can be called, is sparsely scattered

over a wide extent of country. The church, a very

picturesque structure of the fourteenth century, with a

wooden spire, is believed to have been built by Sir John

Molines about 1340. It stands on a little level space

about four miles north of the Thames at Eton. From

the neighbourhood of the church no vestige of hamlet or

village is visible, and the aspect of the place is slightly

artificial, like a rustic church in a park on the stage.

The traveller almost expects to see the grateful peasantry

o'f an opera, cheerfully habited, make their appearance,

dancing on the greensward. As he faces the church from

the south, the white building, extravagantly Palladian,

which lies across the meadows on his left hand, is Stoke

Park, begun under the direction of Alexander JSTasmyth,

the landscape-painter, in 1789, and finished by James

Wyatt, E.A., for the Hon. Thomas Penn, who bought the

manor from the representatives of Gray's friend Lady

Cobham. At the back of the visitor, stands a heavy and

hideous mausoleum, bearing a eulogistic inscription to

Gray, and this also is due to the taste of Wyatt and was

erected in 1799. If we still remain on the south side of

the churchyard, the chimneys seen through the thick

umbrageous foliage on our right hand, and behind the

church, are those of the ancient Manor House, celebrated
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by Gray in the Long Story, and built by the Earl of

Huntingdon in 1555. The road from Farnham Eoyal

passes close to it, but there is little to be seen. Although

in Gray's time it seems to have been in perfect preserva-

tion as an exquisite specimen of Tudor architecture, with

its high gables, projecting windows and stacks of clustered

chimney-shafts, it did not suit the corrupt Georgian taste

of the Penns, and was pulled down in 1789. Wyatt

refused to have anything to say to it, and remarked that

" the style of the edifice was deficient in those excellen-

cies which might have pleaded for restoration." Of the

historical building in which Sir Christopher Hatton lived

and Sir Edward Coke died nothing is left but the fan-

tastic chimneys, and a rough shell which is used as a

stable. This latter was for some time fitted up as a

studio for Sir Edwin Landseer, and he was working here

in 1852, when he suddenly became deranged. This old

ruin, so full of memories, is only one of a number of

ancient and curious buildings within the boundaries of

the jparish of Stoke Pogis. When Gray came to Stoke

in 1742, the Manor House was inhabited by the ranger

of Windsor Forest, Viscount Cobham, who died in 1749.

It was his widow who, as we shall presently see, became

the intimate frieriH of Gray and inspired his remarkable

poem of the Long Story.

The house of Mrs Eogers, to which Gray and his

mother now proceeded, was situated at West End, in the

northern part of the parish. It was reached from the

church by a path across the meadows, alongside the

hospital, a fine brick building of the sixteenth century,

and so by the lane leading out into Stoke Common. Just

at the end of this lane, on the left-hand side, looking

southwards, with the common at its back, stood West
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End House, a simple farmstead of two stories, with a

rustic porch before the front door, and this was Gray's

home for many years. It is now thoroughly altered and

enlarged, and no longer contains any mark of its original

simplicity. The charm of the house to the poet must

have been that Burnham Beeches, Stoke Common, and

Brockhurst Woods, were all at hand, and within reach

of the most indolent of pedestrians.

Gray had been resident but very few days at Stoke-Pogis

before he wrote the poem with which his poetical works

usually open, his Ode to Spring. Among the MS. at

Pembroke there occurs a copy of this poem, in Gray's

handwriting, entitled Noon-Tide: an Ode; and in the

margin of it there is found this interesting note :
" The

beginning of June, 1742, sent to Fav: not knowing

he was then dead." Favonius was the familiar name of

West, and this shows that Gray received no intimation of

his friend's approaching end, and no summons to his bed-

side. The loss of West was one of the most profound

that his reserved nature ever suffered ; when that name

was mentioned to him, nearly thirty years afterwards, he

became visibly agitated, and to the end of his life he

seemed to feel in the death of West " the affliction of a

recent loss." We are therefore not surprised to find the

Ode to Spring, which belongs to a previous condition of

things, lighter in tone, colder in sentiment, and more

trivial in conception than his other serious productions.

We are annoyed that, in the very outset, he should borrow

from Milton his " rosy-bosomed Hours," and from Pope

his " purple year." Again there is a perplexing change of

tone from the beginning where he was perhaps inspired

by that exquisite strain of florid fancy, the Pervigilium

Veneris, to the stoic moralizings of the later stanzas :

—
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How vain the ardour of the crowd,

How low, how little are the proud,

How indigent the great

!

It may be noted, by the way, that for many years the

last two adjectives, now so happily placed, were awkwardly

transposed. The best stanza, without doubt, is the

penultimate :

—

To Contemplation's sober eye

Such is the race of Man :

And they that creep and they that fly

Shall end where they began.

Alike the Busy and the Gay
But flutter through life's little day,

In Fortune's varying colours drest

:

Brush'd by the hand of rough Mischance

Or chill'd by Age, their airy dance

They leave, in dust to rest.

The final stanza, with its " glittering female," and its

" painted plumage " is puerile in its attempted excess of

simplicity, and errs, though in more fantastic language,

exactly as such crude studies of Wordsworth's as Andrew

Jones or The Two Thieves erred half a century later.

Nothing was gained by the poet's describing himself " a

solitary fly " without a hive to go to. The mistake was

one which Gray nevSr repeated, but it is curious to find

two of the most sublime poets in our language, both

specially eminent for loftiness of idea, beginning by

eschewing all reasonable dignity of expression.

But although the Ode to Spring no longer forms a

favourite part of Gray's poetical works, it possessed con-

siderable significance in 1742, and particularly on account

of its form. It was the first note of protest against the

hard versification which had reigned in England for more
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than sixty years. The Augustan age seems to have

suffered from a dulness of ear, which did not permit it to

detect a rhyme unless it rang at the close of the very next

pause. Hence, in the rare cases where a lyric movement

was employed, the ordinary octosyllabic couplet took the

place of those versatile measures in which the Elizabethan

and Jacobite poets had delighted, Swift, Lady Winchil-

sea, Parnell, Philips, and Green, the five poets of the

beginning of the eighteenth century who rebelled against

heroic verse, got no further in metrical innovation than

the shorter and more ambling couplet. Dyer, in his

greatly overrated piece called Grongar Hill, followed these

his predecessors. But Gray, from the very first, showed a

disposition to return to more national forms, and to work

out his stanzas on a more harmonic principle. He seems

to have disliked the facility of the couplet, and the vague

length to which it might be repeated. His view of a

poem was that it should have a vertebrate form, which

should respond, if not absolutely to its subject, at least to

its mood. In short he was a genuine lyrist, and our

literature had possessed none since Milton and the last

cavalier song-writers. Yet his stanzas are built up from

very simple materials. Here, in the Ode to Spring, we

begin with a quatrain of the common ballad-measures

;

an octosyllabic couplet is added, and this would close it

with a rustic effect, were the music not prolonged by the

addition of three lines more, while the stanza closes

gravely with a short line of six syllables.

The news of the death of West deepened Gray's vein

of poetry, but did not stop its flow. He poured forth his

grief and affection in some impassioned hexameters, full

of earnest feeling, which he afterwards tried, ineptly

enough, to tack on to the icy periods of his De Principiis
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Cogitandi. In no other of his writings does Gray employ

quite the same personal and emotional accents, in none

does he speak out so plainly from the heart, and with so

little attention to his singing robes :

—

Vidi egomet duro graviter concussa dolore

Pectora, in alterius non unquam lenta dolorem

;

Et languere oculos vidi, et pallescere amantem
Vultum, quo nunquam Pietas nisi rara, Fidesque,

Altus amor Veri, et purum spirabat Honestum.

Visa tamen tardi demum inclementia morbi

Cessere est, reducemque iterum roseo ore Salutem

Speravi, atque una tecum, dilecte Favoni

!

Credulus heu longos, ut quondam, fallere Soles.

This fragment, the most attractive of his Latin poems,

trips on a tag from Propertius, and suddenly ceases, nor is

there extant any later effusion of Gray's in the same lan-

guage. He celebrated the death of Favonius in another

piece, which is far more familiar to general readers. The

MS. of this sonnet, now at Cambridge, is marked " at

Stoke : Aug. 1742 f it was not published till Mason

included it in his Memoirs.

In vain to me the smiling mornings shine.

And reddening Phoebus lifts his golden fire

:

The birds in vain their amorous descant join,

Or cheerful fields resumje their green attire

:

These ears alas ! for other notes repine,

A different object do these eyes require;

My lonely anguish melts no heart but mine,

And in my breast th* imperfect joys expire.

Yet morning smiles the busy race to cheer,

And new-born pleasure brings to happier men

;

The fields to all their wonted tribute bear

;

To warm their little loves the birds complain

;

I fruitless mourn to him that cannot hear,

And weep the more, because I weep in vain.

This little composition has suffered a sort of notoriety
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from the fact that Wordsworth, in 1800, selected it as an

example of the errors of an ornate style, doing so because,

as he frankly admitted, " Gray stands at the head of those

who by their reasonings have attempted to widen the

space of separation betwixt Prose and Metrical composi-

tion, and was more than any other man curiously elaborate

in the structure of his own poetic diction." Wordsworth

declares that out of the fourteen lines of this poem only

five are of any value, namely the sixth, seventh, eighth,

thirteenth, and fourteenth, the language of which " differs

in no respect from that of prose." But this does not

appear to be particularly ingenuous. If we allow the sun

to be called Phoebus, and if we -pardon the "green attire,"

there is not a single expression in the sonnet which is

fantastic or pompous. It is simplicity itself in comparison

with most of Milton's sonnets, and it seems as though

Wordsworth might have found an instance of fatuous

grandiloquence much fitter to his hand in Young, or better

still in Armstrong, master of those who go about to call a

hat a "swart sombrero." Gray's graceful sonnet was

plainly the result of his late study of Petrarch, and we

may remind ourselves, in this age of flourishing sonneteers,

that it is almost the only specimen of its class that had

been written in English for a hundred years, certainly the

only one that is still read with pleasure. One other fact

may be noted, that in this little poem Gray first begins to

practise the quatrain of alternate heroics, which later on

became, as we shall see, the basis of all his harmonic

effects, and which he learned to fashion with more skill

than any other poet before or since.

In the same month of August was written the Ode on a

Distant Prospect of Eton College, or, as in Gray's own MS.

which I have examined, of Eton College, Windsor, and the
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adjacent country. East and west from the church of

Stoke-Pogis, towards Stoke Green in the one direction

and towards Farnham Eoyal in the other, there rises a

gentle acclivity, from which the ground gradually slopes

southward to the Thames, and which lies opposite those

"distant spires" and " antique towers" which Gray has

sung in melodious numbers. The woodland parish of

Stoke is full of little rights-of-way, meadow-paths without

hedges, that skirt the breast of the ridge I speak of, and

reveal against the southern sky the embattled outline of

Windsor. The Eton Ode is redolent of Stoke-Pogis, and

to have sauntered where Gray himself must have muttered

his verses as they took shape, gives the reader a certain

sense of confidence in the poet's sincerity. Gray had of

late been much exercised about Eton ; to see a place so

full of reminiscences, and yet be too distant to have

news of it, this was provoking to his fancy. In his last

letter to "West he starts the reflection that he developed a

few months later in the Ode. It puzzled him to think

that Lord Sandwich and Lord Halifax, whom he could

remember as " dirty boys playing at cricket," were now
statesmen, while, "as for me, I am never a bit the

older, nor the bigger, nor the wiser than I was then, no,

not for having been beyond the sea." Lord Sandwich,

of course, as all readers of lampoons remember, remained

Gray's pet aversion to the end of his life, the type to him

of the man who, without manners, or parts, or character,

could force his way into power by the sheer insolence of

wealth. The Eton Ode was inspired by the regret that

the illusions of boyhood, the innocence that comes not of

virtue but of inexperience, the sweetness born not of a

good heart but of a good digestion, the elation which

childish spirits give and which owes nothing to anger or
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dissipation, that these simple qualities cannot be preserved

through life. Gray was, or thought he was, " never a bit

the older " than he was at Eton, and it seemed to him that

the world would be better if Lord Sandwich could have been

kept for ever in the same infantile simplicity. This de-

scription of the joyous innocence of boyhood, a theme re-

quiring indeed the optimism of a Pangloss, has never been

surpassed as an ex parte statement on the roseate and

ideal side of the question ; that the view of ethics is quite

elementary, and would have done honour to the experience

and science of one of Gray's good old aunts, detracts in no

sense from the positive beauty of the poem as a strain of

reflection ; and it has enjoyed a popularity with successive

generations which puts it almost outside the pale of verbal

criticism. When a short ode of one hundred lines has

enriched our language with at least three phrases which

have become part and parcel of our daily speech, it may be

taken for granted that it is very admirably worded. Indeed

theEton Odeis one of those poems which have suffered from

a continued excess of popularity, and its famous felicities,

"to snatch a fearful joy," "regardless of their doom,the little

victims play," " where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be

wise," have suffered the extreme degradation as well as the

loftiest honour which attends on passages of national

verse, since they have been so universally extolled that

they have finally become commonplace witticisms to the

million. It is well to take the stanza in which such a

phrase occurs, and read it anew, with a determination to

forget that one of its lines has been almost effaced in

vulgar traffic :

—

While some on earnest business bent

Their murmuring labours ply

'Gainst graver hours that bring constraint

To sweeten liberty,
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Some bold adventurers disdain

The limits of their little reign,

And unknown regions dare descry

;

Still as they run they look behind,

They hear a voice in every wind,

And snatch a fearful joy.

It is only in the second stanza of the Eton Ode that

Gray permits himself to refer to the constant pressure of

regret for his lost friend ; the fields are beloved in vain,

and in Wordsworth's exquisite phrase, he turns to share

the rapture,—ah ! with whom ? In yet one other poem

composed during this prolific month of August 1742, that

regret serves simply to throw a veil of serious and pathetic

sentiment over the tone of the reflection. The Ode on

Adversity, so named by Gray himself and by his first

editor Mason, but since styled, I know not why, the

Hymn to Adversity, is remarkable as the first of Gray's

poems in which he shows that stateliness of movement

and pomp of allegorical illustration which give an indi-

viduality in his mature style. No English poet, except

perhaps Milton and Shelley, has maintained the same

severe elevation throughout a long lyrical piece
;
perhaps

the fragments of such lyrists as Simonides gave Gray the

hint of this pure and cold manner of writing. The

shadowy personages of allegory throng around us, and we

are not certain that we distinguish them from one another.

The indifferent critic may be supposed to ask, which is

Prosperity and which is Folly, and how am I to distin-

guish them from the Summer Friend and from Thought-

less Joy ? Adversity herself is an abstraction which has

few terrors and few allurements for us, and in listening to

the address made to her by the poet, we are apt to forget

her in our appreciation of the balanced rhythm and rich

persuasive sound :

—
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Wisdom in sable garb arrayed,

Immersed in' rapt'rous thought profound,

And Melancholy, silent maid,

With leaden eye that loves the ground,

Still on thy solemn steps attend

;

Warm Charity, the general friend,

With Justice, to herself severe,

And Pity, dropping soft the sadly-pleasing tear.

gently on thy suppliant's head,

Dread goddess, lay thy chast'ning hand !

Not in thy Gorgon terrors clad,

Not circled with the vengeful band

(As by the impious thou art seen)

With thund'ring voice, and threat'ning mien,

With screaming Horror's funeral cry,

Despair, and fell Disease, and ghastly Poverty.

Thy form benign, O Goddess, wear,

Thy milder influence impart,

Thy philosophic train be there,

To soften, not to wound, my heart.

The gen'rous spark extinct revive,

Teach me to love, and to forgive,

Exact my own defects to scan,

What others are to feel, and know myself a Man.

This last stanza, where he gets free from the allegorical

personages, is undoubtedly the best ; and the curious

couplet about the " generous spark " seems to me to be

probably a reference to the quarrel with Walpole. If

this be thought fantastic, it must be remembered that

Gray's circle of experience and emotion was unusually

narrow. To return to the treatment of allegory and the

peculiar style of this ode, we are confronted by the

curious fact that it seems impossible to claim for these

qualities, hitherto unobserved in English poetry, precedency

in either Gray or Collins. Actual priority, of course,

belongs to Gray, for Collins wrote nothing of a serious
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nature till 1745 or 1746 ; but his Odes, though so similar,

or rather so analogous, to Gray's, that every critic has

considered them as holding a distinct place together in

literature, were certainly not in any way inspired by Gray.

The latter published nothing till 1747, whereas in Decem-

ber, 1746, Collins' precious little volume saw the light.

It is difficult to believe that Collins, at school at

Winchester until 1741, at college at Oxford until 1744,

could have seen any of Gray's verses, which had not

then begun to circulate in MS., in the way in which

long afterwards the Elegy and the Bard passed from

eager hand to hand. We shall see that Gray read Collins

eventually, but without interest, while Collins does not

appear to have been ever conscious of Gray's existence

;

there was no mutual magnetic attraction between the two

poets, and we must suppose their extraordinary kinship

to have been a mere accident, the result of certain forces

acting simultaneously on more or less similar intellectual

compounds. There was no other resemblance between them,

as men, than this one gift of clear, pure, Simonidean song.

Collins was simply a reed, cut short and notched by the

great god Pan, for the production of enchanting flute-

melodies at intervals ; but for all other human purposes a

vain and empty thing indeed. In Gray the song, important

as it was, seemed merely one phase of a deep and consistent

character, of a brain almost universally accomplished, of

a man, in short, and not of a mere musical instrument.

One more work of great importance was begun at

Stoke in the autumn of 1742, the Elegy wrote in a

Country Church-Yard, It is, unfortunately, impossible

to say what form it originally took, or what lines or

thoughts now existing in it are part of the original

scheme. We shall examine this poem at length when we

F
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reach the period of Gray's career to which it belongs in

its completed form ; but as the question is often asked,

and vaguely answered, where was the JElegy written, it

may at once be said that it was begun at Stoke in

October or November 1742, continued at Stoke imme-

diately after the funeral of Gray's aunt, Miss Mary

Antrobus, in November 1749, and finished at Cambridge

iii June 1750. And it may here be remarked as a very

singular fact that the death of a valued friend seems to

have been the stimulus of greatest efficacy in rousing

Gray to the composition of poetry, and did in fact excite

him to the completion of most of his important poems.

He was a man who had a very slender hold on life him-

self, who walked habitually in the Valley of the Shadow

of Death, and whose periods of greatest vitality were

those in which bereavement proved to him, that, melan-

choly as he was, even he had something to lose and to

regret.

It is therefore perhaps more than a strong impression

that makes me conjecture the beginning of the Elegy

ivrote in a Country Church-Yard to date from the funeral

of Gray's uncle, Jonathan Eogers, who died at Stoke-

Pogis on the 21st of October, 1742, and who was buried

with the Antrobus family in the church of the neighbour-

ing parish of Burnham. An ingenious Latin inscription

to him, in a marble tablet in the church of that name,

has always been ascribed to Gray himself. Eogers died

at the age of sixty-five, having spent thirty-two years in

undisturbed felicity with his wife, born Anna Antrobus,

who survived him till near the end of her celebrated

nephew's life. The death of Mr. Eogers completely

altered Gray's prospects. Mrs. Eogers appears to have

been left with a very small fortune, just enough to sup-
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port her and her sisters Mrs. Gray and Miss Antrobus,

in genteel comfort, if they shared a house together, and

had no extraneous expenses. The ladies from Cornhill

accordingly came down to West End House at Stoke, and

there the three sisters lived until their respective deaths.

But Gray's dream of a life of lettered ease was at an

end ; he saw that what would support these ladies would

leave but little margin for him. His temperament and

his mode of study shut him out from every energetic

profession. He was twenty-five years of age, and hitherto

had not so much as begun any serious study of the law,

for which his mother still imagined him to be preparing.

Only one course was open to him, namely, to return to

Cambridge, where living was very cheap, and to reside in

college, spending his vacations quietly at Stoke Pogis.

As Mason puts it, "he was too delicate to hurt two

persons for whom he had so tender an affection, by

peremptorily declaring his real intentions, and therefore

changed, or pretended to change, the line of his study."

Henceforward, until 1759, his whole life was a regular

oscillation between Stoke and Cambridge, varied only by

occasional visits to London. The first part of his life

was now over. At twenty-five Gray becomes a middle-

aged man, and loses, among the libraries of the University,

his last pretensions to physical elasticity. From this

time forward we find that his ailments, his melancholy,

his reserve, and his habit of drowning consciousness in

perpetual study, have taken firm hold upon him, and he

begins to plunge into an excess of reading, treating the

acquisition of knowledge as a narcotic. In the winter

of 1742 he proceeded to Peterhouse, and taking his

bachelor's degree in Civil Law, was forthwith installed as

a resident of that college.



CHAPTER IV.

LIFE AT CAMBRIDGE.

Gray took up his abode at Peterhouse, in the room

nearest the road on the second floor on the north side, a

room which still exists and which commands a fine view

of Pembroke College further east, on the opposite side of

Trumpington Street. It would seem, indeed, that Gray's

eyes and thoughts were for ever away from home, and

paying a visit to the society across the road. His letters

are full of minute discussions of what is going on at Pem-

broke, but never a word of Peterhouse ; indeed so natu-

rally and commonly does he discuss the politics of the

former college, often without naming it, that all his bio-

graphers, except of course Mason, seem to have taken for

granted that he was describing Peterhouse. Oddly enough,

Mason, who might have explained this circumstance in

half a dozen words, does not appear to have noticed the

fact, so natural did it seem to him to read about events

which went on in his own college of Pembroke. Nor is it

explained why Gray never became a fellow of Peterhouse.

In all the correspondence of Gray I have only noted one

solitary instance in which he has mentioned a Petru-

sian ; on this one occasion he does name the Master, J.

Whalley, afterwards Bishop of Chester, in connexion with

an anecdote which does more honour to him as a kind old
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soul than as a disciplinarian. But all Gray's friends, and

enemies, and interests, were centered in Pembroke, and

he shows such an intimate knowledge of all the cabals

and ridiculous little intrigues which thrilled the common-

room of that college, as requires an explanation that

now can never be given. These first years of his resi-

dence are the most obscure in his whole career. It must

be remembered that of his three most intimate correspon-

dents one, West, was dead, another, Walpole, estranged,

and the third, Wharton, a resident in Cambridge like him-

self, and therefore too near at hand to be written to. On
the 27th of December, 1742, a few days after his arrival

at the university, he wrote a letter to Dr. Wharton, which

has been preserved, and his Hymn to Ignorance, Mason

tells us, dates from the same time. But after this he

entirely disappears from us for a couple of years, a few

legends of the direction taken by his studies and his

schemes of literary work being the only glimpses we get

of him.

But although Gray tells us nothing about his own

college, it is still possible to form a tolerably distinct idea

of the society with whom he moved at Pembroke. The

Master, Dr. Roger Long, was a man of^/parts, but full of

eccentricities, and gifted with a very disagreeable temper.

He was a species of poetaster, oddly associated in verse, at

different extremes of his long life, with Laurence Eusden,

the poet laureate, and the great Erasmus Darwin. When
Gray settled in the University, Roger Long was sixty-two

years of age, had been Master of Pembroke nine years,

and, after being . appointed Lowndes' Professor of astro-

nomy in 1750, was to survive until 1770, dying in his

ninety-first year. He was fond of exercising his inven-

tion on lumbering constructions, which provoked the ridi-
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cule of young wits like Gray ; such as a sort of orrery

which he built in the north-eastern corner of the inner

court of Pembroke ; and a still more remarkable water-

velocipede, upon which Dr. Long was wont to splash

about in Pembroke basin, " like a wild goose at play,"

heedless of mocking undergraduates. This eccentric per-

sonage was the object of much observation on the part of

Gray, who frequently mentioned him in his letters, and

was delighted when any new absurdity gave him an oppor-

tunity of writing to his correspondents about " the high

and mighty Prince Eoger surnamed the Long, Lord of the

great Zodiac, the glass Uranium, and the Chariot that goes

without horses." As the astronomer grew older, he more

and more lost his authority with the fellows, and Gray

describes scenes of absolute rebellion which are, I believe,

recorded by no other historian. Gray was, undoubtedly

in possession of information denied to the rest of the

world. Part of this information came, we cannot doubt,

from Dr. Wharton, and part from another intimate friend

of Gray's, William Trollope, who had taken his degree in

1730, and who was one of the senior fellows of Pembroke.

Another excellent friend of Gray's, also a leading man at

Pembroke, was the gentle and refined Dr. James Brown,

who eventually succeeded Long in the mastership, and in

whose arms Gray died. Outside this little Pembroke

circle Gray had few associates. He knew Conyers Middle-

ton very well, and seems to have gained, a little later,

while haunting the rich library of Emmanuel College, the

acquaintance of a man whose influence on him was dis-

tinctly hurtful, the satellite of Warburton, Eichard Hurd,

long afterwards Bishop of Worcester. But his association

with Conyers Middleton, certainly one of the most remark-

able men then moving in the University, amounted almost
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to friendship. They probably met nearly every day,

Middleton being University Librarian ; there was much

that Gray would find sympathetic in the broad theology of

Middleton, who had won his spurs by attacking the deists

from ground almost as sceptical as their own, yet strictly

within the pale of orthodoxy ; nor would the irony and

free thought of a champion of the Church of England be

shocking to Gray, whose own tenets were at this time no

less broad than his hatred of an open profession of deism

was pronounced. Gray's feeling in religion seems to have

been one of high and dry objection to enthusiasm, or

change, or subversion. He was willing to admit a certain

breadth of conjecture, so long as the forms of orthodoxy

were preserved, but he objected excessively to any attempt

to tamper with those forms, collecting Shaftesbury, Vol-

taire, Eousseau, and Hume under one general category of

abhorrence. As he says in a cancelled stanza of one of

his poems :

—

No more, with reason and thyself at strife,

Give anxious cares and endless wishes room

;

But through the cool sequester'd vale of life

Pursue the silent tenour of thy doom,

an attitude which would not preclude a good deal of sym-

pathy with the curious speculations of Conyers Middleton.

There is no doubt, however, that, in spite of a few com-

panions of this class, most of them, like Middleton, much
older than himself, he found Cambridge exceedingly

dreary. He talks in one of his letters of " the strong at-

tachment, or rather allegiance, which I and all here owe

to our sovereign lady and mistress, the president of presi-

dents, and head of heads (if I may be permitted to pro-

nounce her name, that ineffable Octogrammaton), the
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power of Laziness. You must know that she has been

pleased to appoint me (m preference to so many old ser-

vants of hers, who had spent their whole lives in quali-

fying themselves for the office) Grand Picker of Straws

and Push-Pin Player in ordinary to her Supinity." This

in 1744, and the same note had been struck two years

earlier in his curiously splenetic Hymn to Ignorance

:

—
Hail, horrors, hail ! ye ever gloomy bowers,

Ye Gothic fanes, and antiquated towers,

Where rushy Camus' slowly-winding flood

Perpetual draws his humid train of mud

:

Glad I revisit thy neglected reign,

O take me to thy peaceful shade again.

This atmosphere of apathy and ignorance was by no

means favourable to the composition of poetry. It was,

indeed absolutely fatal to it, and being at liberty to write

odes any hour of any day completely took away from the

poet the inclination to compose them at all. The flow of

verse which had been so full and constant in 1742 ceased

abruptly and entirely, and his thoughts turned in a wholly

fresh direction. He gave himself up almost exclusively

for the first four or five years to a consecutive study of

the whole existing literature of ancient Greece. If he

had seen cause to lament the deadness of classical enter-

prise at Cambridge when he was an undergraduate, this

lethargy had become still more universal since the death

of Bentley and Snape. Gray insisted, almost in solitude,

on the necessity of persistence in the cultivation of Greek

literature, and he forms the link between the school of

humanity which flourished in Cambridge in the beginning

of the eighteenth century, and that of which Porson was

to be the representative.

One of Gray's earliest schemes was a critical text
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of Strabo, an author of whom he knew no satisfac-

tory edition. Among the Pembroke MSS. may still

be found his painstaking and copious notes collected

for this purpose, and Mason possessed in Gray's hand-

writing " a great number of geographical disquisitions,

particularly with respect to that part of Asia which com-

prehends Persia and India ; concerning the ancient and

modern names and divisions of which extensive countries

his notes are very copious." This edition of Strabo never

came to the birth, and the same has to be said of His pro-

jected Plato, the notes for every section of which were

in existence when Mason came to examine his papers.

Another labour over which he toiled in vain was a text of

the Greek Anthology, with translations of each separate

epigram into Latin elegiac verse, a task on which he

wasted months of valuable time, and which he then

abandoned. His MS., however, of this last-mentioned

work, came into his executors' hands, copied out as if for

the press, with the addition, even, of a very full index,

and it is a little surprising that Mason should not have

hastened to oblige the world of classical students with a

work which would have had a value at that time that

it could not be said to possess now-a-days. Lord Chester-

field confidently " recommends the Greek: epigrams to the

supreme contempt " of his precious son, and in so doing

gauged rightly enough the taste of the age. It would

seem that Gray had the good sense to enjoy the delicious

little poems of Meleager and his fellow-singers, but had not

moral energy enough to insist on forcing them upon the

attention of the world. He lamented, too, the neglect

into which Aristotle had fallen, and determined to restore

him to the notice of English scholars. As in the previous

cases, however, his intentions remained unfulfilled, and
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we turn with pleasure from the consideration of all this

melancholy waste of energy and learning. It is hard to

conceive of a sadder irony on the career of a scholar of

Gray's genius and accomplishment than is given by the

dismal contents of the so-called second volume of his

Works, published by Mathias in 1814, fragments and

jottings which bear the same relation to literature that

dough bears to bread.

The unfortunate difference with Horace Walpole came

to a close in the winter of 1744. A lady, probably Mrs.

Conyers Middleton, made peace between the friends.

Walpole expressed a desire that Gray would write to him,

and as Gray was passing through London on his way from

Cambridge to Stoke in the early part of November, a

meeting came off. The poet wrote Walpole a note as soon

as he arrived, " and immediately received a very civil an-

swer." Horace Walpole was then living in the ministerial

neighbourhood of Arlington Street, and thither on the fol-

lowing evening Gray went to visit him. Gray's account to

Wharton of the interview is entertaining : "I was some-

what abashed at his confidence ; he came to meet me, kissed

me on both sides with all the ease of one who receives an

acquaintance just come out of the country, squatted me

into a fauteuil, began to talk of the town, and this and

that and t'other, and continued with little interruption

for three hours, when I took my leave very indifferently

pleased, but treated with monstrous good breeding. I

supped with him next night, as he desired. Ashton was

there, whose formalities tickled me inwardly, for he, I

found, was to be angry about the letter I had wrote him.

However, in going home together our hackney-coach

jumbled us up into a sort of reconciliation Next

morning I breakfasted alone with Mr. Walpole ; when we
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had all the eclaircissement I ever expected, and I left him

much better satisfied than I had been hitherto." Gray's

pride we see struggling against a very hearty desire in

Walpole to let bygones be bygones ; the stately little poet,

however, was not able to hold out against so many cour-

teous seductions, and he gradually returned to his old

intimacy and affection for Walpole. It is nevertheless

doubtful whether he ever became so fond of the latter as

Walpole was of him. He accepted the homage, however,

to the end of his days, and was more admired perhaps, by

Horace Walpole, and for a longer period, than any other

person.

Perhaps in consequence of the " eclaircissement " with

Walpole, Gray began at this time a correspondence with

Mr. Chute and Mr. Whithead, the gentlemen with whom
he had spent some months in Venice. Chute was a

Hampshire squire, a dozen years senior to Gray and

Walpole, but a great admirer of them both, and they both

wrote to him some of their brightest letters. Chute was

what our Elizabethan forefathers called "Italianate ;" he

sympathized with Gray's tastes in music and statuary,

vowed that life was not worth living north of tjie Alps,

and spent the greater part of his time in Casa Ambrosio,

Sir Horace Mann's house in Florence. He was an accom-

plished person, who played and sang, and turned a neat

copy of verses, and altogether was a very agreeable excep-

tion among country gentlemen. He lived on until 1776,

carefully preserving the letters he had interchanged with

his sprightly friends.

About this time (May 30, 1744) Pope had died,

and both Gray and Walpole refer frequently to the

circumstance in their letters. It seems that Gray

had had at least one interview with the great poet
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of the age before him, an interview the date of

which it would be curious to ascertain. Gray's words

are interesting. He writes to Walpole (Feb. 3, 1746),

referring probably to the scandals about Atossa and the

Patriot King, " I can say no more for Mr. Pope, for what

you keep in reserve may be worse than all the rest. It

is natural to wish the finest writer,—one of them,—we
ever had, should be an honest man. It is for the interest

even of that virtue, whose friend he professed himself,

and whose beauties he sung, that he should not be found

a dirty animal. But, however, this is Mr. Warburton's

business, not mine, who may scribble his pen to the

stumps and all in vain, if these facts are so. It is not

from what he told me about himself that I thought well

of him, but from a humanity and goodness of heart, aye,

and greatness of mind, that runs through his private cor-

respondence, not less apparent than are a thousand little

vanities and weaknesses mixed with those good qualities,

for nobody ever took him for a philosopher." There

exists a book in which Pope has written his own name,

and Gray his underneath, with a date in Pope's lifetime.

Evidently there had been personal intercourse between

them, in which Walpole may have had a part ; for the

latter said, very late in his own career, " Eemember, I

have lived with Gray and seen Pope."

In 1744 appeared two poems of some importance in

the history of eighteenth century literature, Akenside's

Pleasures of the Imagination and Armstrong's Art of

Preserving Health. Gray read them instantly, for the

authors were friends of his friend Wharton. The first

he found often obscure and even unintelligible, but yet in

many respects admirable ; and he checked himself in

the act of criticizing Akenside, " a very ingenious man,
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worth fifty of myself." For Armstrong he showed less

interest. The reading of these and other poems, a fresh

beat of the pulse of English poetry in her fainting fit,

set him thinking of his own neglected epic, the Be
Principiis Cogitandi, or " Master Tommy Lucretius " as he

nicknamed it. This unwieldy production, however, could

not be encouraged to flourish :
" 'tis but a puleing chitt,"

says its author, and Mason tells us that about this time

the posthumous publication of the Anti-Lucretius of the

Cardinal Melchior de Polignac, a book long awaited

and received at last with great disappointment, made

Gray decide to let Locke and the Origin of Ideas alone.

It may be noted that in July 1745 Gray had serious

thoughts, which came to nothing, of moving over from

Peterhouse to Trinity Hall.

We get glimpses of him now and then, from his

letters. He does not entirely forget the pleasures of

" strumming," he tells Chute; "I look at my music

now and then, that I may not forget it ;" and in

September 1746 he has been writing " a few autumnal

verses," the exact nature of which it is now im-

possible to specify. In August of the same year he had

been in London, spending his mornings with *Walpole

in Arlington Street, and his afternoons at the trial of the

Jacobite Lords. His account of Kilmarnock and Cro-

martie is vivid, and not as unsympathetic as it might be.

Now, as for many years to come, Gray usually went up

to town in the middle of June, saw what was to be seen,

proceeded to Stoke, and returned to Cambridge in Sep-

tember. Late in August 1746 Horace Walpole took a

house within the precincts of the Castle of "Windsor, and

Gray at Stoke found this very convenient, for the friends

were able to spend one day of each week together. In
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May 1747 Walpole rented, and afterwards bought, that

estate on the north bank of the Thames which he has

made famous under the name of Strawberry Hill, and in

future Gray scarcely ever passed a long vacation without

spending some of his time there. It was now that his

first poem was published. Walpole persuaded him to

allow Dodsley to print the Ode on a Distant Prospect of

Eton College, and it accordingly appeared anonymously,

in the summer of 1747, as a thin folio pamphlet. In the

autumn of this same year, while Gray was Walpole's

guest at Strawberry Hill, he sat for the most pleasing,

though the most feminine of his portraits, that by John

Giles Eckhardt, a German who had come over with

Vanloo, and to whom Walpole had addressed his poem of

The Beauties. The Eton Ode fell perfectly stillborn, in

spite of Walpole's enthusiasm ; even less observed by the

critics of the hour than Collins' little volume of Odes,

which had appeared six months earlier. We may observe

that Gray was now thirty years of age, and not only

absolutely unknown, but not in the least persuaded in

himself that he ought to be known.

It seems to have been about this time that the remark-

able interview took place between Gray and Hogarth.

The great painter, now in his fiftieth year, had just

reached the summit of his reputation by completing his

Marriage a la Mode, which Gray admired like the rest

of the world. The vivacious Walpole thought that he

would bring these interesting men together, and accord-

ingly arranged a little dinner, from which he anticipated

no small intellectual diversion. Unfortunately Hogarth

was more surly and egotistical than usual, and Gray was

plunged in one of his fits of melancholy reserve, so that

Walpole had to rely entirely upon his own flow of spirits
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to prevent absolute silence, and vowed at the end of the

repast that he had never been so dull in his life. To

show, however, how Gray could sparkle when the cloud

happened to rise from off his spirits, we may quote entire

the delightful letter to Walpole, in which one of the

brightest of his lesser poems first appeared :

—

Cambridge. March 1, 1747.

As one ought to be particularly careful to avoid blunders in a

compliment of condolence, it would be a sensible satisfaction

to me, before I testify my sorrow, and the sincere part I take

in your misfortune, to know for certain who it is I lament. I

knew Zara and Selima (Selima, was it ? or Fatima ?), or rather

I knew them both together ; for I cannot justly say which was

which. Then as to your " handsome Cat," the name you dis-

tinguish her by, I am no less at a loss, as well knowing one's

handsome cat is always the cat one loves best ; or if one be alive

and one dead, it is usually the latter that is the handsomest.

Besides, if the point were never so clear, I hope you do not think

me so ill-bred or so imprudent as to forfeit all my interest in the

survivor ; oh, no ! I would rather seem to mistake, and imagine

to be sure it must be the tabby one that had met with this sad

accident. Till this matter is a little better determined, you will

excuse me if I do not begin to cry :

—

" Teinpus inane peto, requiem, spatiumque doloris."

Which interval is the more convenient, as it gives me time to

rejoice with you on your new honours [Walpole had just been

elected F.R.S.], This is only a beginning ; I reckon next week

we shall hear you are a free-mason, or a Gormagon at least.

Heigh ho ! I feel (as you to be sure have long since) that I have

very little to say, at least in prose. Somebody will be the better

for it ; I do not mean you, but your Cat, feue Mademoiselle Selime,

whom I am about to immortalize for one week or fortnight, as

follows :

—
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'Twas on a lofty vase's side

Where China's gayest art had dyed

The azure flowers that blow,

The pensive Selima reclined,

Demurest of the tabby kind,

Gaz'd on the lake below.

Her conscious tail her joy declar'd

;

The fair round face, the snowy beard,

The velvet of her paws,

Her coat that with the tortoise vies,

Her ears of jet, and emerald eyes,

She saw ; and purr'd applause.

Still had she gaz'd ; but midst the tide

Two beauteous forms were seen to glide,

The Genii of the stream

;

Their scaly armour's Tyrian hue,

Through richest purple, to the view

Betray'd a golden gleam.

The hapless Nymph with wonder saw :

A whisker first, and then a claw,

With many an ardent wish,

She stretch'd, in vain, to reach the prize.

What female heart can gold despise ?

What Cat's averse to fish ?

Presumptuous maid ! With looks intent

Again she stretched, again she bent,

Nor knew the gulf between,

(Malignant Fate sat by, and smil'd.)

The slipp'ry verge her feet beguil'd,

She tumbled headlong in.

Eight times emerging from the flood,

She mew'd to ev'ry wat'ry God ;

Some speedy aid to send.

No Dolphin came, no Nereid stirr'd,

No cruel Tom nor Harrji heard,

What favourite has a friend ?
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From hence, ye beauties, undeceiVd,

Know one false step is ne'er retriev'd,

And be with caution bold.

Not all that tempts your wand*ring eyes

And heedless hearts is lawful prize,

Nor all, that glisters, gold.

There's a poem for you ; it is rather too long for an Epitaph.

It is rather too long for a quotation, also, but the

reader may find some entertainment in seeing so familiar

a poem restored to its original readings. Johnson's com-

ment on this piece is more unfortunate than usual. He
calls it " a trifle, but not a happy trifle.

,,
Later critics

have been unanimous in thinking it one of the happiest

of all trifles ; and there can be no doubt that in its ease

and lightness it shows that Gray had been reading Gresset

and Piron to advantage, and that he remembered the gay

suppers with Mdlle. Quinault. A French poet of the

neatest class, however, would certainly have avoided the

specious little error detected by Johnson in the last line,

and would not have laid himself open to the charge of

supposing that what cats really like is not gold-fish, but

gold itself.

We must return, however, to the dreary days in which

Gray divided his leisure from Greek literature between

drinking tar-water, on the recommendation of Berkeley's

Siris, and observing the extraordinary quarrelling and

bickering which went on in the combination-room at

Pembroke. These dissensions reached a climax in the

summer of 1746. The cause of the Master, Dr. Eoger

Long, was supported by a certain Dr. Andrews, while

James Brown, popularly styled Obadiah Fusk, led the

body of the fellows, with whom Gray sympathized.

" Mr. Brown wants nothing but a foot in height and his
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own hair to make him a little old Koman," we are told in

August of that year, and has been so determined that the

Master talks of calling in the Attorney-General to decide.

Even in the Long Vacation fellows of Pembroke can talk

of nothing else, and " tremble while they speak." Tuthill,

for some occult reason, is threatened with the loss of his

fellowship, and Gray at Stoke, in September 1746, will

hurry to Cambridge at any moment, so as not to be absent

during the Pembroke audit.

All this time not one word is said of his own

college. Nor was he always so anxious to return to

Cambridge. In the winter of 1746 he had a very

bright spell of enjoyment in London. "I have been

in town," he says to Wharton (Dec. 11th), " flaunt-

ing about at public places of all kinds with my two

Italianized friends [Chute and Whithead]. The world

itself has some attractions in it to a solitary of six

years' standing; and agreeable, well-meaning people of

sense (thank Heaven there are so few of them) are my
peculiar magnet ; it is no wonder, then, if I felt some

reluctance at parting with them so soon, or if my spirits,

when I return to my cell, should sink for a time, not

indeed to storm or tempest, but a good deal below change-

able." He was considerably troubled by want of money

at this time ; he had been to town partly to sell off a little

stock, to pay an old debt, and had found the rate of

exchange so low that he would have lost twelve per cent.

He was saved from this necessity by a timely loan from

Wharton. He spent his leisure at Christmas in making

a great chronological table, the form of which long after-

wards suggested io Henry Clinton his Fasti Hellenici.

Gray's work began with the 30th Olympiad, and was

brought down to the 113th, covering therefore 332
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years. Each page of it was divided into nine columns,

one for the Olympiad, the second for the Archons, the

third for the public affairs of Greece, the fourth, fifth

and sixth for the Philosophers, the seventh for the' Poets,

the eighth for the Historians, and the ninth for the

Orators.

The same letter which announces this performance

mentions the Odes of Collins and Joseph Warton. Gray

had been briskly supplied with these little books, which

had only been published a few days before. The former

was the important volume, but the public bought the

latter. Gray's comment on Warton and Collins is re-

markable :
" Each is the half of a considerable man, and

one the counterpart of the other. The first has but little

invention, very poetical choice of expression, and a good

ear. The second, a fine fancy, modelled upon the antique,

a bad ear, great variety of words and images, with no

choice at all. They both deserve to last some years, but

will not" This last clause is an example of the vanity

of prophesying. It is difficult to understand what Gray

meant by accusing Collins of a " bad ear," the one thing

in which Collins was undoubtedly Gray's superior; in

other respects the criticism, though unsympathetic, is not

without acumen, and for bad or good, was the most

favourable thing said of Collins for many years to' come.

In 1748 Gray and Collins were destined to meet, for

once during their lives, between the covers of the same

book, at which we shall presently arrive.

Gray was thirty years old on the day that he read

Collins' Odes. He describes himself as " lazy and listless

and old and vexed and perplexed," with all human evils

but the gout, which was soon to follow. The proceed-

ings at Pembroke had reached such a pass that Gray
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began to sympathize with the poor old Master, him of the

water-velocipede. The fellows had now grown so re-

bellious as to abuse him roundly to his face, never to go

into combination-room till he went out, or if he entered

while they were there to continue sitting even in his own
magisterial chair. They would bicker with him about

twenty paltry matters, till he would lose his temper, and

tell them they were impertinent. Gray turned from all

this to a scheme which he had long had in view, the

publication of his friend West's poems. Walpole pro-

posed that he should bring out these and his own odes

in a single volume, and Gray was not disinclined to carry

out this notion. But when he came to put their "joint-

stock " together, he found it insufficient in bulk. Nor,

as we have already seen, did the few and scattered verses

of West see the light till long after the death of Gray.

All that came of this talk of printing, was the anonymous

publication of the Eton Ode. Meanwhile, as he says to

Wharton, in March 1747, "my works are not so con-

siderable as you imagine. I have read Pausanias and

Athenseus all through, and iEschylus again. I am now

in Pindar and Lysias, for I take Verse and Prose together

like bread and cheese."

About this time the excellent Wharton married and

left Cambridge. A still worse misfortune happened

to Gray in the destruction of his house in Cornhill,

which was burned down in May 1748. He seems

to have been waked up a little by this disaster, and to

have spent seven weeks in town as the guest of various

friends, who were " all so sorry for my loss that I

could not choose but laugh : one offered me opera tickets^

insisted upon carrying me to the grand masquerade,

desired me to sit for my picture ; others asked me to
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their concerts, or dinners and suppers at their houses
;

or hoped I would drink chocolate with them while I

stayed in town. All my gratitude,— or, if you please, my
revenge,—was to accept everything they offered me ; if

it had been but a shilling I should have taken it : thank

Heaven, I was in good spirits, else I could not have done

it." London was amusing for him at this time, with

Horace Walpole flying between Arlington Street and

Strawberry Hill, and Chute and his nephew Whithead

full of sprightly gaieties and always glad to see him.

Whithead, who was in the law, undertook with success

about this time some legal business for Gray, the exact

nature of which does not appear, and the poet describes

him as " a fine young personage in a coat all over spangles,

just come over from the tour of Europe to take possession

and be married. Say I wish him more spangles, and

more estates, and more wives. " Poor Whithead did not

live long enough to marry one wife ; while his engage-

ment loitered on he fell ill of a galloping consumption, and

died in 1751, his death being accelerated by the impru-

dence of his brother, a clergyman, who insisted on taking

him out hunting when he ought to have been in bed.

Gray's house in Cornhill had been insured for 500?., but

the expenses of rebuilding it amounted to 650?. One of

his aunts, probably Miss Antrobus, made him a present

of 100?. ; another aunt, still more probably Mrs. Oliffe,

lent him an equal sum for his immediate wants on a

decent rate of interest, and for the remainder he was in-

debted to the kindness of Wharton. It appears from all

this that Gray's income was strictly bounded, at that time,

to his actual expenses, and that he had no margin what-

ever. He declined, in fact, in June 1748, an invitation

from Dr. Wharton to come and stay with him in the
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north of England, on the ground that " the good people here

[at Stoke] would think me the most careless and ruinous

of mortals, if I should think of a journey at this time."

In the letter from which a quotation has just been

given, Gray mentions for the first time a man whose

name was to be inseparably associated with his own,

without whose pious care for his memory, indeed, the

task of writing Gray's life in any detail would be im-

possible. In the year 1747 Gray's attention was directed

by a friend to a modest publication of verses in imitation

of Milton ; the death of Pope was sung in an elegy called

Musceits, to resemble Lycidas, and Milton's odes found

counterparts in II Bellicoso and II Pacifico. These pieces,

which were not entirely without a meritorious ease of

metre, were the production of William Mason, a young

man of twenty-two, the son of a Yorkshire clergyman,

and a scholar of St. John's College, Cambridge. His in-

telligence first attracted the notice of a fellow of his own

college, Dr. William Heberden, the distinguished Pro-

fessor of Medicine, who was a friend of Gray, and who

was very possibly the person who showed Mason's poems

to the latter. In the course of the same year, 1747,

through the exertions of Heberden and Gray, Mason was

nominated a fellow of Pembroke, and proposed to himself

to enter that remarkable bear-garden. But Dr. Eoger

Long refused his consent, and it was not until February

1749, and after much litigation, that Mason was finally

elected.

There was something about Mason which Gray liked,

a hearty simplicity and honest ardour that covered a

good deal of push which Gray thought vulgar and did

not hesitate to chastise. Mason, on his side, was a faith-

ful and affectionate henchman, full of undisguised admira-
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tion of Gray and fear of his sarcasm, not unlike Boswell

in his persistence, and in his patience in enduring the

reproofs of the great man. Gray constantly crushed

Mason, but the latter was never offended, and after a

few tears, returned manfully to the charge. Gray's de-

scription of him in the second year of their acquaintance,

when Mason was only twenty-three, was this :
—" Mason

has much fancy, little judgment, and a good deal of

modesty. I take him for a good and well-meaning crea-

ture ; but then he is really in simplicity a child, and

loves everybody he meets with ; he reads little or nothing,

writes abundance, and that with a desire to make
his fortune by it." This literary fluency was a matter of

wonder to Gray, whose own attar of roses was distilled

slowly and painfully, drop by drop, and all through life

he was apt to overrate Mason's verses. It was very diffi-

cult, of course, for him to feel unfavourably towards a

friend so enthusiastic and so anxious to please, and we

cannot take Gray's earnest approval of Mason's odes and

tragedies too critically. Moreover, he was Gray's earliest

and most slavish disciple; before he left St. John's to

come within the greater poet's more habitual influence,

he had begun to imitate poems which he can only have

seen in manuscript.

Henceforward, in spite of his somewhat coarse and

superficial nature, in spite of his want of depth in

imagination and soundness in scholarship, in spite

of a general want of the highest qualities of character,

Mason became a great support and comfort to Gray.

His physical vigour and versatility, his eagerness in the

pursuit of literature, his unselfish ardour and loyalty,

were refreshing to the more fastidious and retiring man,

who enjoyed, moreover, the chance of having at last
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found a person with whom he could discourse freely

about literature, in that constant easy interchange of im-

pressions which is the luxury of a purely literary life.

Moreover, we must do Mason the justice to say that he

supplied to Gray's fancy whatever stimulus such a mind

as his was calculated to offer, receiving his smallest and

most fragmentary effusions with interest, encouraging him

to the completion of his poems, and receiving each fresh

ode as if a new planet had risen above the horizon. With

Walpole to be playful with, and Mason to be serious

with, Gray was no longer for the rest of his life exposed

to that east wind of solitary wretchedness which had

parched him for the first three years of his life at Cam-

bridge. At the same time, grateful as we must be to

Mason for his affection and goodheartedness, we cannot

refrain from wishing that his poems had been fastened

to a millstone and cast into the river Cam. They are

not only barren and pompous to the very last degree,

but to the lovers of Gray they have this disadvantage

that they constantly resolve that poet's true sublime

into the ridiculous, and leave on the ear an uncom-

fortable echo, as of a too successful burlesque or parody.

Of this Gray himself was not unconscious, though he

put the thought behind him, as one inconsistent with

friendship.

A disreputable personage who crossed Gray's orbit about

this time, and was the object of his cordial dislike and

contempt, has left on the mind of posterity a sense of

higher natural gifts than any possessed by the respectable

Mason. Christopher Smart, long afterwards author of

the Song to David, was an idle young man who had

been admitted to Pembroke in October 1739, under

the protection of the Earl of Darlington, and who in
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1745 was elected a fellow of his college. As early as

1740 he began to be celebrated for the wit and originality

of his Latin tripos verses, of which a series are still in

existence. One of these, a droll celebration of the

Nativity of Yawning, is not unlike Gray's own Hymn to

Ignorance in its contempt for the genius of Cambridge.

But Smart lost credit by his pranks and levities no less

quickly than he gained it by his skill. Gray writes in

March 1747 that Smart's debts are increasing daily, and

that he drinks hartshorn from morning till night. A
month later he had scandalized the university by per-

forming in. the Zodiac Eoom, a club which had been

founded in 1725, a play of his own called a A Trip to

Cambridge, or the Grateful Fair, a piece which was never

printed and now no longer is in existence. Already, at this

time, Gray thought Smart mad. " He can't hear his own
Prologue without being ready to die with laughter. He
acts five parts himself, and is only sorry he can't do all

the rest As for his vanity and faculty of lying,

they have come to their full maturity. All this, you see,

must come to a jail, or Bedlam." It did come to Bedlam,

in 1763, but not until Smart had exhausted every eccen-

tricity and painful folly possible to man. But the minor

catastrophe was much nearer, namely the jail. In

November 1747 he was arrested at the suit of a London
tailor, was got out of prison by means of a subscription

made in the college, and received a sound warning to

behave better in future, a warning which Gray, who
watched him narrowly and noted his moral symptoms

with cold severity, justly predicted would be entirely

frustrated by his drunkenness.

The frequent disturbances caused in the university by
such people as Smart had by this time led to much public
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scandal. Gray says " the fellow commoners—the bucks

— are run mad, they set women upon their heads in the

streets at noon-day, break open shops, game in the coffee-

houses on Sundays, and in short," he adds in angry irony,

" act after my own heart." The Tuns Tavern at Cambridge

was the scene of nightly orgies, in which professors and

fellows set an example of roistering to the youth of the

University. Heavy bills were run up at inns and coffee-

houses, which were afterwards repudiated with effrontery.

The breaking of windows and riots in public parts of the

town were indulged in to such an extent as to make

Cambridge almost intolerable, and the work of James

Brown, Gray's intimate friend, who held the post of Senior

Proctor, was far from being a sinecure. In 1748, the

Duke of Somerset, who had absolutely neglected his re-

sponsibilities, was succeeded in the Chancellorship by the

Duke of Newcastle, whose installation promised little

hope of reform. Gray described the scene to Wharton :

—

4
' Every one while it lasted was very gay and very busy

in the morning, and very owlish and very tipsy at night

:

I make no exception from the Chancellor to blue-coat,"

who was the vice-chancellor's servant. However, it pre-

sently appeared that the Duke of Newcastle was not

inclined to sacrifice discipline. The Bishops united with

him in concocting a plan by which the licence of the

resident members of the university should be checked,

and in May 1750 the famous code of Orders and Regu-

lations was brought before the Senate. It was not, how-

ever, easy to restore order to a community which had so

long been devoted to the Lord of Misrule, and it was not

until more than twenty persons of good family had been

" expelled or rusticated for very heinous violations of our

laws and discipline " that anything like decent behaviour,

was restored, the fury of the undergraduates displaying
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itself in a final outburst of mutiny, in which they rushed

along the streets brandishing lighted links.

This scene of rebellion and confusion could not fail to

excite strong emotion in the mind of a man like Gray, of

orderly tastes and timid personal character, to whom a

painted Indian would be scarcely a more formidable object

that a noisy young buck, flushed with wine, flinging his

ash-stick against college windows, and his torch into the

faces of passers-by. A life at the university given up to

dice, and horses, and the loud coarse Georgian dissipation

of that day, could not seem to a thinker to be one which

brought glory either to the teacher or the taught, and in

the midst of this sensual riot Gray sat down to write his

poem on The Alliance of Education and Government Of

his philosophical fragments this is by far the best, and it

is seriously to be regretted that it does not extend beyond

one hundred and ten lines. The design of the poem,

which has been preserved, is highly interesting, and the

treatment at least as poetical as that of so purely didactic a

theme could be. Short as it is, it attracted the warm en-

thusiasm of Gibbon, who ejaculates :—" instead of com-

piling tables of chronology and natural history, why did

not Mr. Gray apply the powers of his genius to finish the

philosophical poem of which he has left such an exquisite

specimen ?
M The heroic couplet is used with great skill

;

as an example may be cited the lines describing the in-

vasion of Italy by the Goths :

—

As oft have issued, host impelling host,

The blue-eyed myriads from the Baltic coast

;

The prostrate South to the destroyer yields

Her boasted titles and her golden fields

:

With grim delight the brood of winter view

A brighter day, and heavens of azure hue,

Scent the new fragrance of the breathing rose,

And quaff the pendant vintage as it grows.
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while one line, at least, lives in the memory of every

lover of poetry :

—

When love could teach a monarch to be wise,

And gospel-light first dawrt*d from Bullen's eyes.

On the 19th of August, 1748, Gray copied the first fifty-

seven lines of this poem in a letter he was writing to

Wharton, saying that his object would be to show that

education and government must concur in order to pro-

duce great and useful men. But as he was pursuing his

plan in the leisurely manner habitual to him, Montes-

quieu's celebrated work VEsprit des Lois was published,

and fell into his hands. He found, as he told Mason,

that the Baron had forestalled some of his best thoughts,

and from this time forth his interest in the scheme lan-

guished and soon after it entirely lapsed. Some years

later he thought of taking it up again, and was about to

compose a prefatory Ode to M. de Montesquieu when that

writer died, on the 10th of February, 1755, and the

whole thing was abandoned. Gray's remarks on. L'Esprit

des Lois are in his clearest and acutest vein :
—" The

subject is as extensive as mankind; the thoughts per-

fectly new, generally admirable, as they are just ; some-

times a little too refined ; in short there are faults, but

such as an ordinary man could never have committed

:

the style very lively and concise, consequently sometimes

obscure,—it is the gravity of Tacitus, whom he admires,

tempered with the gaiety and fire of a Frenchman." Gray

was probably the only Englishman living capable of criti-

cising a new French book with this delicate justice.



CHAPTER V.

THE ELEGY—SIX POEMS—DEATHS OF GRAY'S AUNT AND

MOTHER.

Early in 1748 Dodsley published the first three volumes

of his useful miscellany, called A Collection of Poems,

for the plan of which he claimed an originality that it

scarcely deserved, since, like the earlier miscellanies of

Gildon and Tonson, it merely aimed at embracing in one

work the best scattered poetry of the day. In the second

volume were printed, without the author's name, three of

Gray's odes—those To Spring, On Mr. Walpole's Cat, and

the Eton Ode. Almost all the poets of this age, and

several of the preceding, were contributors to the collec-

tion. Pope, Green, and Tickell represented the past

generation, while Collins, Dyer, and Shenstone, in the

first volume ; Lyttelton, Gilbert West, I. H. Browne, and

Edwards the sonneteer, in the second volume ; and Joseph

Warton, Garrick, Mason, and Walpole himself in the

third volume, showed to the best of their ability what

English poetry in that age was capable of ; while three

sturdy Graces, bare and bold, adorned the title-page of

each instalment, and gave a kind of visible pledge that

no excess of refinement should mar the singing, even

when Lowth, Bishop of London, held the lyre.

As in the crisis of a national history some young man,
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unknown before, leaps to the front by sheer force of

character, and takes the helm of state before his elders,

so in the confusion and mutiny at the University the

talents of Dr. Edmund Keene, the new master of Peter-

house, came suddenly into notice, and from comparative

obscurity he rose at once into the fierce light that beats

upon a successful reformer. His energy and promptitude

pointed him out as a fit man to become vice-chancellor in

the troublous year 1749, although he was only thirty-six

years of age, and it was practically owing to his quick

eye and hard hand that order was reinstated in the

university. With his mastership of the college Gray

began to take an interest for the first time in Peterhouse,

and cultivated the acquaintance of Keene, in whom he

discovered an energy and practical power which he had

never suspected. The reign of Mum Sharp, as the under-

graduates nicknamed Keene, was as brief as it was

brilliant. In 1752 the Government rewarded his action

in the university with the see of Chester, and two years

later he resigned his nominal headship of Peterhouse,

dying Bishop of Ely nearly thirty years afterwards.

At Pembroke Hall, meanwhile, all was going well at last.

In the spring of 1749 there was a pacification between

the Master and the Fellows, and Pembroke, says Gray to

Wharton, " is all harmonious and delightful." But the

rumours of dissension had thinned the ranks of the

undergraduates ; " they have no boys at all, and unless

you can send us a hamper or two out of the north to begin

with, they will be like a few rats straggling about a

deserted dwelling-house.
,,

Gray was now about to enter the second main period of

his literary activity, and he opens it with a hopeless pro-

testation of his apathy and idleness. He writes (April
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25, 1749), from Cambridge, this amusing piece of pro-

phecy:—"The spirit of laziness, the spirit of this place,

begins to possess even me, that have so long declaimed

against it. Yet has it not so prevailed, but that I feel

that discontent with myself, that ennui that ever accom-

panies it in its beginnings. Time will settle my con-

science, time will reconcile my languid companion; we

shall smoke, we shall tipple, we shall doze together, we

shall have our little jokes, like other people, and our long

stories. Brandy will finish what port began; and a

month after the time you will see in some corner of a

London Evening Post, yesterday, died the Eev. Mr. John

Grey, Senior Fellow of Clare Hall, a facetious companion,

and well respected by all that knew him. His death is

supposed to have been occasioned by a fit of the apoplexy,

being found fallen out of bed." But this whimsical anti-

cipation' of death and a blundering mortuary inscription,

was startled out of his thoughts by the sudden approach

of death itself to one whom he dearly loved. His aunt,

Miss Mary Antrobus, died somewhat suddenly, at the age

of sixty-six, at Stoke, on the 5th of November, 1749.

The letter which Gray wrote to his mother on receiving

news of this event is so characteristic of his wise and

tender seriousness of character, and allows us to observe so

much more closely than usual the real working of his

mind, that no apology is needed for quoting it here. It

was written from Cambridge, on the 7th of November,

1749 :—

The unhappy news I have just received from you equally

surprises and afflicts me. I have lost a person I loved very

much, and have been used to from my infancy ; but am much
more concerned for your loss, the circumstances of which I for-

bear to dwell upon, as you must be too sensible of them yourself;
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and will, I fear, more and more need a consolation that no one

can give, except He who had preserved her to you so many

years, and at last, when it was His pleasure, has taken her from

us to Himself; and perhaps, if we reflect upon what she felt in

this life, we may look upon this as an instance of His goodness

both to her and to those that loved her. She might have lan-

guished many years before our eyes in a continual increase of

pain, and totally helpless ; she might have long wished to end

her misery without being able to attain it ; or perhaps even lost

all sense and yet continued to breathe ; a sad spectacle for such

as must have felt more for her than she could have done for

herself. However you may deplore your own loss, yet think that

she is at last easy and happy : and has now more occasion to

pity us than we her. I hope, and beg, you will support yourself

with that resignation we owe to Him, who gave us our being for

good, and who deprives us of it for the same reason. I would

have come to you directly, but you do not say whether you

desire I should or not ; if you do, I beg I may know it, for

there is nothing to hinder me, and I am in very good health.

It is impossible to imagine anything more sweet-

natured and unaffected than this letter, and it opens to lis

for a moment the closed and sacred book of Gray's home-

life, those quiet autumn days of every year so peacefully

spent in loving and being loved by these three placid old

ladies at Stoke, in a warm atmosphere of musk and pot-

pourri.

The death of his aunt seems to have brought to his

recollection the Megy in a Country Churchyard, begun

seven years before within sight of the ivy-clustered spire

under whose shadow she was laid. He seems to have

taken it in hand again, at Cambridge, in the winter of

1749, and tradition, which would fain see the poet always

writing in the very precincts of a churchyard, has fabled

that he wrote some stanzas among the tombs ef Gran-
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Chester. He finished it, however, as he began it, at

Stoke Pogis, giving the last touches to it on the 12th of

June, 1750. "Having put an end to a thing whose

beginning you have seen long ago," he writes on that day

to Horace Walpole, " I immediately send it to you. You

will, I hope, look upon it in the light of a thing with an

end to it : a merit that most of my writings have wanted,

and are like to want." Walpole was only too highly

delighted with this latest effusion of his friend, in which

he was acute enough to discern the elements of a lasting

success. It is curious to reflect upon the modest and

careless mode in which that poem was first circulated

which was destined to enjoy and to retain a higher repu-

tation in literature than any other English poem, perhaps

than any other poem of the world, written between

Milton and Wordsworth. The fame of the Elegy has

spread to all countries, and has exercised an influence on

all the poetry of Europe, from Denmark to Italy, from

France to Eussia. With the exception of certain works

of Byron and Shakespeare, no English poem has been so

widely admired and imitated abroad ; and after more than

a century of existence, we find it as fresh as ever, when

its copies, even the most popular of all, those of Lamar-

tine, are faded and tarnished. It possesses the charm of

incomparable felicity, of a melody that is not too subtle

to charm every ear, of a moral persuasiveness that appeals

to every generation, and of metrical skill that in each

line proclaims the master. The Elegy may almost be

looked upon as the typical piece of English verse, our

poem of poems; not that it is the most brilliant or

original or profound lyric in our language, but because it

combines in more balanced perfection than any other all

the qualities that go to the production of a fine poetical

H
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effect. The successive criticisms of a swarm of Dryas-

dusts, each depositing his drop of siccative, the boundless

vogue and consequent profanation of stanza upon stanza,

the changes of fashion, the familiarity that breeds in-

difference, all these things have not succeeded in destroy-

ing the vitality of this humane and stately poem. The

solitary writer of authority who since the death of

Johnson has ventured to depreciate Gray's poetry, Mr.

Swinburne, who, in his ardour to do justice to Collins,

has been deeply and extravagantly unjust to the greater

man, even he, coming to curse, has been obliged to bless

this " poem of such high perfection and such universal

appeal to the tenderest and noblest depths of human
feeling," admitting, again, with that frankness which

makes Mr. Swinburne the most generous of disputants,

that " as an elegiac poet, Gray holds for all ages to come

his unassailable and sovereign station."

We may well leave to its fate a poem with so splendid

a history, a poem more thickly studded with phrases that

have become a part and parcel of colloquial speech than

any other piece, even of Shakespeare's, consisting of so few

consecutive lines. A word or two however may not be out

of place in regard to its form and the literary history of its

composition. The heroic quatrain, in the use of which

here and elsewhere, Gray easily excels all other English

writers, was not new to our literature. Among the Pem-

broke MSS. I find copious notes by Gray on the Nosce

Teipsum of Sir John Davies, a beautiful philosophical

poem first printed in 1599, and composed in this measure.

Davenant had chosen the same for his fragmentary epic

of Gondibert, and Dryden for his metallic and gorgeous

poem of the Annus Mirdbilis. All these essays were cer-

tainly known to Gray, and he was possibly not uninfluenced
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by the Love Elegies of James Hammond, a young cousin

of Horace Walpole's, who had died in 1742, and had

affected to be the Tibullus of the age. Hammond had

more taste than genius, yet after reading, with much

fatigue, his forgotten elegies, I cannot avoid the impression

that Gray was influenced by this poetaster, in the matter

of form, more than by any other of his contemporaries. A
familiar quatrain of West :

—

Ah me ! what boots us all our boasted power,

Our golden treasure and our purple state !

They cannot ward the inevitable hour,

Nor stay the fearful violence of fate,

was probably the wild-wood stock on which Gray grafted

his wonderful rose of roses, borrowing something from all

his predecessors, but justifying every act of plagiarism by

the brilliance of his new combination. Even the tiresome

sing-song of Hammond became in Gray's hands an instru-

ment of infinite variety and beauty, as if a craftsman by

the mere touch of his fingers should turn ochre into gold.

The measure, itself, from first to last, is an attempt to

render in English the solemn alternation of passion and

reserve, the interchange of imploring and desponding tones,

that is found in the Latin elegiac, and Gray gave his

poem, when he first published it, an outward resemblance

to the text of Tibullus by printing it without any stanzaic

pauses. It is in this form and with the original spelling

that the poem appears in an exquisite little volume, pri-

vately printed a few years ago at the Cambridge University

Press, in which Mr. Munro has placed his own Ovidian

translation of the Elegy opposite the original text; as

pretty a tribute as was ever paid by one great University

scholar to the memory of another.
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Walpole's enthusiasm for the Elegy in a Country Church-

yard led him to commit the grave indiscretion of handing

it about from friend to friend, and even of distributing

manuscript copies of it, without Gray's cognizance. At

the Manor House at Stoke Lady Cobham, who seems to

have known Horace Walpole, read the fflegy in a Country

Churchyard in manuscript before it had been many months

in existence, and conceived a violent desire to know the

author. So quiet was Gray, and so little inclined to assert

his own personality, that she was unaware that he and

she had lived together in the same country parish for

several years, until a Rev. Mr. Eobert Purt, a Cambridge

fellow settled at Stoke, told her that, "thereabouts there

lurked a wicked imp they call a poet." Mr. Purt, how-

ever, enjoyed a very slight acquaintance with Gray (he

was offended shortly afterwards at the introduction of his

name into the Long Story, and very properly died of small-

pox immediately), and could not venture to introduce him

to her ladyship. Lady Cobham, however, had a guest

staying with her, a Lady Schaub, who knew a friend of

Gray's, a Lady Brown. On this very meagre introduction,

Lady Schaub and Miss Speed, the niece of Lady Cobham,

were persuaded by her ladyship, who shot her arrow like

Teucerfrom behind the shield of Ajax, to call boldly upon

Gray. They did so in the summer of 1751, but when

they had crossed the fields to West End House, they found

that the poet had gone out for a walk. They begged the

ladies to say nothing qf their visit, but they left among

the papers in Gray's study this piquant little note : "Lady

Schaub's compliments to Mr. Gray ; she is sorry not to

have found him at home, to tell him that Lady Brown is

very well." This little adventure assumed the hues of

mystery and romance in so uneventful life as Gray's, and
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curiosity combined with good manners to make him put

his shyness in his pocket and return Lady Schaub's polite

but eccentric call. That far-reaching spider, the Vis-

countess Cobham, had now fairlycaught him in her web, and

for the remaining nine years of her life, she and her niece

Miss Speed were his fast friends. Indeed his whole life

might have been altered if Lady Cobham had had her

way, for it seems certain that she would have been highly

pleased to have seen him the husband of Harriet Speed

and inheritor of the fortunes of the family. At one time

Gray seems to have been really frightened lest they should

marry him suddenly, against his will ; and perhaps he

almost wished they would. At all events the only lines

of his which can be called amatory were addressed to Miss

Speed. She was seven years his junior, and when she was

nearly forty she married a very young French officer, and

went to live abroad, to which events, not uninteresting to

Gray, we shall return in their proper place.

The romantic incidents of the call just described in-

sured Gray with his fantastic account of them given in

the Long Story. He dwells on the ancient seat of the

Huntingdons and Hattons, from the door of which one

morning issued

A brace of warriors, not in buff,

But rustling in their silks and tissues.

The first came cap-a-pee from France,

Her conquering destiny fulfilling,

Whom meaner beauties eye askance,

And vainly ape her art of killing.

The other amazon kind heaven

Had armed with spirit, wit and satire

;

But Cobham had the polish given,

And tipped her arrows with good-nature.
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With bonnet blue and capuchine,

And aprons long, they hid their armour

;

And veiled their weapons, bright and keen,

In pity to the country farmer.

These warriors sallied forth in the cause of a lady of

high degree, who had just heard that the parish contained

a poet, and who

Swore by her coronet and ermine,

She'd issue out her high commission

To rid the manor of such vermin.

At last they discover his lowly haunt, and bounce in

without so much as a tap at the door.

The trembling family they daunt,

They flirt, they sing, they laugh, they tattle,

Rummage his mother, pinch his aunt,

And upstairs in a whirlwind rattle : -

Each hole and cupboard they explore,

Each creek and cranny of his chamber,

Run hurry-scurry round the floor,

And o'er the bed and tester clamber

:

Into the drawers and china pry,

Papers and books, a huge imbroglio,

Under a tea-cup he might lie,

Or creased, like dog's-ears, in a folio.

The pitying Muses, however, have conveyed him away,

and the proud amazons are obliged to retreat ; but they

have the malignity to leave a spell behind them, which

their victim finds when he slinks back to his home.

The words too eager to unriddle

The poet felt a strange disorder

;

Transparent bird-lime formed the middle,

And chains invisible the border.
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So cunning was the apparatus,

The powerful pot-hooks did so move him,

That will he, nill he, to the great house

v^ He went as if the devil drove him.

When he arrives at the Manor House, of course, he is

dragged before the great lady, and is only saved from

destruction by her sudden fit of clemency :

—

The ghostly prudes with haggard face

Already had condemned the sinner.

My lady rose, and with a grace

—

She smiled, and bid him come to dinner.

All this is excellent fooling, charmingly arch and easy in

its humorous romance, and highly interesting as a picture

of Gray's home-life. In the Pembroke MS. of the Long

Story, he says that he wrote it in August 1750. It was

included in the semi-private issue of the Six Poems in

1753, but in no other collection published during Gray's

life-time. He considered its allusions too personal to be

given to the public.

In this one instance Walpole's indiscretion in circu-

lating the Elegy brought Gray satisfaction ; in others it

annoyed him. On the 10th of February, 1751, he

received a rather impertinently civil letter from the pub-

lisher of a periodical called the Magazine of Magazines,

coolly informing him that he was actually printing his

" ingenious poem called reflections in a Country Church-

yard," and praying for his indulgence and the honour of

his correspondence. Gray immediately wrote to Horace

Walpole (Feb. 11th) :— " As I am not at all disposed to

be either so indulgent or so correspondent as they desire,

I have but one bad way left • to escape the honour they

would inflict upon me : and therefore am obliged to desire
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you would make Dodsley print it immediately (which

may be done in less than a week's time) from your copy,

but without my name, in what form is most convenient

for him, but on his best paper and character ; he must

correct the press himself, and print it without any

interval between the stanzas, because the sense is in some

places continued without them." All this was done with

extraordinary promptitude, and five days after this letter

of Gray's, on the 16th of February, 1751, Dodsley pub-

lished a large quarto pamphlet, anonymous, price sixpence,

entitled An Elegy wrote in a Country Church-Yard. It

was preceded by a short advertisement, unsigned, but

written by Horace Walpole. At this point may be in-

serted a note, which Gray has appended in the margin

of the Pembroke MS. of this poem. It settles a point of

bibliography which has been discussed by commentator

after commentator :

—

Published in Febry
*, 1751, by Dodsley, & went thro' four

editions, in two months; and afterwards a fifth, 6th
, 7

th
, &

8th
, 9 th

, 10
th

, & 11th
, printed also in 1753 with Mr. Bentley's

Designs, of w ch there is a 2d
edition, & again by Dodsley in

his Miscellany vol. 4th & in a Scotch Collection call'd the

Union ; translated into Latin by Chr: Anstey, Esq. and the Revd '

Mr
* Roberts, & published in 1762, & again in the same year by

Rob: Lloyd, M.A.

Gray here cites fifteen authorized editions of the English

text of the Elegy ; its pirated editions were countless.

The Magazine of Magazines persisted, although Gray had

been neither indulgent nor correspondent, and the poem

appeared in the issue for February, published, as was then

the habit of periodicals, on the last of that month. The

London Magazine stole it *for its issue for March, and the

Grand Magazine of Magazines copied it in April. Every-
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body read it, in town and country ; Shenstone, far away

from the world of books, had seen it before the 28th of

March. It achieved a complete popular success from the

very first, and the name of its author gradually crept into

notoriety. The attribution of the Elegy to Gray was

more general than has been supposed. A pamphlet,

printed soon after this date, speaks of " the Maker of the

Churchyard Essay " as being a Cambridge celebrity whose

claims to preferment had been notoriously overlooked

;

and by far the cleverest of all the parodies, An Evening

Contemplation, 1753, a poem of special interest to

students of university manners, is preceded by an

elaborate compliment to Gray. The success of his poem,

however, brought him little direct satisfaction, and no

money. He gave the right of publication to Dodsley, as he

did in all other instances. He had a Quixotic notion

that it was beneath a gentleman to take money for his

inventions from a bookseller, a view in which Dodsley

warmly coincided ; and it was stated by an another book-

seller, who after Gray's death contended with Mason,

that Dodsley was known to have made nearly a thousand

pounds by the poetry of Gray. Mason had no such

scruples as his friend, and made frantic efforts to regain

Gray's copyright, launching vainly into litigation on the

subject, and into unseemly controversy.

The autumn of 1750 had been marked in Gray's

uneventful annals by the death of Dr. Middleton, and by

the visit of a troublesome Indian cousin, Mrs. Forster,

who stayed a month in London, and wearied Gray by her

insatiable craving after sight-seeing. In Conyers Middle-

ton, who died on the 28th of July, 1750, at the age of

sixty-seven, Gray lost one of his most familiar and most

intellectual associates, a person of extraordinary talents, to
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whom, without ever becoming attached, he had become ac-

customed. His remark on the event is full of his fine reserve

and sobriety of feeling :
" You have doubtless heard of the

loss I have had in Dr. Middleton, whose house was the only

easy place one could find to converse in at Cambridge.

For my part I find a friend so uncommon a thing, that

I cannot help regretting even an old acquaintance, which

is an indifferent likeness of it, and though I don't approve

the spirit of his books, methinks 'tis pity the world

should lose so rare a thing as a good writer."

In the same letter he tells Wharton that he himself is

neither cheerful nor easy in bodily health, and yet has the

mortification to find his spiritual part the most infirm

thing about him. He is applying himself heartily to the

study of zoology, and has procured for that purpose the

works of M. de Buffon. In reply to Wharton's urgent en-

treaties for a visit, he agrees that he " could indeed wish

to refresh my ivepyda a little at Durham by a sight of you,

but when is there a probability of my being so happy V9

However, it seems that he would have contrived this

expedition, had it not been for the aforesaid cousin, Mrs.

Forster, "a person as strange, and as much to seek, as

though she had been born in the mud of the Ganges."

At the same time he warns Wharton against returning to

Cambridge, saying that Mrs. Wharton will find life very

dreary in a place where women are so few, and those

" squeezy and formal, little skilled in amusing them-

selves or other people. All I can say is, she must try

to make up for it among the men, who are not over

agreeable neither."

In spite of this warning, the Whartons appear to have

come back to Cambridge. At all events we find Dr.

Wharton wavering between that town and Bath as the
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best place for him to practise in as a physician, and there-

upon there follows a gap of two years in Gray's correspon-

dence with him. The affectionate familiarity of the poet

with both Dr. and Mrs. Wharton when they re-emerge in

his correspondence, the pet names he has for the children,

and the avuncular air of intimacy implied, make it almost

certain that in 1751 and 1752 he had the pleasure of see-

ing these dear friends settled at his side, and enjoyed in

their family circle the warmth and brightness of a home.

At all events, after the publication of the Elegy, Gray is

once more lost to us for two years, most unaccountably,

since, if the Whartons were close beside him, and Mason

across the street at Pembroke, Walpole all this time was

exercising his vivacious and importunate pen at Straw-

berry Hill, and trying to associate Gray in all his schemes

and fancies.

One of Walpole's sudden whims was a friendship for

that eccentric and dissipated person, Eichard Bentley, only

son^of the famous Master of Trinity, whose acquaintance

Walpole made in 1750. This man was an amateur artist

of more than usual talent, an elegant scholar in his way,

and with certain frivolous gifts of manner that were alter-

nately pleasing and displeasing to Walpole. The artistic

merit of Bentley was exaggerated in his own time and has

been underrated since, nor does there now exist any im-

portant relic of it except his designs for Gray's poems. In

the summer of 1752 Horace Walpole seems to have

suggested to Dodsley the propriety of publishing an edition

de luxe of Gray, with Bentley's illustrations ; but as early

as June 1751 these illustrations were being made. As

Gray gave the poems for nothing, and as Walpole paid

Bentley to draw and Miiller to engrave the illustrations,

it is not surprising that Dodsley was eager to close with
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the offer. Bentley threw himself warmly into the project

;

it is quite certain that he consulted Gray step by step, for

the designs show an extraordinary attention to the details

and even to the hints of the text. Most probably the

three gentlemen amused themselves during the long vaca-

tion of 1752 by concocting the whole thing together.

Gray who, it must be remembered, was a connoisseur in

painting, was so much impressed by Bentley's talent and

versatility, that he addressed to him a copy of beautiful

verses, which unfortunately existed only in a single

manuscript, and had been torn before Mason found them.

In these he says :

—

The tardy rhymes that used to linger on,

To censure cold, and negligent of fame,

In swifter measures animated run,

And catch a lustre from his genuine flame.

Ah ! could they catch his strength, his easy grace,

His quick creation, his unerring line,

The energy of Pope they might efface,

And Dryden's harmony submit to mine.

But not to one in this benighted age

Is that diviner inspiration given,

That burns in Shakespeare's or in Milton's page,

The pomp and prodigality of heaven.

As when conspiring in the diamond's blaze,

The meaner gems that singly charm the sight,

Together dart their intermingled rays,

And dazzle with a luxury of light.

This is the Landorian manner of praising, and almost

the only instance of a high note of enthusiasm in the

entire writings of Gray. Eentley was not ludicrously

unworthy of such eulogy; his designs are extremely

remarkable in their way. In an age entirely given up to
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composed and conventional forms, he seems to have drawn

from nature and to have studied the figure from life.

Early in March, 1753, the Poemata-Grayo-Bentleiana, as

Wal^ole called them, appeared, a small thin folio, on very

thick paper, printed only on one side, and entitled, Designs

by Mr. R. Bentley for Six Poems by Mr. T. Gray. This

is the editio jprinceps of Gray's collected poems, and con-

sists of the Ode to Spring (here simply called Ode), and

of the Ode on the death of a Favourite Cat, of both of

which it was the second edition ; a third edition of the

Eton Ode ; a first appearance of A Long Story and Hymn
to Adversity ; and a twelfth edition of the Elegy written in

a Country Churchyard. Bentley's illustrations consist of

a frontispiece, and a full-page design for each poem, with

headpieces, tailpieces, and initial letters. The frontispiece

is a border of extremely ingenious rococo ornament sur-

rounding a forest-glade, in which G-ray, a graceful little

figure, sits in a pensive attitude. This has a high value

for us, since to any one accustomed to the practice of art,

it is obvious that this is a sketch from life, not a composed

study, and we have here in all probability a portrait of

the poet in his easiest attitude. The figure is that of a

young man, of small stature, but elegantly made, with a

melancholy and downcast countenance.

The portraiture becomes still more certain when we turn

to the indiscreet, but extremelyinteresting design for,4 Long

Story, where we not only have a likeness of Gray in 1753

which singularly resembles the more elaborate portrait of

him painted by Eckhardt in 1747, but we have also Lady

Schaub, Mr. Purt, and, what is most interesting of all, the

pretty delicate features of Miss Speed. The Eev. Mr.

Purt is represented as blowing the trumpet of Fame, while

the amazon ladies fly through the air, seeking for their
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victim the poet, who is being concealed by the Muses

otherwhere than in a gorge of Parnassus. The designs

are engraved on copper by two well-known men of that

day. The best are by John Sebastian Miiller, some of

whose initial letters are simply exquisite in execution;

the rest are the work of a man of greater reputation in

that day, Charles Grignion, whose work in this instance

lacks the refinement of Muller's, which is indeed of a very

high order. Grignion was the last survivor among persons

associated with the early and middle life of Gray; he

lived to be nearly a hundred years old, and died as late

as 1810. It might be supposed that the merits of the

designs to the Six Poems lay in the interpretation given

by engravers of so much talent to poor drawings, but we
happen to possess Gray's implicit statement that this was

not the case. If, therefore, we are to consider Bentley

responsible, for instance, for such realistic forms as the

nude figures in the head-piece to the Hymn to Adversity,

or for such feeling for foliage as is shown in the head and

tail pieces to the first ode, we must claim for him a higher

place in English art than has hitherto been conceded to

him. At all events the Six Poems of 1753 is one of the

few really beautiful books produced from an English press

during the middle of the eighteenth century, and in spite

of its rococo style, it is still a desirable possession.

It is pleasant to think of Gray reclining in the blue par-

lour over the supper-room at Strawberry Hill, turning over

prints with Horace Walpole, and glancing down the

garden to the Thames that flashed in silver behind the

syringas and honeysuckles ; or seated, with a little touch

of sententious gravity, in the Library, chiding Chute and

their host for their frivolous taste in heraldry, or incited

by the dark panels and the old brass grate to chat of
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architecture and decoration, and the new-found mysteries

of Gothic. It is perhaps pleasanter still to think of him

dreaming in the garden of Stoke Pogis, or chatting over

a dish of tea with his old aunts, as he called his mother

and his * aunt collectively, or strolling, with a book in his

hand, along the southward ridge of meadows to pay Lady

Cobham a stately call, or flirt a little with Miss Harriet

Speed.

Eut this quietude was not to last much longer. Wal-

pole, indeed, was surprised to have a visit from him in

January, 1753, just when Bentley's prints were going to

press, for Gray had been suddenly called up from Cam-

bridge to Stoke by the news of his mother's illness. He

had not expected to find her alive, but when he arrived

she was much better, and remained so for more than a

month. He did not choose, however, to leave her, and

was at Stoke when the proof of Bentley's cul-de-lampe for

the Elegy arrived ; this represents a village-funeral, and

being examined by the old ladies, was conceived by them

to be a burying-ticket. They asked him whether anybody

had left him a ring ; and hereupon follows a remark which

shows that Gray had never mentioned to his mother or

either of his aunts that he wrote verses ; nor would now

do so, lest they should " burn me for a poet." A week or

two later, Walpole and Gray very nearly had another

quarrel. Walpole, in his omciousness, had had Eckhardt's

portrait of Gray, which hung in the library at Strawberry

Hall, engraved for the Six Poems, a step which, taken as

it was without the poet's cognizance, drew down on Wal-

pole an excessively sharp letter
—" Gray does not hate to

find fault with me "—and a final veto on any such parade

of personality.

Mrs. Gray soon ceased to rally, and after a painful
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struggle for life, expired on the 11th of March, 1753, at

the age of sixty-seven. Her son saw her buried, in the

family tomb, on the south side of the church-yard, near the

church, where may still be read the exquisitely simple and

affecting epitaph which he inscribed on her tombstone :

—

In the same pious confidence, beside her friend and sister,

here sleep the remains of Dorothy Gray, widow, the careful

tender mother of many children, one of whom alone had the

misfortune to survive her.

When, afew months later, Mason had beenstandingby the

death-bed of his father, and spoke to his friend of the awe

that he experienced, Gray's thoughts wentback to his mother,

and he wrote :
—" I have seen the scene you describe,

and know how dreadful it is : I know too I am the better

for it. We are all idle and thoughtless things, and have

no sense, no use in the world any longer than that sad im-

pression lasts; the deeper it is engraved the better."

These are the words which came into Byron's memory
when he received the news of his mothers death.

The Whartons had by this time returned to Durham, and

thither at last, in the autumn of 1753, Gray resolved to

visit them. He had been unable to remain at Stoke now
that it was haunted by the faces of the dead that he had

loved, and he went into those lodgings over the hosier's

shop in the eastern part of Jermyn Street, which were his

favourite haunt in London. He left town for Cambridge

in May, and in June wrote to Wharton to say that he was

at last going to set out with Stonehewer in a post-chaise

for the north. In the middle of July they started, pro-

ceeding leisurely by Belvoir, Burleigh, and York, taking a

week to reach Studley. The journey was very agreeable,

and every place on the route which offered anything
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curious in architecture, the subject at this moment most in

Gray's thoughts, was visited and described in the note-book.

Gray remained for two whole months and more in Dr.

Wharton's house at Durham, associating with the bishop,

Dr. Trevor, and having Ct one of the most beautiful vales

in England to walk in, with prospects that change every

ten steps, and open something new wherever I turn me,

all rude and romantic." It had been proposed that on the

return journey he should visit Mason at Hull, but the ill-

ness of that gentleman's father prevented this scheme, and

the friends met at York instead. Gray travelled southwards

for two days with " a Lady Swinburne, a Eoman Catholic,

not young, that has been much abroad, seen a great deal,

knew a great many people, very chatty and communicative,

so that I passed my time very well." I regret that the

now-living and illustrious descendant of this amusing lady

is unable to tell me anything definite of her history.

Gray came back to Cambridge to find the lime-trees

changing colour, stayed there one day, and was just pre-

paring to proceed to his London lodgings, when an express

summoned him to Stoke, where his aunt Mrs. Eogers

had suffered a stroke of the palsy. He arrived on the

6th of October, to find everything " resounding with the

wood-lark and robin, and the voice of the sparrow heard

in the land." His aunt, who was in her seventy-eighth

year, had rallied to a surprising degree, and her recovery

was not merely temporary. It would seem from an ex-

pression in one of his letters, that his paternal aunt, Mrs.

Oliffe, had now gone down from Norwich to Stoke, to live

with Mrs. Eogers. I do not remember that the history of

literature presents us with the memoirs of any other poet

favoured by nature with so many aunts as Gray possessed.

Stoke was not a home for Gray with Mrs. Eogers bed-

I
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ridden and with Mrs. Oliffe for its other inmate. The

hospitable Whartons seem again to have taken pity on

him, and he went from Jermyn Street up to Durham to

spend with them Christmas of this same year, 1753.

Walpole remarked that Gray was " in flower " during

these years 1750—1755. It was the blossoming of a

shrub which throws out only one bud each season, and

that bud sometimes nipped by an untimely frost. The

rose on Gray's thorn for 1754 was an example of these

blighted flowers, that never fully expanded. The Ode on

Vicissitude, which was found after the poet's death, in a

pocket-book of that year, should have been one of his

finest productions, but it is unrevised and hopelessly

truncated. Poor Mason rushed in where a truer poet

might have feared to tread, and clipped the straggling

lines, and finished it ; six complete stanzas, however,

are the genuine work of Gray. The verse-form has a

catch in the third line, which is perhaps the most

delicate metrical effect Gray ever attained ; while some

of the nature-painting in the poem is really exquisite.

New-born flocks, in rustic dance,

Friskiiig ply their feeble feet

;

Forgetful of their wintry trance,

The birds his presence greet

:

But chief the sky -lark warbles high

His trembling thrilling ecstasy,

And, lessening from the dazzled sight,

Melts into air and liquid light.

Here is a stanza which might almost be Wordsworth's :

—

See the wretch, that long has tost

On the thorny bed of pain,

At length repair his vigour lost,

And breathe and walk again

:
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The meanest floweret of the vale,

The simplest note that swells the gale,

The common sun, the air, the skies,

To him are opening paradise.

That graceful trifler with metre, the sprightly Gresset,

had written an Epitre a ma Soeur to which Gray frankly

avowed that he owed the idea of his poem on Vicissitude.

But it was only a few commonplaces which the English

poet borrowed from the French one, who might, indeed,

remind him that

—

Mille spectacles, qu'autrefois

On voyait avec nonchalance,

Transportent aujourd'hui, presentant des appas

Inconnus a l'indifference,

but was quite incapable of Gray's music and contempla-

tive felicities. This Ode on Vicissitude seems, in some

not very obvious way, to be connected with the death of

Pope. It is possible that these were the " few autumn

verses" which Gray began to write on that occasion.

His manner of composition, his slow, half-hearted,

desultory touch, his whimsical fits of passing inspiration,

are unique in their kind ; there never was a professional

poet whose mode was so thoroughly that of the amateur.

A short prose treatise, first printed in 1814, and named

by the absurd Mathias Architectures Gothica, although

the subject of it is purely Norman architecture, seems to

belong to this year 1754. Gray was the first man in

England to understand architecture scientifically, and his

taste was simply too pure to be comprehended in an age

that took William Kent for its architectural prophet.

Even among those persons of refined feeling who desired

to cultivate a taste for old English buildings, there was a

sad absence of exact knowledge. Akenside thought that
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the ruins of Persepolis formed a beautiful example of the

Gothic style ; and we know that Horace Walpole dazzled his

contemporaries with the gimcrack pinnacles of Strawberry

Hill. We may see from Bentley's frontispiece to the

Elegy, where a stucco moulding is half torn away, and

reveals a pointed arch of brick-work, that even among the

elect the true principles of Gothic architecture were

scarely understood. What Georgian amateurs really

admired was a grotto with cockle-shells and looking-glass,

such as the Greatheads made at Guy's Cliff, or such

follies in foliage as Shenstone perpetrated at Leasowes.

Gray strove hard to clear his memory of all such trifling,

and to arm his reason against arguments such as those of

Pococke, who held that the Gothic arch was a degradation

of the Moorish cupola, or of Batty Langley, who invented

five orders in a new style of his own. Gray's treatise on

Norman architecture is so sound and learned that it is

much to be regretted that he has not left us more of his

architectural essays. He formed his - opinions from per-

sonal observation and measurement. Among the Pem-

broke MSS. there are copious notes of a tour in the Fens,

during which he jotted down the characteristics of all

the principal minsters, as far as Crowland and Boston.

It is not too much to say that Gray was the first modern

student of the history of architecture. Norton Mcholls

has recorded that when certain would-be people of taste

were wrangling about the style in which some ancient

building was constructed, Gray cut the discussion short

by saying, in the spirit of Mr. Euskin, " Call it what you

please, but allow that it is beautiful.
,, He did not

approve of Walpole's Gothic constructions at Strawberry

Hill, and frankly told him, when he was shown the gilding

and the glass, that he had " degenerated into finery."



CHAPTER VI.

THE PINDARIC ODES.

It is not known at what time Gray resolved on composing

poems which should resemble in stanzaic structure the

triumphal odes or epinikia of Pindar, but it is certain that

towards the close of 1754 he completed one such elaborate

lyric. On the 26th of December of that year he gave the

finishing touches to an " ode in the Greek manner," and

sent it from Cambridge to Dr. Wharton, with the remark,

" If this be as tedious to you as it is grown to me, I shall

be sorry that I sent it you I desire you would

by no means suffer this to be copied, nor even show it,

unless to very few, and especially not to mere scholars,

that can scan all the measures in Pindar, and say the

scholia by heart." Months later, Mason was pleading for

a copy, but in vain. The poem thrown off so indifferently

was that now known to us as The Progress of Poesy, and

it marked a third and final stage in Gray's poetical

development. In the early odes he had written for his

contemporaries ; in the Elegy in a Country Churchyard

he had written for all the world ; in the Pindaric Odes

he was now to write for poets. In the Elegy he had

dared to leave those trodden paths of phraseology along

which the critics of the hour, the quibbling Hurds and

Warburtons, could follow him step by step, but his
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startling felicities had carried his readers captive by their

appeal to a common humanity. He was now about to

launch upon a manner of writing in which he could no

longer be accompanied by the plaudits of the vulgar, and

where his style could no longer appeal with security to

the sympathy of the critics. He was now, in other words,

about to put out his most original qualities in poetry.

That he could not hope, for popularity, he was aware at

the outset; " be assured," he consoled his friends, "that

my taste for praise is not like that of children for fruit

;

if there were nothing but medlars and blackberries in the

world, I could be very well content to go without any at

all f he could wait patiently for the suffrage of his peers.

The very construction of the poem was a puzzle to his

friends, although it is one of the most intelligibly and

rationally built of all the odes in the language. It is in

point of fact, a poem of three stanzas, in an elaborately

consistent verse^form, with forty-one lines in each stanza.

The length of these periods is relieved by the regular

division of each stanza into strophe, antistrophe, and

epode, the same plan having been used by no previous

English poet but Congreve, who had written in 1705 a

learned and graceful Discourse on the Pindarique Ode,

which Gray was possibly acquainted with. Congreve's

practice, however, had been as unsatisfactory as his theory

was excellent, and Gray was properly the first poet to

comprehend and follow the mode of Pindar.

Mr. Matthew Arnold has pointed out that the evolution

of The Progress of Poesy is no less noble and sound than

its style. It is worthy of remark that the power of evolu-

tion has not been common among lyrical poets even of a

high rank. Even in Milton it is strangely absent, and we

feel that all his odes, beautiful as they are, do not bud and
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branch and fall in fruit, closing with the exhaustion of

their functions, but merely cease, because all poems must

stop somewhere. The Nativity Ode does not close because

the poet has nothing more to say, but merely because " 'tis

time our tedious song should here have ending." In

Collins, surely, we find the same failing ; the poem is a

burst of emotion, but not an organism. The much-lauded

Ode to Liberty, with its opening peal of trumpet-music,

ends with a foolish abruptness, as if the poet had got tired

of his instrument, and had thrown it away. Shelley,

again, in his longer odes, seems to lose himself in beauti-

ful meandering oratory, and to stop, as he began, in

response to a mere change of purpose. Keats, on the

other hand, is always consistent in his evolution, and so

is Wordsworth at his more elevated moments ; the same

may even be remarked of a poet infinitely below these

in intellectual value, Edgar Poe. Gray, however, is the

main example in our literature of a poet possessing this

Greek quality of structure in his lyrical work, and it is to

be noted that throughout his career it never left him,

even on occasions when he was deserted by every other

form of inspiration. His poems, whatever they are, are

never chains of consecutive stanzas ; each line, each group

of lines, has its proper place in a structure that could not

be shorter or longer without a radical re-arrangement of

ideas.

The strophe of the opening stanza of The Progress of

Poesy invokes that lyre of iEolian strings, the breathings

of those iEolian flutes, which Pindar had made the symbol

of the art of poetry, and the sources, progress, and various

motion of that art, " enriching every subject with a pomp

of diction and luxuriant harmony of numbers/' are de-

scribed under the image of a thousand descending streams.
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The antistrophe returns to the consideration of the power

of poetry, not now in motion, but an alluring and a sooth-

ing force around which the Passions throng and are sub-

dued, a thought being here borrowed apparently from

Collins; the epode continues and combines these two

strains of thought, and shows that poetry, whether in

motion or at rest, is working the good will of Love, who

deigns herself to move in a rhythmic harmony, and be the

slave of verse. In the second stanza, the strophe recalls

the miserable state of man, relieved by the amenities of

the heavenly Muse, who arms Hyperion against the sickly

company of Night; the antistrophe shows us how the

need of song arose in savage man, and illuminated " their

feather-cinctured chiefs, and dusky loves
;
" while the epode

breaks into an ecstatic celebration of the advent of poetic

art to Greece :

—

Woods, that wave o'er Delphi's steep,

Isles, that crown th' JEgean deep,

Fields, that cool Ilissus laves,

Or where Meander's amber waves

In lingering labyrinths creep,

How do your tuneful echoes languish,

Mute, but to the voice of anguish

!

Where each old poetic mountain

Inspiration breathed around

;

Every shade and hallowed fountain

Murmured deep a solemn sound.

But the Muses, " in Greece's evil hour," went to Eome,

and " when Latium had her lofty spirit lost," it was to

Albion that they turned their steps. The third strophe

describes how the awful Mother unveiled her face to

Shakespeare ; the antistrophe celebrates the advent of

Milton and Dryden, while the final epode winds the whole

poem to a close with a regret that the lyre once held by
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the last-named poet has degenerated into hands like

Gray's :

—

Hark ! his hands the lyre explore !

Bright-eyed Fancy, hovering o'er,

Scatters from her pictured urn

Thoughts that breathe, and words that burn.

But ah ! 'tis heard no more

—

Oh ! lyre divine, what daring spirit

Wakes thee now ? Though he inherit

Not the pride, nor ample pinion,

That the Theban eagle bear,

Sailing with supreme dominion

Thro' the azure deep of air :

Yet oft before his infant eyes would run

Snch forms as glitter in the Muse's ray,

With orient hues, unborrowed of the sun

:

Yet shall he mount, and keep his distant way
Beyond the limits of a vulgar fate,

Beneath the Good how far,—but far above the Great. ^

In these passages, especially where he employs the double

rhyme, we seem to catch in Gray the true modern accent,

the precursor of the tones of Shelley and Byron, both of

whom, but especially the former, were greatly influenced

by this free and ringing music. The reader has only to

compare the epode last quoted with the choruses in Hellas

to see what Shelley owed to the science and invention of

Gray. This manner of rhyming, this rapid and recurrent

beat of song, was the germ out of which have sprung all

later metrical inventions, and without which Mr. Swin-

burne himself might now be polishing the heroic

couplet to its last perfection of brightness and sharp-

ness.

Another Pindaric ode on The Liberty of Genius was

planned about the same time, but of this there exists only

the following fragment of an argument :
—" All that men
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of power can do for men of genius is to leave them at their

liberty, compared to birds that, when confined to a cage,

do but regret the loss of their freedom in melancholy

strains, and lose the luscious wildness and happy luxu-

riance of their notes, which used to make the woods

resound.'' The subject is one well-fitted to its author's

power, and we regret its loss as we regret that of Collins'

Ode on the Music of the Grecian Theatre. Unlike that

blue rose of the bibliophiles, however, Gray's ode probably

was never written at all.

In the meantime not much was happening to Gray

himself. His friend Mason had taken holy orders, and in

November 1754 had become rector of Aston and chap-

lain to the Earl of Holdernesse ;"we all are mighty glad,"

says Gray, " that he is in orders, and no better than any

of us." Early in 1755 both Mason and Walpole set upon

Gray to publish a new volume of poems, whereupon he

held up the single ode On the Progress of Poesy, and asked

if they wished him to publish a " little sixpenny flam"

like that, all by itself. He threatened if Wharton be tire-

some, since the publishing faction had gained him over to

their side, to write an ode against physicians, with some

very stringent lines about magnesia and alicant soap.

Pembroke meanwhile had just received an undergraduate

of quality, Lord Strathmore, Thane of Glamis, " a tall,

genteel figure" that pleased Gray, and presently was

admitted within the narrow circle of his friends.

According to Mason, the exordium of the Bard was com-

pleted in March 1755, having occupied Gray for about three

months. In the case of this very elaborate poem, Gray

seems to have laid aside his customary reticence, and to have

freely consulted his friends. Mason had seen the beginning

of it before he went to Germany in May of that year, when
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he found in Hamburg a literary lady who had read the

" Nitt Touts " of Young, and thought the Elegy in a

Country Church-Yard "bienjolieetmelancholique." Mason

at Hanover meets Lord Nuneham, and is sure that Gray

would delight in him, because he is so peevish and sensible

and so good a hater, which gives us a passing glance at

Gray himself. The Bard was exactly two years and five

months in reaching completion, and the slowness of its

growth was the subject of mirth with Gray himself, who

called it " Odikle," and made fun of its stunted propor-

tions.

On the 15th of July, 1755, Gray went down to the Vine,

in Hampshire, to visit his old friend Chute, who was now

beginning to recover a little from the shock of the death

of his beloved heir and nephew. In the congenial com-

pany of the Italianate country gentleman Gray stayed a

few days, and then went on to Southampton, Winchester,

Portsmouth, and Netley Abbey, returning to Stoke on the

31st of July. Unfortunately he either took a chill on this

little tour, or overtaxed his powers, and from this time to

the end of his life, a period of sixteen years, he was

seldom in a condition of even tolerable health. In August

he was obliged to put himself under medical treatment;

one alarming attack of gout after the other continued to

undermine his constitution, and his system was further

depressed by an exhausting regimen of magnesia and salts

of wormwood. He had to lie up at Stoke for many weeks,

with aching feet and temples, and was bled until he was

too giddy and feeble to walk with comfort. .
All this

autumn and winter of 1755 his symptoms were very

serious. He could not sleep; he was troubled by a ner-

vous deafness, and a pain in the region of the heart which

seldom left him. Meanwhile he did not leave The Bard
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untouched, but progressed slowly with it, as though he

were a sculptor, deliberately pointing and chiselling a

statue. He adopted the plan of copying strophes and frag-

ments of it in his letters, and many such scraps exist in

MS. Late in the autumn, however, he thought that he

was falling into a decline, and in a fit of melancholy he

laid The Bard aside.

Gray was altogether in a very nervous, distracted

condition at this time, and first began to show symptoms

of that fear of lire, which afterwards became almost a

mania with him, by desiring Wharton to insure the two

houses, at Wanstead and in Cornhill, which formed a

principal part of his income; from the amount of the

policies of these houses, we can infer that the first was a

property of considerable value. The death of his mother,

following on that of Miss Antrobus, had, it may here be

remarked, removed all pressure of poverty from Gray for

the remainder of his life. He was never rich, but from

this time forward he was very comfortably provided for.

Horace Walpole appears to have been alarmed at his

friend's condition of health, and planned a change of scene

for him, which it seems unfortunate that he could not

persuade himself to undertake. George Hervey, Earl of

Bristol, was named English Minister at Lisbon, and he

offered to take Gray with him as his secretary, but the

proud little poet refused. Perhaps the climate of Portugal

might have proved too relaxing for him, and he might

have laid his bones beside that grave where the grass was

hardly green yet over the body of Fielding.

Gray's terror of fire has already been alluded to, and it

had now become so marked as to be a subject of conver-

sation in the college. He professed rather openly to

believe that some drunken fellow or other would burn the
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college down about their heads. On the 9th of January,

1756, he asked Dr. Wharton to buy him a rope-ladder of a

man in Wapping who advertised such articles. It was to

be rather more than thirty-six feet long, with strong hooks

at the top. This machine Wharton promptly forwarded,

and Gray proceeded to have an iron bar fixed within his

bedroom-window. This bar, crossing a window which

looks towards Pembroke, still exists and marks Gray's

chambers at Peterhouse. Such preparations, however, could

not be made without attracting great attention in the lat-

ter college, where Gray was by no means a favourite among

the high-coloured young gentlemen who went bull-baiting

to Heddington or came home drunk and roaring from a

cock-shying at Market Hill. Accordingly the noisy fellow-

commoners determined to have a lark at the timid little

poet's expense, and one night in February 1756, when

Gray was asleep in bed, they suddenly alarmed him with

a cry of fire on his staircase, having previously placed a

tub of water under his window. The ruse succeeded only

too well : Gray, without staying to put on his clothes,

hooked his rope-ladder to the iron bar, and descended

nimbly into the tub of water, from which he was rescued

with shouts of laughter by the unmannerly youths. But

the jest might easily have proved fatal; as it was, he

shivered in the February air so excessively that he had to

be wrapped in the coat of a passing watchman, and to be

carried into the college by the friendly Stonehewer, who

now appeared on the scene. To our modern ideas this out-

rage on a harmless middle-aged man of honourable position,

who had done nothing whatever to provoke insult or

injury, is almost inconceivable. But there was a deep

capacity for brutal folly underneath the varnish of the

eighteenth century, and no one seems to have sympathized
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with Gray or to have thought the conduct of the youths

ungentlemanly. As, when Dryden was beaten by

Kochester's hired and masked bravos, it was felt that

Dryden was thereby disgraced, so Gray's friends were

consistently silent on this story, as though it were a shame

to him, and we owe our knowledge of the particulars to

strangers, more especially to a wild creature called

Archibald Campbell, who actually ventured to tell the

tale during Gray's life-time.

Gray was very angry, and called upon the authorities

of his college to punish the offenders. Mason says

:

" After having borne the insults of two or three young

men of fortune longer than might reasonably have been

expected from a man of less warmth of temper, Mr. Gray

complained to the governing part of the Society, and not

thinking that his remonstrance was sufficiently attended

to, quitted the College." He went over to his old friends

at Pembroke, 1 who welcomed him with one accord as if he

had been "Mary of Valens in person." Under the

foundation of this sainted lady he remained for the rest

of his life, comfortably lodged, surrounded by congenial

friends, and "as quiet as in the Grande Chartreuse." He

does not seem to have ever been appointed to a fellowship

at Pembroke. The chambers he is supposed to have

occupied are still shown, a large low room at the western

end of the Hitcham Building, bright and pleasant, with

windows looking east and west. He adopted habits at

Pembroke which he had never indulged in at Peterhouse.

He was the first, and for a long while the only person in

the University who made his rooms look pretty. He took

1 In the Admission-Book at Pembroke there is this entry

:

" Thomas Gray, LL.B., admissus est ex Collegio Divi Petro.

March (sic) 6
?
1756.'?
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care that his windows should be always full of mignonette

or some other sweetly-scented plant, and he was famous

for a pair of huge Japanese vases, in blue and white china.

His servant, Stephen Hempstead, had to keep the room

as bright and spick as an old lady's bandbox, and not an

atom of dust was allowed to rest on the little harpsichord

where the poet used to sit in the twilight and play toc-

catas of Scarlatti or Pergolesi. Here for fifteen quiet

years, the autumn of his life, Gray lived among his books,

his china, and his pictures, and here at last we shall see

him die, with the good Master of Pembroke, le Petit Bon
Homme, holding his hand in the last services of friend-

ship. Well might Gray write to Wharton (March 25th,

1756) :
—" Eemoving myself from Peterhouse to Pembroke

may be looked upon as a sort of sera in a life so barren of

events as mine."

Curiously enough, the shock and agitation of the scene

that has been just described appear to have had no ill

effect upon Gray's health. His letters at this time became,

on the contrary, much more buoyant in tone. In April

1756 an extraordinary concert of spiritual music, in which

the Stabat Mater of Pergolesi was for the first time given

in England, drew him up to London for three days,

during which time he lodged with Wharton. All the

ensuing summer Mason, now and henceforth known as

" Scroddl.es " in Gray's correspondence, was perpetrating

reams of poetry, or prose astonished out of its better nature

at the sudden invasion of its provinces by rhyme. A terri-

ble tragedy of Caractacus, suggested by the yet-unfinished

Bard, with much blank-verse invocation of " Arviragus,

my bold, my breathless boy," belongs to this year 1756,

and can now be read only by a very patient student bent

on finding how nimble Mason could be in borrowing the
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mere shell and outward echo of Gray's poetical perform-

ances. The famous

While through the west, where sinks the crimson day,

Meek twilight slowly sails, and waves her banners gray.

which Gray pronounced " superlative, " and which the

modern reader must admit to be pretty, belong also to this

year, and are to be found in an ode of Mason's, To a

Friend, in which occurs the first contemporary celebration

of a greater name in literature than his :

—

Through this still valley let me stray,

Kapt in some strain of pensive GRAY,
Whose lofty genius bears along

The conscious dignity of Song

;

And, scorning from the sacred store

To waste a note on Pride or Power,

Roves through the glimmering twilight gloom

And warbles round each rustic tomb :

He, too, perchance, (for well I know,

His heart can melt with friendly woe)

He, too, perchance, when these poor limbs are laid,

Will heave one tuneful sigh, and sooth my hovering shade.

Gray must have smiled at this foolish tribute, but he

valued the affection that prompted it, and he deigned in a

fatherly way to beg Wharton to let him hear if these odes

were favourably spoken of in London.

The scene of Mason's Caradacus was laid in Mona, and

Gray was at this time engaged in the spiritual ascension of

Snowdon, with " Odikle " at his side. " I hope we shall

be very good neighbours. Any Druidical anecdotes that I

can meet with I will be sure to send you. I am of opinion

that the ghosts "—for, alas ! there are ghosts in Caradacus

—" will spoil the picture, unless they are thrown at a huge

distance, and extremely kept down." In June 1756
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having "no more pores and muscular inflations, and

troubled only with depression of mind/ 7 Gray at Stoke

rather vaguely proposed to Mason at Tunbridge that they

should spend the summer together on the Continent.

" Shall we go in time, and have a house together in Swit-

zerland ? It is a fine poetical country to look at, and no-

body there will understand a word we say or write."

Mason was probably too much a child of his age to relish

going to Switzerland ; moreover, there was a chaplaincy to

Lord John Cavendish towards which Mason was extending

a greedy finger and thumb, and he preferred to remain in

the happy hunting-grounds of endowment. Gray laughed

with indulgent contempt at his young friend's grasping

wishes, though when this intense desire for place passed

all decent limits, he could reprove it sharply enough. To

the sober and self-respecting Gray, who had never asked

for anything in his life, to intrigue for church-preferment

was the conduct of a child or a knave, and he accordingly

persisted in treating Mason as a child.

Very little progress was made with The Bard in 1756.

In December of that year " Odikle is not a bit grown, though

it is fine mild open weather." Suddenly in May 1757

it was brought to a conclusion in consequence of some

concerts given at Cambridge by John Parry, the famous

blind harper, who lived until 1782, and whose son was one

of the first A.K.A.'s. Gray's account of the extraordinary

effect that this man's music made on him is expressed in

that light vein with which he loved to conceal deep

emotion. " There is no faith in man, no, not in a Welsh-

man ; and yet Mr. Parry has been here, and scratched out

such ravishing blind harmony, such tunes of a thousand

years old, with names enough to choke you, as have set all

this learned body a dancing, and inspired them with due

K
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reverence for my old Bard His countryman, wherever he

shall appear. Mr. Parry, yon must know, has put my Ode

in motion again, and has brought it at last to a conclusion.

'lis to him, therefore, that you owe the treat which I send

you enclosed ; namely, the breast and merry-thought, and

rump too of the chicken which I have been chewing

so long, that I would give it to the world for neck-beef or

cow-heel."

The Ode so rudely spoken of is no less than that Bard
which for at least a century remained almost without a

rival among poems cherished by strictly poetical persons

for the qualities of sublimity and pomp of vision. It is

only in the very latest generation, and among a school of

extremely refined critics that the ascendency of this ode

has been questioned, and certain pieces by Collins and

even by Blake preferred to it. There is a great and even

a legitimate pleasure in praising that which plainly pos-

sesses very high merit, and which has too long been over-

looked or neglected ; but we must beware of the paradox

which denies beauty in a work of art, because beauty has

always been discovered there. Gray's Bard has enjoyed

an instant and sustained popularity, while Collins' noble

Ode to Liberty has had few admirers and Blake's Booh of

Thel till lately has had none ; but there is no just reason

why a wish to assert the value of the patriotic fervour of

the one poem and the rosy effusion of the other should

prevent us from acknowledging that, great as are the

qualities of these pieces, the human sympathy, historical

imagination, and sustained dithyrambic dignity of The

Bard are also great, and probably greater. All that has

been said of the evolution of the Progress of Poesy is true

of that of The Bard, while those attributes which our old

critics used to term " the machinery " are even more bril-
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liant and appropriate in the longer poem than in the shorter.

In form the poems are sufficiently analogous ; each has

three main divisions, with strophe, antistrophe, and epode,

and in each the epode is dedicated to briskly rhyming

measures and experiments in metre. The opening is ad-

mirably startling and effective ; the voice that meets us

with its denunciations is that of the last survivor of the

ancient race of Celtic bards, a venerable shape who is

seated on a rock above the defile through which the forces

of Edward I. are about to march. This mysterious being,

in Gray's own words, "with a voice more than human,

reproaches the king with all the misery and desolation

which he had brought on his country ; foretells the mis-

fortunes of the Norman race, and with prophetic spirit

declares, that all his cruelty shall never extinguish the

noble ardour of poetic genius in this island ; and that men
shall never be wanting to celebrate true virtue and valour

in immortal strains, to expose vice and infamous pleasure,

and boldly censure tyranny and oppression." The scheme

of the poem, therefore, is strictly historical, and yet is not

very far removed from that of Gray's previous written and

unwritten Pindaric odes. In these three poems, the dig-

nity of genius and its function as a ruler and benefactor

of mankind are made the chief subject of discourse, and a

mission is claimed for artists in verse than which none was

ever conceived*more brilliant or more august. But, for-

tunately for his readers, Gray was diverted from his purely

abstract consideration of history into a concrete observation

of its most picturesque forms, and forgot to trace the

"noble ardour of poetic genius" in painting vivid pictures

of Edward II. enduring his torture in Berkeley Castle,

and of the massacre of the bards at the battle of Camlan.

Some of the scenes which pass across the magic mirror
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of the old man's imagination are unrivalled for concision

and force. That in which the court of Elizabeth, sur-

rounded by her lords and her poets, flashes upon the

inner eye, is of an inimitable felicity :

—

Girt with many a baron bold,

Sublime their starry fronts they rear ;

And gorgeous dames, and statesmen old

In bearded majesty, appear

;

In the midst a form divine !

Her eye proclaims her of the Briton-line;

Her lion-port, her awe-commanding face,

Attempered sweet to virgin-grace.

What strings symphonious tremble in the air,

What strains of vocal transport round her play.

Hear from the grave, great Taliessin, hear

;

They breathe a soul to animate thy clay.

Bright Rapture calls, and soaring as she sings,

Waves in the eye of heaven her many-coloured wings.

This closing vision of a pretty but incongruous " Eap-

ture " may remind us that the crowning fault of Gray and

his school, their assumption that a mythology might be

formed out of the emotions of the human mind, and a new

Olympus be fitted out with brand-new gods of a moralist's

making, is rarely prominent in The Bard or the Elegy in a

Country Churchyard, his two greatest works. Some use

of allegorical abstraction is necessary to the very structure

of poetry, and is to be found in the worts of our most

realistic writers. It is in its excess that it becomes ridicu-

lous or tedious, as in Mason and other imitators of Gray.

The master himself was not by any means able at all times

to clothe his abstractions with flesh and blood, but he is

never ridiculous. He felt, indeed, the danger of the ten-

dency in himself and others, and he made some remarks

on the subject to Mason which were wholly salutary :

—
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I had rather some of these personages, "Resignation,"

" Peace," " Revenge," " Slaughter," " Ambition," were

stripped of their allegorical garb. A little simplicity here and

there in the expression would better prepare the high and fan-

tastic strain, and all the imaginable harpings that follow. . . .

The true lyric style, with all its flights of fancy, ornaments, and

heightening of expression, and harmony of sound, is in its

nature superior to every other style; which is just the cause

why it could not be borne in a work of great length, no more

than the eye could bear to see all this scene that we constantly

gaze upon,—the verdure of the fields and woods, the azure of

the sea and skies, turned into one dazzling expanse of gems.

The epic, therefore, assumed a style of graver colours, and only

stuck on a diamond (borrowed from her sister) here and there,

where it best became her. When we pass from the diction that

suits this kind of writing to that which belongs to the former,

it appears natural, and delights us : but to pass on a sudden

from the lyric glare to the epic solemnity (if I may be allowed to

talk nonsense) has a very different effect. We seem to drop

from verse into mere prose, from light into darkness. Do you

not think if Mingotti stopped in the middle of her best air, and

only repeated the remaining verses (though the best Metastasio

ever wrote) that they would not appear very cold to you, and

very heavy ?

Between Dryden and Wordsworth there was no man
but Gray who could write in prose about his art with such

coherence and science as this. These careless sentences

outweigh tomes of Blair's glittering rhetoric and Hurd's

stilted disquisitions on the Beautiful and the Elevated.

Almost directly after Gray had finished The Bard he

was called upon to write an epitaph for a lady, Mrs. Jane

Clarke, who had died in childbirth at Epsom, where her

husband was a physician, on the 27th of April, 1757.

Dr. Clarke had been an early college friend of Gray's, and

he applied to Gray to write a copy of verses to be inscribed
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on a tablet in Beckenham Church, where his wife was

buried. Gray wrote sixteen lines, not in his happiest

vein, and these found their way into print after his death.

In his tiny nosegay there is perhaps no flower so incon-

siderable as this perfunctory Epitaph. One letter, several

years later than the date of this poem, proves that Gray

continued to write on intimate terms to Dr. Clarke, who

does not seem to have preserved the poet's correspondence,

and is not otherwise interesting to us. In April Gray

made another acquaintance, of a very different kind;

Lord Nuneham, a young man of fashion and fortune,

with a rage for poetry, came rushing down upon him with

a letter of introduction and a profusion of compliments.

He brought a large bouquet of jonquils, which he presented

to the poet with a reverence so profound that Gray could

not fail to smell the jessamine-powder in his periwig, and

indeed he was too fine " even forme," says the poet, " who

love a little finery." Lord Nuneham came expressly in

Newmarket week to protest against going to Newmarket,

and sat devoutly at Gray's feet, half fop, half enthusiast,

for three whole days, talking about verses and the fine

arts. Gray was quite pleased with him at last ; and so

"we vowed eternal friendship, embraced, and parted."

Lord John Cavendish, too, was in Cambridge at this time,

and also pleased Gray, though in a very different and less

effusive manner.

In the summer of 1757 Horace Walpole set up a

printing-press at Strawberry Hill, and persuaded Gray to

let his Pindaric Odes be the first issue of the establish-

ment. Accordingly Gray sent him a MS. copy of the

poems, and they were set up with wonderful fuss and cir-

cumstance by Walpole's compositor; Gray being more

than usually often at Strawberry Hill this summer.
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Dodsley agreed to publish the book, and 2000 copies were

struck off. On the 29th of June Gray received forty

guineas, the only money he ever gained by literature. On
the 8th of August there was published a large thin quarto,

entitled " Odes by Mr. Gray. Qwavra vvvztokti. Printed

at Strawberry Eill for E. and J. Dodsley in Pall Mall,"

with an engraving of Walpole's little gimcrack dwelling on

the title-page. The two odes have no other titles than

Ode L, Ode II.; they form a pamphlet of twenty-one

pages, and were sold at one shilling. Small as the volume

was, however, it was by no means insignificant, and it

achieved a very great success. Garrick and Warburton

led the chorus of praise; the famous actor publishing

some verses in honour of the odes, the famous critic pro-

nouncing them above the grasp of the public, and this

indeed was true. In fact Gray lamented, as most men of

genius have had to lament, that the praise he received

was not always judicious praise, and therefore of little

worth. " The Sin/exo*," he says, " appear to be still fewer

than even I expected." He became, however, a kind of

lion. Goldsmith wrote an examination of the Odes for

the Monthly Review. The Cobhams, at Stoke, were very

civil, and Mr. and Mrs. Garrick came down there to stay

with him ; the stiff, prim demeanour of Dr. Hurd melted

into smiles and compliments ; the Critical Review was in

raptures, though it mistook the iEolian Lyre for the Harp

of ^Eolus ; and at York Eaces sporting peers were heard

to discuss the odes in a spirit of bewildered eulogy.

Within two months 1300 copies had been sold. Best of

all, Miss Speed seemed to understand, and whispered
" (fxDvavra <tvv€tol(tl " in the most amiable and sympathetic

tones. But Gray could enjoy nothing; several little

maladies hung over him, the general wreck of his frail
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constitution began to be imminent. Meanwhile small

things worried him. The great Mr. Fox did not wonder

Edward I. could not understand what the Bard was say-

ing, and chuckled at his own wit
;
young Lord Nuneham,

for all his jonquils and his jessamine-powder, did not

trouble himself to acknowledge his presentation copy;

people said Gray's style was " impenetrable and inex-

plicable," and altogether the sweets were fewer than

the bitters in the cup of notoriety.

Gray had placed himself, however, at one leap at the

head of the living English poets. Thomson and Blair

were now dead, Dyer was about to pass away, and Collins,

hopelessly insane, was making the cloisters of Chichester

resound with his terrible shrieks. Young, now very aged,

had almost abandoned verse. Johnson had retired from

all competition with the poets. Smart, whose frivolous

verses had been collected in 1754, had shown himself, in

his few serious efforts, a direct disciple and imitator of

Gray's early style. Goldsmith, Churchill, and Cowper

were still unheard of ; and the only men with whom
Gray could for a moment be supposed to contend were

Shenstone and Akenside. Practically both of these men,

also, had retired from poetry, the latter indeed having

been silent for twelve years. The Odes could hardly fail

to attract attention in a year which produced no other even

noticeable publication in verse, except Dyer's tiresome

descriptive poem of The Fleece, Gray seems to have felt

that his genius, his " verve " as he called it, was trying

to breathe in a vacuum ; and from this time forward he

made even less and less effort to concentrate his powers.

In the winter of 1757, it is true, he began to plan

an epic or didactic poem on the Bevival of Learning,

but we hear no more of it. His few remaining poems
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were to be lyrics, pure and simple, swallow-flights of

song.

On the 12th of December, 1757, Colley Cibber died,

having held the office of poet-laureate for twenty-seven

years. Lord John Cavendish immediately suggested to

his brother, the Duke of Devonshire, who was then Lord

Chamberlain, that as Gray was the greatest living poet,

the post should be offered to him. This was immediately

done, in very handsome terms, the duke even offering to

waive entirely the perfunctory writing of odes, which had

hitherto been deemed an annual duty of all poets laureate.

Gray directed Mason, through whom the offer had been

made, to decline it very civilly :

—

Though I well know the bland emollient saponaceous qualities

both of sack and silver, yet if any great man would say to me
" I make you Kat-catcher to his Majesty, with a salary of 3001.

a-year and two butts of the best Malaga ; and though it has

been usual to catch a mouse or two, for form's sake, in public

once a year, yet to you, sir, we shall not standupon these things,''

I cannot say I should jump at it ; nay if they would drop the

very name of the office, and call me Sinecure to the King's

Majesty, I should still feel a little awkward, and think every-

body I saw smelt a rat about me ; but I do not pretend to blame

any one else that has not the same sensations ; for my part I

would rather be serjeant-trumpeter or pin-maker to the palace.

Nevertheless, I interest myself a little in the history of it, and

rather wish somebody may accept it that will retrieve the credit

of the thing, if it be retrievable, or ever had any credit. Eowe
was, I think, the last man of character that had it. As to

Settle, whom you mention, he belonged to my lord mayor, not to

the king. Eusden was a person of great hopes in his youth,

though at last he turned out a drunken parson. Dryden was as

disgraceful to the office, from his character, as the poorest

scribbler could have been from his verses. The office itself has
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always humbled the professor hitherto (even in an age when
kings were somebody), if he were a poor writer by making
him more conspicuous, and if he were a good one by setting

him at war with the little fry of his own profession, for there

are poets little enough to envy even a poet laureate.

The duke acted promptly, for within a week of Cibber's

death the laureateship had been offered to Gray, who
refused, and to Whitehead, who accepted it. This amiable

versifier was perhaps more worthy of the compliment

than Mason, who wished for it, and who raged with dis-

appointment.

In January, 1758, Gray seems to have recovered suffi-

ciently to be so busy buying South Sea annuities, and

amassing old china jars and three-legged stools with grass-

green bottoms, that he could not supply Mason with that

endless flood of comment on Mason's odes, tragedies, and

epics which the vivacious poetaster demanded. Hurd, in

the gentlemanly manner to which Mr. Leslie Stephen

has dedicated one stringent page, was calling upon Gray

to sympathize with him about the wickedness of " that

wretch" Akenside. In all this Gray had but slight

interest. His father's fortune, which had reached 10,000/.

in his mother's careful hands, had been much damaged by

the fire in Cornhill, and Gray now sank a large portion

of his property in an annuity, that he might enjoy a

larger income. During the spring of 1758 he amused

himself by writing in the blank leaves of Kitchen's Eng-

lish Atlas A Catalogue of the Antiquities, Houses, $c, in

England and Wales. This was considerable enough to

form a little volume, and in 1774, after Gray's death,

Mason printed a few copies of it privately, and sent them

round to Gray's friends ; and in 1787 issued a second

edition for sale.
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In April of the same year, 1758, Dr. Wharton lost

his eldest and at that time his only son. Gray not only

wrote him a very touching letter of condolence, but some

verses on the death of the child, which I first printed

in 1885 from a MS. in the handwriting of Dyce. In

May, Gray started on that architectural tour in the Fens,

of which I have already spoken, and in June was sum-

moned to Stoke by the illness of his aunt Mrs. Oliffe, who

had a sort of paralytic stroke while walking in the garden.

She recovered, however, and Gray returned to London,

made a short stay at Hampton with Lord and Lady Cob-

ham, and spent July at Strawberry Hill. In August the

Garricks again visited him at Stoke, but he had hardly

enough physical strength to endure their vivacity. " They

are now gone, and I am not sorry for it, for I grow so old,

that, I own, people in high spirits and gaiety overpower

me, and entirely take away mine. I can yet be diverted

by their sallies, but if they appear to take notice of my
dullness, it sinks me to nothing. ... I continue better

than has been usual with me, in the summer, though I

neither walk nor take anything : 'tis in mind only that I

am weary and disagreeable." His position at Stoke, with

Mrs. Oliffe laid up, and poor bed-ridden Mrs. Kogers

growing daily weaker and weaker, was not an exhilarating

one. Towards the end of September, Mrs. Eogers re-

covered her speech, which had for several years been almost

unintelligible, flickered up for two or three days, and then

died. She left Mrs. Oliffe joint executrix of her small

property with Gray, who describes himself in November

1758 as " agreeably employed in dividing nothing with an

old Harridan, who is the Spawn of Cerberus and the

Dragon of Wantley." In January 1759 Mrs. Oliffe

having taken herself off to her native country of Norfolk,
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Gray closed the house at Stoke Pogis, and from this time

forth only visited that village, which had been his home

for nearly twenty years, when he was invited to stay at

Stoke House. At the same time, to the distress of Dr.

Brown, he ceased to reside at Pembroke, and spent the

next three years in London.



CHAPTER VII.

BRITISH MUSEUM—NORTON NICHOLLS.

When the Sloane Collection became national property at

the death of its founder in 1753, and was incorporated

under an act which styled it the British Museum, scholars

and antiquaries expected to enter at once upon their in-

heritance. But a site and a building had to be secured,

and when these were discovered, it took a long while to fit

up the commodious galleries of Montagu House. On the

15th of January, 1759, the Museum was thrown open to

the public, and among the throng of visitors was Gray,

who had settled himself and his household gods close by,

in Southampton Row, and who for some weeks had been

awaiting the official Sesame. He had been seeing some-

thing of London society meanwhile, — entertained by

Lady Carlisle, invited to meet Rousseau, and attending

concerts and plays. He gives some account of the per-

formance of Metastases Ciro Riconosciuto, with Cocchi's

agreeable music.

The British Museum he found "indeed a treasure."

It was at first so crowded that " the corner room in the

basement, furnished with a wainscot table and twenty

chairs," was totally inadequate to supply the demand, and

in order to be comfortable it was necessary to book a place

a fortnight beforehand This pressure, however, only lasted
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for a very short time ; curiosity was excited by the novelty,

but quickly languished, and this little room was found

quite ample enough to contain the scholars who frequented

it. To reach it, the intrepid reader had to pass in dark-

ness, like Jonah, through the belly of a whale, from which

he emerged into the room of the Keeper of Printed Books,

Dr. Peter Templeman, a physician who had received this

responsible post for having translated Norderis Travels, and

who resigned it, wearily, in 1761, for a more congenial

appointment at the Society of Arts. By July 1759 the

rush on the reading-room had entirely subsided, and on

the -23rd of that month Gray mentions to Mason that

there are only five readers that day. These were Gray

himself, Dr. Stukeley the antiquary, and three hack-writers

who were copying MSS. for hire.

A little later on, Gray became an amused witness of

those factions which immediately broke out among

the staff of the British Museum, and which practically

lasted until a very few years ago. People who were

the diverted or regretful witnesses of dissensions be-

tween a late Principal Librarian and the scholars whom
he governed may be consoled to learn that things

were just as bad in 1759. Dr. Gawin Knight, the first

Principal Librarian, a pompous martinet with no pretence

to scholarship, made life so impossible to the keepers and

assistants that the Museum was completely broken into a

servile and a rebellious faction. Gray, moving noiselessly

to and fro, noted all this and smiled; "the whole society,

trustees and all, are up in arms, like the fellows of a col-

lege." Dr. Knight made no concessions; the keepers

presently refused to salute him when they passed his

window, and Gray and his fellow-readers were at last

obliged to make a detour every day, because Dr. Knight
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had walled up a passage in order to annoy the keepers.

Meanwhile the trustees were spending 500Z. a year more

than their income, and Gray confidently predicts that

before long all the books and the crocodiles and Jonah's

whale will be put up to public auction.

At Mr Jermyn's, in Southampton Kow, Bloomsbury,

Gray was very comfortably settled. It was a cleaner

Bloomsbury than we know now, and a brighter. Gray

from his bedroom-window looked out on a south-west

garden-wall covered with flowering jessamine through June

and July. There had been roses, too, in this London

garden. Gray must always have flowers about him, and

he trudged down to Covent Garden every day, for his

sweet peas and pinks, scarlet martagon-lilies, double stocks,

and flowering marjoram. His drawing-room looked over

Bedford Gardens, and a fine stretch of upland fields,

crowned at last, against the sky, by the villages of High-

gate and Hampstead. St. Giles's was at his back, with

many a dirty court and alley, but in front of him against

the morning light, there was little but sunshine and

greenery and fresh air. He seems to notice nature here

on the outskirts of London far more narrowly than at

Cambridge ; there are little parenthetical notes, asides to

himself, about " fair white flying clouds at 9 in the morn-

ing" of a July day, or wheelbarrows heaped up with small

black cherries on an August afternoon. He bought twenty

walnuts for a penny on the 8th of September, and enjoyed

a fine perdrigon-plum upon the 4th.

Meanwhile he is working every day at the Museum,

feasting upon literary plums and walnuts, searching

the original Ledger-Book of the Signet, copying Sir

Thomas "Wyatt's Defence and his poems, discovering

"several odd things unknown to our historians," and
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nursing his old favourite project of a History of English

Poetry. He spent as a rule four hours a day in the

reading-room, this being as much as his very delicate

health could bear, for repeated attacks of the gout had
made even this amount of motion and cramped repose

sometimes very difficult.

On the 23rd of September, 1759, poor Lady Cobham,

justly believing herself to be dying, summoned Gray down
to Stoke House. She was suffering from dropsy, and

being in a very depressed condition of mind, desired him
not to leave her. He accordingly remained with her

three weeks, and then accompained her and Miss Speed

to town, whither Lady Cobham was recommended to come

for advice. She still did not wish to part from him, and

he stayed until late in November in her house in Hanover

Square. He has some picturesque notes of the beautiful

old garden at Stoke that autumn, rich with carnations,

marygolds and asters, and with great clusters of white

grapes on warm south walls. After watching beside Lady
Cobham for some weeks, and finding no reason to antici-

pate a sudden change in her condition, he returned to his

own lodging in Southampton Eow, and plunged again into

MSS. of Lydgate and Hoccleve.

It was while Gray was quietly vegetating in Bloomsbury

that an event occurred of which he was quite unconscious,

which yet has singularly endeared him to the memory of

Englishmen. On the evening of the 12th of September,

1759,—while Gray, sauntering back from the British

Museum to his lodgings, noted that the weather was

cloudy, with a S.S.W. wind,—on the other side of the

Atlantic the English forces lay along the river Mont-

morency, and looked anxiously across at Quebec and at

the fateful heights of Abraham. When night-fall came.
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and before the gallant four thousand obeyed the word of

command to steal across the river, General Wolfe, the young

officer of thirty-three, who was next day to win death and

immortality in victory, crept along in a boat from post to

post to see that all was ready for the expedition. It was

a fine, silent evening, and as they pulled along, with

muffled oars, the General recited to one of his officers who
sat with him in the stern of the boat nearly the whole of

Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard, adding, as he con-

cluded, " I would prefer being the author of that Poem to

the glory of beating the French to-morrow.'.' Perhaps no

finer compliment was ever paid by the man of action to

the man of imagination, and, sanctified, as it were, by the

dying lips of the great English hero, the poem seems to

be raised far above its intrinsic rank in literature, and to

demand our respect as one of the acknowledged glories of

our race and language. This beautiful anecdote of Wolfe

rests on the authority of Professor Eobison, the mathe-

matician, who was a recruit in the engineers during the

attack upon Quebec, and happened to be present in the

boat when the General recited Gray's poem.

Poor Gray, ever pursued by the terrors of arson, had a

great fright in the last days of November in this year.

A fire broke out in the house of an organist on the opposite

side of Southampton Eow, and the poor householder was

burned to death ; the fire spread to the house of Gray's

lawyer, who fortunately saved his papers. A few nights

later, the poet was roused by a conflagration close at

hand in Lincoln's Inn Fields. " 'lis strange," he says, in

a spirit of desperation, " that we all of us here in town

lay ourselves down every night on our funereal pile,

ready made, and compose ourselves to rest, while every

drunken footman and drowsy old woman has a candle

L
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ready to light it before the morning." It is rather diffi-

cult to know what, even in so pastoral a Bloomsbury,

Gray did with a sow, for which he thanks "Wharton heartily

in April 1760.

In the spring of this year Gray first met Sterne, who

had just made an overwhelming success with Tristram

Shandy, and who was sitting to Sir Joshua Eeynolds.

Gray's opinion of Sterne was not entirely unfavourable

;

the great humorist was polite to him, and his works were

not by nature so perplexing to Gray as those of Smollett

and Fielding. The poet was interested in Sterne's newly-

discovered emotion, sensibility, and told Nicholls after-

wards that in this sort of pathos Sterne never failed ; for

his wit he had less patience, and frankly disapproved

his tittering insinuations. He said that there was good

writing and good sense in Sterne's Sermons, and spoke of

him, when he died in 1768, with some respect. A less

famous but pleasanter man, whose acquaintance Gray

began to cultivate about this time was Benjamin Stilling-

fleet, the Blue Stocking.

In April 1760 Lady Cobham was at last released

from her sufferings. She left the whole of her pro-

perty, 30,000Z., to Harriet Speed, besides the house in

Hanover Square, plate, jewels, and much blue and white

china. Gray tells Wharton darkly that Miss Speed

does not know her own mind, but that he knows his.

The movements of this odd couple during the summer

of 1760 are very dim to us and perplexing. Why they

seem associated in some sort of distant intimacy from

April to June, why in the latter month they go down to-

gether to stay with General Conway and Lady Ailesbury

at Park Place, near Henley, and why Lady Carlisle is of

the party, these are questions that now can only tantalize
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us. Gray himself confesses that all the world expected

him to marry Miss Speed, and was astonished that Lady

Cobham only left him 20Z. for a mourning ring. It seems

likely on the whole that had he been inclined to endow

Harriet Speed with his gout, his poverty, his melancholy,

and his fitful genius, she would have accepted the respon-

sibility. When she did marry, it was not for money or

position. He probably, for his part, did not feel so pas-

sionately inclined to her as to convince himself that he

ought to think of marriage. He put an air of Geminiani

to words for her, not very successfully, and he wrote one

solitary strain of amatory experience :

—

With beauty, with pleasure surrounded, to languish,

To weep without knowing the cause of my anguish,

To start from short slumbers, and wish for the morning

—

To close my dull eyes when I see it returning,

Sighs sudden and frequent, looks ever dejected,

—

Words that steal from my tongue, by no meaning connected!

Ah ! say, fellow-swains, how these symptoms befell me ?

They smile, but reply not—Sure Delia will tell me

!

For a month in the summer of 1760 he lived at Park

Place in the company of Miss Speed, Lady Ailesbury, and

Lady Carlisle, who laughed from morning to night, and

would not allow him to give way to what they called his

" sulkiness." They found him a difficult guest to entertain.

Lady Ailesbury told Walpole afterwards that one day when

they went out for a picnic, Gray only opened his lips once,

and then merely to say, " Yes, my Lady, I believe so."

His own account shows that his nerves were in a very

weary condition. " Company and cards at home, parties

by land and water abroad, and what they call doing some-

thing, that is, racketing about from morning to night, are

occupations, I find, that wear out my spirits, especially in
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a situation where one might sit still, and be alone with

pleasure." Early in August he escaped to the quietness

of Cambridge in the Long Vacation, and after this saw

little of Miss Speed. Next January she married a poor

man ten years younger than herself, a Baron de la Peyriere,

and went to live at Viry, on the Lake of Geneva. Here,

long after the death of the poet, she received a Mr. Leman,

and gave into his hands the lines which Gray had ad-

dressed to her. So ended his one feeble and shadowy

romance. Gray was not destined to come within the

genial glow of any woman's devotion, except his mother's.

He lived a life apart from the absorbing emotions of

humanity, desirous to sympathize with but not to partake

in the stationary affections and household pleasures of the

race. In the annals of friendship he is eminent ; he did

not choose to tempt fortune by becoming a husband and a

father. There are some beautiful words of Sir Thomas

Browne that come before the mind as singularly appropriate

to Gray :—"I never yet cast a true affection on a woman

;

but I have loved my friend, as I do virtue, my soul, my
God."

In July 1760 there were published anonymously Two

Odes, addressed to Obscurity and to Oblivion, which were

attacks on Gray and on Mason respectively. It was not

at first recognized that this was a salute fired off by that

group of young satirists from Westminster, of whom Cow-

per, Lloyd and Churchill are now the best known. These

odes, indeed, were probably a joint production, but the

credit of them was taken by George Colman (the elder)

and by Eobert Lloyd, gay young wits of twenty-seven.

The mock odes, in which the manners of Gray and Mason

were fairly well parodied, attracted a good deal more

notice than they were worth, and the Monthly Review
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challenged the poets to reply. But Gray warned Mason

not to do so. Colman was a friend of Garrick, while

Lloyd was an impassioned admirer of Gray himself, and

there was no venom in the verses. Lloyd, .indeed, had

the naivete to reprint these odes some years afterwards,

in a volume which bore his name, and which contained a

Latin version of the Elegy in a Country Churchyard.

Lloyd was a figure of no importance, a mere shadow cast

before by Churchill.

In 1760 Gray became deeply interested in the Erse

.Fragments of Macpherson, soon to come before the world

as the epic of Ossian. He corresponded with the young

Scotchman of twenty-two, whom he found stupid and ill-

educated, and, in Gray's opinion, quite incapable of having

invented what he was at this time producing. The

elaborate pieces, the narratives of Croma, Fingal and the

rest, were not at this time thought of, and it seems on the

whole that the romantic fragments so much admired by the

best judges of poetry were genuine. What is interesting

to us in Gray's connexion with Ossian is partly critical and

partly personal. Critically it is very important to see that

the romantic tendency of his mind asserted itself at once

in the presence of this savage poetry. He quotes certain

phrases with high approbation. Ossian says of the

winds, " Their songs are of other worlds :" Gray ex-

claims, " Did you never observe that pause, as the gust

is recollecting itself, and rising upon the ear in a shrill and

plaintive note like the swell of an iEolian harp ? I do

assure you there is nothing in the world so like the voice

of a spirit." These pieces produced on him just the same

effect of exciting and stimulating mystery that had been

caused by his meeting with the ballads of Gil Morice and

Chevy Chase in 1757. He began to feel, just as the power
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of writing verse was leaving him or seemed to be declining,

that the deepest chords of his nature as a poet had never

yet been struck. From this time forth what little serious

poetry he wrote was distinctly romantic, and his studies

were all in the direction of what was savage and archaic,

the poetry of the precursors of our literature in England

and Scotland, the runic chants of the Scandinavians, the

war-songs of the primitive Gaels, everything, in fact, which

for a century past had been looked upon as ungenteel and

incorrect in literature. Personally what is interesting in

his introduction to Ossian is his sudden sympathy with

men like Adam Smith and David Hume, for whom he

had been trained in the school of Warburton and Hurd to

cultivate a fanatic hatred. In the summer of 1760 a

variety of civilities on the absorbing question of the Erse

Fragments passed between him and the great historian.

Hume had written to a friend :
— " It gives me pleasure to

find that a person of so fine a taste as Mr. Gray approves of

these fragments, as it may convince us that our fondness

of them is not altogether founded on national preposses-

sion," and Gray was encouraged by this to enter into

correspondence of a most friendly kind with the dangerous

enemy of orthodoxy. He never quite satisfied himself

about Ossian; his last word on that subject is:
—"For

me, I admire nothing but Fingal, yet I remain still in

doubt about the authenticity of these poems, though in-

clining rather to believe them genuine in spite of the world.

"Whether they are the inventions of antiquity, or of a

modern Scotchman, either case to me is alike unaccount-

able. Je m'y perds." Modern scholarship has really not

progressed much nearer to a solution of the puzzle.

Partly at the instance of Mason, Gray took a consider-

able interest in the exhibition of the Society of Arts at the
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Adelphi, in 1760. This was the first collection of the

kind made in London, and was the nucleus out of which

the institution of the Eoyal Academy sprang. The genius

of this first exhibition was Paul Sandby, a man whom
Mason thought he had discovered, and whom he was

constantly recommending to Gray. Sandby, afterwards

eminent as the first great English water-colour painter,

had at this time hardly discovered his vocation, though he

was in his thirty-fifth year. He was still designing archi-

tecture and making profitless gibes and lampoons against

Hogarth. Gray and Mason appear to have drawn his

attention to landscape of a romantic order, and in October,

1760, Gray tells Wharton of a great picture in oils, illus-

trating The Bard, with Edward I. in the foreground and

Snowdon behind, which Sandby and Mason have concocted

together, and which is to be the former's exhibition picture

for 1761. Sandby either repeated this subject, or took

another from the same poem, for there exists a picture of

his, without any Edward I, in which the Bard is repre-

sented as plunging into the roaring tide, with his lyre in

his hand, and Snowdon behind him.

During the winter of 1760 and the spring of 1761 Gray

seems to have given his main attention to early English

poetry. He worked at the British Museum with indefati-

gable zeal, copying with his own hand the whole of the

very rare 1579 edition of Gawi'n Douglas' Palace ofHonour,

which he greatly admired, and composing those interesting

and learned studies on Metre and on the Poetry of John

Lydgate which Mathias first printed in 1814.

Warburton had placed in his hands a rough sketch

which Pope had drawn out of a classification of the British

Poets. Pope's knowledge did not go very far, and Gray

seems to have first formed the notion of himself writing a
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History of English Poetry while correcting his predeces-

sor's errors. The scheme of his history is one which will

probably be followed by the historian of our poetry, when

such a man arises; Gray proposed to open by a full

examination of the Provencal school, in which he saw

the germ of all the modern poetry of Western Europe
;

from Provence to France and Italy, and thence to England

the transition was to be easy ; and it was only after bring-

ing up the reader to the mature style of Gower and Chaucer,

that a return was to be made to the native, that is the

Anglo-Saxon elements of our literature. Gray made a

variety of purchases for use in this projected compila-

tion, and according to his MS. account-book he had

some " finds" which are enough to make the modern

bibliomaniac mad with envy. He gave sixpence each for

the 1587 edition of Golding's Ovid and the 1607 edition

of Phaer's ^Eneid, while the 1550 edition of John

Heywood's Fables seems to have been thrown in for

nothing, to make up the parcel. Needless to say that

after consuming months and years in preparing mate-

rials for his great work, Gray never completed or even

began it, and in April, 1770, learning from Hurd that

Thomas Warton was about to essay the same labour, he

placed all his notes and memoranda in Warton's hands.

The result, which Gray never lived to see, was creditable

and valuable, and even now is not entirely antiquated ; it

was very different, however, from what the world would

have had every right to expect from Gray's learning, taste

and method.

Two short poems composed in the course of 1761 next

demand our attention. The first is a sketch of Gray's

own character, which was found in one of his note-

books :

—
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Too poor for a bribe, and too proud to importune,

He had not the method of making a fortune

;

Could love, and could hate, so was thought somewhat odd;

No very great wit, he believed in a God

;

A post or a pension he did not desire,

But left church and state to Charles Townsheud and Squire.

It has been commonly supposed that these lines suggested

to Goldsmith his character of Burke in Retaliation.

Charles Townshend is the famous statesman, surnamed

the Weathercock ; the Eev. Samuel Squire was much more

obscure, an intriguing fellow of a Cambridge college who

had just contrived to wriggle into the bishopric of St.

David's. Warburton said that Squire "made religion

his trade." At the storming of Belleisle, June, 13, 1761,

Sir William Williams, a young soldier with whom Gray

was slightly aquainted, was killed, and the Montagus, who

proposed to erect a monument to him, applied to Gray for

an epitaph. After considerable difficulty, in August of

that year, Gray contrived to squeeze out three of his stately

quatrains. Walpole describes Williams as " a gallant and

ambitious young man, who had devoted himself to war

and politics," and to whom Frederic Montagu was warmly

attached. Gray, however, expresses no strong personal

feeling, and did not indeed know much of the subject of

his elegy. It is curious that in a letter to Dr. Brown, dated

Oct. 23, 1760, Gray mentions that Sir W. Williams is

starting on the expedition that proved fatal to him, and

predicts that he " may lay his fine Vandyck head in the

dust."

For two years Gray had kept his rooms at Cambridge

locked up, except during the Long Vacation, but in the

early spring of 1761, he began to think of returning to

what was really home for him, He ran down for a few
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days in January, but found Cambridge too cold, and told

Dr. Brown not to expect him till the codlin hedge at

Pembroke was out in blossom. Business, however, delayed

him, against his will, until June, when he settled in

college. In September he came up again to London to be

present at the Coronation of George III., on which occa-

sion he was accommodated with a place in the Lord Cham-

berlain's box. "The Bishop of Kochester would have

dropped the crown if it had not been pinned to the cushion,

and the king was often obliged to call out, and set matters

right; but the sword of state had been entirely forgot, so

Lord Huntingdon was forced to carry the lord mayor's,

great two-handed sword instead of it. This made it later

than ordinary before they got under their canopies and set

forward. I should have told you that the old Bishop of

Lincoln, with his stick, went doddling by the side of the

Queen, and the Bishop of Chester had the pleasure of

bearing the gold paten. When they were gone, we went

down to dinner, for there were three rooms below, where

the Duke of Devonshire was so good as to feed us with

great cold sirloins of beef, legs of mutton, fillets of veal, and

other substantial viands and liquors, which we devoured all

higgledy-piggledy, like porters ; after which every one

scrambled up again, and seated themselves."

In the winter of 1761 Gray was curiously excited by

the arrival at Cambridge of Mr. Delaval, a former fellow

of the college, bringing with him a set of musical glasses.

To Mason, Gray writes on the 8th of December :

—

Of all loves come to Cambridge out of hand, for here is Mr.

Delaval and a charming set of glasses that sing like nightin-

gales ; and we have concerts every other night, and shall stay

here this month or two ; and a vast deal of good company, and

a whale in pickle just come from Ipswich ; and the man will
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not die, and Mr. Wood is gone to Chatsworth ; and there is no-

body but you and Tom and the curled dog, and do not talk of

the charge, for we will make a subscription ; besides, we know

you always come when you have a mind.

As early as 1760, probably during one of his flying visits

to Cambridge, Gray had a young fellow introduced to him

of whom he seems at that time to have taken no notice,

but who was to become the most intimate and valued of

his friends. No person has left so clear and circum-

stantial an account of the appearance, conduct, and sayings

of Gray as the Kev. Norton Mcholls of Blundeston, in

1760 an undergraduate at Trinity Hall, and between

eighteen and nineteen years of age. Nicholls afterwards

told Mathias that the lightning brightness of Gray's eye

was what struck him most in his first impression, and he

used the phrase " folgorante sguardo" to express what

he meant. A little later than this, at a social gathering

in the rooms of a Mr. Lobbs, at Peterhouse, Nicholls

formed one of a party who collected round Gray's chair

and listened to his bright conversation. The young man
was too modest to join in the talk, until, in reply to some-

thing that had been said on the use of bold metaphors in

poetry, Gray quoted Milton's " The sun to me is dark, and

silent as the moon ; " upon this Nicholls ventured to ask

whetherthis might not possiblybe imitatedfrom Dante, "Mi
ripingeva la dove il sol tace." Gray turned quickly round

and said, " Sir, do you read Dante?" and immediately

entered into conversation with him. He found Nicholls

an intelligent and sympathetic student of literature ; he

chiefly addressed him through the remainder of the evening;

and when they came to part, he pressed him to visit him

in his own rooms at Pembroke.
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Gray had never forgotten the Italian which he had

learned in his youth, and he was deeply read in Dante,

Petrarch, Ariosto, and Tasso, while disdaining those

popular poets of the eighteenth century who at that

time enjoyed more consideration in their native land

than the great classics of the country. One of his

proofs of favour to his young friend Mcholls was to lend

him his marked and annotated copy of Petrarch ; and he

was pleased when Nicholls was the first to trace in the

Purgatorio the lines which suggested a phrase in the Elegy

in a Country Churchyard. It was doubtless with a side-

glance at his own starved condition of genius that he told

Nicholls that he thought it " an advantage to Dante to

have been produced in a rude age of strong and uncon-

trolled passions, when the Muse was not checked by refine-

ment and the fear of criticism." For the next three years

we must consider Gray as constantly cheered by the sym-

pathy and enthusiasm of young Nicholls, though it is not

until 1764 that we come upon the first of the invaluable

letters which the latter received from his great friend.

Nothing could be more humdrum than Gray's existence

about this time. There is no sign of literary life in him,

and the whole year 1762 seems only broken by a journey

northwards in the summer. Towards the end of June, he

went to stay at York for a fortnight with Mason, whose

" insatiable avarice," as Gray calls it in writing to him,

had been lulled for a little while by the office of residen-

tiary of York Cathedral. Mason was now grown lazy and

gross, sitting " like a Japanese divinity, with his hands

folded on his fat belly," and so prosperous that Gray

recommends him to " shut his insatiable repining mouth."

There was a fund of good-humour about Mason, and under

all the satire of his friend he does not seem to have shown
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the least irritation. From York, Gray went on to Durham,

to stay with Wharton at Old Park, where he was extremely

happy ; "we take in no newspaper or magazine, but the

cream and butter are beyond compare." He made a long

stay, and rather late in the autumn set out for a tour in

Yorkshire by himself. Through driving rain he saw what

he could of Kichmond and of Ripon, butwas fortunate enough

to secure some gleams of sunshine for an examination of

Fountains Abbey. At Sheffield, then pastoral and pretty

still, he admired the charming situation of the town, and

so came at last to Chatsworth and Hardwicke, at which

latter place " one would think Mary Queen of Scots was

but just walked down into the park with her guard for

half an hour.'
,

After passing through Chesterfield and

Mansfield, Gray descended the Trent, spent two or three

days at Nottingham, and came up to London by the coach.

He arrived to find letters awaiting him, and a great

pother. Dr. Shallet Turner of Peterhouse, Professor of

Modern History and Modern Languages at Cambridge, had

been dead a fortnight, and Gray's friends were very anxious

to secure the vacant post for him. The chair had been

founded by George I. in 1724, and the stipend was 400Z.

It was not expected that any lectures should be given; as

a matter of fact not one lecture was delivered until after

Gray's death. Shallet Turner had succeeded Samuel

Harris, the first professor, in 1735, and had held the sine-

cure for twenty-seven years. Gray's friends encouraged

him to think that Lord Bute would look favourably on his

claims, partly because of his fame as a poet, and partly

because Bute's creature, Sir Henry Erskine, was a great

friend of Gray's ; but Sir Francis Blake Delaval had in

the meantime secured the interest of the Duke of New-
castle for his own kinsman. Early in November it was
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generally reported that Delaval had been appointed, but a

month later the post was actually given to Lawrence

Brockett of Trinity, who held it until 1768, when he was

succeeded by Gray. This is the only occasion upon which

the poet, in an age when the most greedy and open demands

for promotion were considered in no way dishonourable,

persuaded his haughty and independent spirit to ask for any-

thing; in this one case he gave way to the importunities of a

crowd of friends, who declared that he had but to put out

his hand and take the fruit that was ready to drop into it.

In the spring of 1763 Gray was recalled to the pursuit

of literature by the chance that a friend of his, a Mr.

Howe, of Pembroke, while travelling in Italy, met the

celebrated critic and commentator Count Francesco Alga-

rotti, to whom he presented Gray's poems. The Count

read them with rapturous admiration, and passed them on

to the young poet Agostino Paradisi, with a recommen-

dation that he should translate them into Italian. The

reputation of Algarotti was then a European one. and Gray

was very much flattered at the graceful and ardent com-

pliments of so famous a connoisseur. " I was not born so

far from the sun," he says, in a letter dated February 17th,

1763, " as to be ignorant of Count Algarotti's name and

reputation ; nor am I so far advanced in years, or in philo-

sophy, as not to feel the warmth of his approbation. The

odes in question, as their motto shows, were meant to be

vocal to the intelligent alone. How few they were in my
own country, Mr. Howe can testify ; and yet my ambition

was terminated by that small circle. I have good reason to

be proud, if my voice has reached the ear and apprehension

of a stranger, distinguished as one of the best judges in

Europe." Algarotti replied that England, which had

already enjoyed a Homer, an Archimedes, a Demosthenes,
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now possessed a Pindar also, and enclosed " observations,

that is panegyrics " on the Odes. For some months the

correspondence of Count Algarotti enlivened " the nothing-

ness " of Gray's history at Cambridge, " a place," he says,

" where no events grow, though we preserve those of former

days by way of hortus siccus in our libraries." In Novem-

ber 1763 the Count announced his intention of visiting

England, where he proposed to publish a magnificent edition

of his own works ; Gray seems to have anticipated pleasure

from his company, but Algarotti never came, and soon died

rather unexpectedly, in Italy, on the 24th of May, 1764,

at the age of fifty-two.

We possess some of the notes which Gray took of

the habits of flowers and birds, thus anticipating

the charming observations of Gilbert White. At Cam-

bridge, in 1763, crocus and hepatica were blossoming

through the snow in the college garden on the 12th of

February ; nine days later brought the first white butter-

fly \ on the 5th of March Gray heard the thrush sing, and

on the 8th the skylark. The same warm day which

brought the lark opened the blossom-buds of the apricots,

and the almond-trees for once found themselves out-run

in the race of spring. These notes show the quickness of

Gray's eye, and his quiet ways. It is only the silent,

clear-sighted man that knows on what day the first fall of

lady-birds is seen, or observes the redstart sitting on her eggs.

Gray's notes for the spring of 1763 read like fragments of

a beautiful poem, and are scarcely less articulate than that

little trill of improvised song which Norton Mcholls has

preserved :

—

There pipes the wood-lark, and the song-thrush there

Scatters his loose notes in the waste of air,

a couplet which Gray made one spring morning, as Xicholls
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and he were walking in the fields in the neighbourhood of

Cambridge.

To this period should be attributed the one section of

Gray's poems which it is impossible to date with exactness,

namely the romantic lyrics paraphrased, in short measures,

from Icelandic and Gaelic sources.
1 When these pieces were

published, in 1768, Gray prefixed to them an "advertise-

ment," which was not reprinted. In this he connected them

with his projected History of EnglishPoetry ;
u
. in the intro-

duction" to that work, "he meant to have produced some

specimens of the style that reigned in ancient times among

the neighbouring nations, or those who had subdued the

greater part of this island, and were only progenitors : the

following three imitations made a part of them." The

three imitations are The Fatal Sisters, The Descent of Odin,

and The Triumphs of Owen. To these must be added the

smaller fragments, The Death of Hoel, Caradoc, and

Conon, discovered among Gray's papers, and first printed

by Mason. These, then, form a division of Gray's poetical

work not inconsiderable in extent, remarkably homo-

geneous in style and substance, and entirely distinct from

anything else which he wrote. In these paraphrases of

archaic chants he appears as a purely romantic poet, and

heralds the approach of Sir Walter Scott, and the whole

revival of northern romance. The Norse pieces are perhaps

more interesting than the Celtic ; they are longer, and to

modern scholarship seem more authentic, at all events

more in the general current of literature. Moreover they

were translated direct from the Icelandic, whereas there is

no absolute proof that Gray was a Welsh scholar. It may

well inspire us with admiration of the poet's intellectual

1 I notice that the The Fatal Sisters and The Descent of Odin

bear the date 1761 in the Pembroke MSS.
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energy to find that he had mastered a language which was

hardly known, at that time, by any one in Europe, except

a few learned Icelanders, whose native tongue made it

easy for them to understand Norroena. Gray must have

puzzled it out for himself, probably with the help of the

Index Linguce Scytho-Scandicae of Verelius. At that

time what he rightly calls the Norse Tongue was looked

upon as a sort of mystery ; it was called " Kunick," and its

roots were supposed to be derived from the Hebrew. The

Fatal Sisters is a lay of the eleventh century, the text of

which Gray found in one of the compilations of Torfoeus

(Thormod Torveson), a great collector of ancient Icelandic

vellums at the close of the seventeenth century. It is a

monologue, sung by one of the Valkyriur or Choosers of

the Slain to her three sisters ; the measure is one of great

force and fire, an alternate rhyming of seven-syllable

lines, of which this is a specimen :

—

Now the storm begins to lower,

(Haste, the loom of Hell prepare !)

Iron-sleet of arrowy shower

Hurtles in the darkened air.

Ere the ruddy sun be set

Pikes must shiver, javelins sing,

Blade with clattering buckler meet,

Hauberk crash, and helmet ring.

Sisters, hence with spurs of speed

;

Each her thundering faulchion wield ;

Each bestride her sable steed,

Hurry, hurry to the field !

The Descent of Odin is a finer poem, better paraphrased.

Gray found the original in a book by Bartolinus, one of the

M
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five great physicians of that name who flourished in Den-

mark during the seventeenth century. The poem itself is

the Vegtamskvida, one of the most powerful and mysterious

of those ancient lays which form the earliest collection

we possess of Scandinavian poetry. It is probable that

Gray never saw the tolerably complete but very inaccurate

edition of Soemundar Edda which existed in his time, nor

knew the wonderful history of this collection, which was

discovered in Iceland, in 1643, by Brynjolfr Sveinnson,

Bishop of Skalaholt. The text which Gray found in

Bartolinus, however, was sufficiently true to enable him

to make a better translation of the Vegtamskvida than

any which has been attempted since, and to make us

deeply regret that he did not " imitate" more of these

noble Eddaic chants. He even attempts a philological

ingenuity, for, finding that Odin, to conceal his true nature

from the Yolva, calls himself Vegtam, Gray translates this

strange word " traveller," evidently tracing it to veg, a

way. He omits the first stave, which recounts how the

iEsir sat in council to deliberate on the dreams of Balder,

and he also omits four spurious stanzas, in this showing a

critical tact little short of miraculous, considering the con-

dition of scholarship at that time. The version itself is as

poetical as it is exact :

—

Eight against the eastern gate,

By the moss-grown pile he sate

;

Where long of yore to sleep was laid

The dust of the prophetic Maid.

Facing to the northern clime,

Thrice he traced the runic rhyme

;

Thrice pronounced, in accents dread,

The thrilling verse that wakes the Dead

;

Till from out the hollow ground

Slowly breathed a sullen sound.
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or,

Mantling in the goblet see

The pure beverage of the bee,

O'er it hangs the shield of gold

;

'Tis the drink of Balder bold.

Balder's head to death is given.

Pain can reach the sons of Heaven

!

Unwilling I my lips unclose,

Leave me, leave me, to repose,

must be compared with the original to show how

thoroughly the terse and rapid evolution of the strange

old lay has been preserved, though the concise expression

has throughout been modernized and rendered intelli-

gible.

In these short pieces we see the beginning of that

return to old Norse themes which has been carried so far

and so brilliantly by later poets. It is a very curious

thing that Gray in this anticipated, not merely his own

countrymen, but the Scandinavians themselves. The

first poems in which a Danish poet showed any intelligent

appreciation of his national mythology and history, were

the Rolf Krake and Baldens Bod of Johannes Ewald,

published respectively in 1770 and 1773. Gray there-

fore takes the precedence not only of Sir Walter Scott,

Mr. Morris and other British poets, but even of the

countless Danish, Swedish, and German writers who for

a century past have celebrated the adventures of the

archaic heroes of their race.

In a century which was inclined to begin the history

of English poetry with the Life of Cowley, and which

distrusted all that was ancient, as being certainly rude

and probably worthless, Gray held the opinion, which

he expresses in a letter of the 17th of February, 1763,

" that without any respect of climates, imagination reigns
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in all nascent societies of men, where the necessaries of

life force every one to think and act much for himself."

This critical temper attracted him to the Edda, made him

indulgent to Ossian, and led him to see more poetry in the

ancient songs of Wales than most non-Celtic readers can

discover there. In 1764 Evans published his Specimens

of Welsh Poetry, and in that bulky quarto Gray met with

a Latin prose translation of the chant written about 1158

by Gwalchmai, in praise of his master Owen Gwynedd.

The same Evans gave a variety of extracts from the

Welsh epic, the Gododin, and three of these fragments

Gray turned into English rhyme. One has something of

the concision of an epigram from the Greek mythology :

—

Have ye seen the tusky boar,

Or the bull, with sullen roar,

On surrounding foes advance ?

So Caradoc bore his lance.

The others are not nearly equal in poetical merit to the

Scandinavian paraphrases. Gray does not seem to have

shown these romances to his friends, with the same readi-

ness that he displayed on other occasions. From critics

like Hurd and Warburton he could expect no approval of

themes taken from an antique civilization. Walpole, who

did not see these poems till they were printed, asks :

—

" Who can care through what horrors a Eunic savage

arrived at all the joys and glories they could conceive,

—

the supreme felicity of boozing ale out of the skull of an

enemy in Odin's Hall 1 " This is quite a characteristic

expression of that wonderful eighteenth century through

which poor Gray wandered in a life-long exile. The

author of the Vegtamskvida a " Eunic savage " ! No
wonder Gray kept his " Imitations " safely out of the

sight of such critics.



CHAPTEE VIII.

LIFE AT CAMBRIDGE—ENGLISH TRAVELS.

The seven remaining years of Gray's life were even less

eventful than those which we have already examined. In

November 1763 he began to find that a complaint, which

had long troubled him, the result of failing constitution,

had become almost constant. For eight or nine months

he was an acute sufferer, until in July 1764 he con-

sented to undergo the operation without which he could

not have continued to live. Dr. "Wharton volunteered to

come up from Durham, and, if not to perform the act, to

support his friend in "the perilous hour." But Gray

preferred that the Cambridge surgeon should attend him,

and the operation was not only performed success-

fully, but the poet was able to sustain the much-dreaded

suffering with fortitude. As he was beginning to get

about again, the gout came in one foot, "but so tame you

might have stroked it, such a minikin you might have

played with it ; in three or four days it had disappeared."

This gout which troubled him so constantly, and was

fatal to him at last, was hereditary, and not caused by any

excess in eating or drinking ; Gray was, in fact, singularly

abstemious, and it was one of the accusations of his

enemies that he affected to be so dainty that he could

touch nothing less delicate than apricot marmalade.
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While Gray was lying ill, Lord Chancellor Hardwicke

died, at the age of seventy-four, on the 16th of May
1764. The office of Seneschal of the University was thus

vacated, and there ensued a very violent contest, the

result of which was that Philip Hardwicke succeeded to

his father's honours by a majority of one, and the other

candidate, the notorious John, Earl of Sandwich, though

supported by the aged Dr. Roger Long and other clerical

magnates, was rejected. Gray, to whom the tarnished

reputation of Lord Sandwich was in the highest degree

abhorrent, swelled the storm of electioneering by a lam-

poon, The Candidate, beginning :

—

When sly Jemmy Twitcher had smugged up his face,

With a lick of court white-wash, and pious grimace,

A-wooing he went, where three sisters of old

In harmless society guttle and scold.

Lord Sandwich found that this squib was not without

its instant and practical effect, and he attempted to win

so dangerous an opponent to his side. What means he

adopted cannot be conjectured, but they were unsuccessful.

Lord Sandwich said to Cradock, " I have my private

reasons for knowing Gray's absolute inveteracy." The

Candidate found its way into print long after Gray's

death, but only in a fragmentary form ; and the same has

hitherto been true of Tophet, of which I am able to give,

for the first time, a complete text from the Pembroke

MSS. One of Gray's particular friends, " placid Mr.

Tyson of Bene't College," made a drawing of the Eev.

Henry Etough, a converted Jew, a man of slanderous and

violent temper, who had climbed into high preferment in

the Church of England. Underneath this very rude and

hideous caricature Gray wrote these lines :

—
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Thus Tophet look'd : so grinn'd the brawling fiend,

Whilst frighted prelates bow'd and call'd him friend
;

I saw them bow, and, while they wish'd him dead,

With servile simper nod the mitred head.

Our mother-church, with half-averted sight,

Blush'd as she bless'd her griesly proselyte
;

Hosannahs rang through helPs tremendous borders,

And Satan's self had thoughts of taking orders.

These two pieces, however, are very far from being the

only effusions of the kind which Gray wrote. Mason

appears to have made a collection of Gray's Cambridge

squibs, which he did not venture to print. A Satire upon

the Heads, or Never a barrel the better Herring, a comic

piece in which Gray attacked the prominent heads of

houses, was printed by me in 1884 from a MS. in pos-

session of the late Lord Houghton. These squibs

are said to have been widely circulated in Cam-

bridge, so widely as to frighten the timid poet, and to

have been retained as part of the tradition of Pembroke

common-room until long after Gray's death. I am told

that Mason's set of copies of these poems, of which I have

seen a list, turned up, during the present century, in the

library of a cathedral in the north of England. This may
give some clue to their ultimate discovery ; they might

prove to be coarse and slight, they could not fail to be

biographically interesting.

In October 1764 Gray set out upon what he called

his " Lilliputian travels " in the south of England. He
went down by Winchester to Southampton, stayed there

some weeks, and then returned to London by Salisbury,

Wilton, Amesbury and Stonehenge. " I proceed to tell

you," he says to Norton Nicholls, "that my health is

much improved by the sea ; not that I drank it, or bathed

in it, as the common people do. No ! I only walked by
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it and looked upon it." His description of Netley Abbey,

in a letter to Dr. Brown, is very delicate :
—"It stands in

a little quiet valley, which gradually rises behind the

ruins into a half-circle crowned with thick wood. Before

it, on a descent, is a thicket of oaks, that serves to veil it

from the broad day, and from profane eyes, only leaving a

peep on both sides, where the sea appears glittering

through the shade, and vessels, with their white sails, glide

across and are lost again. ... I should tell you that the

ferryman who rowed me, a lusty young fellow, told me
that he would not, for all the world, pass a night at the

Abbey, there were such things seen near it." Still more

picturesque, indeed showing an eye for nature which

was then without a precedent in modern literature, is

this passage from a letter of this time to Norton

Mcholls :

—

I must not close my letter without giving you one principal

event of my history ; which was, that (in the course of my late

tour) I set out one morning before five o'clock, the moon shining

through a dark and misty autumnal air, and got to the sea-

coast time enough to be at the Sun's leve*e. I saw the clouds

and dark vapours open gradually to right and left, rolling over

one another in great smoky wreaths, and the tide (as it flowed

gently in upon the sands) first whitening, then slightly tinged

with gold and blue ; and all at once a little line of insufferable

brightness that (before I can write these few words) was grown

&o half an orb, and now to a whole one, too glorious to be dis-

tinctly seen. It is very odd it makes no figure on paper; yet

I shall remember it as long as the sun, or at least as long as

I endure. I wonder whether anybody ever saw it before ! I

hardly believe it.

In November Gray was laid up again with illness,

being threatened this time with blindness, a calamity
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which passed off favourably. He celebrated the death of

Churchill, which occurred at this time, by writing what

he calls "The Temple of Tragedy." We do not know

what this may have been, but it would not be inspired by

love of Churchill, who, in the course of his brief rush

through literature in the guise of a " rogue " elephant, had

annoyed Gray, though he had never tossed him or

trampled on him. Gray bought all the pamphlet-satires

of Churchill as they appeared, and enriched them with

annotations. In his collection, the Ghost alone is missing,

perhaps because of the allusions it contained to himself.

On the 24th of December, 1764, that Gothic romance,

the Castle of Otranto, was published anonymously. It

was almost universally attributed to Gray, to the surprise

and indignation of Horace Walpole, who said of his own
work, modestly enough, that people must be fools indeed

to think such a trifle worthy of a genius like Gray. The
reputation of the poet as an antiquarian and a lover of

romantic antiquity probably led to this mistake. At

Cambridge another error prevailed, as Gray announces to

Walpole within a week of the publication of the book.

" It engages our attention here, makes some of us cry a

little, and all in general afraid to go to bed o' nights.

We take it for a translation, and should believe it to be a

true story if it were not for St. Nicholas." This novel,

poor as it is, was a not inconsiderable link in the chain

of romantic revival started by Gray.

We have little record of the poet's life during the early

months of 1765. In June he was laid up with gout at

York, while paying a visit to Mason, and in July went on

to drink the waters and walk by the sea at Hartlepool.

From this place he sent to Mason some excellent stanzas

which have never found their way into his works ; they
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are supposed to be indited by William Shakespeare in

person, and to be a complaint of his sufferings at the hands

of his commentators. The poem is in the metre of the

Elegy, and is a very grave specimen of the mock-heroic

style :

—

Better to bottom tarts and cheesecakes nice,

Better the roast meat from the fire to save,

Better be twisted into caps for spice,

Than thus be patched and cobbled in one's grave.

What would Gray, and still more what would Shake-

speare say to the vapid confusion of opinions which have

been laid on the bard's memory' during the century that

now intervenes between these verses and ourselves ;

—

a heap of dirt and stones which he must laboriously

shovel away who would read the true inscription on the

Prophet's tomb? For criticism of the type which has

now become so common, for the counting of syllables and

weighing of commas, Gray, with all his punctilio and his

minute scholarship, had nothing but contempt :
—

Much I have borne from cankered critic's spite,

From fumbling baronets, and poets small,

Pert barristers, and parsons nothing bright:

—

But what awaits me now is worst of all.

Mason at last, at the age of forty, had fallen in love

with a lady of small fortune and less personal appearance,

but very sweet manners ; and while Gray was still lingering

in the North his friend married. Meantime Gray passed

on to Old Park, and spent the month of August with the

Whartons. From this place he went to stay with Lord

Strathmore at Hetton, in Durham, and towards the begin-

ning of September set out with his host and Major Lyon,
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his brother, for Scotland. The first night was passed at

Tweedmouth, and the second at Edinburgh ("that most pic-

turesque at a distance, and nastiest when near, of all capital

cities "). Gray was instantly received with honour by the

Scotch literati. On the evening of his arrival he supped

with Dr. W. Eobertson and other leading men of letters.

Next day the party crossed the Forth in Lord Strath-

more's yawl, and reached Perth, and by dinner-time on the

fourth day arrived at Glamis. Here Gray was extremely

happy for some bright weeks, charmed with the beauty of

the scenery and the novelty of the life, soothed and

delighted by the refined hospitality of the Lyons, three of

whom, including Lord Strathmore, he had known as

undergraduates at Cambridge, and enchanted to hear

spoken and sung on all sides of him the magical language

of Ossian. On the 11th of September Lord Strathmore

took him for a tour of five days in the Highlands, showed

him Dunkeld, Taymouth, and the falls of Tummell, the

Pass of Killiekrankie, Blair-Athol and the peaks of the

Grampians ;
" in short," he says, " since I saw the Alps, I

have seen nothing sublime till now."

Immediately on his arrival at Glamis, he had received an

exceedingly polite letter from the poet Beattie, who was a

professor at Aberdeen, pressing him to visit that city, and

requesting, that, if this was impossible, he himself might be

allowed to travel southward to Glamis, to present his com-

pliments to Gray. At the same time the University of

Aberdeen offered him the degree of doctor of laws. Gray

declined both the invitation and the honour, but said that

Lord Strathmorewould be very glad to see Beattie at Glamis.

The younger poet accordinglyposted to lay his enthusiasm at

the feet of the elder, and Gray received him with unwonted

openness and a sort of intimate candour rare with him.
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Beattie reports, among other things, that Dryden was

mentioned by him with scant respect, upon which Gray

remarked " that if there was any excellence in his own

numbers, he had learned it wholly from that great poet.

And pressed him with great earnestness to study him, as

his choice of words and versification were singularly

happy and harmonious."

Gray came back from the mountains with feelings far

other than those in which Dr. Johnson indulged when he

found himself safe once more in the latitude of Fleet

Street. " I am returned from Scotland," says the poet,

" charmed with my expedition ; it is of the Highlands I

speak ; the Lowlands are worth seeing once, but the

mountains are ecstatic, and ought to be visited in pilgrim-

age once a year. None but these monstrous children of

God know how to join so much beauty with so much horror.

A fig for your poets, painters, gardeners and clergymen,

that have not been among them ; their imagination can be

made up of nothing but bowling-greens, flowering shrubs,

horse-ponds, Fleet-ditches, shell-grottoes, and Chinese rails.

Then I had so beautiful an autumn, Italy could hardly

produce a nobler scene, and this so sweetly contrasted with

that perfection of nastiness, and total want of accommo-

dation, that Scotland can only supply."

Mason had married on the 25th of September, and greatly

desired that Gray, when passing southward towards the end

of October, should come and be the witness of his felicity

at Aston, but Gray excused himself on the grounds that

his funds were exhausted, and went straight through to

London. There he found his old friend Harriet Speed,

now Madame de la Peyriere, whose husband was in the

Italian diplomatic service. She was exceedingly glad to

receive him, and welcomed him with two little dogs on
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her lap, a cockatoo on her shoulder, a piping bullfinch at

her elbow, and a strong suspicion of rouge on her cheeks.

For about six months after the tour in Scotland Gray-

enjoyed very tolerable health, remaining however entirely

indolent as far as literature was concerned. When Wal-

pole told him he ought to write more, he replied:

—

" "What has one to do, when turned of fifty, but really to

think of finishing ? However, I will be candid, for you

seem to be so with me, and avow to you, that till fourscore

and upwards, whenever the humour takes me, I will write

;

because I like it, and because I like myself better when I

do so. If I do not write much it is because I cannot."

Henceforward the chief events in Gray's life were his

summer holidays. In May and June, 1766, he paid a

visit to the friend whom he called Eeverend Billy, the

Eev. William Eobinson, younger brother of the famous

Mrs. Montagu. This gentleman was rector of Denton,

in the county of Kent, a little quiet valley some eight

miles to tho east of Canterbury and near the sea. Gray

took the opportunity of visiting Margate and Eamsgate,

which were just beginning to become resorts for holiday

folk. It is related that at the latter place the friends went

to inspect the new pier, then lately completed. Somebody

said, seeing it forlorn and empty, " What did they make

this pier for?" whereupon Gray smartly replied, "For me
to walk on," and proceeded to claim possession of it, by

striding along it. He visited the whole coast of Kent, as

far as Hythe, in company with Mr. Eobinson. The county

charmed him : he wrote to Norton Nicholls :

—

The country is all a garden, gay, rich, and fruitful, and from

the rainy season had preserved, till I left it, all that emerald

verdure, which commonly one only sees for the first fortnight of

the spring. In the west part of it from every eminence the eye
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catches some long winding reach of the Thames or Medway,
with all their navigation ; in the east, the sea breaks in upon

you, and mixes its white transient sails and glittering blue

expanse with the deeper and brighter greens of the woods and

the corn. This last sentence is so fine, I am quite ashamed

;

but, no matter ! you must translate it into prose. Palgrave,

if he heard it, would cover his face with his pudding sleeve.

He read the New Bath Quide
%
which had just appeared,

and was tempted to indulge in satire of a different sort,

by the neighbourhood of the Formian villa built by the

late Lord Holland at Kingsgate. These powerful verses

were found in a drawer at Denton after Gray had

left :—

Old, and abandoned by each venal friend,

Here Holland formed the pious resolution,

To smuggle a few years and try to mend
A broken character and constitution.

On this congenial spot he fixed his choice

:

Earl Goodwin trembled for his neighbouring sand;

Here sea-gulls scream, and cormorants rejoice,

And mariners, though shipwrecked, dread to land.

Here reign the blustering North and blighting East,

No tree is heard to whisper, bird to sing

;

Yet Nature could not furnish out the feast,

Art he invokes new horrors still to bring.

Here mouldering fanes and battlements arise,

Turrets and arches nodding to their fall,

Unpeopled monastries delude our eyes,

And mimic desolation covers all.

Ah !
" said the sighing peer, "had Bute been true,

Nor Mungo's, Eigby's, Bradshaw's friendship vain,

Far better scenes than these had blest our view,

And realized the beauties which we feign:
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Purged by the sword, and purified by fire,

Then had we seen proud London's hated walls

;

Owls might have hooted in St. Peter's choir,

And foxes stunk and littered in St. Paul's.

In November 1766 Mason came to visit Gray in his

lodgings in Jermyn Street and brought his wife, "a

pretty, modest, innocent, interesting figure, looking like

eighteen, though she is near twenty-eight." She was far

gone in consumption, but preserved a muscular strength

and constitutional energy which deceived those who- sur-

rounded her. The winter of 1766 tried her endurance

very severely, and she gradually sank. On the 27th of

March, 1767, after a married life of only eighteen months,

she expired in Mason's arms, at Bristol. Gray's corre-

spondence through the three months which preceded her

end displays a constant and lively concern, which reached

its climax in the exquisite letter which he wrote to Mason

the day after her death, before the fatal news had reached

him. In the whole correspondence of a man whose unaf-

fected sympathy was always at the service of his friends,

there is no expression of it more touching than this :

—

March 28, 1767.

My dear Mason,—I breakjn upon you at a moment when

we least of all are permitted to disturb our friends, only to

say that you are daily and hourly present to my thoughts.

If the worst be not yet past, you will neglect and pardon

me ; but if the last struggle be over, if the poor object of

your long anxieties be no longer sensible to your kindness or to

her own sufferings, allow me (at least in idea, for what could

I do were I present more than this) to sit by you in silence,

and pity from my heart, not her who is at rest, but you who
lose her. May He who made us, the Master of our pleasures

and our pains, preserve and support you. Adieu! I have

long understood how little you had to hope.
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About a month earlier than this, at the very early age

of thirty-six, an old acquaintance and quondam college

friend of Gray's, Frederic Hervey, was presented to the

diocese of Cloyne. This was a startling rise in life to a

ne'er-do-weel of good family, who had not six years

before been begging Mason and Gray to help him, and

who soon after this became, not merely Bishop of Derry,

but Earl of Bristol. Gray saw a good deal of him during

the summer of 1767, and describes how they ate four

raspberry puffs together in that historical pastry-cook's at

the corner of Cranbourne Street, and how jolly Hervey

was at rinding himself a bishop. Gray's summer holiday

in 1767 was again spent among the mountains. In June

he went down to Aston to console Mason, and with him

visited Dovedale and the wonders of the Peak ; early in

July Gray set out by York to stay with Wharton at Old

Park, from which in August he sent back to Beattie the

manuscript of The Minstrel, which that poet had sent,

requesting him to revise it. Gray gave a great deal of

attention to this rather worthless production, which has

no merit save some smoothness in the use of the Spen-

serian stanza, and which owed all its character to a clever

poem in the same manner, published twenty years earlier,

the Psyche of Dr. Gloucester Eidley, a poet whose name,

perhaps, may yet one day find an apologist. Gray, how-

ever, never grudged to expend his critical labour to the

advantage of a friend, and pruned the luxuriance of The

Minstrel with a serious assiduity.

Meanwhile Lord Strathmore was at hand, marrying him-

self to a great Durham heiress ; Gray made a trip to Hartle-

pool in August, and coming back stayed with the newly-

wedded earl and countess at their castle of Gibside, near

Eavensworth. On the 29th of August he and Dr. Wharton
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set out in a post-chaise by Newcastle and Hexham for the

lakes. On their way to Carlisle they got soaked in the

rain, and Wharton was taken so ill with asthma at Kes-

wick, that they returned home to Old Park from Cocker-

mouth after hardly a glimpse of the mountains. In the

church at Appleby, the epitaph of Anne, Countess of

Dorset, amused Gray by its pomposity, and he improvised

the following pleasing variation on it :

—

Now clean, now hideous, mellow now, now gruff,

She swept, she hiss'd, she ripen' d, and grew rough,

At Brougham, Pendragon, Appleby and Brough.

Mason buried his wife in the Cathedral of Bristol, and

on the tablet which bears her name he inscribed a brief

elegy which has outlived all the rest of his works, and is

still frequently quoted with praise. It runs thus :

—

Take, holy earth ! all that my soul holds dear:

Take that best gift which Heaven so lately gave

:

To Bristol's fount I bore with trembling care

Her faded form : she bow'd to taste the wave,

And died. Does Youth, does Beauty, read the line ?

Does sympathetic fear their breasts alarm ?

Speak, dead Maria ! breathe a strain divine

:

E'en from the grave thou shalt have power to charm.

Bid them be chaste, be innocent like thee

;

Bid them in Duty's sphere as meekly move ;

And if so fair, from vanity as free,

As firm in friendship, and as fond in love,

Tell them, though 'tis an awful thing to die,

('Twas ev'n to thee) yet the dread path once trod.

Heaven lifts its everlasting portals high,

And bids the pure in heart behold their God.

The last four lines have the ring of genuine poetry, and

surpass the rest of Mason's productions in verse as gold

surpasses dross. It is a very curious thing that he does,

N
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in fact, owe his position as a poet to some lines which he

did not write himself. As long as he lived, and for many
years after his death, the secret was kept, but at last

Norton Mcholls confessed that the beautiful quatrain in

italics was entirely composed by Gray. Mcholls was with

the elder poet at the time when the MS. arrived, and

Gray showed it to him, with Mason's last four lines

erased. Gray said, " That will never do for an ending;

I have altered it thus," and thereupon wrote in the stanza

as we now know it. Nicholls says that Mason's finale was

weak, -with a languid repetition of some preceding ex-

pressions ; and he took the occasion to criticize the whole

of Mason's poetry as feeble and tame. " No wonder,"

said Gray, " for Mason never gives himself time to think.

If his epithets do not occur readily, he leaves spaces for

them, and puts them in afterwards. Mason has read too

little and written too much." It is well that we should

have this side of the question stated, for Mason loves to

insinuate that Gray thought him a poet of superlative

merit. There was no love lost between Mason and

Mcholls, and if the younger carefully preserved Gray's

verdict on the poetry of the elder, Mason revenged him-

self by remarking that it was a good thing for Nicholls

that Gray never discovered that he drank like a fish. We
are reminded of the wars of Bozzy and Piozzi.

In the spring of 1767 Gray met Dodsley, son of the

great publisher and heir to his business, and was asked

by him to consent to the republication of his poems in a

cheap form. It was found that Bentley's designs were

worn out, and therefore it was determined to omit all

illustrations, and with them the Long Story, which Gray

thought would now be unintelligible. While this trans-

action was loitering along, as Gray's business was apt to
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loiter, Beattie wrote to him, in December 1767, to say

that Foulis, an enterprising Glasgow publisher, was

anxious to produce the same collection. Dodsley made

no objection, and so exactly the same matter was put

through two presses at the same time. In neither book

had Gray any pecuniary interest. There had been no ex-

planatory notes in the Odes of 1757, but in reprinting these

poems eleven years later, he added a few " out of spite,

because the public did not understand the two odes which

I called Pindaric, though the first was not very dark, and

the second alluded to a few common facts to be found in

any sixpenny history of England, by way of question and

answer, for the use of children." He added to what had

already appeared in 1753 and 1757, the three short archaic

romances, lest, as he said to Horace Walpole, " my works

should be mistaken for the works of a flea, or a pismire.

.... With all this I shall be but a shrimp of an

author." The book, as a matter of fact, had to be eked

out with blank leaves and very wide type to reach the

sum of 120 nominal pages. Dodsley's edition was not a

beautiful volume, but it was cheap : it appeared in July

1768, and before October of the same year two impressions

consisting of 2250 copies, had been sold. Foulis came

out with his far more handsome Glasgow edition in Sep-

tember, and this also, though a costly book, of which a

very large number of copies had been struck off, was sold

out by the summer of 1769, when Foulis made Gray,

who refused money, a very handsome present of books.

During the last years of his life, then, Gray was not only

beyond dispute the greatest living English poet, but

recognized as being such by the public itself.

To the riotous living of his great enemy, Lord Sand-

wich, Gray owed the preferment which raised him above
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all fear of poverty, or even of temporary pressure of means

during the last three years of his life. On Sunday, the

24th of July, 1768, Professor Lawrence 'Brockett, who had

been dining with the earl at Hinchinbroke, in Huntingdon-

shire, while riding back to Cambridge, being very drunk,

fell off his horse and broke his neck. The chair of

Modern Literature and Modern Languages, with its 400?.

a year, was one of the most valuable sinecures in the

University. Gray was up in London at the time, but his

cousin Miss Dolly Antrobus, for whom he had obtained

the office of post-mistress at Cambridge, instantly wrote

up to town to tell him. He did not stir in the matter.

With an admirable briskness, five obscure dons imme-

diately put themselves forward as candidates, and so little

did Gray expect to receive the place, that he used his

influence for the only man among them who had any

literature in him, Michael Lort the Hellenist. Gray was

not, however, to be overlooked any longer, and on the

27th he received a letter from that elegant and enlightened

statesman, Augustus, Duke of Grafton, offering the Pro-

fessorship in terms that were delicately calculated to please

and soothe his pride. He was told that he owed his

nomination to the whole cabinet council, and his success

to the King's particular admiration of his genius; the

Duke would not presume to think that the post could be

of advantage to Gray, but trusted that he might be in-

duced to do so much credit to the University. The poet

accepted at once, on the 28th his warrant was signed, and

on the 29th he was summoned to kiss the King's hand.

These were days in which George III. was still addicted

to polite letters, and Gray's friends were anxious to know

the purport of several very gracious speeches which the

King was observed to make to him ; but Gray was coy,
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and would not tell ; when he was pressed, he said, with

great simplicity, that the room was so hot and he himself

so embarrassed, that he really did not quite know what it

was the King did say.

The charge has often been brought against Gray that he

delivered no lectures from his chair at Cambridge. It

is, of course, very unfortunate that he did not, but it

should be remembered that there was nothing singular in

this. Not one of his predecessors, from the date of the

institution of the professorship, had delivered a single

lecture ; Gray, indeed, was succeeded by a man of great

energy, John Symonds, who introduced a variety of re-

forms at Cambridge, and, among others, reformed his own

office by lecturing. The terms of the patent recommended

the professor to find a deputy in one branch of his duty,

and Gray delegated the teaching of foreign languages to a

young Italian, Agostino Isola, of literary tastes, who sur-

vived long enough to teach Tuscan to Wordsworth. It is

said that Gray took the opportunity of reading the Italian

poets again with Isola, who afterwards became an editor

of Tasso. The granddaughter of Gray's deputy was that

Emma Isola who became the adopted child of Charles and

Mary Lamb. One is glad to know that Gray behaved

with great liberality to Isola and also to the French teacher

at the University, Bene La Butte. It is pleasant to re-

cord that the opportunity to follow the natural dictates of

his heart in this and other instances, he owed to the

loyalty of his old schoolfellow, Stonehewer, who was the

secretary of the Duke of Grafton, and who lost no time in

suggesting Gray's name to his chief.

Poor Gray, for ever pursued by fears of conflagration,

was actually in great danger of being burned alive in

January 1768, when a part of Pembroke Hall, including
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Mason's chambers, was totally destroyed by fire. Two
Methodists, who had been attending a prayer-meeting in

the town, happened to pass very late at night, and gave

the alarm. Gray was roused between two and three in

the morning by the excellent Stephen Hempstead, with

the remark, " Don't be frighted, Sir, but the college is all

of a fire ! " No great harm was done, but Mason had to

be lodged a little lower down the street, opposite Peter-

house. After the event of the professorship, Gray found

himself unable to escape from many public shows in which

he had previously pleaded his obscurity with success.

For instance, in August 1768, the "University of Cam-

bridge was honoured by a visit from Christian VII. , King

of Denmark, who had married the sister of George III.

To escape from the festivities, Gray went off to New-

market, but there, as he says, " fell into the jaws of the

King of Denmark," was presented to him by the Vice-

chancellor and the Orator, and was brought back to

Cambridge by them, captive, in a chaise.

The Duke of Grafton succeeded the Duke of Newcastle

as Chancellor of the University of Cambridge in 1768, and

Gray, moved by gratitude, though never by expectation,

made an offer through Stonehewer that he should write an

ode to be performed at the ceremony of installation. He
seems to have made the proposal in the last months of the

year. In April 1769, he says :
—" I do not guess what

intelligence Stonehewer gave you about my employments,

but the worst employment I have had has been to write

something for music against the Duke of Grafton comes to

Cambridge. I must comfort myself with the intention,

for I know it will bring abuse enough on me : however, it

is done, and given to the Vice-Chancellor, and there is an

end." Norton Nicholls records that Gray considered the
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composition of this Installation Ode a sort of task, and set

about it with great reluctance ; " it was long after he first

mentioned it to me before he could prevail with himself

to begin the composition. One morning, when I went to

him as usual after breakfast, I knocked at his door, which

he threw open, and exclaimed with a loud voice,

—

' Hence, avaunt ! 'tis holy ground !

'

I was so astonished, that I almost feared he was out of his

senses ; but this was the beginning of the Ode which he

had just composed." For three months before the event,

the music professor, J. Eandall, of King's, waited on Gray-

regularly to set the Installation Ode to music. It was

Gray's desire to make this latter as much as possible like

the refined compositions of the Italian masters that he

loved, and Eandall did his best to comply with this. Gray

took great pains over the score, though in his private letters

he spoke with scorn of KandalFs music ; but when he came

to the chorus, Gray remarked, " I have now done, make
as much noise as you please !

M Dr. Burney, it afterwards

turned out, was very much disappointed because he was

not asked to set Gray's composition. The Installation Ode

was performed before a brilliant assembly on July the 1st,

1769, Gray all the while sighing to be far away upon the

misty top of Skiddaw. In the midst of all the turmoil

and circumstance of the installation he wrote in this way
to Norton Nicholls, who had consulted him about the

arrangement of his gardens :

—

And so you have a garden of your own, and you plant and

transplant, and are dirty and amused ! Are you not ashamed

of yourself ? Why, I have no such thing, you monster, nor

ever shall be either dirty or amused as long as I live. My
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gardens are in the window, like those of a lodger up three

pairs of stairs in Petticoat Lane or Camomile Street, and they

go to bed regularly under the same roof that I do. Dear,

how charming it must be to walk out in one's own garding,

and sit on a bench in the open air, with a fountain, and a

leaden statue, and a rolling stone, and an arbour : have a care

of sore throats, though, and the agoe.

It cannot be said that the Installation Ode, though it

contains some beautiful passages, is in Gray's healthiest

vein. In it he returns, with excess, to that allegorical

style of his youth from which he had almost escaped, and

we are told a great' deal too much about " painted Flattery
"

and "creeping Gain,"and visionary gentlefolks of that kind.

Where he gets free from all this, and especially in that

strophe when, after a silence of more than a century, we
hear once more the music of Milton's Nativity Ode, we
find him as charming as ever :

—

Ye brown, o'er- arching groves,

That contemplation loves,

Where willowy Camus lingers with delight

!

Oft at the blush of dawn
I trod your level lawn,

Oft woo'd the gleam of Cynthia silver-bright

In cloisters dim, far from the haunts of Folly,

With freedom by my side, and soft-eyed Melancholy.

The procession of Cambridge worthies, which Hallam has

praised so highly, is drawn with great dignity, and the

compliment conveyed in the sixth strophe, where the

venerable Margaret Beaufort bends from heaven to salute

her descendant, is very finely turned ; but we cannot help

feeling that the spirit of languor has not completely been

excluded from the poem, and that if Gray was not ex-

hausted when he wrote it he was at least greatly fatigued.
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The eulogy of the " star of Brunswick " at the close of the

Ode is perhaps the only absurd passage in the entire works

of Gray. After this he wrote no verse that has been pre-

served ; his faculty seems to have left him entirely, and if

we deplore his death within two years of the performance

of the Installation Ode, it is not without a suspicion that

the days of his poetic life were already numbered.

In 1769 Gray sold part of his estate, consisting of houses

on the west side of Hand Alley, in the City, for one

thousand guineas, and an annuity of eighty pounds for Mrs.

Oliffe, who had a share in the estate. " I have also won

a twenty-pound prize in the lottery, and Lord knows what

arrears I have in the Treasury, and I am a rich fellow

enough, go to
;
" so he writes on the 2nd of January of that

year to Norton Mcholls ; " and a fellow that hath had

losses, and one that hath two gowns, and everything hand-

some about him ; and in a few days I shall have curtains,

are you advised of that? ay, and a mattress to lie upon."

One more work remained for Gray to do, and that a

considerable one. He was yet to discover and to describe

the beauties of the Cumbrian Lakes. In his youth he

was the man who first looked on the sublimities of Alpine

scenery with pleasure, and in old age he was to be the

pioneer of "Wordsworth in opening the eyes of Englishmen

to the exquisite landscape of Cumberland. The journal

of Gray's Tour in the Lakes has been preserved in full,

and was printed by Mason, who withheld his other itine-

raries. He started from York, where he had been staying

with Mason, in July 1769, and spent the next two months

at Old Park. On the 30th of September Gray found him-

self on the winding road looking westward, and with

Appleby and the long reaches of the Eden at his feet. He
made no stay, but passed on to Penrith, for the night,
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and in the afternoon walked up the Beacon Hill, and saw

"through an opening in the bosom of that cluster of

mountains the lake of Ulleswater, with the craggy tops of

a hundred nameless hills." Next day he ascended the

brawling bed of the Eamont, with the towers of Helvellyn

before him, until he reached Dunmallert. Gray's descrip-

tion of his first sight of Ulleswater, since sanctified to all

lovers of poetry by Wordsworth's Daffodils, is worth

quoting :

—

Walked over a spongy meadow or two, and began to mount

this hill through a broad and straight green alley among the

trees, and with some toil gained the summit. From hence saw

the lake opening directly at my feet, majestic in its calmness,

clear and smooth as a blue mirror, with winding shores and

low points of land covered with green enclosures, white farm-

houses looking out among the trees, and cattle feeding. The

water is almost everywhere bordered with cultivated lands gently

sloping upwards till they reach the feet of the mountains, which

rise very rude and awful with their broken tops on either hand.

Directly in front, at better than three miles distance, Place

Fell, one of the bravest among them, pushes its bold broad

breast into the midst of the lake, and forces it to alter its course,

forming first a large bay to the left, and then bending to the

right.

It would seem that Wharton had been with his friend

during the first part of this excursion, but had been forced,

by a violent attack of asthma which came on at Brough,

to return home. It is to this circumstance alone that we

owe Gray's Journal, which was written piecemeal, and sent

by post to Wharton that he might share in what his friend

was doing. On the 1st of October Gray slept again at

Penrith, and set out early next morning for Keswick.

He passed at noon under the gleaming crags of Saddle-
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back, the topmost point of which " appeared of a sad

purple, from the shadow of the clouds as they sailed

slowly by it." Passing by the mystery where Skiddaw

shrouded " his double front among Atlantic clouds," Gray

proceeded into Keswick, watching the sunlight reflected

from the lake on every facet of its mountain-cup.

It seems that Gray walked about everywhere with that

pretty toy, the Claude-Lorraine glass, in his hand, making

the beautiful forms of the landscape compose in its lustrous

chiaroscuro. Arranging his glass, in the afternoon of the

2nd of October, he got a bad fall backwards in a Keswick

lane, but happily broke nothing but his knuckles. Next

day, in company with the landlord of the Queers Head,

he explored the wonders of Borrowdale, the scene of

Wordsworth's wild poem of Yew Trees. Just before

entering the valley, he pauses to make a little vignette of

the scene for Wharton's benefit :

—

Our path here tends to the left, and the ground gently rising

and covered with a glade of scattering trees and bushes on the

very margin of the water, opens both ways the most delicious

view, that my eyes ever beheld. Behind you are the magnificent

heights of Walla Crag ; opposite lie the thick hanging woods

of Lord Egremont, and Newland Valley, with green and smiling

fields embosomed in the dark cliffs; to the left the jaws of

Borrowdale, with that turbulent chaos of mountain behind

mountain rolled in confusion ; beneath you, and stretching far

away to the right, the shining purity of the lake, just ruffled

with the breeze, enough to show it is alive, reflecting rocks,

woods, fields, and inverted tops of mountains, with the white

buildings of Keswick, Crossthwaite Church, and Skiddaw for a

back-ground at a distance. Oh ! Doctor, I never wished more
for you.

All this is much superior in graphic power to what the
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Paul Sandbys and Kichard Wilsons could at that time

attain to in the art of painting. Their best landscapes, with

their sobriety and conscious artificiality, their fine tone

and studious repression of reality, are more allied to those

elegant and conventional descriptions of the picturesque

by which William Gilpin made himself so popular twenty

years later. Even Smith of Derby, whose engravings of

Cumberland scenes had attracted notice, was tamely

topographical in his treatment of them. Gray gives us

something more modern, yet no less exact, and reminds us

more of the early landscapes of Turner, with their

unaffected rendering of nature. Southey's early letters

from the Lakes, written nearly a generation later than

Gray's, though more developed in romantic expression,

are not one whit truer or more graphic.

Lodore seems to have been even in those days a sight

to which visitors were taken ; Gray gives a striking

account of it, but confesses that the crags of Gowder

were, to his mind, far more impressive than this slender

cascade. The piles of shattered rock that hung above the

pass of Gowder gave him a sense of danger as well as of

sublimity, and reminded him of the Alps. He glanced

at the balanced crags, and hurried on, whispering to him-

self " non ragionam di lor, ma guarda, e passa
!

" The

weather was most propitious ; if anything, too brilliantly

hot ; it had suggested itself to Gray that in such clear

weather and under such a radiant sky he ought to ascend

Skiddaw, but his laziness got the better of him, and he

judged himself better employed in sauntering along the

shore of Derwentwater :

—

In the evening walked alone down to the Lake by the side of

Crow Park after sunset, and saw the solemn colouring of light

draw on, the last gleam of sunshine fading away on the hill-
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tops, the deep serene of the waters, and the long shadows of the

mountains thrown across them, till they nearly touched the

hithermost shore. At distance heard the murmur of many
water-falls, not audible in the day-time. Wished for the Moon,

but she was dark to me and silent^ hid in her vacant interlunar

cave

Mr. Matthew Arnold has noticed that Gray has the

accent of Obermann in such passages as these ; it is the

full tone of the romantic solitary without any of the

hysterical over-gorgeousness which has ruined modern

description of landscape. The 4th of October was a day

of rest ; the traveller contented himself with watching a

procession of red clouds come marching up the eastern hills,

and with gazing across the waterfall into the gorge of

Borrowdale. On the 5th he walked down the Derwent to

Bassenthwaite Water, and skirmished a little around the

flanks of Skiddaw ; on the 6th he drove along the eastern

shore of Bassenthwaite towards Cockermouth, but did not

reach that town, and returned to Keswick. The next day,

the weather having suddenly become chilly and autumnal,

Gray made no excursions, but botanized along the borders

of Derwentwater, with the perfume of the wild myrtle in

his nostrils. A little touch in writing to Wharton of the

weather shows us the neat and fastidious side of Gray's

character. " The soil is so thin and light," he says of the

neighbourhood of Keswick, " that no day has passed in

which I could not walk out with ease, and you know I

am no lover of dirt." On the 8th he drove out of Keswick

along the Ambleside road ; the wind was easterly and the

sky grey, but just as they left the valley, the sun broke out,

and bathed the lakes and mountain-sides with such a won-

derful morning glory that Gray almost made up his mind

to go back again. He was particularly fascinated with the
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" clear obscure " of Thirlmere, shaded by the spurs of Hel-

vellyn ; and entering Westmoreland, descended into what

Wordsworth was to make classic ground thirty years

later, Grasmere,

—

Its crags, its woody steeps, its lakes,

Its one green island, and its winding shores,

The multitude of little rocky hills,

Its church, and cottages of mountain stone,

Clustered like stars.

This fragment of Wordsworth may be confronted by Gray's

description of the same scene :

—

Just beyond Helen Crag, opens one of the sweetest landscapes

that art ever attempted to imitate. The bosom of the mountains,

spreading here into a broad basin, discovers in the midst Gras-

mere Water ; its margin is hollowed into small bays with bold

eminences, some of them rocks, some of soft turf that half con-

ceal and vary the figure of the little lake they command. From
the shore a low promontory pushes itself far into the water, and

on it stands a white village with the parish church rising in the

midst of it ; hanging enclosures, corn-fields, and meadows green

as an emerald, with their trees, hedges, and cattle, fill up the

whole space from the edge of the water. Just opposite to you

is a large farmhouse at the bottom of a steep smooth lawn em-

bosomed in old woods, which climb half-way up the mountain-

side, and discover above them a broken line of crags, that crown

the scene. Not a single red tile, no flaring gentleman's house,

or garden-walls, break in upon the repose of this little unsus-

pected paradise ; but all is peace, rusticity, and happy poverty in

its neatest and most becoming attire.

Passing from Grasmere, he drove through Rydal, not

without a reference to the " large old-fashioned fabric, now

a farm-house," which Wordsworth was to buy in 1813, and

was to immortalize with his memory. I have not been
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able to find any word in the writings of the younger poet

to show his consciousness of the fact that Gray's eye was

attracted to the situation of Eydal Mount exactly six

months before he himself saw the light at Cockermouth.

At Ambleside, then quite unprepared for the accommoda-

tion of strangers, Gray could find no decent bed, and so

went on to Kendal, for the first few miles skirting the

broad waters of Windermere, magnificent in the soft light

of afternoon. He spent two nights at Kendal, drove

round Morecambe Bay and slept at Lancaster on the

10th ; reached Settle, under the " long black cloud of

Ingleborough," on the 12th; and we find him still wan-

dering among the wild western moors of Yorkshire when

the journal abruptly closes on the 15th of October. On
the 18th he was once more at Aston with Mason, and

he returned to Cambridge on the 22nd, after a holiday of

rather more than three months.



CHAPTEK IX.

BONSTETTEN—DEATH.

Gray became, in the last years of his life, an object of

some curiosity at Cambridge. He was difficult of access,

except to his personal friends. It was the general habit

to dine in college at noon, so that the students might

flock, without danger of indigestion, to the philosophical

disputations at two o'clock. The fellows dined together

in the Parlour, or the " Combination " as the common-

room came to be called ; and even when they dined in

hall, they were accustomed to meet, in the course of the

morning, over a seed-cake and a bottle of sherry-sack.

But Gray kept aloof from these convivialities, at which

indeed, as not being a fellow, he was not obliged to be

present ; and his dinner was served to him, by his man,

in his own rooms. In the same way, when he was in

town, at his lodgings in Jermyn Street, his meals were

brought in to him from an eating-house round the corner.

Almost the only time at which strangers could be sure of

seeing him was when he went to the Rainbow coffee-

house, at Cambridge, to order his books from the circu-

lating library. The registers were kept by the woman at

the bar, and no book was bought unless the requisition for

it was signed by four subscribers. Towards the end of

Gray's life, literary tuft-hunters used to contend for the
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honour of supporting Gray's requests for books. There

was in particular a Mr. Pigott who desired to be thought

the friend of the poet, and who went so far as to erase the

next subscriber's name, and place his own underneath the

neat " T. Gray." It happened that Gray objected very

much to this particular gentleman, and he remarked one

day to his friend Mr. Sparrow, " That man's name

wherever I go, piget, he Pigottfs me ! " It is said that

when Gray emerged from his chambers, graduates would

hastily leave their dinners to look at him, but we may
doubt, with Mr. Leslie Stephen, whether this is within

the bounds of probability ; Mathias, however, who would

certainly have left his dinner, was a whole year at Cam-

bridge without being able to set eyes on Gray once. Lord

St. Helen's told Eogers that when he was at St. John's in

1770, he called on Gray with a letter of introduction, and

that Gray returned the call, which was thought so extra-

ordinary, that a considerable number of college men
assembled in the quadrangle to see him pass, and all re-

moved their caps when he went by. He brought three

young dons with him, and the procession walked in Indian

file; his companions seem to have attended in silence,

and to have expressed dismay on their countenances when
Lord St. Helen's frankly asked the poet what he thought

of Garrick's Jubilee Ode,—which was just published. Gray

replied that he was easily pleased.

Unaffected to the extreme with his particular friends,

Gray seems to have adopted with strangers whom he

did not like, a supercilious air, and a tone of great

languor and hauteur. Cole, who did not appreciate him,

speaks, in an unpublished note, of his " disgusting

effeminacy," by which he means what we call affecta-

tion. Mason says that he used this manner as a

o
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means of offence and defence towards persons whom he

disliked. Here is a picture of him the year before

he died :
" Mr. Gray's singular niceness in the choice

of his acquaintance makes him appear fastidious in

a great degree to all who are not acquainted with his

manner. He is of a fastidious and recluse distance of

carriage, rather averse to all sociability, but of the graver

turn, nice and elegant in his person, dress, and behaviour,

even to a degree of finicality and effeminacy." This

conception of him as an affected and effeminate little per-

sonage was widely current during his own lifetime. Mr.

Penneck, the Superintendent of the Museum Keading-

Eoom, had a friend who travelled one day in the Windsor

stage with a small gentleman to whom, on passing Ken-

sington Churchyard, he began to quote with great fervour

some stanzas of the Elegy; adding how extraordinary it was

that a poet of such genius and manly vigour of mind, should

be a delicate, timid, effeminate character, " in fact, sir," he

continued, " that Mr. Gray, who wrote those noble verses,

should be a puny insect shivering at a breeze." The other

gentleman assented, and they passed to general topics, on

which he proved himself to be so well-informed, enter-

taining, and vivacious, that Penneck's friend was en-

chanted. On leaving the coach, he fell into an enthusiastic

description of his fellow-traveller to the friend who met

him, and wound up by saying, " Ah ! here he is, returning

to the coach! Who can he be?" "Oh! that is Mr.

Gray, the poet
!

"

Gray could be talkative enough in general society, if he

found the company sympathetic. Walpole says that he

resembled Hume as a talker, but was much better com-

pany. On one of his visits to Norton Nicholls at Blundes-

ton, he found two old relatives of his host, people of the
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most commonplace type, already installed, and at first he

seemed to consider it impossible to reconcile himself to

their presence. But noticing that Nicholls was grieved at

this, he immediately changed his manner, and made him-

self so agreeable to them both that the old people talked

of him with pleasure as long as they lived. He would

always interest himself in any reference to farmings or to

the condition of the crops, which bore upon his botanical

pursuits ; one of his daily occupations, in his healthier

years, being the construction of a botanical calendar. One

of his finest sayings was :
—" To be employed is to be

happy f and his great personal aim in life seems to have

been to be constantly employed, without fatigue, so as to

be able to stem the tide of constitutional low spirits. The

presence of his most intimate friends, such as Wharton

a*nd Nicholls, had so magnetic an influence upon him, that

their memory of him was almost uniformly bright and

vivid. Those whom he loved less, knew how dejected and

silent he could be for hours and hours. Gibbon regretted

the pertinacity with which Gray plunged into merely

acquisitive and scholastic study ; the truth probably is,

that he had not the courage to indulge in reverie, nor the

physical health to be at rest.

The person, however, who has preserved the most exact

account of Gray's manner of life during the last months of

his career, is Bonstetten. In November 1769 Norton

Nicholls, being at Bath, met in the Pump-Koom there,

among the mob of fashionable people, a handsome young

Swiss gentleman of four-and-twenty, named Charles Victor

de Bonstetten. He was the only son of the treasurer of

Berne, and belonged to one of the six leading families of

the country. He lived at Nyon, had been educated at

Lausanne,.and was now in England, desiring to study our
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language and literature, but having hitherto fallen more

among fashionable people than people of taste. He was

very enthusiastic, romantic, and good-looking, very sweet

and winning in manner, full of wit and spirit, and, when
he chose to exert himself, quite irresistible. He had

brought an introduction to Pitt, but, after receiving some

courtesies, had slipped away into the country, and Mcholls

found him turning the heads of all the young ladies

at Bath. Bonstetten attached himself very warmly to

Nicholls, and was persuaded by the latter to go to Cam-

bridge to attend lectures. That Nicholls thoroughly

admired him, is certain from the very earnest letter of

introduction which he sent with him to Gray on the 27th

of November, 1769.

The ebullient young Swiss conquered the shy and

solitary poet at sight. "My gaiety, my love for

English poetry, appeared to have subdued him,"—the

word Bonstetten uses is "subjugue,"—"and the diffe-

rence in age between us seemed to disappear at once."

Gray found him a lodging close to Pembroke Hall, at

a coffee-house, and at once set himself to plan out for

Bonstetten a course of studies. On the 6th of January,

1770, Bonstetten wrote to Norton Mcholls :
—" I am in a

hurry from morning till night. At eight o'clock I am
roused by a young square-cap, with whom I follow Satan

through chaos and night. . . "We finish our travels in a

copious breakfast of muffins and tea. Then appear Shake-

speare and old Linnaeus, struggling together as two ghosts

would do for a damned soul. Sometimes the one gets the

better, sometimes the other. Mr. Gray, whose acquaint-

ance is my greatest debt to you, is so good as to show me
Macbeth, and all witches, beldames, ghosts and spirits,

whose language I never could have understood without his
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interpretation. I am now endeavouring to dress all these

people in a French dress, which is a very hard labour.
"

In enclosing this letter to Nicholls, Gray adds as a post-

script :

—

I never saw such a boy ; our breed is not made on this model.

He is busy from morning to night, has no other amusement
than that of changing one study for another, likes nobody that

he sees here, and yet wishes to stay longer, though he has passed

a whole fortnight with us already. His letter has had no cor-

rection whatever, and is prettier by half than English.

For more than ten weeks after the date of this letter,

Bonstetten remained in his lodgings at Cambridge, in

daily and unbroken intercourse with Gray. The remini-

scences of the young Swiss gentleman are extremely

interesting, though doubtless they require to be accepted

with a certain reservation. There is however the stamp

of truth about his statement that the poetical genius of

Gray was by this time so completely extinguished that the

very mention of his poems was distasteful to him. He
would not permit Bonstetten to talk to him about them,

and when the young man quoted some of his lines, Gray

preserved an obstinate silence like a sullen child. Some-

times Bonstetten said, " Will you not answer me ? " But

no word would proceed from the shut lips. Yet this was

during the time when, on all subjects but himself, Gray

was conversing with Bonstetten on terms of the most

affectionate intimacy. For three months the young Swiss,

despising all other society to be found at Cambridge, spent

every evening with Gray, arriving at five o'clock, and lin-

gering till midnight. They read together Shakespeare,

Milton, Dryden and the other great English classics, until

their study would slip into sympathetic conversation, in
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which the last word was never spoken. Bonstetten poured

out his confidences to the old poet,— all his life, all his

hopes, all the aspirations and enthusiasms of his youth,

and Gray received it all with profound interest and

sympathy, but never with the least reciprocity. To the

last his own life's history was a closed book to Bonstetten.

Never once did he speak of himself. Between the present

and past there seemed to be a great gulf fixed, and when
the warm-hearted young man approached the subject, he

was always baffled. He remarks that there was a complete

discord between Gray's humorous intellect and ardent

imagination on the one side and what he calls a " misere

de coeur " on the other. Bonstetten thought that this was

owing to a suppressed sensibility, to the fact that Gray

never—
anywhere in the sun or rain

Had loved or been beloved again,

and that he felt his heart to be frozen at last under what

Bonstetten calls the Arctic Pole of Cambridge.

This finalfriendship of his life troubled the poet strangely.

He could not get over the wonder of Bonstetten's ardour

and vitality :
" our breed is not made on this model."

His letters to Norton Nicholls are like the letters of an

anxious parent. " He gives me," he says on the 20th of

March, 1770, " too much pleasure, and at least an equal

share of inquietude. You do not understand him as well

as I do, but I leave my meaning imperfect, till we meet.

I have never met with so extraordinary a person. God

bless him ! I am unable to talk to you about anything

else, I think." Late in the month of March, Bonstetten

tore himself away from Cambridge ; his father had long

been insisting that he must return to Nyon. Gray went

up to London with him, showed him some of the sights,
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among others Dr. Samuel Johnson, who came puffing

down the Strand, unconscious of the two strangers who

paused on their way to observe him. " Look, look, Bon-

stetten ! " said Gray, " the great Bear ! There goes Ursa

Major ! " On the 23rd of March Gray lent him 20L and

packed his friend into the Dover machine at four o'clock

in the morning, returning very sadly to Cambridge, whence

he wrote to Nicholls :
—" Here am I again to pass my

solitary evenings, which hung much lighter on my hands

before I knew him. This is your fault ! Pray let the next

you send me be halt and blind, dull, unapprehensive and

wrong-headed. For this—as Lady Constance says—was

ever such a gracious creature born ! and yet—but no

matter ! . . . . This place never appeared so horrible to

me as it does now. Could you not come for a week or

a fortnight? It would be sunshine to me in a dark

night."

Bonstetten had departed with every vow and circum-

stance of friendship, and had obliged Gray to promise that

he would visit him the next summer in Switzerland. He
wrote to Gray from Abbeville, and then there fell upon his

correspondence one of those silences so easy to the volatile

and youthful. Gray in the meanwhile was possessed by a

weak restlessness of mind that made him almost ill, and

early in April, since Mcholls could not come to Cam-

bridge, he himself hastened to Blundeston, spending a few

days with Palgrave (" Old Pa ") on the way. He made

one excuse after another for avoiding Cambridge, to which

he did not return, except- for a week or two, until the end

of the year. He agreed with Norton Nicholls that they

should go together to Switzerland in the summer of 1771,

but entreated him not to vex him by referring to this in

any way till the time came for starting. By and by letters
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came from Bonstetten, with " bad excuses for not writing

oftener," and in May Gray was happier, travelling to

Aston to be with Mason, driving along the roads with

trees blooming and nightingales singing all around him.

His only literary exercise during this year 1770 seems to

have been filling an interleaved copy of the works of Lin-

naeus with notes. For the last eight or nine years natural

history had been his favourite study ; he said that it was

a singular felicity to him to be engaged in this pursuit,

and it often took him out into the fields when nothing

else would. He interleaved a copy of Hudson's Flora

Anglica, and filled it with notes : and was on a level with

all that had been done up to his time in zoology and

botany. Some of his notes and observations were after-

wards made use of by Pennant, with warm acknowledg-

ment. He returned from Aston towards the end of June,

and prepared at once to start with Norton Nicholls

for a summer tour. He directed Nicholls to meet him

at the sign of the Wheat Sheaf, five miles beyond

Huntingdon, about the 3rd of July. Unfortunately

there exists no journal to commemorate this, the last

of Gray's tours, which seems to have occupied more

than two months. The friends drove across the midland

counties into Worcestershire, descended the Severn

to Gloucester, and then made their way to Malvern

Wells, where they stayed a week, because Nicholls found

some of his acquaintance there. Gray must have been

particularly well, for he ascended the Herefordshire

Beacon, and enjoyed the unrivalled view from its summit.

He was much vexed, however, with the fashionable society

at the long table of the inn, and maintained silence at

dinner. When Nicholls gently rallied him on this, he

said that long retirement in the university had destroyed
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the versatility of his mind. At Malvern he received a

copy of Goldsmith's Deserted Village, which had just been

published ; he asked Norton Nicholls to read it aloud to

him, listened to it with fixed attention, and exclaimed

before they had proceeded far, "This man is a poet."

From Malvern they went on to Koss in Herefordshire,

and descended the Wye to Chepstow, a distance of forty

miles, in a boat, "surrounded," says Gray, "with ever new

delights." From this point they went on to Abergavenny

and South Wales, returning by Oxford, where they spent

two agreeable days. During this tour Gray turned aside

to visit Leasowes, where Shenstone had lived and died

in 1763. Gray had never admired Shenstone's artificial

grace, and had been vexed by some allusions in his

posthumously published letters, and it was probably more

to see the famous " Arcadian greens rural " than to do

homage to a poetic memory that he loitered^at Halesowen.

He returned in a very fair state of health, as was customary

after his summer holidays ; but the good effects unfor-

tunately passed away unusually soon. He had a feverish

attack in September, but cured it with sage-tea, his

favourite nostrum. Mcholls came up to town to see him,

and travelled with him as far as Cambridge ; but Gray's no"w*

invincible dislike to this place seems to have made him

really ill, and for the next two months he only went out-

side the walls of the college once. His aunt, Mrs. Oliffe,

now ninety years of age, had come up to Cambridge, and

appears to have lodged close to Gray inside Pembroke

College, where he was now allowed to do whatever he

chose. She was helplessly bedridden, but as intractable

a daughter of the Dragon of Wantley as ever. The other

Pembroke nonogenarian, Dr. Eoger Long, died on the 1 6th

of December 1770, and Gray's friend James Brown sue-
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ceeded him in the Mastership without any conten-

tion.

Early in 1771, Mrs. Oliffe died, leaving her entire for-

tune, such as it was, to Gray, and none of it to her nieces

the Antrobuses, who had nursed her in her illness. These

women had been brought to Cambridge by Gray, and had

been s6 comfortably settled by him in situations, that in

one of his letters he playfully dreads that all his friends

will shudder at the name of Antrobus. All through this

spring Gray seems to have been gradually sinking in

strength and spirits, though none of his friends appear to

have been alarmed about it. To Norton Mcholls'

entreaties that he would go to visit Bonstetten with him,

as to the young Swiss gentleman's own invitations, he

answered with a sad intimation that his health was not

equal to so much exertion.

Nicholls came up to town to say farewell to him

in the middle of June, having at last been persuaded

that it was useless to wait for Gray. The poet was

in his old rooms in Jermyn Street and there they parted

for the last time. Before Mcholls took leave of him,

Gray said, very earnestly, "I have one thing to beg

of you, which you must not refuse." Mcholls replied,

"You know you have only to command; what is it?"

" Do not go to visit Voltaire ; no one knows the mischief

that man will do." Mcholls said, " Certainly I will not;

but what could a visit from me signify ? " " Every tribute

to such a man signifies." A little before this Gray had

rejected polite overtures from Voltaire, who was a great

admirer of the Elegy ; but it was not that he was dead to

the charms of the great Frenchman. He paid a full tribute

of admiration to his genius, delighted in his wit, enjoyed

his histories, and regarded his tragedies as next in rank
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to those of Shakespeare ; but he hated him, as he hated

Hume, because, as he said, he thought him an enemy to

religion. He tried to persuade himself that Beattie had

mastered Voltaire in argument. Gray had a similar dis-

like to Shaftesbury, and was, throughout his career, though

in a very unassuming way, a sincere believer in Chris-

tianity. We find him exhorting Dr. Wharton not to omit

the use of family prayer, and this although he had a horror

of anything like " methodism " or religious display.

Gray's last letter to Bonstetten may be given as an

example of his correspondence with that gentleman, as

long after preserved and published by Miss Plumptre :

—

I am returned, my dear Bonstetten, from the little journey I

made into Suffolk, without answering the end proposed. The

thought that you might have been with me there, has embittered

all my hours. Your letter has made me happy, as happy as so

gloomy, so solitary a being as I am, is capable of being made.

I know, and have too often felt, the disadvantages I lay myself

under ; how much I hurt the little interest I have in you by this

air of sadness so contrary to your nature and present enjoy-

ments : but sure you will forgive, though you cannot sympathize

with me. It is impossible with me to dissemble with you;

such as I am 1 expose my heart to your view, nor wish to con-

ceal a single thought from your penetrating eyes. All that you

say to me, especially on the subject of Switzerland, is infinitely

acceptable. It feels too pleasing ever to be fulfilled, and as

often as I read over your truly kind letter, written long since

from London, I stop at these words :
" La mort qui peut glacer

nos bras avant qu'ils soient entrelaces."

He made a struggle to release himself from this atra-

bilious mood. He reflected on the business which he had

so long neglected, and determined to try again to find

energy to lecture. He drew up three schemes for regu-
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lating the studies of private pupils, and laid them before

the Duke of Grafton. But these plans, as was usual with

Gray, never came to execution, and when he was at Aston

in 1770, he told Mason that he had come to the conclusion

that it was his duty to resign the professorship, since it was

out of his power to do any real service in it. Mason

strongly dissuaded him from such a step, and encouraged

him to think that even yet he would be able to make a

beginning of his lectures. The Exordium of his proposed

inauguration speech was all that was found at his death to

account for so many efforts and intentions.

In the latter part of May 1771 Gray went up to London,

to his lodgings in Jermyn Street, where, as has been already

mentioned, he received the farewell visit from Nicholls.

He was profoundly wretched; writing to Wharton he

said, " Till this year I hardly knew what mechanical low

spirits were : but now I even tremble at an East wind."

His cough was incurable, the neuralgic pains in his head

were chronic. William Eobinson, in describing his last

interview with him, said that Gray talked of his own

career as a poet, lamented that he had done so little, and

began at last, in a repining tone, to complain that he had

lost his health just when he had become easy in his cir-

cumstances ; but on that he checked himself, saying that

it was wrong to rail against Providence. As he grew

worse and worse, he placed himself under a physician,

Dr. Gisborne, who ordered him to leave Bloomsbury,

and try a clearer air at Kensington. Probably the last

call he ever paid was on Walpole ; for hearing that his

old friend was about to set out for Paris, Gray visited

him. " He complained of being ill," says Walpole, " and

talked of the gout in his stomach, but I expected his death

no more than my own." During the month of June he
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received the MS. of Gilpin's Tour down the Wye, and en-

riched this work, which was not published until 1782,

with his notes, being reminiscences of his journey of the

preceding year.

On the 22nd of July, finding himself alone in London,

and overwhelmed with dejection and the shadow of death,

he came back to Cambridge. It was his intention to rest

there a day or two, and then to proceed to Old Park,

where the Whartons were ready to receive him. He put

himself under the treatment of his physician, Dr. Kobert

Glynn, who had been the author of a successful Seatonian

poem, and who dabbled in literature. This Dr. Glynn

was conspicuous for his gold-headed cane, scarlet coat,

three-cornered hat, and resounding pattens for thirty years

after Gray's death, and retains a niche in local history as

the last functionary of the University who was buried by

torchlight. Dr. Glynn was not at all anxious about Gray's

condition, but on Wednesday the 24th, the poet was so

languid, that his friend James Brown wrote for him to

Dr. Wharton, to warn him that though Gray did not give

over the hopes of taking his journey to Old Park, he was

very low and feverish, and could hardly start immediately.

That very night, while at dinner in the College Hall at

Pembroke, Gray felt a sudden nausea, which obliged him

to go hurriedly to his own room. He lay down, but he

became so violently and constantly sick, that he sent his

servant to fetch in Dr. Glynn, who was puzzled at the

symptoms, but believed that there was no cause for alarm.

Gray grew worse, however, for the gout had reached the

stomach; Dr. Glynn became alarmed, and sent for Eussell

Plumptre, the Kegius Professor of Physic. The old doctor

was in bed, and refused to get up, for which he was after-

wards severely blamed. No skill, however, could have
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saved Gray. He got through the 25th pretty well, and

slept tolerably that night, but after taking some asses'-

milk on the morning of the 26th, the spasms in the

stomach returned again. Dr. Brown scarcely left him
after the first attack, and wrote to all his principal friends

from the side of his bed. On this day, Thursday, the

Master could still hope " that we shall see him well again

in a short time." On Sunday, the 2.9th, Gray was taken

with a strong convulsive fit, and these recurred until he

died. He retained his senses almost to the last. Stone-

hewer and Dr. Gisborne arrived from London on the 30th

and took leave of their dying friend. His language be-

came less and less coherent, and he was not clearly able

to explain to Brown, without a great effort, where his will

would be found. He seemed perfectly sensible of his

condition, but expressed no concern at the thought of

leaving the world. Towards the end he did not suffer at

all, but lay in a sort of torpor, out of which he woke to

call for his niece, Miss Mary Antrobus. She took his

hand, and he said to her, in a clear voice, " Molly, I shall

die ! " He lay quietly after this, without attempting to

speak, and ceased to breathe about eleven o'clock, an hour

before midnight on the 30th of July, 1771, aged fifty-four

years, seven months, and four days.

James Brown found, in the spot which Gray had indi-

cated, his will. It was dated July 2, 1770, and must

therefore have been drawn up just before he started on his

tour through the Western Counties. Mason and Brown

were named his executors. He left his property divided

among a great number of relations and friends, reserving

the largest portions for his niece Miss Mary Antrobus, and

her sister, Mrs. Dorothy Comyns, both of whom were resi-

dents at Cambridge, and who had probably looked to his
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comfort of late years as he had considered their prospects

in earlier life. The faithful Stephen Hempstead was not

forgotten, while Mason and Brown were left residuary

legatees. On Brown fell the whole burden of attending

to the funeral, for Mason could not be found ; he had

taken a holiday, and knew nothing of the whole matter

until his letters reached him, in a cluster, at Bridlington

Quay, about the 7th of August.

By this time Gray was buried ; Brown took the body,

in a coffin of seasoned oak, to London and thence to

Stoke, where, on the 6th of August, it was deposited

in the vault which contained that of Gray's mother.

The mourners were Miss Antrobus, her sister's husband,

Mr. Comyns, a shopkeeper at Cambridge, "a young

gentleman of Christ's College, with whom Mr. Gray

was very intimate," and Brown himself; these persons

followed the hearse in a mourning coach. The sum of

ten pounds was, at the poet's express wish, distributed

among certain " honest and industrious poor persons in the

parish " of Stoke Pogis. As soon as Mason heard the news,

he crossed the Humber, and reached Cambridge the next

day ; Brown was a very cautious and punctilious man, and

no sooner had he returned to Cambridge than he insisted

that Mason should go up to town with him and prove the

will. Mason, who throughout showed a characteristic

callousness, grumbled but agreed, and on the 12th of

August the will was proved in London.

The executors returned immediately to Cambridge,

delivered up the plate, jewellery, linen, and furniture

to the Antrobuses, and then Mason packed up the

books and papers to be removed to his rooms at

York. Once settled there, on the 18th, he began

to enjoy the luxury of a literary bereavement. " Come,"
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he says to Dr. Wharton, " come, I beseech you, and

condole with me on our mutual, our irreparable loss.

The great charge which his dear friendship has laid upon

me, I feel myself unable to execute, without the advice

and assistance of his best friends
;
you are among the first

of these." It will hardly be believed that the "great

charge" so pompously referred to here is contained in

these exceedingly simple words of Gray :
—" I give to the

Keverend William Mason, precentor of York, all my
books, manuscripts, coins, music printed or written, and

papers of all kinds, to preserve or destroy at his own dis-

cretion." There is no shadow of doubt that the ambitious

and worldly Mason saw here an opportunity of achieving

a great literary success, and that he lost no time in posing

as Gray's representative and confidant. A few people

resisted his pretensions, such as Robinson and Mcholls,

but they were not writers, and Mason revenged himself

by ignoring them. Nor did he take the slightest notice of

Bonstetten.

James Brown, le petit bon homme with the warm heart,

was kinder and less ambitious. He wrote thoughtful

letters to every one, and particularly to the three friends in

exile, to Horace Walpole, Mcholls, and Bonstetten. Wal-

pole was struck cold in the midst of his frivolities, as if he

had suffered in his own person a touch of paralysis ; in his

letters he seems to whimper and shiver, as much with

apprehension as with sorrow. Norton Mcholls gave a cry

of grief, and very characteristically wrote instantly to his

mother lest she, knowing his love for Gray, should fear

that the shock would make him ill. From this exquisite

letter we must cite some lines :

—

I only write now lest you should be apprehensive on my
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account since the death of my dear friend. Yesterday's post

brought me the fatal news, in a letter from Mr. Brown, that

Mr. Gray (all that was most dear to me in this world except

yourself) died in the night about eleven o'clock, between the

30th and 31st of July. . . . You need not be alarmed for me,

I am well, and not subject to emotions violent enough to en-

danger my health, and besides with good kind people who pity

me and can feel themselves. Afflicted you may be sure I am !

You who know I considered Mr. Gray as a second parent, that

I thought only of him, built all my happiness on him, talked of

him for ever, wished him with me whenever I partook of any

pleasure, and flew to him for refuge whenever I felt any un-

easiness ; to whom now shall I talk of all I have seen here ?

Who will teach me to read, to think, to feel ? I protest to you,

that whatever I did or thought had a reference to him,—" Mr.

Gray will be pleased with this when I tell him. I must ask

Mr. Gray what he thinks of such a person or thing. He would

like such a person or dislike such another." If I met with any

chagrins, I comforted myself that I had a treasure at home ; if

all the world had despised and hated me, I should have thought

myself perfectly recompensed in his friendship. Now remains

only one loss more ; if I lose you, I am left alone in the world.

At present I feel I have lost half of myself. Let me hear that

you are well.

Thirty-four years afterwards the hand which penned

these unaffected lines wrote down those reminiscences, alas

!

too brief, which constitute the most valuable impressions

of Gray that we possess. It is impossible not to regret

that this sincere and tender friend did not undertake that

labour of biography which fell into more skilled, but

coarser hands than his. Yet it is no little matter to

possess this first outflow of grief and affection. It

assures us that, with all his melancholy and self-

torture, the great spirit of Gray was not without its

lively consolations, and that he gained of Heaven
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the boon for which he had prayed, a friend of friends.

Mcholls, Bonstetten, Robinson, Wharton, Stonehewer,

and Brown were undistinguished names of unheroic

men who are interesting to posterity only because, with

that unselfish care which only a great character and sweet-

ness of soul have power to rouse, they loved, honoured,

cherished this silent and melancholy anchorite. Dearer

friends, better and more devoted companions through a

slow and unexhilarating career, no man famous in literature

has possessed, and we feel that not to recognize this mag-

netic power of attracting good souls around him would be

to lose sight of Gray's peculiar and signal charm. It is

true that, like the moon, he was "dark to them, and

silent ;" that he received, and lacked the power to give ;

they do not seem to have required from him the impossible,

they accepted his sympathy, and rejoiced in his inexpres-

sive affection ; and when he was taken from them, they

regarded his memory as fanatics regard the sayings and

doings of the founder of their faith. Gray " never spoke

out," Brown said ; he lived, more even than the rest of us,

in an involuntary isolation, a pathetic type of the solitude

of the soul.

Yes ! in the sea of life enisled,

With echoing straits between us thrown,

Dotting the shoreless watery wild,

We mortal myriads live alone.

The islands feel the enclasping flow,

And then their endless bounds they know.



CHAPTEE X.

POSTHUMOUS.

The earliest tribute to the mind and character of Gray

was published in 1772 in the March number of a rather

dingy periodical, issued under Dr. Johnson's protection,

and entitled the London Magazine. This was written in

the form of a letter to Boswell by a man who had little

sympathy with Gray as a poet or as a wit, but was well

fitted to comprehend him as a scholar, the Eeverend

William J. Temple, vicar of St. Gluvias. This gentleman,

who had been a fellow of Trinity Hall during Gray's resi-

dence in Cambridge, and who is frequently mentioned in

the poet's later letters, was almost the only existing link

between the circles ruled respectively by Gray and Samuel

Johnson, Cole being perhaps the one other person known to

both these mutually repellent individuals. Temple's contri-

bution to the London Magazine is styled " A Sketch of the

Character of the Celebrated Poet Mr. Gray," and is ushered

in by the editor with some perfunctory compliments to the

poems. But Temple's own remarks are very valuable, and

may be reprinted here, especially as the careful Mitford

and every succeeding writer seem to have been content to

quote them from Johnson's inaccurate transcript :

—

Perhaps Mr. Gray was the most learned man in Europe : he

was equally acquainted with the elegant and profound parts of

Science, and not superficially, but thoroughly. He knew every
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branch of history, both natural and civil ; had read all the

original historians of England, France, and Italy ; and was a

great antiquarian. Criticism, metaphysics, morals, politics,

made a principal part of his plan of study. Voyages and travels

of all sorts were his favourite amusement : and he had a fine

taste in painting, prints, architecture, and gardening. With such

a fund of knowledge, his conversation must have been equally

instructing and entertaining. But he was also a good man, a

well-bred man, a man of virtue and humanity. There is no cha-

racter without some speck, some imperfection ; and I think the

greatest defect in his, was an affectation in delicacy or rather

effeminacy, and a visible fastidiousness or contempt and disdain

of his inferiors in science. He also had in some degree that

weakness which disgusted Voltaire so much in Mr. Congreve.

Though he seemed to value others chiefly according to the pro-

gress they had made in knowledge, yet he could not bear to be

considered himself merely as a man of letters : and though with-

out birth, or fortune, or station, his desire was to be looked

upon as a private gentleman, who read for his amusement."

Against the charge of priggishness which seems to be

contained in these last lines, we may place Norton

Nicholls' anecdote, that having in the early part of their

acquaintance remarked that some person was " a clever

man," he was cut short by Gray, who said, "Tell me if

he is good for anything." Another saying of his, that

genius and the highest acquirements of science were as

nothing compared with "that exercise of right reason

which Plato called virtue," is equally distinct as evidence

diat he did not place knowledge above conduct. But the

earlier part of Temple's article, which regards Gray's learn-

ing and acquisitions of every sort, is of great value.

Another of the poet's contemporaries, Eobert Potter, the

translator of iEschylus, and one of the foremost scholars of

the time, followed with a similar statement. " Mr. Gray
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was perhaps the most learned man of the age, but his

mind never contracted the rust of pedantry. He had too

good an understanding to neglect that urbanity which

renders society pleasing : his conversation was instructing,

elegant, and agreeable. Superior knowledge, an exquisite

taste in the fine arts, and, above all, purity of morals, and

an unaffected reverence for religion, made this excellent

person an ornament to society, and an honour to human
nature."

Mason lost no time in giving out that he was collecting

materials for a Life of Gray. His first literary act was to

print for private circulation in 1772 the opening book of his

didactic poem The English Garden, which he had written

as early as 1767, but which Gray had never allowed him

to print, speaking freely of it as being nonsense. But

Mason loved the children of his brain, and could not sup-

port the idea that one of them should be withheld from

the world. With great naivete, he attempted to argue

the matter with the shade of his great friend in a third

book which he added in 1772.

Clos'd is that curious ear, by Death's cold hand,

That mark'd each error of my careless strain

With kind severity ; to whom my Muse
Still lov'd to whisper what she meant to sing

In louder accent ; to whose taste supreme

She first and last appealed,

but still the departed friend may be invoked by the Muse,

and still, by Fancy sooth'd,

Fain would she hope her Gray attends the call.

Mason then refers, in the flat, particular manner native to

eighteenth century elegy, to the urn and bust and sculp-

tured lyre which he had placed to the memory of Gray in
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a rustic alcove in the garden at Aston, and then he ap-

proaches the awkward circumstance that Gray considered

The English Garden trash :

—

Offc, " smiling as in scorn," oft would he cry,

" Why waste thy numbers on a trivial art

That ill can mimic even the humblest charms

Of all-majestic Nature ? " at the word

His eye would glisten, and his accents glow

With all the Poet's frenzy ; " Sovereign Queen

!

Behold, and tremble, while thou viewest her State

Throned on the heights of Skiddaw : trace her march

Amid the purple crags of Borrowdale.

. . . Will thy boldest song

E'er brace the sinews of enervate art

To such dread daring ? Will it e'en direct

Her hand to emulate those softer charms

That deck the banks of Dove, or call to birth

The bare romantic crags," &c.

It seems highly probable that, stripped of the charms of

blank verse, this is precisely what Gray was constantly

saying to Mason, who greatly preferred artificial cascades

and myrtle grots to all the mountains in Christendom.

On the fly-leaf of this private edition of The English

Garden in 1772 appeared the first general announcement

of the coming biography.

The work progressed very slowly. From the family of

West, who had now been dead thirty years, Mason was

fortunate enough to secure a number of valuable letters,

but it was difficult to fill up the hiatus between the close

of this correspondence and the beginning of Mason's per-

sonal acquaintance with Gray. Wharton and Horace

Walpole came very kindly to his aid, and he was able to

collect a considerable amount of material. It is dis-

tressing to think of the mass of papers, letters, verses,
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and other documents which Mason possessed, and of

the comparatively small use which he made of them.

He conceived the happy notion, which does not seem

to have been thought of by any previous writer, of

allowing Gray to tell his own story by means of his

letters ; but he vitiated the evidence so put before the

world by tampering grossly with the correspondence.

He confessed to Norton Mcholls, who was angry at

this, that " much liberty was taken in transposing parts

of the letters," but he did not go on to mention

that he allowed himself to interpolate and erase

passages, to conceal proper names, to mutilate the original

MS S., and to alter dates and opinions. He was very

anxious that what he called his " fidelity" should not " be

impeached " to the public and the critics, but declared

that he had only acted for the honour of Gray himself.

It is probable that in his foolish heart Mason really did

consider that he was respecting Gray in thus brushing his

clothes and washing his hands for him before allowing the

world to see him. He thought that a ruffled wig or a

disordered shoe-tie would destroy his hero's credit with

the judicious, and accordingly he removed all that was

silly and natural from the letters. This determination to

improve Gray has marred, also, the slender thread of

biography by which the letters are linked together, yet to

a less degree than might be supposed, and the student

finds himself constantly returning to Mason's meagre and

slipshod narrative for some fact which has been less

exactly stated by the far more careful and critical Mitford.

Mason had top much literary ability, and had known Gray

too intimately and too long, to make his book other than

valuable. It is faulty and unfinished, but it is a sketch

from the life. It appeared, in two quarto volumes, in
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June 1775 and was received with great warmth by the

critics, the public, and all but the intimate friends of

Gray. Mason often reprinted this book, which con-

tinued to be a sort of classic until Mitford commenced his

investigations.

It has generally been acknowledged that Johnson's Life

of Gray is the worst section in his delightful series. It

formed the last chapter but one in the fourth volume of the

Lives of the Poets, and was written when its author was tired

of his task, and longing to be at rest again. It is barren

and meagre of fact to the last degree ; Cole, the antiquary,

gave into Johnson's charge a collection of anecdotes and

sayings of Gray which he had formed in connexion with

the poet's Cambridge friends, especially Tyson and Spar-

row, but the lexicographer was disinclined to make any

use of them, and they were dispersed and lost. We have

already seen that these two great men, the leading men of

letters of their age in England, were radically wanting in

sympathy. Gray disliked Johnson personally, apparently

preserving the memory of some chance meeting in which the

Sage had been painfully self-asserting and oppressive ; he

was himself a lover of limpid and easy prose, and a master

of the lighter parts of writing, and therefore condemned the

style of Dr. Johnson hastily, as being wholly turgid and

vicious. Yet he respected his character, and has recorded

the fact that Johnson often went out in the streets of

London with his pockets full of silver, and had given it

all away before he returned home.

Johnson's portrait of Gray is somewhat more judicial than

this, but just as unsympathetic. Yet he made one remark,

after reading a few of Gray's letters, which seems to me to

surpass in acumen all the generalities of Mason, namely that

though Gray was fastidious and hard to please, he was a
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man likely to love much where he loved at all. But for

Gray's poems Johnson had little but bewilderment. If

they had not received the warm sanction of critics like

Warburton and Hurd, and the admiration of such friends

of his own as Boswell and Garrick, it seems likely that

Johnson would not have acknowledged in them any merit

whatever. Where he approves of them, no praise could

be fainter; where he objects, he is even more trenchant

and contemptuous than usual. The Elegy in a Country

Churchyard, and the Ode on Adversity are the only pieces

in the whole repertory of Gray to which he allows the

tempered eulogy that he is not willing to withhold from

Mallet or Shenstone. We shall probably acquit the sturdy

critic of any unfairness, even involuntary, when we per-

ceive that for the poetry of Collins, who was his friend and

the object of his benefactions, he has even less toleration

than for the poetry of Gray.

When we examine Johnson's strictures more exactly

still, we find that the inconsistency which usually

accompanied the expression of his literary opinions

does not forsake him here. Even when Johnson is

on safe ground, as when he is weighing in a very

careful balance the Epitaphs of Pope, he is never a

sure critic ; he brings his excellent common sense to bear

on the subject in hand, but is always in too great haste to

be closing not to omit some essential observation. But

when discussing poetry so romantic in its nature as that

of Gray, he deals blows even more at random than usual.

The Ode on Adversity meets with his warmest approbation,

and he suggests no objection to its allegorical machinery,

to much of which no little exception might now be taken.

But the Eton Ode, with strange want of caution, he de-

claims against in detail, blaming at one time what posterity
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is now content to admire, and at the other what his own

practice in verse might have amply justified. "The

Prospect of Eton College suggests nothing to Gray, which

every beholder does not equally think and feel," that is to

say, which every susceptible and cultivated beholder does

not feel in a certain vein of reflection ; but this, so far

from being a fault, is the touch of nature which makes the

poem universally interesting. " His supplication to Father

Thames, to tell him who drives the hoop or tosses the

ball, is useless and puerile. Father Thames has no better

means of knowing than himself." In this case, Johnson

was instantly reminded that Father Nile had been called

upon for information exactly analogous in the pages of

Basselas. " His epithet buxom health is not elegant," but

to us it seems appropriate, which is better. Finally John-

son finds that " redolent of joy and youth" is an expres-

sion removed beyond apprehension, and is an imitation

of a phrase of Dryden's misunderstood; but here Gray

proves himself the better scholar. It may be conjectured

that he found this word redolent, of which he was parti-

cularly fond, among the old Scots poets of the sixteenth

century, whom he was the first to unearth. Dunbar and

Scot love, to talk of the "redolent rose."

The phrases above quoted constitute Johnson's entire

criticism of the FAon Ode, and it is of a kind, which however

vigorously expressed, would not now-a-days be considered

competent before the least accredited of tribunals. The

examination of the two Pindaric odes is conducted on more

conscientious but not more sympathetic principles. To the

experiments in metre, to the verbaland quantitative felicities,

Johnson is absolutely deaf. He does not entirely deny merit

to the poems, but he contrives, most ingeniously, to hesi-

tate contempt. " My process," he says, " has now brought

me to the wonderful Wonder of Wonders, the two Sister
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Odes; by which, though either vulgar ignorance or

common sense at first universally rejected them, many

have been since persuaded to think themselves delighted.

I am one of those that are willing to be pleased, and there-

fore would gladly find the meaning of the first stanza

of the -Progress of Poetry" Johnson, it is obvious

enough, is on the side of "common sense." The diffi-

culty which he was pleased to find in the opening

stanza of the ode is one which he would have been the

first to denounce as whimsical and paltry if brought for-

ward by some other critic. Gray describes the formation

of poetry under the symbol of a widening river, calm and

broad in its pastoral moments, loud, riotous and resonant

when swollen by passion or anger. Johnson, to whom the

language of Greek poetry and the temper of Greek thought

were uncongenial, refused to grasp this direct imagery, and

said that if the poet was speaking of music, the expression

" rolling down the steep amain " was nonsense, and if of

water, nothing to the point. So good a scholar should

have known, and any biographer should have noticed that

Gray had pointed out, that, as usual in Pindar, whom he is

here closely paraphrasing, the subject and simile are united.

Johnson was careless enough to blame Gray for inventing

the compound adjective velvet-green, although Pope and

Young, poets after Johnson's own heart, had previously

used it. The rest of his criticism is equally faulty, and

from the same causes,— haste, and want of sympathy.

Johnson's attack did nothing at first to injure Gray's

position as a poet. Yet there can be no doubt that in

the process of time, the great popularity of the Lives of

the Poets, and the oblivion into which Mason's life has

fallen, have done something sensibly to injure Gray with

the unthinking. Even in point of history the life of

Gray is culpably full of errors, and might as well have
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been written if Mason's laborious work had never been

published. There is, however, one point on which John-

son did early justice to Gray, and that is in commending

the picturesque grace of his descriptions of the country.

Against the condemnation of Johnson, there were placed,

almost instantly, the enthusiastic praises of Adam Smith,

Gibbon, Hume, Mackintosh, and others of no less autho-

rity, who were unanimous in ranking his poetry only just

below that of Shakespeare and Milton. This view con-

tinued until the splendours of the neo-romantic school,

especially the reputations of Wordsworth and Byron,

reduced the luminary and deprived it of its excess of light.

The Lake School, particularly Coleridge, professed that

Gray had been unfairly over-rated, and it wTas rather Byron

and Shelley who sustained his fame, as in some directions

they continued his tradition.

It would be to leave this little memoir imperfect if we

did not follow the destinies of that group of intimate

friends who survived the poet, and whose names are in-

dissolubly connected with his. The one who died first

was Lord Strathmore, who passed away, prematurely, in

1776. James Brown continued to hold the mastership of

Pembroke, and to enjoy the reputation of a gentle and

good-natured old man until 1784, when he followed his

friend to the grave. Young men of letters, such as Sir

Egerton Brydges, considered it a privilege to be asked to

the Master's Lodge, and to take tea with the man in whose

arms Gray breathed his last, although Brown had no great

power of reminiscence, and had not much to tell such

eager questioners. Of himself it was told that his ways

were so extremely punctilious as to amuse Gray, himself a

very regular man, and that once, when the friends were

<*oing to start together at a certain hour, and the time had

just arrived, Brown rose and began to walk to and fro,
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whereupon Gray exclaimed, " Look at Brown, he is going

to strike ! " Dr. Thomas Wharton (who must never be

confounded with Thomas Warton, the poet-laureate) con-

tinued to live at his house at Old Park, Durham, where

Gray had so often spent delightful weeks. He died in

1794 at a great age, and left his ample correspondence

with Gray to his second son, a man of some literary pre-

tensions, of whom Sir Egerton Brydges has given an in-

teresting account. Mason and Walpole, whose careers are

too well known to be dwelt upon here, survived their cele-

brated friend by more than a quarter of a century. Horace

Walpole died on March 2, and Mason on April 4, 1797.

At the close of the century several of Gray's early

friends still survived. The Eev. William Eobinson,

having reached the age of seventy-six, died in December

1803. On his tomb in the church of Monk's Horton, in

Kent, it was stated that he was " especially intimate with

the poet Gray," with whom he probably became acquainted

through the accident that his mother, after his father's

death, made Dr. Conyers Middleton her second husband.

His sister was the Mrs. Elizabeth Montagu who wrote the

Essay on Shakespeare and who patronized Dr. Johnson.

The kind and faithful Stonehewer died at a very ad-

vanced age in 1809, bequeathing to Pembroke Hall those

commonplace-books of Gray's from which Mathias reaped

his bulky volumes, and yet left much for me to glean.

Norton Mcholls died rector of Lound and Bradwell in

Suffolk, on the 22nd of November, in the same year, 1809,

having fortunately placed on paper, four years before, his

exquisite reminiscences of Gray. He also bears on his

memorial tablet, in Eichmond Church, his claim to the

regard of posterity :
" He was the friend of the illustrious

Gray."

The most remarkable, certainly the most original,
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of Gray's friends, was also the most long-lived. Charles

Victor de Bonstetten had but just begun his busy and

eccentric career when he crossed the orbit of Gray. He
lived not merely to converse with Byron but to survive

him, and to see a new age of literature inaugurated. He
was a copious writer, and his works enjoyed a certain

vogue. His well-known description of Gray occurs in a

book of studies published in 1831, the year before he

died, Les Souvenirs du Chevalier de Bonstetten. In the

most chatty of his books, VHomme du Midi et Vhomme

du Nord, he says that he found in England that friendship

of the most intimate kind could subsist between persons

who were satisfied to remain absolutely silent in one

another's presence ; there may be a touch of the reserve

of Gray in this vague allusion.

In Bonstetten the romantic seed which Gray may

be supposed to have sown, burst into extravagant

blossom. His conduct in private life seems, from

what can be gathered, to have been founded on a

perusal of La Nouvelle Heloise, and though he was

a pleasant little fat man, with rosy cheeks, his con-

duct was hardly up to the standard which Gray would

have approved of. Bonstetten may perhaps be described

as a smaller Benjamin Constant ; like him, he was Swiss

by birth, first roused to intellectual interest in England,

and finally sentimentalized in Germany ; but he was not

quite capable of writing Adolphe. Bonstetten followed

Gray in studying the Scandinavian tongues; he acquainted

himself with Icelandic, and wrote copiously,though not very

wisely, on the Eddas. He brought out a German edition

of his works at Copenhagen, where he spent some time,

and whither he pursued his eccentric friend Matthison.

Bonstetten died at Genoa in February, 1832, at the age of

eighty-seven. The last survivor among people whom
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Gray knew was probably the Earl of Burlington, " little

brother George," who died in 1834. Perhaps the last person

who was certainly in Gray's presence was Sir Samuel

Egerton Brydges, who was present, at the age of three, at

a wedding at which Gray assisted, and who died in 1837.

Gray was rather short in stature, of graceful build in

early life, but too plump in later years. He walked in a

wavering and gingerly manner, the result probably of weak-

ness. Besides the portraits already described in the body

of this memoir, there is a painting at Pembroke Hall by

Benjamin Wilson, F.E.S., a versatile artist whose work

was at one time considered equal to that of Hogarth.

This portrait is in profile ; it was evidently painted

towards the close of the poet's life ; the cheeks are puffed,

and the lips have fallen inwards through lack of teeth.

Gray is also stated to have sat to one of the Vanderguchts,

but this portrait seems to have disappeared. In 1778

Mason commissioned the famous sculptor John Bacon, who
was just then executing various works in Westminster

Abbey, to carve the medallion now existing in Poet's

Corner ; as Bacon had never seen Gray, Mason lent him

a profile drawing by himself, the original of which, a

hideous little work, is now preserved at Pembroke. A
bust of Gray, by Behnes, founded on the full-face portrait

by Eckhardt, stands with those of other famous scholars,

in Upper School at Eton.

In 1776, according to a College Order which Mr. J.

W. Clark has kindly copied for me, "James Brown,

Master, and William Mason, Fellow, each gave fifty

pounds to establish a building fund in memory of

Thomas Gray the Poet, who had long resided in the

College." The fund so started gradually accumulated

until it amounted to a very large sum. Certain alterations

were made, but nothing serious was attempted until, about
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thirty years ago, Mr. Cory, a fellow of Emmanuel College,

took down the Christopher Wren doorway to the hall, and

attempted to harmonise the whole structure to Gothic.

Still the Gray Building Fund was accumulating, and the

college was becoming less and less able to accommodate

its inmates. It was determined at last to carry out the

scheme proposed nearly a century before by Brown and

Mason. In March 1870, the work was put into the

hands of Mr. Alfred Waterhouse. He was at work on

the college until 1879, and in his hands if it is no longer

picturesque it is thoroughly comfortable and habitable.

In all this vast expenditure of money, not one penny

was spent, until quite lately, in commemoration of the

man in whose name it was collected. At Peterhouse,

when the College Hall was restored in 1870, a stained

glass window, drawn by Mr. F. Madox Brown and

executed by Mr. William Morris, was presented by Mr.

A. H. Hunt. At Pembroke a still more fitting memorial

was erected on the 26th of May 1885, when a marble

bust by Mr. Hamo Thornycroft, A.E.A., was unveiled

by Lord Houghton in the College Hall in the presence

of a very distinguished audience. Mr. Lowell and Sir

Frederick Leighton, among others, gave eloquent testi-

mony on that occasion to the lasting esteem in which

the memory of Gray is held on both sides of the Atlantic.

THE END.



APPENDIX

It was not known until the Dillon MSS. passed through my
hands in 1884 that in August 1764, about a month after

the surgical operation which is described on p. 165, Gray-

went to Netherby, on the Scotch border, to visit the Eev.

Mr. Graham, the horticulturist, and from his house set

out on a tour through Scotland. His route took him by
Annan and Dumfries to the Falls of the Clyde and Lanark.

At Glasgow he visited Foulis,the publisher,fromwhom he after-

wards received many courtesies. He admired Foulis' academy

of painting and sculpture, and lamented that the Cathedral of

Glasgow had fallen so much out of repair. He passed on to

Loch Lomond, sailed on the loch, and returned to Glasgow

by Dumbarton. At Stirling he enjoyed the view from the

Castle, and went on by Falkirk and the coast to Edinburgh.

He took excursions to Hawthornden and Eoslin, and thence

to Melrose. He was next at Kelso, Tweedmouth, and
Norham Castle. He made an excursion at low tide to Holy
Island, and the journal closes at Bamborough Castle, from

which place he went, no doubt, to his customary haunt, Dr.

Wharton's house at Old Park, in the county of Durham.
This was Gray's first visit to Scotland.
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